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Preface 

This book appears perhaps at the wrong moment, since it goes 
against the mathematical tide, which nowadays seems to be mov
ing away from abstraction and conceptualization towards concrete
ness and specialization. Nevertheless, we have decided to publish it, 
rather than wait for the turn of the tide. Our purpose is to explain 
infinitesimals and infinitely large integers, as they were used before 
their elimination by the set-theoretic trend in mathematics. Our ex
planation doesn't go against this trend, but tries to give a consistent 
reinterpretation of infinitesimals in a set-theoretic context, through 
the use of sheaf theory. 

A set-theoretic interpretation of infinitesimals appears to have 
been provided already by A. Robinson and his school, with the 
creation of non-standard analysis, and the reader may well won
der whether we are reformulating non-standard analysis in terms of 
sheaves. However, one should notice that two kinds of infinitesimals 
were used by geometers like S. Lie and E. Cartan, namely invertible 
infinitesimals and nilpotent ones. Non-standard analysis only takes 
the invertible ones into account, and the claims to the effect that 
non-standard analysis provides an axiomatization of the notion of 
infinitesimal is therefore incorrect. This is particularly astonishing 
when one realizes that notions like differential form, curvature, etc., 
were originally based upon the notion of nilpotent infinitesimal. 

The use of sheaves to model nilpotent infinitesimals is not new. 
In fact, nilpotent infinitesimals are used in Grothendieck's theory 
of schemes to handle infinitesimal structures in the context of alge
braic geometry. But the theory of schemes lacks an adequate lan
guage to deal directly with nilpotent infinitesimals, in the way· that 
non-standard analysis provides such a language (and semantics) for 
invertible infinitesimals. 

It was the discovery of Lawvere that a Grothendieck top os may be 
viewed as a universe of "variable" sets, and that consequently set
theoretic language can be interpreted directly in a topas. Therefore, 
working with the topos built from schemes, rather than with the 
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schemes themselves, one obtains a model for this generalized set
theory with nilpotent infinitesimals. 

Lawvere also discovered that by considering smooth versions of the 
toposes occurring in algebraic geometry (toposes built from rings of 
smooth functions, rather than polynomials) one obtains models for 
ordinary differential geometry. In these models, infinitesimal struc
tures of the kind used by Cartan, for instance, can be interpreted 
directly, and in this context Cartan's arguments are literally valid. 

These ideas, dating from 1967, remained unpublished, and were 
taken up only in the mid-seventies. This resulted in two main lines 
of development. On the one hand, there was the purely axiomatic 
development of differential geometry with nilpotent infinitesimals, 
or "synthetic differential geometry". On the other hand, smooth 
toposes were constructed, which showed not only the consistency of 
the axiomatic approach, but also provided a direct connection with 
the classical theory of manifolds. 

The emphasis of our book is on this second line of development. 
Our main concern has been to show that synthetic differential ge
ometry has a clear and direct relation to the classical theory. This 
relation is based on the fact that, unlike non-standard analysis, syn
thetic differential geometry has natural models built from smooth 
functions and their ideals. The main novelty of our approach, with 
regard to both non-standard analysis and synthetic differential ge
ometry, is precisely the construction of such mathematically natural 
models containing nilpotent as well as invertible infinitesimals. 

We started our collaboration at the end of 1982, when Reyes was 
spending his sabbatical year at the University of Utrecht. The actual 
writing of the book took place between the fall of 1983 and the 
spring of 1985. During this period, the authors were able to work in 
close contact. Besides several shorter visits, Reyes spent the summer 
of 1984 at the University of Amsterdam, and Moerdijk spent the 
academic year 1984-85 at McGill University. 

We gave courses and seminars on parts of the contents of the 
book at the University of Utrecht in 82-83, at the University of 
Montreal in 83-84, and at McGill University in 84-85. Moreover, 
between 1983 and 1986, the material was presented in lectures at 
Aarhus during the workshop on categorical methods in geometry, at 
Bogota during the seminario-taller de categorfas, and at the univer
sities of Paris, Lille, Cambridge, Columbia, Rome, Milano, Parma, 
Warsaw, Carnegie-Mellon, Maryland, Campinas, Sao Paulo, La Ri
oja (Logrono), Zaragoza and Santiago de Compostela. We would like 
to thank our colleagues at these institutions who made these visits 
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Introduction 

The theory of manifolds goes back to Riemann's lecture "Ueber die 
Hypothesen, welche der Geometrie zu Grunde liegen" ("On the hy
potheses which lie at the foundations of geometry"), which was deliv
ered on June 10, 1854, to the faculty of the University of Gottingen. 
Since there were members of the faculty who knew little mathemat
ics, Riemann chose a rather informal style of exposition to make his 
lecture intelligible. In part one of this lecture, he set himself the task 
of "constructing the concept of a multiply extended quantity from 
general notions of quantity", a task he regards as being of a "philo
sophical nature, where difficulties lie more in the concepts than in 
the construction .... " 

On the basis of this lecture alone, it seems nearly impossible to 
determine what form such a construction should take, and hence 
we cannot know how far Riemann had advanced towards the ac
complishment of his task. For a modern reader, however, it is very 
tempting to regard his efforts as an endeavor to define a "manifold" , 
and it is precisely the clarification of Riemann's ideas, as understood 
by his successors, which led gradually to the notions of manifold and 
Riemannian space as we know them today. 

In this context it is important to notice that Riemann himself 
pointed out in his lecture the existence of "manifolds in which the 
fixing of positions requires not a finite number, but either an infi
nite sequence or a continuous manifold of numerical measurements. 
Such a manifold form, for instance, the possibilities for a function 
in a given region, the possible shapes of a solid figure, etc." This 
quotation reveals already a first limitation of the theory of manifolds 
in its modern guise: 

The category M 01 Coo -maniloldB and COO -map8 between them is 
not carte8ian clo8ed. In particular, the 8pace 01 Coo -maps between 
two manilolds is not necessar", a manilold. 

The need for a cartesian closed category of smooth spaces and 
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smooth maps has repeatedly been pointed out in connection to physics. 
We mention the following considerations, due to Lawvere (1980): 
The motion of a certain body B (for example, a ~dimensional sys
tem of particles, a I-dimensional elastic cord, a 2-dimensional flexible 
shell, a 3-dimensional solid) is often represented by a map 

q:Tx B- E, 

where T is (the I-dimensional space to measure) time, and E is the 
ordinary flat 3-dimensional space. Thus, the motion may be thought 
of as assigning to a couple (time, particle of B) the corresponding 
place in E during the motion. 

For other purposes, however, it is useful to consider motion as a 
map 

q:B- ET 

which assigns to each particle of B its path through E, where # 
is the space of (smooth) paths. The action of the vector space Y of 
translations of the flat space E allows us to define a map 

(" ):ET _yT 

using Newton's notation. By composing with q we obtain a new map 
which, in turn, gives us (by adjunction) the velocity map 

tI:T X B- Y 

of the motion q" 
Still another way of considering motion is necessary for some pur

poses, namely as a map 
I:T- EB 

which assigns to a time the (smooth) placement of the body in space 
at that time. Letting JJ be the mass distribution of B, we obtain a 
map (by convexity of E) 

JJ(~) Is ( )dJJ: EB - E, 

which assigns to each placement of B the corresponding position of 
the center of mass. Once again, composing this map with I, we 
obtain a new map 

T--+E 

giving for each time the center of mass of the systems in motion at 
that time. 

The various connections between these ways of regarding motion 
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should be expressed precisely by the adjunctions available from the 
cartesian closed structure of a category of smooth spaces and smooth 
maps. In the words of Lawvere: "The E,B, T transforms (Le., the 
adjunctions) are more (at least as) fundamental as any particular 
determination of the objects as "consisting" of points, opens, paths, 
etc., and indeed any such determination which does not admit these 
transformations is ultimately of only specialized interest". 

The second limitation of the theory of manifolds may briefly be 
formulated as follows: 

The cAtegory M 0/ Coo -manifolds IAcles finite inverse limits. In 
particular, pullbacles 0/ manifolds are general', not manifolds. 

This implies that curves and algebraic varieties, of the kind al
ready studied by Descartes, are not manifolds. The trouble here is 
that algebraic varieties may have (and usually do have) singulari
ties, whereas manifolds cannot. As a consequence of this exclusion, 
one finds that, despite many interactions, differential geometry and 
algebraic geometry follow their separate ways, and the methods of 
one cannot, without violence, be applied to the other. 

A limitation of the theory of manifolds of a different nature is: 

The absence 0/ a convenient language to deal ezplicitly and directly 
with structures in the Itinfinitely small". 

We mention here a rather technical example, a theorem due to 
Ambrose, Palais and Singer, which will be discussed in Chapter v. 
This theorem asserts the equivalence between symmetric connections 
and sprays on a manifold. Connections and sprays are operations 
on infinitesimal structures, and one would like to show their equiv
alence directly. However, an appropriate language to make a direct 
comparison is lacking, and one first has to transform these "infinites
imal" structures into "local" ones by integration. The comparison 
is then possible, since it is at this "local" level that the language of 
the classical theory of manifolds is adequate. Finally, one returns to 
the original "infinitesimal" structures by some limit process, inverse 
to integration. 

This detour should not be necessary if one had a convenient lan
guage for infinitesimals at one's disposal. 

Despite the absence of such a language for infinitesimals, geome
ters like G. Darboux, S. Lie and E. Cartan often used "synthetic" 
reasoning in their work. We shall illustrate this style of reasoning 
with an example taken from E. Cartan (1928). Mter stating the for-
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mulas of Green, Stokes and Ostrogradsky, Cartan (loc. cit, p. 207) 
continues: "The operation which allows us to construct such formu
las may be described in a very simple way. Let us first consider the 
case of a simple integral wed) [where wed) is a differential I-form, 
and d is a symbol of differentiation] taken along a closed circuit (0). 
Let (S) be a (part of a) surface limited by (0), in n-dimensional 
space. Let us introduce in (S) two symbols of differentiation dl , d2 
which are interchangeable [Le., they commute], and let us divide (S) 
into the corresponding network of infinitely small parallelograms. If 
m is the vertex of one of these parallelograms (d. figure) 

ms 

m 

and if ml and m2 are the vertices obtained from the operations dl 

and d2, we have 
(ml (m2 

1m w = w(dl ), 1m w = w(d2 ) 

therefore the integral liJ taken along the boundary of the parallelo
gram is equal to W(dl) + (W(d2) + dIW(d2» - (W(dl) + d2w(dl » -
W(d2) = dl w(d2) - d2W(dl). The expression in the second member is 
nothing else but the bilinear covariant ofw [i.e., in modern language, 
the exterior derivative]. For instance, if Pdz is a term of w, 

dl(Pd2Z) - d2(Pdl z) = dl Pd2z - d2Pdlz = (dPdz) 

[in modern notation: dP Adz]. We obtain, thus, the Stokes' formula 

f Pdz + Qdy + Rdz = f f dPdz + dQdy + dRdz, 
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which may be extended to any number of variables" . 
Let us remark that this way of defining the exterior derivative by 

circulation along an infinitesimal parallelogram, obtaining Stokes' 
theorem 88 a byproduct, is quite popular (and rightly so!) among 
physicists and engineers, who keep on using this kind of reasoning. 

The "symbol of differentiation" occurring in this quotation may 
seem rather mysterious. Let us quote again from Cartan (loc. cit, 
p. 179), where the sense of this notion is elucidated for Riemann 
spaces: "Let us consider two different systems of differentiation d and 
D. The quantities d.i may be considered 88 products of an "infinitely 
small" constant parameter Q by functions ~(ul, ... un) (which are 
either determined or left undetermined): 

dui = Q~(ul, ... ,un). 

Similarly, 
6ui = P'1i ( ul , ... , un). 

Let m be an arbitrary point with coordinates (ui ) of the Riemann 
space; let ml be the point with coordinates (ui + dui ) and m2 the 
point with coordinates (ui + 6ui ). The vector ;;unl defines an el~ 
mentary displacement dj the vector ;;un2 an elementary displacement 
D." 

Following this explanation, we shall interpret these notions 88 

follows (see Chapter IV): A symbol of differentiation (on S) is a 
map d: D -+ S, where D is the set of first-order infinitesimals, i.e. 
D = {h E Rlh2 = O}. Two such symbols d, D commute if there 
is some ,: D x D -+ S such that ,(h,O) = d(h) for all h E D and 
,(O,h) = 6(h) for all hE D. A differential I-form (on S) is a map 
w: SD X D -+ R. Cartan defines the exterior derivative of w, i.e., a 
differential 2-form dw: SDxD X D x D -+ R via the circulation along 
the infinitisimal parallelogram (;,hl,h2) E SDxD X D x D. In fact, 
(;, hI, h2) may be pictured 88 follows: 

D 

-
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The circulation is simply 

1"'1 1"" 1"" 1"'2 w+ w- w- w 
'" '" 1 "'2 '" 

where these infinitesimal integrals are defined by 

("'I 1", w = w([h ..... 7(h,0»),hl ) = w(dI,hl) 

Introduction 

To continue Cartan's argument, we make the blunt assumption 
(which is a consequence of the so-called Kock-Lawvere axiom, see 
11.2.4) that any function I: D --+ R may be developed in Taylor 
series to obtain I(h) = 1(0) + hl'(O). 

By applying this formula to l(hJ) = w([h ..... 7(hl, h)), h2), we 
obtain 1::1' w = 1::2 w + hI ·1'(0), which is Cartan's formula, but 
for the notation. To complete the definition of the exterior deriva
tive, we let dwh,hl,h2) = circulation ofw along (7,hl,h2). Using 
infinitesimal integrals, we may thus write, letting a(,., hI, h2) be the 
circuit (C), 

which is the infinitesimal version of Stokes' theorem. From here, as 
shown in detail in Chapter IV, we can derive the usual, finite version 
of Stokes' theorem. How this theorem relates to the classical one will 
be explained later on in this introduction (and more extensively in 
Chapter IV). 

Rather than multiplying the examples of this kind, we now give 
a different one coming from theoretical physics. Although several 
"mathematical" definitions of "generalized measures" have been given 
(the theory of distributions, operator calculus, etc.), it seems fair to 
say that physicists keep on thinking of a distribution as the operation 
of integrating against a "real function" , be it with rather pathologi
cal properties. A typical example is the function 6 corresponding to 
the Dirac distribution. In Schiff (1968), p.S6, the properties of the ~ 
function are described as follows: 

"Thus the limit of this function (e.g. li:::I:) as 9 ----+ 00 has 
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all the properties of the 6 function: it becomes infinitely large at 
z = 0, it has unit integral, and the infinitely rapid oscillations as Izl 
increases mean that the entire contribution to an integral containing 
this function comes from the infinitesimal neighborhood of z = 0." 

We wish to point out the following features of these arguments. 
First of all, in the first argument no mention is made of atlases and 
coordinates, although manifolds are mentioned; in other words, this 
argument is intrinsic, and proceeds by directly manipulating g~ 
metric objects, namely diJferential forms and infinitesimal parallelo
grams. Secondly, infinitesimals are freely used, making the notion of 
limit unnecessary (for the particular purpose at hand). Notice, how
ever, that in the first argument the infinitesimals must be nilpotent. 
Obviously, such infinitesimals will not do to define the 6 function-for 
this one needs the notion of invertible infinitesimals, and correspond
ingly, of infinitely large reals, to make the integral of 6 add up to 
1. 

As a final illustration of the need for an adequate language to deal 
with infinitesimal structures, we would like to mention the follow
ing quotation taken from the preface to S. Lie's article (1876) (also 
quoted in Kock (1981»: "The reason why I have postponed for so 
long these investigations, which are basic to my other work in this 
field, is essentially the following. I found these theories originally by 
synthetic considerations. But I soon realized that, as appropriate 
[zweckmiissig) the synthetic method is for discovery, as difficult it is 
to give a clear exposition on synthetic investigations, which deal with 
objects that till now have almost exclusively been considered analyt
ically. After long vacillations, I have decided to use a half-synthetic, 
half-analytic form. I hope my work will serve to bring justification 
to the synthetic method besides the analytic one." 

In this book, we will describe an approach to analysis and dif
ferential geometry, smooth infinitesimal analysis, which avoids the 
three limitations of the category of manifolds discussed above. The 
basic ideas of this approach are mainly due to F. W. Lawvere, and 
can be seen to originate from the work of C. Ehresmann, A. Weil, 
and A. Grothendieck. The aim is to construct categories of spaces, 
the so-called smooth toposes, which contain the category of mani
folds (or more precisely, there is a full and faithful embedding of 
the category of COO-manifolds into each of these smooth toposes). 
Moreover, in each of these smooth toposes inverse limits of spaces 
and function spaces can be adequately constructed, in particular 
infinitesimal spaces like the ones needed in (our interpretation of) 
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Cartan's arguments, e.g., the space D of first-order infinitesimals. 
The construction of these smooth toposes proceeds in two steps: 

one first embeds the category of manifolds M in the category lL of 
"loci", a category of formal varieties. This new category has finite 
inverse limits and contains infinitesimal spaces, but function spaces 
can generally not be constructed in lL. As a second step, therefore, 
lL is endowed with a natural Grothendieck topology, and the result
ing topos ShelL) of sheaves on lL for this topology is the required 
extension of lL in which function spaces with good properties can be 
constructed, 

M c lL C ShelL). 

This construction and variants thereof will be discussed in detail in 
this book, and at this stage we just sketch the idea of the extension 
of the category M of manifolds to the category lL of loci. 

To motivate the definitions, let us recall the functorial approach to 
algebraic geometry, as exposed in Demazure &; Gabriel (1970), for 
example. An (algebraic) locus such as Sl = Hz,,,)lz2 +,,2 = I} 
is identified with a functor Sl: C -+ Sets, where C is the cat
egory of commutative rings; Sl associates with a ring A the set 
Sl(A) = Ha, b) E A21a2 + b2 = I}, and with a ring homomorphism 

ALB the obvious restriction Sl(/): Sl(A) -+ Sl(B), sending 
(a,b) to (I(a), /(b». As morphism8 between one such locus, i.e. a 
functor C -+ Sets, and another, one takes simply the natural trans
formations. Besides the usual "spaces" such as the sphere Sl, the 
line R given by R(A) = the underlying set of A, etc., one also has 
"infinitesimal loci" . For example, the locus D = {z E Rlz2 = O}, 
i.e. D(A) = {a E Ala2 = O}, plays the role of the space of first-order 
infinitesimals. In fact, the category of algebraic loci is simply the 
dual (or opposite) of the category of finitely generated commutative 
rings: a ring A = tz[Xl, ""Xn ]/(Pl, ""Pl) corresponds to the locus 
leA) = {z E Rnlpl(Z) = .. = Pl(Z) = O}, i.e. to the functor 

B 1-+ Hom(A, B) ~ U E BnIPl(k) = .. = Pl(k) = O}. 

In our case, the category of commutative rings is replaced by that 
of Coo.ring,. A COO-ring is a ring A in which we can interpret every 
COO-function lim --+ li as an operation Am --+ A (and not just 
polynomial functions, as in the case of commutative rings), and a 
map between two such COO -rings is a ring homomorphism which 
preserves this additional structure, a "COO .homomorphism". The 
category lL is simply the dual of the category of finitely generated· 
coo-rings, and for a given such Coo-ring A, the corresponding locus-
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an object of lL-is denoted by teA). 
Any manifold M is represented as an object of lL via the COO-ring 

of smooth functions on M, COO (M). Furthermore, we have infinites
imal spaces such as D = t(COO (JR)/(:r2», and A = t(C~(IR» where 
Ccr(JR) is the COO-ring of germs at 0 of smooth functions on 1R, which 
will play the role of first-order infinitesimals and infinitesimals re
spectively, as will be shown later on in detail. An important space of 
infinitesimals is the locus H:::::: t(Ccr(1R - {O}), the ring of restrictions 
to JR - {O} of the germs at OJ H plays the role of the set of invert
ible infinitesimals. We also have such loci as t(COO(N)/ K), where 
Coo (N) = IRN is the ring of smooth functions on the natural num
bers, and K is the ideal of eventually vanishing functionsj this locus 
will act as the set of infinitel, large natural numbers. 

When a smooth topos like ShelL) is described in this way, namely as 
a category of "spaces" which extends the usual category of manifolds, 
its close relation to the classical theory is clear. But the structure 
of these spaces, being sheaves on lL, is rather complicated, and the 
synthetic arguments described earlier can only be interpreted in a 
very round-about way. 

However, and this is a crucial aspect of our whole approach, a 
smooth topos can also be regarded as a "universe of sets", inside 
which one can describe constructions and give arguments in a purely 
set-theoretical language, so that much of the complexity of the struc
tures used is no longer explicitly there. There is one limitation, how
ever, to the use of set-theoretical arguments and constructions when 
applied in this new context: they should be constructive, and no 
use of the axiom of choice or the law of the excluded middle can be 
made. 

Regarding the topos ShelL) in this way, synthetic arguments like 
Cartan's can be carried out almost word by word in ShelL). Further
more, this point of view enables us to apply many of the classical 
definitions, constructions and (constructive I) proofs literally to this 
more general category of spaces, without ever making explicit that 
we are really dealing, not just with sets 0/ points, but with sheaves 
on 1L. 

To give a simple example, Cartan's argument for Stokes' theorem 
is constructively valid, and-working in ShelL) as a universe of sets-it 
applies to an arbitrary "set", i.e., to any object of ShelL). When 
one now "decodes" this set-theoretic way of looking at the sheaves 
on lL, one obtains the usual form of Stokes' theorem for manifolds, 
as we will explain in detail in Chapter IV. (In fact, one obtains ~ 
more general result, including a form of Stokes' theorem for spaces 
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of COO -functions from one manifold to another, since function spaces 
of manifolds exist as sheaves on lL.) 

So a smooth toposlike ShelL) can be looked at from two different 
points of view: an "e:l!ternal' one, where one regards the tOp08 as a 
category of sheaves extending the category of manifolds, and a so
called "internal" one, where one interprets the set-theoretic language 
in ShelL) and one works inside ShelL), regarding it as a "universe of 
sets". It is the change of point of view that explains the relation be
tween "synthetic arguments" and what these arguments prove about 
"classical" structures, like manifolds, spaces of COO-functions, etc. 
This change of point of view, made possible by the interpretation 
of the set-theoretic language in a smooth topos, is a continuously 
recurring theme in this book, and many examples will be described 
in detail. 

In fact, the interplay between these points of view is an important 
aspect of the theory of Grothendieck toposes as a whole, and we take 
this opportunity to digress, and speculate on this phenomenon in a 
somewhat philosophical vein. 

Topos theory has brought to light and given the means to exploit 
a complementarity (or duality) principle between logic and struc
ture. A mathematical theory T (e.g., differential geometry) is usu
ally specified by two components: (1) the type of structure S to 
which the notions of the theory belong; (2) the canonical interpre
tation I: S -+ Sets, which gives the set-theoretical interpretation of 
the structures in question. The first component is given by listing 
some axioms and definitions in a fixed language, whereas the sec
ond one is obtained via set-theoretic or Tarski's semantics. We shall 
suggestively express this by an equation 

T=S+I. 

Topos theory offers the possibility of considering interpretations 
of a type of structures S into any topos, and not only in Sets. The 
interpretations are obtained via sheaf semantics, rather than by the 
"tautological" Tarski-semantics. The complimentarity principle as
serts that, by enlarging the notion of interpretation in this way, no 
component is uniquely determined by T. Indeed, several choices of 
S and I are possible for one and the same theory T. Once that a 
component has been chosen, however, the other is determined by the 
"equation" T = S + I. So if one complicates the interpretation I 
from set-theoretic to sheaf semantics, this will give a corresponding 
simplification of the kind of structures S, and one may thus exploit 
the principle by choosing to simplify either one of the components I 
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and S, depending on the specific properties of T under consideration. 
In particular, given a theory T, there is no reason to fix one particu
lar decomposition S, I once and for all. At the same time, however, 
the principle implies that a simplification of one of the components 
will hove to result in a complication of the other, and one cannot 
expect to be able to simplify, say, the structures S, while keeping as 
interpretation the "trivial" Tarski semantics. 

There is one important point, familiar from logic, and already 
mentioned above in the special context of our smooth toposes: it 
is rather awkward to work with the sheaf-theoretic interpretation I 
directly, since a lot of irrelevant structure has to be carried along. 
A more efficient way to proceed is to regard the corresponding com
ponent S as a formalized theory, with a certain "underlying logic" 
coming from the properties of I. In the case of sheaf semantics, this 
underlying logic will be constr~ctive: all set-theoretical constructions 
and arguments can be performed in the formalized theory, provided 
the axiom of choice and the excluded middle are not used. Thus, 
rather than working with sheaves all the time, we can proceed as 
if we work with sets until a final result is reached, and only then 
explicitate the interpretation. It is thus only the formulation of this 
final result that we actually interpret, so as to provide its "classical 
content." 

The "synthetic reasoning" as ex amplified in the beginning can 
be seen as a particular case of working in a formalized theory S. 
Regarded in this way, one can provide at the same time both a 
rigorous mathematical justification for these synthetic arguments, 
and explain their relation to the classical theory (or more precisely, 
their relation to T as it is classically decomposed into S + I, where 
I is Tarski's semantics). As noted above, one cannot expect this 
relation to the classical theory to be more direct, since simplification 
of the S-component as provided by "synthetic reasoning" should 
force a complication of the interpretation and its underlying logic, 
as is indeed the case by the very fact that many synthetic arguments 
are inconsistent with classical logic. 

To conclude this introduction, we would like to outline the con
tents of this monograph. 

In the first chapter, entitled "COO -rings" , we introduce and inves
tigate the notion of a COO-ring, which is fundamental for the whole 
book. These COO-rings, which wer~ already mentioned above, are 
obtained from rings of smooth functions on manifolds by dividing by 
ideals and by taking filtered colimits. They play a role in this boole 
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which is similar to the role played by commutative rings in algebraic 
geometry. Much of the material in this chapter has already appeared 
in the literature, although the presentation has been streamlined, 
and many alternative proofs have been given. It contains all the 
background in analysis needed for the rest of the book. 

In the second chapter, "Ooo-rings as variable spaces," we con
sider OOO-rings as geometric objects. As already hinted at above, 
this is done by considering the dual (opposite) of the category of 
finitely generated OOO-rings, the category I. of "loci" or "formal 0 00 _ 

varieties." This category I. contains the usual manifolds as well as 
infinitesimal spaces, and is closed under finite inverse limits, but I. 
lacks function spaces in general. This motivates the introduction 
of the category Set,L 0, of presheaves on I.. This category contains 
I. as a full subcategory, and is in fact a Grothendieck topos. This 
means that function spaces and inverse limits can be constructed 
in Set,L op, and more generally, that set-theoretical constructions 
and arguments can be performed inside Set8L op • This feature of 
Grothendieck toposes is a continuously recurring theme, which we 
will illustrate in this chapter by means of some simple examples of 
synthetic calculus in SeuL OP • 

The category of presheaves on I. is not very suitable as a model, 
since the embedding M ....... I. ....... Set,LOP of manifolds does not pre
serve the "good" colimits of M such as open covers. SeuL op is really 
only discussed for didactical purposes, being a very simple example 
of a Grothendieck topos. In chapter III we will introduce two models 
for synthetic calculus, called 9 and 1, for which the embedding of 
manifolds does preserve open covers. To this end, the notion of a 
Grothendieck topology and the corresponding notion of a sheaf make 
their first appearance, and the theme of interpreting set-theoretical 
constructions and arguments in a topos is given a new turn when 
sheaf-semantics is gradually introduced via examples. These exam
ples often take the form of preservation results of the type: the 
embedding of manifolds into a given model maps compact manifolds 
to compact spaces in the model, etc. 

These preservation results play a crucial role in the next chapter, 
"Cohomology and integration," where we will formulate and prove 
De Rham's theorem in the models of Chapter III. Here the presence 
of infinitesimal spaces is exploited to develop the theory of differen
tial forms, in a way which captures directly the geometric intuitions 
underlying the synthetic arguments discussed in the beginning. For 
example, Stokes' theorem can now rigorously be proved in a way 
which follows the argument of Cart an (1928) almost word by word. 
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Finally, as an illustration of the complementarity principle between 
logic and structure, we "translate" the internal version of De Rham's 
theorem back into classical language, so as to obtain not only the 
usual version of this result for classical manifolds, but also a more 
general theorem about sheaves of forms and cohomology depending 
on an extra smooth parameter. 

We consider Chapter V, "Connections on microlinear spaces," and 
Chapter VI, "Models with invertible infinitesimals," as the main 
chapters of this book. The former is mainly synthetic, whereas the 
other is model-theoretic. (In other words, these two chapters stand 
at opposite ends of the complementarity principle.) 

In Chapter V, the notion of a microlinear space is introduced. 
Roughly, a microlinear space is a space which behaves, with respect 
to maps from infinitesimal spaces into it, as if it had local coor
dinates. The class of microlinear spaces of the topos B (and also 
of Z) contains all the manifolds (i.e. the images of the embedding 
M --+ B), but also much more: it is closed under inverse limits and 
exponentiation, so as to include spaces with singularities and spaces 
of smooth functions. Among other things, we will give a very in
tuitive proof of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem in dimension 2, just by 
adding infinitesimal angles in various ways. And we will prove the 
theorem of Ambrose, Palais and Singer on connections and sprays 
for an arbitrary microlinear space. The latter result, when trans
lated into the classical language of sheaves, gives not only the usual 
version for manifolds, but also a corresponding result for connections 
and sprays on spaces of smooth functions. 

In Chapter VI, we discuss two toposes which do not only contain 
nilpotent infinitesimals, but also invertible ones; the need for both 
types of infinitesimals was already pointed out in the beginning of 
this introduction. The first model, Z, is a smooth analogue of the 
Zariski topas. We study some elementary properties of this topos as 
a model for infinitesimal analysis, and we prove some preservation 
properties of the embedding M --+ Z of the category of manifolds 
into this topos. For example, this embedding preserves (countable) 
open covers, compactness, etc. A crucial step in obtaining these 
results is the appropriate definition of notions such as "countable," 
"finite," "compact," etc. in the context of Z, by using the object 
of "smooth natural numbers" N, rather than the natural numbers 
object of Z. Finally, we modify Z by "forcing" the existence of 
invertible infinitesimals, which are in some sense "only partially" 
present in Z. This results in the "Basel topas" B, which we regard 
as the natural model of smooth infinitesimal analysis. All results 
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valid for Z will be extended to this new topos 8. 
Taking this topas 8 88 the natural model, we try in the final 

chapter, Chapter VII, to develop an axiomatic system for smooth 
infinitesimal analysis. It will be shown that earlier results about 
the models-then proved by model-theoretic means, using classical 
logic and sheaf theory-can in fact be derived from these axioms, us
ing intuitionistic logic. AB another example, we will show how this 
axiomatization allows us to give a treatment of distributions which 
is, we believe, closer to the intuitions of physicists than the usual 
approaches such 88 the classical theory of distributions (as exposed 
in Schwartz (1973» or operator calculus (Mikusinski (1983». Fur
thermore, we will prove a "transfer principle" , which says that for a 
rather large class of statements, validity in the model 9 is equivalent 
to validity in 8. 

This ends the summary of the contents of the book. AB the reader 
will have noted, we have not aimed at giving an exhaustive or even 
systematic development of any of the themes touched upon. By 
taking examples from a variety of subjects, we have rather tried 
to suggest the wide applicability of the methods discussed, hoping 
that others, who are more competent than us in the specific fields 
of application, will bring these methods to fruition. After all, in the 
words of Poincare, "it is the man and not the method who solves a 
problem" . 
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COO-Rings 

In this chapter we will introduce the rings that will playa role in this 
book which is similar to the role played in algebraic geometry by or
dinary commutative rings with 1. These are the so-called COO -rings. 
The general notion of COO-ring as such does not occur in classical 
analysis and differential topology. However, the main examples of 
COO-rings occupy a central position in singularity theory and related 
subjects. 

The only prerequisites for this chapter are some basic commuta
tive algebra (the relevant facts can be found in Chapters 1, 2 and 3 
of Atiyah and MacDonald (1969), for example), and familiarity with 
the elementary facts about COO-functions and Coo-manifolds (Chap
ters 1 and 2 of Guillemin and Pollack (1974), referred to as GP, will 
do). For the notions from category theory that we use, the reader is 
referred to MacLane (1971). 

1 COO-Rings 

Recall that an ~-algebra is a ring A (in this book, all rings are 
commutative and unitary), which is equipped with a homomorphism 
~ ~ A. Equivalently, every map p:~" -+ ~m which is given by 
an m-tuple of polynomials (PI, ... ,Pm) with real coefficients can be 
interpreted as a map A(P): A" -+ Am, in such a way that projections, 
composition and identity are preserved: A{~i) = ~i, A(id) = id, 
A(p 0 q) = A(p) 0 A(q). 

A Coo -ring is a ring in which we cannot only interpret all poly
nomial maps but all smooth maps lit" ~ lItm : for each smooth 
/:lIt" -+ lItm there is a corresponding map A(f):A" -+ Am, and 
again projections, composition and identity maps are preserved. (Of 
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course it suffices to specify A(f) for the case m = 1.) 
Just as a homomorphism of lR-algebras is defined as a homo

morphism of rings which preserves the interpretations of polyno
mial maps, a homomorphism 01 Coo -rings is a ring homomorphism 
which preserves the interpretation of smooth maps. So a ring ho
momorphism ~: A -+ B is a homomorphism of Coo -rings (or Coo_ 
homomorphism) if for each smooth I: lRn -+ lR'" the diagram 

~n 
An • Bn 

AU) I I BU) 

A'" • B'" 
~'" 

commutes. 
We may define COO-rings in an equivalent, but more concise way 

using the notion of algebraic theory in the sense of Lawvere: Let 
Coo denote the category whose objects are the spaces lRn, n ~ 0, and 
whose arrows are all smooth functions. Then a Coo -ring is a finite 
product preserving functor A: Coo -+ Sets, and a Coo-homomorphism 
is just a natural transformation. (Indeed, given such a functor 
A: Coo -+ Sets, its underlying set A(lR), which we will also just write 
as A, has the structure of a commutative ring, since all the ring 
operations on lR are smooth.) 

Here are some examples of COO-rings. For every subset X ~ lRr , 

the ring of smooth functions X --+ lR has the structure of a Coo -ring. 
(A function I: X -+ lR is smooth if there is an open U 2 X and a 
smooth g: U -+ lR extending I.) This COO-ring is denoted by Coo(X). 
Its COO-structure is simply given .by composition: lRn ..!.... lR'" is 
interpreted by the map coo(x)n --+ Ooo(X)'" sending (It, ... ,In) 
to h 0 (It, ... , In). The construction of the ring OOO(X) is functorial 
in X. That is, if ~: X -+ Y is a smooth map (i.e. if X ~ lRn, 
Y ~ lR"', ~ is the restriction of a smooth function U --+ lR'" for an 
open U 2 X), we obtain a Coo-homomorphism OOO(Y) --+ C(X) 
by composition with ~. 

Ooo-rings of this form COO(X), especially when X is a manifold, 
will play an important role in the sequel. For the special case X ,= 
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JRn, we have 

1.1 Proposition. The "ng COO(JRn) ol.mooth lunction. in n vari
able. is the Iru Coo -ring on n gener4tor., the.e generator. being the 
projection •. 

Prool. n elements 41, ..• ,4n of an arbitrary COO-ring A determine a 
Coo-homomorphism ~:Coo(R") -+ A with ~(~1) = al,··· '~(~n) = 
4 n , by 

~(f) = A(f)(al, ... , an). 

This ~ is unique, since any Coo-homomorphism ,,:coo(JRn) -+ A has 
to make the diagram 

COO (Rn)n 
"n 

• An 

O~(lII.·)(J)l I A(f) 

COO (Rn) 

" 
A 

Other examples of Coo -rings are the rings of germs of smooth 
functions. Let p ERn. A (smooth) germ is an equivalence class of 
smooth functions I: U -+ JR defined on some open neighborhood U 
of p, two such functions I: U -+ JR and g: V -+ R being equivalent if 
they coincide on a neighborhood of p. The equivalence class of an 
I: U -+ JR is denoted by II", the "germ of I at Y'. The ring of germs 
at p which we denote by C;o(JR"), is actually a COO-ring, and the 
COO-ring structure is again simply induced by composition, just as 
in the cases COO (X). 

By the smooth version of Tietze's extension theorem (i.e., the fact 
that any COO-function I: X -+ R can be extended to a COO-function 
I: JRn -+ JR, for X c JRn closed) every germ at p is the germ of a 
function defined on all of JRn, so C;o(JRn) is a quotient of COO (JRn), 

C;o(JR") ~ Coo (R")/m1,,} 

where m~} is the ideal of functions having zero germ at p, i.e. van~ 
ishing in a neighborhood of p. 
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This makes C;'(JRn) into a COO-ring by the following proposition, 
which is in some sense the basic fact making the theory of COO-rings 
manageable. 

1.2 Proposition. An, ideal [ (in the ordinar, ring-theoretic sense) 
in a Coo -ring A is a Coo -congruence. Thus, the canonical projection 
p: A --+ AI [ induces a COO -ring structure on AI [ ma/cing p into a 
Coo -homomorphism. 

Proof. We have to show that if Oi = 6; mod [ for i = 1, ... , n and 
I: JRn --+ JR is smooth, then A(f)(al, .. . , an) = A(f)(6t, ... ,6n) mod [. 
But by Hadamard's lemma there are smooth functions gl, ... ,9n: JRnx 
JRn --+ JR such that for all x = (Xl, ... , xn) and !I = (!II, ... , !In) E JRn, 

n 

I(x) - I(!I) = ~)x; - !li)9;(X, !I). 
;=1 

A preserves this equation, i.e. 

A(f)(at, ... ,an) - A(f)(61 , •.• ,6n) = 
Ei:l(Oi - 6i)A(9i)(al, ... ,an ,61, ... ,6n ) E [. 

o 

As another example of 1.2., we have a COO -structure on the quo
tient coo(JRn)/m~}, where m~} is the ideal of functions which are 
flat at 0 (all partial derivatives vanish at 0). Thus m~} is the kernel 
of the Taylor series expansion at 0 

To: COO (JRn) --+ JR[[XI, ... ,Xn]] 

In fact we have the following result, where m:'x{O} is the ideal of 
functions which are flat on JRn x {O} C JRn x JRm • 

1.3 Borel's Theorem. The Taylor series gives an isomorphism 

Coo(JRn+m)/m~x{o} .::+ COO (JRn )[[Yl, ... , Ym)). 

Prool. We have to show that the Taylor expansion by partial deriva
tives with respect to !I, To: COO (JRn+m ) --+ coo(JRn)[[YI' ... ' Yn]], 

1 
To/(x,!I) = E D;(f)(x,O) .,ya 

a a. 

is surjective (a ranges over multi-indices a = (al, ... , am) E Wm, 
and ya = ylal ..... Y:"'; lal stands for al + ... + am; and a! = 
QI!· .... Qm !). So suppose we are given 9 E COO (JRn)[[yt, ... , Ym]],' 
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9 = EOI 901 (X)YOI. We need to find a smooth lex, y): Jltn X Jltm -. Jlt 
with ~ID:(f)(x,o) = 901(X) for all a. 

Take ~: Jltm -. [0,1] with ~(y) = 1 if Iyl ~ i, ~(y) = 0 if Iyl ~ 1 
(~smooth, of course). We wish to put 

(1) lex, y) = L9,8(X)y,8~(t,8' y) 
,8 

for a choice of t,8 E Jlt, 1 <t,8 for each fJ, in such a way that the sum 

(2) L D"'9,8(X)y.8~(t,8 • y) 
,8 

is uniformly convergent for each 'Y = hi, ... ,'Yn+m)' For in that 
case / is well-defined and smooth, and we can differentiate term 
by term. Moreover since ~(t,8 • y) = 1 on a neighbourhood of 
0, ~D:(f)(x,O) = 901(x) for all a = (ab'" ,am), 

To see that such a choice of t,8 can indeed be made, write the fJ-th 
term in (1) as 

and put 

Then "',8 has compact support, so 

M,8 = max ID'Y(9,8(x), "',8(y)1 
hl<I,81 

exists (here 'Y = hb'" ,'Yn+m),P = (PI"" ,Pm»' Since t,8 > 1, we 
have for 171 < IPI 

ID"'9,8(x)y,8~(t,8Y)1 ~ I (t~)I,81 D'Y(9,8(x)"',8(t,8y»1 

~ (t~) 1,81 . t~1 . M,8 < M,8 /t,8 

Now choose e,8 > 0 so small that E,8 e,8 < 00, and choose t,8 > M,8/e,8. 
Then (2) is eventually dominated by E £,8' 0 

We thus conclude by 1.2 that the ring of formal power series 
R[[Xb ... , Xnll is a Coo-ring. (Exercise: use the chain-rule to give 
an explicit description ofthe COO-ring structure on Jlt[[Xb'" ,Xn]].) 

The ring of dual numbers Jlt[e] = Jlt[X]/(X2) is also a COO-ring. 
This follows again from 1.2, since 

Jlt[e] = COO (Jlt)/(x2) 
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by Hadamard's lemma: if 9 E coo(.Ji), g(z) = g(O) + zg'(O) + z2h(z) 
for some smooth h, so modulo (z2),g is polynomial. The coo_ 

structure on lifE] is also easily described explicitly: if I: lin -+ li, 
its interpretation li[E] (f): li[E]n -+ lifE] is the map 

n 81 
(al + bl E, ••• ,an + bnE) 1-+ I (al, ... ,an) + L -8 (al, ... ,an) . bi 

;=1 Zi 

lifE] is an example of a Weil algebra. As we shall see below, all Weil 
algebras have in fact a canonical COO-ring structure. 

Not all the COO-rings COO(X) with X ~ lin that we mentioned 
above are quotients of COO (li"). A (smooth) function on X extends 
to a function on lin if and only if X is closed. (In one direction this is 
just smooth Tietzej and if X is not closed, choose a sequence z" EX, 
z" -+ p ¢ X, and a smooth function Ion X with I(z") -+ 00.) So 
for closed X we have 

COO(X) ~ COO(li")/m~, 

where m& is the ideal of functions vanishing on X. If X ~ lin is 
locally closed, that is X = F n U with F closed and U open (this 
is equivalent to X being locally compact), COO(X) is still finitely 
generated, but we have to increase the dimension and pass to li"+!. 
To show this, we need 

1.4: Lemma. Each open set U ~ lin has a characteristic lunction, 
that is, U is 01 the lorm I-I(li - {O}) lor some smooth I: lin -+ lie 

Prool. For basic open n-cubes U = (al, bl) x ... X (a", b") this is no 
problem (see GP, p. 7). If U is arbitrary, write U = UmEN Um , where 
the Um are open n-cubes, and let 1m be a characteristic function for 
Um . We will put 

00 

I(z) = L Im(z) . Em 
m=O 

where the Em > 0 are chosen small enough so as to make I smooth. 
For example, take Em such that Da(Em . 1m) ::; 2-m for all a with 
lal ::; m (this can be done since the 1m have compact support). Then 
as in the proof of 1.3, the sequence {/m(z) • Em} as well as the se
quences of term-by-term derivatives {Da(fm(z) . Em)} are eventually 
dominated by E 2-m , so I is well-defined and smooth. 0 

Consequently, an open subspace U ~ lin is diffeomorphic to·a 
closed subspace () = {(z,y)IY'/(z) = 1} ~ lin+!, where I is a 
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characteristic function for U. And hence any locally closed X ~ JRn 
is diffeomorphic to a closed subspace of JRn+1, 80 COO(X} is finitely 
generated. 

Finitely generated Coo -rings, i.e. rings of the form Coo (JRn) / [, are 
convenient to deal with, because Coo-homomorphisms between such 
rings can be described explicitly. If 

~:coo(JRn}/[ _ coo(JRm}/J 

is a Coo-homomorphism, ~(1rl}' ... ' ~(1rn) give a smooth map 
~: JRm _ JRn, and ~(f) = f 0 ~ (modulo the ideals). Thus Coo_ 
homomorphisms 

COO(JRn)/[ --+ Coo(JRm)/J 

are in 1-1 correspondence with equivalence classes of smooth maps 
~: JRm _ JRn such that 

[ ~ ~.(J) = {f E COO (JRn)If 0 ~ E J}, 

while two such ~ and ~' are equivalent if for i = 1, ... ,n, 
1ri 0 ~ - 1ri 0 ~' E J. 

Note that ~. (J) is an ideal if J is. The condition [ ~ ~. (J) can 
equivalently be formulated as ~.([) ~ J, where ~.([) is the ideal 
generated by {f 0 ~If E I}. 

In the particular case where [ = m~ and J = m~ for closed 
X ~ JRn, Y ~ JRm, this correspondence comes down to a natural bi
jection between COO-homomorphisms COO (X) --+ COO(Y) and smooth 
maps Y - X. Using the remark on locally closed X made above, 
we can reformulate this as follows. 

1.5 Proposition. Let IE be the categor, oflocall, cl08ed 8ub8pace8 
of 80me JRn and 8mooth map8. Then the contravariant functor from 
IE into finitel, generated Coo .ring8 

X 1-+ COO(X) 

is full and faithful. o 

Our next aim is to discuss limits and colimits of COO-rings. Sup
pose we are given a diagram (~)i of COO-rings, i.e. of finite product 
preserving functors COO _ Set8 and some natural transformation 
between them. As easily seen, the "point-wise" constructed inverse 
limit 

B : Coo _ Set8, B(JRn) = l~ Ai(JRn), 
+--
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is again finite product preserving, and is the inverse limit of (At); in 
the category of COO -rings. In other words, 

(1) Inverse limits 0/ Coo -rings lire computed lIB 

inverse limits 0/ their underlying sets. 

A first try to construct lim A; would be to take the point-wise 
colimit in Sets, i.e. let D:Coo -+ Sets be the functor D(lR") = 
lim; A; (lR"). D need not preserve finite products in general, but 
it'does if the diagram (A;); of COO-rings is directed (since directed 
colimits commute with finite limits), and in this case D is the colimit 
of the A; in the category of COO-rings, i.e. 

(2) Directed colimits 0/ COO -rings lire computed lIB 

colimits 0/ their underlying sets. 

Next, let us look at binary coproducts. If A and B are COO-rings, 

we write A ®oo B for the coproduct, and A !.4 A ®oo B ~ B for the 
canonical inclusions. Note first that it follows from the universal 
property defining the coproduct, that if I c A and J c B are ideals, 

A/I 0 00 B/J ~ (A 0 00 B)/(I,J), 

where (I, J) is the ideal generated by iA(I) u is(J). Also, since 
Coo(lR") is free on n generators, 

Coo(lR") 0 00 Coo(~",) ~ Coo(lR" x lR"'), 

and the coproduct inclusions come from the projections 
lR" A lR" x lR'" ...!!. lR"'. Thus 

(3) COO (lR")/ 1000 COO (lR"')/ J ~ Coo(lR" x lR"')/(I, J), 

and (I, J) = (10 ""1 + J 0 "'2). 
Since every Coo -ring is the directed colimit of finitely generated 

(even finitely presented) ones ("generators and relations"), (2) and 
(3) enable us to compute any collmit of Coo-rings explicitly. 

For example, (2) implies that the ring of germs C;(lR") is iso
morphic to limpEu Coo(U), the colimit over the diagram consisting 
of rings Coo (U) for open neighbourhoods U of p and restriction maps 
Coo(U) --+ Coo(V) whenever V ~ U. 

The free COO-ring on count ably many generators is the colimit of 
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the sequence 

COO(R) -. COO(R') -. .•• -. COO(Rft) -. C oo(Rft+1) -. ... 

the maps being induced by the projections Rft+1 ---. Rft on the first 
n coordinates. Let us write Coo(R<III) for this colimit. So an element 
of COO (R<III) is a function /: Rill -. R which depends only on the first 
n coordinates, for some n, and moreover this dependence is smooth. 

We finish this section by discussing the problem of universally in
verting elements of COO-rings. Given a COO-ring A and a set E of ele
ments of A, we want to construct a Coo -homomorphism A ..!. A {E-1 }, 
where A{E-1} is the universal solution to inverting all the ele
ments of E; i.e. each flea), a E E, is invertible, and for any C oo_ 
homomorphism ~: A -. B such that ~(a) is invertible for all a E E, 
there is a unique COO-homomorphism t/J making the diagram below 
commute. 

" A --_0 A{E-l} 

B 

Let us sketch the construction of A{E-1}. Clearly, A{E-l} can be 
constructed as the directed colimit of the rings A {l::. -I} for l::. a finite 
subset of E. And A {{a,b}-l} !:!! A{(a.b)-l}, so we may restrict 
ourselves to the case that l::. is a singleton. Writing A as a colimit 
of finitely generated rings ~ (all containing a) we have 

A{a-1} = lim~{a-l}. -But for finitely generated rings COO (Rft)j I we have an explicit de
scription: for general reasons, if COO (Rft) ..!. Coo(RftHa-1} has been 
constructed, then (COO(Rft)jIHa-1} !:!!! COO(RftHa-1}/(,,(I)), and 
for the case A = Coo(Rft) we have 

1.6 Proposition. Leta E COO (Rft) , and letU = a-1(R-{O}). Then 

COO(RftHa-1 }!:!!! Coo(U). 

The reader may like to check directly that Coo(U) has the universal 
property required of COO(RftHa-1} (hint: use partitions of unity), 
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but we will derive this proposition from a more general result in 
Section 2 (cf. Corollary 2.2). 

Note that it follows from 1.6 that rings of germs can be constructed 
by inverting elements: if p E lItn and E = {JIJ(P) i= O}, then 

C;O(lin) ~ C oo (lItn){E-1}. 

2 Manifolds as COO-rings 

By a manifold we always mean a smooth manifold with a count
able basis. In particular, every manifold is paracompact and can be 
embedded as a (closed) subspace of lim for some m. 

A Coo-ring A is finitel, presented if it is isomorphic to one of the 
form COO (lItm)/ I for some m and some finitel, lenerated ideal I. Our 
first aim in this section is to show that if M is a manifold, COO(M) 
is a finitely presented Coo-ring. We begin by taking a closer look at 
rings of the form COO(U), where U ~ lin is open. 

2.1 Lemma. Let M 6e a mar&iJold, ar&d suppose the smooth JUr&c
tior&s 9., ... ,9n: M -+ lIt are ir&deper&dent, i.e. Jor each common 
zero point x E (g1, ... "n) = {Xlli(X) = 0, i = 1, ... , n} the lin
ear map (d9h;, ... ,d9nz): Tz(M) -+ lin is a surjection. Then the 
ideal (9I, ... ,9n) coincides with m~('l' ... ""). 

Proo/. One inclusion is clear. For the other, let us first note that for 
an arbitrary function hE COO (M), hE ('l! ... "n) iff for each x E M 
there is an open neighbourhood U of x such that hlU E (91, ... ,9n}1U 
(the ideal in COO(U) generated by the lilU}. To see this, suppose we 
indeed have a cover of M by open U's such that hlU = rpb· 911U + 
... + 'Pi} ·9nlU for some smooth rpt,. We may assume that this cover 
is locally finite, so there is a partition of unity {pu }u subordinate to 
it. Then 

h = Eu pu· h = Eu pu· (rpb· 91 + ... + rpi}. 9n) 
= Er=19i . Eu PU • (rpb + ... + rpi}) E (91, ... ,9n). 

(Later on, we will express this by saying that (g1, ... ,9n) is a "germ 
determined" ideal.} 

Now take h E COO(M) with hIZ(9I, ... ,9n} = 0, and choose 
x E M. If x ¢ Z(91, ... ,9n), then trivially there is a neighbour
hood U of X such that hlU E (911 ... ,In)jU. If x E Z('11· .. "n), 
then by hypothesis 9 = (91, ... ,9n):M -+ lin is a submersion at x, 
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so by the local submersion theorem (see GP, p. 20) there exist local 

coordinates U ~ M and V L lRn, where U £ lR'" and V £ lRn 

are open neighbourhoods of the origin, ~(O) = Z, ,,(0) = g(z), such 
that 

9 
M • lRn 

~I I~ 
U • V 

P 

commutes, where p(ZI, ... ,z",) = (ZI, ... ,xn ). We claim that 
hl~(U) E (gI, ... ,gn)I~(U). Indeed, replacing h by h 0 ~ = k, 
it suffices to note that if k: U ~ lR and hl{O} X lR",-n = 0, then 
hE (","1, ... , "'"n). But this is just Hadamard's lemma again: we can 
write 

n 

k(x}, ... , x",) = k(O, ... ,0, zn+},' .• , x",) + L XitJi(Xl, ..• , xm) 
i=l 

for some smooth tJi, and the first term vanishes. o 

An immediate consequence of this lemma is Proposition 1.6 of 
the previous section. For purely algebraic reasons (cf. 1.1), we have 
coo(lRn) {a-I}!:!! Coo (lRn+1)/(y, a(x) - 1), so it suffices to state 

2,2 Corollary. Let U £ lRn be open, and let a be a characteristic 
function for U. Then 

COO(U) !:!! c oo (lRn+1)/(y. a(z) - 1). 

Proof. AB we have seen in Section 1 (see 1.4 and the remarks follow
ing), 

COO(U) !:!! COO(U) !:!! COO (lRn+1)/m6' 

But by 2.2, mil = (y . a(z) - 1). o 

2.3 Theorem. For every manifold M, COO(M) is finitely presented. 

Proof. IT M £ lRn, then by the e-Neighbourhood Theorem (see GP, 
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p. 6g.. 70) there is an open neighbourhood U !; lR" of M and a smooth 
retraction U -!..... M. Thus Ooo(M) is a retract of Ooo(U). But just 
as in ordinary commutative algebra, one can show easily that retrac
tions of finitely presented 0 00 -rings are finitely presented. 0 

Coproducts of Ooo-rings of the form Ooo(M), for M a manifold, 
are easily calculated. We do this in two steps. For open subspaces 
of some lR" we have 

2.~ Lemma. Let U !; lR" "nd V !; lR'" be open. Then 

Ooo(U) ®oo Ooo(V) ~ Ooo(U x V). 

Proof. This follows immediately from the universal properties defin
ing the coproduct and the rings Ooo(U) and Ooo(V) (see 1.6). Let 
a(zl): lR" -+ lR and b(Z2): lR'" -+ lR be characteristic functions for U 
and V. Then 

Ooo(U) ®oo Ooo(V) 
~ 0 00 (lR"+1)/(y . a(zl) - 1) ®oo 0 00 (lRm+1)/(z . b(Z2) - 1) 
~ 0 00 (lR,,+m+2)/(y • a(zl) -1,z· b(Z2) -1) 
~ 0 00 (lR,,+mHa(zl)-l , b(Z2)-1} 
~ 0 00 (lR,,+mH(a(zl) • b(Z2»-1} 
~ Ooo(U x V), 

since a(zl)' b(Z2) is a characteristic function for U x V. 0 

2.5 Proposition. Let Ml "nd M2 be manifolds. Then 

Ooo(Ml) ®oo 000(M2) ~ Ooo(Ml x M2). 

Proof. This follows from 2.4 for purely categorical reasons. Let 
Ml !; lR"l and Mz !; lR"2. As in the proof of 2.3 there are open 
neighbourhoods Ul ;;2 Ml and U2 ;;2 M2, and retractions rl: U1 -+ Ml 
and r2:U2 -+ M2. The maps rl and r2 induce Ooo-homomorphisms 
"i:Ooo(Mi) -+ Ooo(Ui), and we have restriction homomorphisms 
Pi: 0 00 (Ui) -+ Ooo(Mi)' with Pi o"i = id. Similarly, from the maps 
Ml X M2 I I U1 X U2 we have 

P 
Ooo(Ul x U2) F=t Ooo(Ml x M2) 

" 
with P" = 1. So we get a diagram 
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0 00 (Ul) 
'UI 

• OOO(UI X U2) 
'U2 

0 00 (U2) 

h II q. p II q h II q, 

0 00 (M1) 
IMI 

OOO(MI X M2) 
iM2 

0 00 (M2) 

(the horizontal inclusions being induced by the projections). Now 
from the fact that the upper horizontal part is a coproduct (2.4) 
the same follows for the lower part: consider Ooo-homomorphisms 
IPI:000(MI) -+ A and <P2:0oo(M2) -+ A, A any Ooo-ring, and find a 
unique e: Ooo(UI X U2) -+ A such that eoiUj = <pjOpj. Let ~ = eo'l. 
Then ~ 0 iMI = eo 'I 0 iMI = eo iUI 0 '11 = <PI 0 PI 0 '11 = <PI, and 
similarly ~ 0 i M2 = IP2. 

An equally easy diagram argument shows that this ~ is the unique 
one with ~ 0 iMj = <Pj. 0 

IT M ..L.. N is a smooth map of manifolds and Z is a submanifold 
of N such that 1 is transversal to Z (written rrnZ), then 1-1(Z) is a 
submanifold of M. This situation is "preserved" by the contravariant 
functor M ....... Ooo(M) of manifolds into OOO-rings: 

2.6 Proposition. Let f: M -+ N 6e tran8ver8al to the 8u6manifold 
Z ~ N. Then from the pull6aclt diagram 01 manifold8 

z-·--- N 

I 
we 06tain a pushout diagram of 0 00 -ring8 
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COO(N) 

I I 
In the proof of 2.6 we will use the following 

2.1 Lemma. Let B = COO(IR~)/(ft, ... , Ip) be a finitely pre8ented 
COO -ring, and let {Wa} be a cover 01 Z(ft, ... ,/p) by open 8et8 (in 
IR~). Then 

where lor each finite 8et {aI, ... , an}, Wal"",an = W al n ... n Wan 
and Bal"",an = COO(Wal, .... an)/(ftIWal, ... ,an' ... ,lpIWall .... an)' and 
the inver8e limit i8 taken over the diagram 01 re8triction8 Ball ... ,an -+ 

B , , lor {at, ... ,an} C {a~, ... ,a:n}. 
Q1 1.··,Q", 

Prool. It suffices to show that if we are given elements ga E Coo (Wa) 
which are compatible in the sense that for all a,fJ, 

galWaP - gplWaP E (ftIWap, ... ,/pIWaP) 

then there exists a unique (modulo (ft, ... , Ip)) 9 E COO(IR~) such 
that for each a 

glWa - ga E (ft!Wa, ... , Ip!Wa). 

By adding IRk - Z(ft, ... , Ip) to the cover {Wa}a and going to an 
appropriate refinement, we may assume that the {Wa} form a locally 
finite cover of IR~. Let {Pal be a partition of unity subordinate to 
{Wa}, and let 9 = Ea Paga. To show that one has g!Wa - ga E 
(ftIWa, ... , IpIWa), it suffices as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 to prove 
that each point x E Wa has a neighbourhood Vz C Wa such that 

glVz - galVz E (ftlVz,"" IpIVz). 

But if Vz is chosen such that only Pap ... ,Pan do not vanish on Vz, 
then Ei=I Pa, = 1 on Vz, so 

n 

glVz - galVz = LPa,(ga, - gal E (ftlVz, ... ,/p!Vz ) 
i=l 

by compatibility of the family {gal. To show that 9 is unique, 
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suppose 9' also satisfies the requirements. Then (9 - 9' ) IW cz E 
(hIWcz ,'" ,/"IWcz) for each a, hence by the argument of the first 
part of the proof of lemma 2.1, 9 - g' E (h, ... , I,,). 0 

Proof 0/ Prop08itiof& '.6. We claim that Lemma 2.7 implies that it 
suffices to show that there exists an open cover {U cz} of N such that 
for all finite A = {at, ... ,an}, the diagram 

-0/ 
COO (UA) COO (VA) 

I I 
is a pushout, where UA = UCZ1n ..• nUcz .. , VA = /-l(UA). Indeed, sup
pose that this is the case, and that we are given COO-homomorphisms 
~:COO(M) _ Band tP:COO(Z) - B such that ~(9 0 f) = tP(9IZ) 
for each 9 E COO(N). Since COO(M), COO(Z) are finitely presented, 
we may without loss assume that B is also finitely presented, say 
B = COO (11")/(h , ... , I,,). The cover {Ucz} of N induces (using 1.6) 
an open cover {Wcz} of Z(h, ... , I,,) such that ~, tP restrict to Coo_ 
homomorphisms 

~A:COO(VA) - COO (WA)/(hIWA, ... ,/"IWA) 

tPA:COO(UA n Z) - COO(WA)/(hIWA, ... ,/"IWA)' 

Since all the squares in (*) are pushouts, we obtain unique factor
izations 

ei:COO(VA n /-l(Z» - COO (WA)/(hIWA, ... ,/"IWA), 

which by Lemma 2.7 can be put together to produce the required 

e:Coo(J-l(Z» - B. 

So let us now show that such a cover of N indeed exists. 
Let Z have codimension q. By the local immersion theorem, we 

can cover N by neighbourhoods U cz such that Z n U cz is cut out by 
independent functions 91, ... ,911: Ucz - lR, i.e. 

Z n Ucz = Z(9t, ... ,911)' 

Since /7fiZ, the functions 9i 0 /:Vcz = /-t(Ucz) - lR are also hide;;. 
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pendent, so by Lemma 2.1 we conclude that 

1 1 

is the same as 

COO (Ua) 
-of 

COO (Va) 

1 I 
COO (Ua)/(gt, ... ,g9) - Coo (Va)/(gl 0 f, ... ,g9 0 J) 

which is obviously a pushout. 
Since Lemma 2.1 can similarly be applied to open subsets of some 

Ua , we conclude that for this cover {Ua }, all the squares in (*) are 
~~~ts. 0 

Two maps Ml ~ Nand M2 J!.. N are called transversal (hi'li 12) 
if for each Xl E Ml and X2 E M2 with f(xl) = Y = f(x2), im(dh~l) 
and im(dl2z2) span TIf(N). This is equivalent to saying that the map 
It x /2: Ml X M2 - N x N is transversal to the diagonal 6. ~ N x N. 
Since (It x /2)-1(6.) is the pullback of It and /2, it follows from 2.5 

and 2.6 that the pullback of such a pair Mi ~ N with lt7fif2 
("a transversal pullback") is mapped into a pushout of COO-rings. 
(Conversely, preservation of transversal pullbacks implies 2.5 (take 
N = one point) and 2.6 (take 12 the inclusion).) 

Let us summarize, then, what we have obtained. Let M be the 
category of manifolds and smooth maps. 

2.8 Theorem. The contravariant functor 

M - (COO-rings), M 1-+ COO(M) 

is full and faithful (cf. 1. 5), maps into finitely presented Coo -rings, 
and sends transversal pullbacks to pushouts. . 0 
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9 Local Coo -rings 

Let us remind the reader of some notions from commutative algebra. 
A local "n9 is a non-trivial (0 ¥- 1) ring A which has the property 
that for all 0, " E A, if 0 + ,,= 1 then either 0 or " is invertible. This 
is equivalent to the existence of a unique maximal ideal m = mA in 
A. Aim is a field, called the residue field of A. A homomorphism 
~: A --+ B between local rings is called local if rp reflects invertibility: 
~(o) invertible in B implies 0 invertible in A, or ~(mA) ~ mB. 

We will start this section by taking a look at local COO-rings. 
A very important example of a local COO -ring is the ring of germs 
coo(JRn). Another local COO-ring is the formal power series ring 
JRf[X1 , ... ,XnlJ. This may be checked directly, but it is easier to 
observe that the Taylor expansion at zero (d. 1.3) factors through 
Ccr(JRn), i.e. we have a quotient map 

Co(IRn) - IR[[Xl, ... ,Xn ]]. 

and then use 

3.1 Lemma. I/~: A --+ B is a surjectitJe homomorphism 01 non
triwal Coo -rings and A is local, then so is Band rp is a local homo
morphism. 

Proof. This is a purely algebraic matter: we can write B = AI I, 
and ideals in B are in 1-1 correspondence with ideals in A which 
contain I. So if A has a unique maximal ideal, so has AI I, and this 
is preserved by the projection A --+ AI I. 0 

We shall see shortly that it is not true that every finitely generated 
local COO-ring is a quotient of a ring of the form C;o(JRn). 

Note that inverse limits of local COO-rings need not be local. It 
is easy commutative algebra to check that directed colimits of local 
COO -rings are again local. But it is not true that all colimits of local 
COO -rings are local: 

3.2 Example. If A and B are local, A ®oo B need not be. Let F 
be a non-principle ultrafilter on N, and consider the prime ideal 
I = {/IZ(n E F} in coo(l~). coo(I~)1 I is local, but the· ring 
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COO(N)j I ®oo COO (N)j I is not: write 

COO (N)j I ®oo COO (N)j I !:!! COO(N x N)j(I(x), I(y» 
~ COO(N x N)jJ, 

where J = {f13A, B E 1 IIA x B = OJ. Now choose 0 < e < 1 and 
let 

u = {(x, Sf) E Ji21x > Sf- e} 

V = {(X,Sf) E Ji21x < Sf + e}, 

and choose characteristic functions u, v: Ji2 - [0,1] for U and V, 
respectively. Then u + v is invertible in Coo (N x N) j J, but neither 
u nor v is. For example, if u· h = 1 mod J for some h, then u would 
have to be invertible on a set of the form A x B with A, B E " 
which is clearly not the case. 

For rings of germs, coproducts are better behaved: 

3.3 Proposition. C;o(Jin) ®oo C~(IRm} ~ C~,q)(IRn+m}, lor etJery 
two points p E Jin , q E IRm. 

Prool. From the formula (3) of Section 1 for coproducts, we see that 
we have to show 

(m:, m:) = m(p,q)' 

~ is clear. For 2, suppose we have I: Jin+m -Ji with IIU x V = 0 
for open sets U 3 P and V 3 q. Let u and tJ be characteristic func
tions for U and V. Then u· tJ·1 = 0 in coo(Jin+m). But u and tJ are 
invertible in coo(IRn+m)j(m~, mg), so I = 0 in coo(IRn+m)j(m~, mg), 
i.e. IE (m:, mg). 0 

3.4 Corollary. There exists a finitely generated local Coo -ring which 
is not a quotient 01 a ring 01 germs. 

Proof. The ring Coo (N)j I of 3.2 is finitely generated. H we had a 
surjection C;o(Jin} ---. COO (N}j I, then the map 

C;o(Jin} ®oo C;o(Jin) ---. COO (N)j I ®oo Coo (N)j I 

would also be surjective. But then COO (N)j I ®oo COO (N)j I would be 
local by 3.1 and 3.3, contradicting 3.2. 0 

We will now turn our a.ttention to a special class of local Coo -rings. 

3.5 Definition. A local COO-ring A is called pointed if there exists 
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a Coo-homomorphism A --+ lR ("a point"). 

Any lR-algebra map p: A -+ lR is surjective, so Ker(p) is a maximal 
ideal in A since lR is a field. So if A is a local ring, Ker(p) = rnA, and 
we conclude that every pointed local ring has lR as its residue field. 
Moreover, its point A --+ lR, being isomorphic to A --+ A/rnA, is 
unique. 

It is remarkable that it suffices to require the map A --+ lR to be 
an lR-algebra homomorphism: 

3.6 Proposition. (a) Let A = COO (lRn)/ I be a finitely generated 
COO_ring, and let ~: A -+ lR be an lR-alge6ra map. Then ~ is 01 the 
lorm evp (the evaluation at p, eVp(f) = 1(P») lor a unique point p 
in the zero 8et Z(I) = n{/-1(0)11 E I} oIl. 

(b) Let A be any COO-ring. Every lR-algebra homomorphi8m 
A --+ lR i8 a Coo -homomorphism. 

Prool. (b) follows from (a), by writing A as a colimit of finitely gen
erated COO-rings. To prove (a), it suffices to find p E lRn, since it then 
follows that p E Z(I). Also, we may assume 1= (0) by composing 
with the projection coo(lRn) --+ coo(lRn)/I. So let ~:coo(lRn) -+ lR 
be any lR-algebra map. lR is a field, so Ker(~) is a maximal ideal, and 
since every closed set F ~ lRn is the zero set of a smooth function 
(Lemma 1.4), it follows that 

1 = {ZU)II E Ker(~)} 

is a maximal filter. Now if 1 contains a compact set K we are done, 
since then 1 = {Flp E F} for some p E K, and thus ~(g - g(p» = 0 
for every 9 E COO (lRn), i.e. ~ = evp. But 1 even contains an (n -1)
sphere: let 9 = IIxll 2 E COO (lRn), and let r = ~(g). Then ~(g-r) = 0, 
i.e. {xlllxll2 = r} E 1. 0 

AJJ a side remark, let us note that 3.6 enables us to improve 2.8 a 
little: 

3.1 Corollary. The contravariant lunctor 

MI-+ Coo(M) 

is a lull and laith/ullunctor Irom M into the category 0IlR-alge6ra8. 

Prool. Let H: Coo(M) -+ Coo(N) be an lR-algebra homomorphism. 
By 2.8 we have to show that H is in fact a COO-homomorphism. 
IT pEN then evp 0 H = evtp(p) for some point ~(p) E M by 3.6; 
i.e. H(f) = I o~. But ~ is smooth, since for every I: M -+ lR, 
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lo'P = HU) is smooth. o 

For finitely presented COO -rings, that is rings of the form COO (lRn) /1 
for a finitely generated ideal 1, 3.5 doesn't give anything new, since 

3.8 Proposition. 11 A is a finitely presented Coo • ring, then A is 
local iff A hu a unique point. 

Prool. Let A ~ COO (lRn)/(I1, ... , In). Recall from the proof of 
Lemma 2.1 that for every g E coo(lRn)" E (11, ... , In) iff there 
exists an open cover {Ua}a of lRn such that 'IUa E (hlU, ... , InlUa) 
for each Q. We now prove the equivalence. 

(~) Since A is non-trivial, it follows from the remark just made 
that Z(I1, ... ,In) = {X E lR"'lh(:r;) = O,i = 1, ... ,n} is non-empty. 
IT p, q E Z(I1, . .. , In) and p :F q, then B = Coo{IR"')/{glg(P) = 0 = 
g(q)} is a quotient of A, hence B is local (3.1). But B !:!!! lR x lR, a 
non-local ring. So Z{I1, ... , In) consists of exactly one point, i.e. A 
has a unique point (cf. 3.6 (a». 

(¢:) Again by 3.6, if A has a unique pointthen Z(I1,··· ,In) = {p} 
for some p E lR"'. But then A is a local ring since 1(P) :F 0 implies 
that I is invertible. Indeed, let 9 E coo(IRn) be such that I·g == 1 on 
a neighbourhood U of p. So by the remark that we began our proof 
with, it follows that I· 9 - 1 E (11, ... , In), i.e. I· 9 = 1 in A. 0 

Neither of the implications of 3.8 holds for finitely generated Coo_ 
rings. ¢: fails for COO (IR)/ 1, with 1 = {/I/(O) = 0 and support (f) is 
compact}. And ~ fails by 3.4 and the following proposition. Note 
that we actually proved something slightly stronger than 3.8, namely 
the corresponding fact for germ-determined finitely generated Coo_ 
rings (cf. 4.1 and 4.8 below.) 

3.9 Proposition. Any finitely generated pointed local Coo.ring is a 
quotient 01 a ring 01 germs. 

Prool. Let A = COO (IRn)/ 1 be a pointed local COO-ring, i.e. we have a 
map evp : COO (IRn)/ l-lR for some p E Z(l). IR is the residual field, 
so evp is a local homomorphism. Take I E coo(IRn) with IIU = 0 
for some neighbourhood U of p. Let 9 E coo{IRn) be a function with 
g(p) = 1 and gl(IRn - U) = O. Then I· 9 = 0 in A and 9 is invertible 
in A, so I = 0 in A. Thus mt,} ~ 1, i.e. C;o(IRn)-A. 0 
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3.10 Proposition. A ,.6-C00 -rin, of a pointed local COO -rin, is lo
cal. 

Proof. Let A ~ lR be a pointed local Coo-ring, and let B >-+ A. B 
can be written as a directed colimit of finitely generated Coo -rings, 
so it suffices to prove the case where B is finitely generated, say 
B = COO (lRn)/ I. The composite B >-+ A ~ lR is ofthe form eVil for 
some % E lRn by 3.6, and we can factor the projection Coo (lRn) -- B 
through C;O(lRn), 

by the argument of 3.9. So by 3.1, B is local since C~(lRn) is. 0 

3.11 Corollary. Ever, pointed local Coo -rin, is a colimit of finitely 
generated local Coo -rin". 

3.12 Corollary. If A and Bare pointed local Coo -rin", then '0 i, 
A®oo B. 

Proof. By 3.11 it suffices to show this for finitely generated A and 
B. But in this case the assertion follows from 3.1, 3.3, and 3.9. 0 

An important class of COO-rings is the class of Weil algebras. In 
commutative algebra these are defined as certain lR-algebras (Defi
nition 3.13), but they are in fact COO-rings (Theorem 3.17). 

3.13 Definition. A Weil algebra is a locallR-algebra W (a local ring 
with an lR-algebra structure) which, regarded as an lR-vector space, 
is finite dimensional and can be written as W = lR ED m (the first 
component is the lR-algebra structure, the second is the maximal 
ideal in W). 

An example that we have mentioned already in Section 1 is the 
ring lR[e] = lR ED elR, and we observed that lR[e] ~ Ccf(lR)/(%2). This 
is an example of a ring of jet,. 
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3.14 Ehresmann Jets are WeD Algebras. Let m be the maxi
mal ideal of C{f (IR"). The ring 

J! = COO(R")/mA:+1 

is called the ring of jets of order k (in n vanables), or the ring of k
jeta. We will show that every ring J! is a Weil algebra. The maximal 
ideal m = {l1/(0) = O} ofC{f(IR") is the ideal (Xl, ... ,X,,) generated 
by the n projections, by Hadarmard's lemma. So C{f(R") = RED m 
and it suffices to show that J! is a finite dimensional vector space. 
But this follows by Taylor expansion: C{f(R")/mA:+1 is generated by 
the constant function I and all functions IItEAx; with A ~ {I, ... , n} 
and IAI ~ k. For example, for k = I we can write any I E C{f(R") 
as 

I(z) = 1(0) + X191(X) + ... + x,,9,,(x) 
= 1(0) + X191 (0) + ... + x,,9,,(0) + Ei=l Ej=l x;x;9;;(x) 

by twice applying Hadamard, and the last E E vanishes modulo m 2 , 

so {I, Xl, ... ,X,,} generates J~. 

Although it is not true that all Weil algebra are rings of jets, such 
rings generate the Weil algebras in some sense, as we will now show. 
But first we need a lemma from commutative algebra. 

3.15 The Nakayama Lemma. Let R be 4 rin9, 4nd meR 4n 
ideal such that I + a is invertible lor all oEm (e.9. the maximal 
ideal 01 a local rin9). Let A be a finitel, generated R-module, and B 
a submodule 01 A. Then A c B + m . A implies A C B. 

Prool. Let a1, ... ,a" be generators of A. We show a; E B. Since 
A C B + m . A, each a; can be written as 

" 
a; = b; + La:a; 

;=1 

with of E m and b; E B. So bi = E;(6{ - of)a; (Kronecker delta). 

But det«6! - of» = I + a with a E m, which is invertible. So by 
Cramer's rule, each a; can be written as a linear combination of bi's.o 

3.16 Corollary. Let W be a Weil al9ebra, W = IR ED m as above. 
Then m~ = 0 lor some k. 

Prool. W is a finite dimensional vector space over IR, 80 the sequence 
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of subspaces 
m ~ m2 ~ mS ~ ••• 

must become constant. But mHl = mA: implies mA: = 0 by an ap
plication of 3.15 with B = O. 0 

3.11 Theorem. (Claaraeterizatioa 01 Weil algebrtul). Let A be aa 
IR-algebra. Tlaen tlae lollowing are equivalent: (in each CGlle, m de
notes tlae mazimal ideal 01 tlae relevaat local "ag) 

(1) A is a WeN algebra 
(2) A i8 isomorpMc to aa R-algebra 01 the lorm R[Xl , ... , X n ]/ I 

lor an ideal I such tlaat lor some Ie, XOl E I lor all a witla 
lal = Ie. 

(3) A is isomorplaic to R[[Xl, ... ,Xn]]/ I lor an ideal I containiag 
mA: lor some Ie. 

(4) A is a quotient ola riag 01 jets J!. 
(5) A is isomorphic to a "ag C~(Rn)/ I which is fiaite dimea

Bional GlI a real vector space. 

Prool. (1) => (2) If A = REB m as in Definition 3.13 and al, ... ,On 
generate m, then A can be written as a quotient 

R[Xl , ... ,Xn] - A, 

A !:!'! R[Xl , ... , X n ]/ I, and it follows from 3.16 that for some Ie, 
X = Xfl ..... X:" E I for all a with lal = Ie. 

(2) => (3) is clear. 
(3) => (4) follows by Taylor expansion and Borel's theorem (1.3). 
(4) => (5) In 3.14 we have shown that J! is finite dimensional, so 

this is clear. 
(5) => (4) Suppose A = C~(Rn)/ I is finite dimensional. Then the 

sequence 
I+m:::> I+m2 :::> ... 

eventually becomes constant, i.e. I+mA: = I+rnHl = I+m(I+rnA:). 
So by the Nakayama lemma, I + rnA: C I, or rnA: C I. 

(4) => (1) The same argument as 3.14 shows that quotients of jets 
are Wei! algebras. 0 

3.18 Corollary. EfJer, WeN algebra is a finite', preseated Coo -ring. 

Prool. Every ideal in R[Xl, ... ,Xn], or in R[[Xl, ... ,Xn]] is finitely 
generated, by the Hilbert basis theorem. 0 
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3.19 Corollary. Let W be tI Weil slgdrtl, tlnd A tin tlrbitrtlr, 
Ooo-ring. Then tin, lR-slgdrtl homomorphism W -- A, or A -
W, is tI 0 00 -homomorphism. 

Prool. In both directions this is a simple application of Hadamard's 
lemma again. We will do the case W -- A. (For the other case see 
3.20). Let W = 0 00 (IRn)/I with m1+1 ~ I. W is finitely gen
erated, so we may &BBume that A is also finitely generated, say 
A = 0 00 (R"")/J. Let 

rp:ooo(Rn)/I -+ OOO(R"")/J 

be an R-algebra homomorphism, and let /; E OOO(R"") represent 
rp(xi),i = 1, ... ,no By Hadamard, any 9 E 0 00 (Rn)/I can be written 
as 

g(x) = g(O) + E xaga(O) 
lal~A: 

for smooth functions ga' (Here a = (al,'" ,an) is a multi-index as 
usual, lal = al + ... + an, xa = X~l ••••• x:".) So 

rp(g) = g(O) + E la(x)ga(O) 
lal~A: 

where la(x) = It(x)a1 •••• ·/n(x)a .. , i.e. 

rp(g) = go I 
for I = (It, ... ,In):R'''' -+ Rn. 

One half of 3.19 can be improved: 

o 

3.20 Proposition. Let A be tI OOO-ring, tlnd let F be tI lormtll 
slgdrtl, i.e. tI OOO-ring 01 the lorm R[[Xl"" ,Xnll/ I lor some 
idesl I. Then tin, R-tllgdrtl homomorphism A -- F is tI 0 00 • 

homomorphism. 

Proof. The proof is most easily explained by introducing the Krull
topology (or m-topology): any local ring L can be topologized by 

Xn -+ x iff Vk3nVl ~ n Xt - x E mA:, 

where m is the maximal ideal of L. 
Observe that a local R-algebra homomorphism B ....!.... 0 of local R

algebra is continuous (by definition 'P(mB) ~ me, so 'P(m~) ~ m~). 
Also, any R-algebra map between pointed local R-algebras (i.e. a 
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map commuting with the points) is a local homomorphism, hence 
continuous. 

We now proceed as follows. By writing A as a directed colimit of 
finitely generated 0 00 -rings, it suffices to prove the proposition for 
finitely generated A, say A = 0 00 (Ii")/ 1. In this case we have a 
diagram 

-8 

where p is the canonical point of F, and the factorization of '{) 0 r as 
" 0 8 exists since F is local. 

Now since r and 8 are surjective, '{) is a Ooo-homomorphism iff 
'{) 0 r = '{) 0 8 is, iff" is. To show that" is a Ooo-homomorphism, 
let 9o: 0 00 (Ii") -+ F be the Ooo-homomorphism defined by 90("'.) = 
"o(W'.)(i = 1, ... , n), where t/Jo = ,,08. 90 can be factored as 908 
for a (the) Ooo-homomorphism 9: O~(Ii") -+ F, since if flU == 0 for 
a neighbourhood U of x, then if 9 is a characteristic function for U 
(cf. Lemma 1.4) then f· 9 == 0, 80 90 (/) .90(g) = 90(/ • g) = O. 
But 90(g) is invertible in F, 80 90(/) = o. Now 9 and " coincide on 
polynomials, and these are dense in O~(Ii"). So 9 = " since F is 
Hausdorff (because n~m~ = {O} in F). 0 

As a final consequence of 3.17, we have 

3.21 Corollary. (a) If Wand W' are Weil algebras, then 80 i8 

W ®oo W', and this is the 8ame a8 the ten80r product of W 
and W' a8 Ii-algebras. 

(b) If A c Wand W is a Weil algebra, then 80 is A. 

Proof. (a) can be checked easily from the formula (3) for coprod
ucts in Section 1, or can be concluded from 3.19 (check the universal 
properties). Part (b) follows from 3.10. 0 
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9 Appendix: Real Closed Rings and Weil Algebras 

In this appendix we will make some further remarks on local C oo_ 

rings, which require more algebraic preliminary knowledge. The re
sults that follow will not be used in the rest of the book. 

Let us first recall some definitions from commutative algebra. A 
field K is called real closed if 

(i) K is totally ordered 
(ii) 'Ix E K(x > 0 * 3!/ z = !/2) 

(iii) every polynomial of odd degree has a root. 

An equivalent definition of real closed is: K is formally real (i.e. -1 
is not a sum of squares) and has no proper algebraic formally real 
extension. 

A local ring A is called H enselian if for every monic polynomial 
pet) with coefficients in A, any simple root in the residue field kA 
can be lifted to A, i.e. 

Va E kA(p(a) = 0 and pl(a) f. 0 in kA * 3a E A pea) = 0 and 
",(a) = a) 

where "': A -+ kA . 

We remark that the lifted root is necessarily unique: if given a 
simple root a E hA, both a and bare liftings, then we can write (by 
the Euclidean algorithm) pCb) = pea) + (b - a) [,I (a) + (b - a)q(a, b)] 
with q E A[t}, t2], and pea) = pCb) = 0 while a - bE rnA since they 
both lift a, so pl(a) + (b - a)q(a, b) is invertible since p'ea) is, and 
hence a = b. 

A local ring A is called separably real closed if A is Henselian and 
kA is real closed. 

3.22 Theorem. Every local COO -ring is separably real closed. 

We shall prove this theorem for finitely generated Coo-rings only 
(for the general case see the comments and references to this chapter 
in Appendix 5). The proof is really an application of the following 
extension of the implicit function theorem. 

3.23 Lemma. Let H c ~n be a closed set, and let f: ~ X ~n -+ ~ be 
a smooth map. Suppose we are given a smooth r: H -+ ~ such that 

af 
Vz E H: !(r(z), z) = 0 and at (r(z), z) f. O. 

Then there exist an open U :::> H and a smooth s: U -+ ~ such that 
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BIH = r .nd Vz E UI(B(Z),Z) = O. 

Prool. By writing H = HI U Hz, where HI = {z E HI¥,(r(z), z) > 
O} and Hz = {zl¥,(r(z),z) < O}, and working on each of the closed 
sets HI, Hz separately, we may assume ¥,(r(z), z) > 0 on all of 
H. Moreover, by definition r is the restriction of a smooth function 
r: V ~ R on an open neighbourhood V ::> H, and by choosing V 
small enough we may assume ¥,(r(z),z) > 0 on all ofV. 

Since ¥,(r(z), z): V ~ R is smooth, we can find an open cover 
{Va}a of V and ~a > 0 such that for each a, 

(1) Vz E VaVt E R(lr(z) - tl ~ ~a => ~~ (t, z) > 0) 

Without loss we may assume that {Va}a is locally finite, and we can 
take a partition of unity {Pa}a,Pa:V ~ R, subordinate to the cover 
{Va}a. Let a(z) = Ea(r(z) - 6aPa(z)), ,8(z) = Ea(r(z) + ~a . Pa(Z)) 
Then a,,8: V ~ R are smooth, a < r < ,8, and 

(2) Vz E VVt E R(a(z) ~ t ~ ,8(z) => ~~ (t, z) > 0). 

Moreover, by shrinking Va little further if necessary, we may assume 
that 

(3) Vz E V I(a(z), z) < 0 < 1(,8(z), z). 

It follows from (2) and (3) that for fixed z E V, I( -, z) has exactly 
one zero in [a(z),,8(z)J, say B(Z). By the usual implicit function 
theorem, B: V ~ R is smooth, while clearly BIH = r. 0 

Prool 01 theorem 3.Rt. As said, we will prove this for finitely gen
erated Coo -rings only. Let A = Coo (R"') / I be a finitely generated 
local COO-ring. So kA = COO (R"')/ J, where J is the maximal ideal 
containing I. We first note that J corresponds to a maximal (cf. 1.4) 
filter of closed sets. Indeed, let 

~ = {F C R"'131 E J F = Zen} 

and let 
J' = {g E COO(R"')IZ(g) E ~}. 

Then J is a proper ideal iff ~ is a proper filter, iff J' is a proper 
ideal, and J' 2 J, so J' = J by maximality. Thus 

I E J <==> II F = 0 for some F E ~. 
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A is Henselian: Let I(t) be a monic polynomial with coefficients in 
A, represented by 

I(t,x) = tn + !l(x)tn - 1 + ... + In(x) 

with" E Coo(JRm), and let rex) E Coo(JRm) represent a simple root 
in kA" that is, 

(i) t(r(x),x) = 0 on some F E ~ 
(ii) ¥,(r(x), x) 1= 0 on some G E ~. 

Applying Lemma 3.22 to H = F n G E ~ yields an open U :::> H 
and a smooth s: U -+ lR such that I(s(x), x) = 0 and slH = r. Let 
V be open with H eVe V c U, and find (by "smooth Tietze") a 
smooth i: JRm -+ JR such that ilV = s. i represents an element of A, 
and by Lemma 3.24 below, I(i) = 0 in A. 

3.24 Lemma. Let A, kA, be as in the prool 01 S.tt, and let H E ~. 
Assume 9 E coo(lRm) is such that glV = 0 on some open V :::> H. 
Then 9 E I. 

Prool. Let h be a characteristic function for V. Then 9 . h = 0 in 
COO (lRm) , hence in A. But h 1= 0 on V, so h is invertible in kA" hence 
in A. So 9 = 0 in A, which proves the lemma. 0 

Proceeding with the proof of the theorem, let us show that kA, is 
real closed: (i) the order on kA, = coo(JRm)/J is defined by I :$ 9 iff 
I(x) :$ g(x) for all x E some F E ~. This order is total since ~ is a 
maximal filter of closed sets. 
(ii) x > 0 => 3y y2 = x: this is easy, and in fact true in any COO-ring. 
In this particular case, if I(x) E coo(JRm) represents an element> 0 
of kA" then there exists an F E ~ such that "Ix E FI(x) > O. By 
smooth Tietze we can define agE C(JRm) such that g(x)2 = I(x) 
(on an open set containing F). 
(iii) polynomials of odd degree have zeros: clearly, it suffices to show 
this for irreducible monic polynomials p. But for such p, p and p' 
cannot have any non-constant common factors, i.e. the resultant 
Res(p, tI) 1= o. So if p is represented by 

I(t, x) = tn + !l(x)tn - 1 + ... + In(x) 

with li(x) E coo(JRm), then we find an F E ~ and an open U :::> F 
such that for all x E U, Res(f(t, x), M(t, x» 1= O. In other words, 
for each x E U, I(-,x) and M(-,x) have no common zeros. Now 
let rex) be the first root of the polynomial/(t, x) E lR[tJ. This root 
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exists since JR is real closed, and it is simple since ¥,(r(x), x) =1= o. 
Therefore by the implicit function theorem, r: U -+ JR is smooth. So 
any smooth 8 E COO(JR"') such that 81F = rlF represents a root of 
p(t) in kA. 0 

3.25 Corollary. An, Coo-field is real cl08ed. 

3.28 Corollary. An, local Coo -ring A is 01 the lorm A = kA ED mA 
(lUI ring8) with mA the ma:nmal ideal. 

Proof. We show that the exact sequence 0 -+ mA -+ A -+ kA -+ 0 
is split-exact. Consider partial sections (K,8) of~, where K is 8. 

subfield (JR-algebra) of kA. Let (K,8) be a maximal section (Zorn). 

A 

Take a E kA - K. H a is transcendental over K, we can extend 
8 to a section on K(a) = K(x), contradicting maximality. And if 
a is algebraic over K, there is an irreducible monic polynomial 1 
with I(a) = O,I'(a) =f= o. By Henselianness, a can be lifted to a 
root {J E A, ~({J) = a, and by sending a to (J we obtain an exten
sion of 8 to K(a), again contradicting maximality of 8. So K = kA'o 

Finally, let us mention another characterization of Weil algebras. 

3.27 Proposition. Let A he a COO-ring. Then A is a Weil algdra 
iff A hlUl at m08t one point A --+ JR and is finite dimensional lUI a 
"ector 8pace. 

Prool. One implication is clear. Conversely, assume A has at most 
one point and is a finite dimensional vector space. Let m be a max
imal ideal. Then K = Aim is formally real (as any COO-ring) and is 
again finite dimensional vector space, hence an algebraic extension 
of JR. So K = JR by the equivalent of real closedness given at the be
ginning of this appendix. Since A has at most one point, it follows 
that m is the unique maximal ideal of A, i.e., A is local. Hence A 
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satisfies 3.17 (a) by 3.8 (Alternative, 0 -+ m -+ A -+ lR -+ 0 is split 
exact, so A ~ lR ED m.) 0 

4 Ideal8 of Smooth Functions 

In this section we will discuss several types of ideals in the rings 
ooc(lRn), that is, several types of finitely generated Ooo-rings. The 
definitions, however, make sense for arbitrary Ooo-rings: 

4:.1 Definition. Let A be a Ooo-ring. 
(a) A is point determined if it can be embedded into a power IIiEIlR 

of lR (a "direct product of points"). 
(b) A is near-point determined if it can be embedded into a direct 

product of Weil algebras. 
(c) A is closed if it can be embedded into a direct product of 

formal algebras (Ooo-rings of the form lR[[Xl' •. • ,Xn]]/I). 
(d) A is germ determined if it can be embedded into a direct 

product of pointed local rings. 

H A is finitely generated, we can rephrase these conditions entirely 
in terms of closure properties of the ideal I, where A = 0 00 (lRn)/ I. 
It follows that the conditions are independent of the representation: 
if M and N are manifolds and 0 00 (M)/ I and 0 00 ( N)/ J are isomor
phic 0 00 -rings, then I satisfies the relevant condition if and only if 
J does. Recall that Z(I) = n{I-1(0)11 E I}. 

4:.2 Theorem. Let A he a 0 00 -ring 01 the lorm 0 00 (M)/ I, where 
M is a manilold, sa" M ~ lRP • Then 

(a) A is a point determined iff lor aliI E 0 00 (M): 

\Ix E Z(I)/(x) = 0 ::} I E I 

(b) A is near.point determined iff lor aliI E Ooo(M): 

\Ix E Z(I)\lk E N Tz(f) E (Tz(I) + mk) => I E I 

where m is the maximal ideal 01 R[[Xh ... ,Xnll, dimM = n, 
and Tz is the Ta"lor series 011 at x (wing local coordinates 
around x). 

(c) A is closed iff lor aliI E Ooo(M): 

\Ix E Z(I)Tz(f) E Tz(I) ::} I E I 
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(d) A is germ determined iff lor aliI E COO(M) 

Vz E Z(I)JI.: Ell.: => lEI. 

45 

ff 1 has one of the properties stated at the right hand sides of the 
equivalences, we also say that 1 is a point determined ideal, etc. 

4.3 Remark. Note that it follows from 4.2 that for an ideal 1 of 
any of these four types, to show that lEI it suffices to show that 
IIU E (IIU) for some open neighbourhood U of Z(I). 

Also note that for ideals of any of these types, we have a 

Nullstellen8atz: 1 E 1 iff Z(I) = 0. 

Proolol Theorem -l.t. (a) (=» take I E COO(M) and suppose I ¢ 1. 
Then I 1= 0 so there is a map ~: A -+ JR of COO-rings such that 
cp(J) 1= O. But cp = ev.: for some z E Z(I) by 3.6, so I(z) 1= o. 

(¢:) A ~ II.:EZ(I)JR, cp(J) = {/(z)}':Ez(I) is injective. 
(d) (=» Again take I E COO(M) with I ¢ 1. By hypothesis there 

exists a map A ~ B into a pointed local COO-ring B such that 
cp(J) 1= o. Since A is finitely generated, we may assume that B is, 
i.e. by 3.9 and 3.10 B ~ Cr(JRR)/J for some ideal J. As in the 
proof of 3.9 we can show that if 

COO(M)/I ~ Cr(JRR)/J evo, JR 

corresponds to the point p E Z(I) ~ M, then ~ can be factored as 

/ 
C~(M)/II, 

So if ~(J) 1= 0, II" 1= o. 
(¢:) As in (a), this is easy: the map which takes the germ at each 

point, 
A -+ II C:(1), 1-+ {II.:}.: 

zEZ(I) 

is again injective. 
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(b) and (c) are proved similarly. -¢:: is again easy, and we only do 
=> for (c): 

If I E Coo(M) and I ¢ I, then there exists a formal algebra 
lW.[[Xl"" ,Xmlll J and a Coo-homomorphism 

tp: COO (M)I 1-+ lW.[[Xl"" ,Xmlll J 

with tp(f) :f:. O. AB in the proof of (d) =>, eVa 0 tp corresponds to a 
unique x E Z(I) c Coo(M) and we obtain a commutative diagram 

Tol ~ I've 
lW.[[X, .•. , XnllITz(I)_ lW. 

But (c!. the proof of 4.6), Tz(I) = nl:EN(Tz(I) + ml:). 
Tz(tp) ¢ (Tz(I) + mk) for some kEN. 

Hence 
o 

4.4 Remark. Coo(M) carries a natural topology, the Frechet topol
ogy, or the topology of uniform convergence of a function and all its 
derivatives on compacta, making Coo(M) into a Frechet space. The 
basic open neighbourhoods of a function I E Coo(M) are the sets 
(using local coordinates for M) 

V(f,e,n, K) = {g E Coo(M)1 sup IDag(x) - Da l(x)1 < e} 
zEK.lal~n 

for e > 0, n E N and K ~ M compact. 

The ideals in COO(M) which are closed for this topology are pre
cisely the closed ideals introduced in 4.2 (c), by the following theo
rem which we state without proof. (For a proof, see e.g. Malgrange 
(1966).) 

Whitney's Spectral Theorem. Let I ~ Coo(M) be an ideal, and 
I its cl08ure in the Frichet topology. Then 

o 
The following proposition is obvious. 

4.5 Proposition. For any ideal I ~ C(M), 
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I is point determined => I is near-point determined => 
=> I is closed => I is germ determined. 0 

The middle one of these implications can be reversed. 

4.6 Proposition. An ideal I ~ COO(M) is closed iff it is near-point 
determined. 

Prool. It suffices to show that if I is an ideal in lll[[XI, ... , Xn1J, and 
m is the maximal ideal in R[[Xl, ... ,Xn1J, then I = nj:(I + mj:). 
But from the Nakayama lemma (3.15), it follows that if R is any 
local Noetherian ring with maximal ideal mR, then nj:m~ = (0) 
(apply 3.15 with A = nj:m~, B = (0)). Hence if I is any ideal in 
R, R/I is still local and Noetherian, so nj:(I + m~) = I. The case 
R = R[[Xl, ... ,Xn1J now proves the proposition. (Algebraists ex
press the above by saying that a local Noetherian ring is a Zariski 
ri~J 0 

4.'1 Examples and Notation. Let X ~ Rn. We have the follow
ing ideals in coo(Rn): 

m~ = {I E coo(Rn)/I/X = O} 
m~ = {I E coo(Rn)/Da I/X = 0, all a} 
m~ = {I E c oo (Rn)/3 open U ;2 X IIU = O} 

m~ is point determined, m~ is closed or near-point determined, 
and m~ is germ determined. These ideals also show that the other 
two implications in 4.5 cannot be reversed. For instance, in the 
case X = {O} we have that m~ is not closed, and m~ is not point 
determined. Note, by the way, that m~ = m~ if Xc Int(X). 

A family of functions I a E Coo (M) is called locall, finite if every 
z E M has a neighbourhood Us such that la/Us = 0 for all but 
finitely many indices a. If {/a}a is a locally finite family, we have 
a smooth function Ea la defined by pointwise addition. A partition 
of unity is a locally finite family {/a} such that Ea la = 1. Germ 
determined ideals are precisely the ideals that are not only closed 
under finite sums, but also under locally finite ones: 

4.8 Proposition. Let I ~ COO(M) he an ideal. Then the lollowing 
are equivalent: 

(i) I is germ determined 
(ii) II {/a}a ~ I is a locall, finite lamil, then Ea la E I, 
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(iii) If {Pa}a is a partition of unit" and for each a, fa E II then 
'EPa ·fa E I. 

Proof. (i) => (ii) Choose z E Z(I), and let U. be a neighbour
hood of z such that all the fa but falt ... ,jan vanish on U •. Then 
'Ell! fa/U. = (fal + ... + fan)/U. E (1/U.). So certainly ('Ea fa)l. E 
II •. Hence by (i), 'Ea fa E I. 

(ii) => (iii) clear. 
(iii) => (i) Suppose that f E COO(M) and fl. E II. for all z E Z(I), 

or equivalently for all z E M. In other words, there is an open cover 
{Ua} of M such that for each a, f/Ua = ga/Ua for some ga E I, and 
without loss we may take {Ua} to be locally finite. Let {Pal be a 
partition of unity subordinate to {Ua }. Then 

o 

4.9 Corollary. If I ~ Coo(M) is a germ determined ideal, then 
80 is (I, h) for ever, h E Ooo(M). In particular, finitel, generated 
ideals are germ determined. 

Proof. Using 4.8 (iii), let fa = ga + h • ({Ja E (1, h) with ga E I, and 
let {Pal be a partition of unity. Then 

'E Pa 'fa = 'E Paga + h • 'E Pa({Ja E (1, h). 0 a a a 
4.10 Remark. The implication finitely generated => germ deter
mined in 4.9 cannot be reversed. Even a point determined ideal 
need not be finitely generated. In fact we will see below (cf. 4.19) 
that for example m~ll ~ 0 00 (JR) is not even countably generated. 

Observe on the other hand that 2.1 says that an ideal generated 
by finitely many independent functions is point determined. 

It follows from the description in 4.2 that for any ideal I in 
OOO(JR"), say, there is a smallest germ determined ideal i containing 
I, defined by 

f E i <=> Vz E Z(I)fI. Ell.· 

It is clear that Z(I) = Z(i}, so 1 E i iff Z(I) = 4>, and the operation 
0 00 (JR")/ I __ 0 00 (JR")/ I may collapse a non-trivial ring to the 
trivial one with 1 = o. 

In fact this operation I ~ i is functorial, as follows easily from 
the explicit description of Ooo-homomorphisms between finitely gen
erated Ooo-rings that we gave in Section 1: if G: JR'" - JR" induces 
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a Coo-homomorphism 

COO (JRR)/I -+ COO(JR"")/J 

then the same G induces a map 

Coo(JRR)/i -+ Coo(JR"")/j, 
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for lEi implies loG E j. Indeed, if {Ua} is a cover of JRR and 
IWa = haWa with ha E I, then by assumption ha 0 G E J and 
'oGIG-l(Ua) = (ha 0 G)IG-l(Ua). Or in the notation of Section 1, 
G.(I) := {tIl 0 G E J} and 

(G.(J»'" ~ G.(j), 

so 1 ~ G.(J) implies i ~ G.(j). Thus we obtain a functor from 
the category of finitely generated COO -rings to the category of germ 
determined finitely generated COO-rings, which is actually left adjoint 
to the inclusion. 

Similarly, each ideal I is contained in a smallest closed ideal I and 
a smallest point determined ideal m~(I)' and we obtain left adjoints 
to the inclusions of categories. We will come back to this in the next 
section. 

The properties of ideals listed in 4.2 are in general not very well 
behaved with respect to coproduct of COO-rings. For example, the 
ring COO(JR) ®oo Cr(JR) is not germ determined (so even the Coo_ 

tensor product of a germ determined ideal and a point determined 
one need not be germ determined). For, 

COO(JR) ®oo Cgo(JR) = Coo(JR X JR)/ I, 

where I is the ideal generated by {I 0 "'211 E mfo}}' If gEl, 
9 = Ef=lli(x)CP.(x, 1/) and 9 vanishes on a tubular neighbourhood 
IR x (-E, E) of the x-axis. But if I were germ determined, a function 
vanishing on any neighbourhood of Z(I) = JR x {O} would have 
to be in I (cf. 4.3). (To be explicit, take the neighbourhood U = 
U{(n -1, n+ 1) x (-IRI~l' IR~l) In E Z} of JR x {O}, take an open V 
with JR x {O} eVe V c U, and take 1 E Coo(JR2) with Z(f) = V 
(cf. 1.4). Then 1 ¢ I, but Vx E Z(I)Jlz = 0 E liz.) 

There is one class of ideals, however, that is well behaved as re
gards coproducts, namely the class of flat ideals, i.e. ideals of the 
form 

m~ = {I E COO(JRR)ITz(f) = 0, all x EX} 
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for a closed X ~ IRn. The following theorem will be of fundamental 
importance in the next chapter. 

4.11 Theorem. Let X ~ IRn I Y ~ 1R'" be closed sets and let (/kh: 
be a sequence offunction8 such that Vk h E m~)(y. Then there are 
non-negative functions cp E m~,t/J E m~ with Z(cp) = X,Z(t/J) = Y 
and such that 

fk E (cp(x) + t/J(y» . m~)(y for all k. 

4.12 Corollary. Let X ~ IRn and Y ~ 1R'" be closed. Then a8 ideals 
in Coo (IRn x 1R"') I 

In fact, Theorem 4.11 is a generalization of the following result 
from Tougeron (1972): 

4.13 Corollary. Let X ~ IRn be cl08ed and let (/k)k be a sequence 
offunction in m~ ~ ooo(lRn). Then there exists a non-negative 
function cp E m~ with Z(cp) = X and such that fk E cp . m~ for 
each k. 

This corollary follows from 4.11 by putting m = 0, Y = {*} = 1R"'. 
For the proof of Theorem 4.11, we need the following lemma (cf. 
Tougeron (1972), p. 77). 

4.14 Lemma. There are con8tant8 Or,' = ('1, ... , rn) E Wn, such 
that for each compact X ~ IRn and each e > 0 there is an a. E O(JRn) 
with the following properties 

(1) 0 ~ a. ~ 1, a.(x) = 0 on a neighbourhood of X, and a.(X) = 
1 outside the neighbourhood B(X,e) = {x E JRn\d(x,x) < e}. 

(2) for every x E JRn and, E Wn, \Dra.(x)1 ~ Or' e-1rl (recall 
that \r\ = '1 + ... + rn). 

Proof. Fix a smooth function cp: JRn -+ [0,1] with cp(x) = 0 if Ixl ~ 1 
and f cp = 1, and let 

cp,(x) = e-ncp(xJe) 

for e > O. Given a compact set, find a smooth function ii:JRn -+ [0,1] 
with ii(x) = 1 if d(x,X) ~ eJ2, and ii(x) = 0 if d(x,X) ~ 3e/4, and 
define a = a. by 

a(x) = 1 - f CP.(x - y)ii(y)dy. 
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Then a( x) is a well-defined COO -function on ~n, and it is clear that 
a(x) = 0 if d(x,X) $ g/4, while a(x) = 1 if d(x,X) ~ g. Moreover, 
for a given r = (r}, ... ,rn), IDra(x)1 = I f D~~c(x - y)&(y)dYI $ 

If.upp('P.) Dr~c(t)dtl $ (ler supIDr~c(t)1 $ e-lrI4-nsupIDr~(t)1 
(the last $ by the chain-rule). 0 

For the key lemma, we leave the realm of Coo -functions temporar
ily. Given a compact X ~ ~n, let L~(~n) be the set of continuous 
functions I: ~n --. ~ such that 

"1£ > 0 Vs E N 38> 0 Vy E ~n(d(y,X) $ 8 * I/(y)1 $ £. d(y,X)·). 

The following is now immediate (use Hadamard's lemma for (i»: 

4.15 Lemma. (i) mx ~ Lx 
I 

(ii) III E L~, then I/lji E L~ lor p = 1,2,... 0 

The key lemma is 

4.16 Lemma. Assume X ~ ~n and Y ~ ~m are compact. Let (h.JII: 
be a sequence 01 elements 01 LxxY. Then, there are non-negative 
lunctions r.p E mx,tf; E m~ with z(~) = X,Z(tf;) = Y, such that 

III: (x, y) «» 
~(x) + tf;(y) ~ 0 whenever d x,y,X X Y ~ o. 

Prool. By definition of L~xy (with e = 1) we find for each tEN a 
S(i) > 0 such that for each k $ t, and all (x, y) E ~n x ~m, 

(d«x,y),X x Y) $ 8(i) * 1/1I:(x,y)1 $ d«x,y),X x y)2l). 

Let ~: N --. N be a strictly increasing function such that 

2 
2"( l) $ 8 ( i) , for each i, 

and let S : {i E Nli ~ ~(1)} ~ N be defined by 

SCi) = iiJT~(i) $ i < ~(i+ 1). 

By lemma 4.14 (with £ = 2-'), there are a.(x) E coo(~n) and 
.8.(y) E coo(~m) with 0 $ at $ 1,0 $ P. $ 1,at == 0 on a neigh
bourhood of X,.8. == 0 on a neighbourhood of Y, and 

at(x) = 1 if d(x,X) ~ 2-(1+1), 

Pi(Y) = 1 if dey, Y) ~ 2-(1+1), 
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while furthermore for each r E NR , 8 E Nm , 

ID"a;(x)1 ~ 2-il,.IO,., ID',8i(y)1 ~ 2-il,10,. 

Now define 

cp(x) = 1:: 2-i,(i)O:i(X), tP(y) = 1:: 2-i,(i),8i(Y). 
,~,,(1) i~,,(I) 

Then cp and tP are smooth non-negative functions with cp E mx, 
tP E m~, and Z(cp) = X,Z(tP) = Y. (Just check the uniform con
vergence of these series as well as their derivatives, using the bounds 
of the deri vati ves of a;,,8i). 

To check the conclusion of the lemma, let kEN and E, 0 < E < 1, 
be given. Then for some i ~ k, 

2 
2,,(l) < E < 1. 

Assume that d((x,y),X X Y) ~ 2-,,(l). Then d(x,X) ~ d«x,y), 
X x Y) ~ 2-,,(l), and we may choose a (unique) i> J£(i) such that 
2-(i+l) < d(x,X) ~ 2-'. Similarly, let t be such that J£(i+t) ~ i ~ 
J£(i + t + 1), i.e. SCi) = i + t. Then a;(x) = 1,80 

cp(x) + tP(y) ~ cp(x) ~ 2-i (Ht) • a;(x) = 2-i (Ht) ~ d(x,X)Ht 
~ 2-(lH)d«x,y),X x y)lH. 

On the other hand, we may without loss (the other case is sym
metric) assume that dey, Y) ~ d(x,X), 80 

d«x, y),X x Y) ~ d(x,X) + dey, Y) ~ 2d(x,X) ~ 21- i 

~ 21-,,(l+t) ~ 6(i + t), 

and this implies that 1!A:(x,y)1 ~ d«x,y),X X y)2(lH), 80 

\!A:(x,y)1 < 2lHd«x y) X X y)lH < (_2_)lH < E. 0 
cp(x) + tP(y) - " - 2,,(t) 

Proof of Theorem .l.ll. (i) We first consider the case where X and 
Y are compact. Given hr, E mXxY' define 

9k,,.,p(X, y) =\D" h(x, Y)I!. 

By Lemma 4.15, 9k,,.,p E LxxY ' and we can use Lemma 4.16 to 
obtain cp E mx, tP E m~ with Z(cp) = X, Z(tP) = Y, and moreover 

9k,,.,p(X,y) ---+ 0 whenever d«x,y),X X Y) ---+ O. 
cp(x) + tP(y) 
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if (x, tI) ¢ X X Y 
if (x,tI) E X X Y. 
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Then any partial derivative of h" involves sums of terms whose ab
solute values are 

IDr /,,(x,tI)D·(~ + 1/1)(x, tI)1 = ( g",r,p(x,tI) )p ID.(~ + 1/1)(x, tI)l, 
(~(x) + 1/1(tI»p ~(x) + 1/1(tI) 

and we conclude that h" is smooth. So 

/,,(x,tI) = (~(x) + 1/1(tI))· h,,(x,tI) with h" E m~xY' 

and the theorem is proved for the special case where X and Yare 
compact. 

(ii) For the general case where X and Y are just closed, let 
{Ui} and {Va} be locally finite covers of lin and li'" respectively 
by bounded open sets, and let {Pi}, {Vj} be partitions of unity sub
ordinate to these covers. We define 

Xi = X n SUpP(pi), Yi = Y n supp(Vj). 

AB in the case (i), we can find for each i,j functions ~i E m~. and 
!Pj E m~ with Z(~i) = Xi, Z(1/1j) = Yj, such that for each k, ;,p 

J 

(*) g",r,p(x,tI) -~o if d«) ) ( ) ( ) ~ x, tI , Xi X Yj ---+ o. 
~i X + 1/1j tI 

Now define 

~(x) = :E Pi(X)~i(X), 1/1(tI) = ~ Vj (tI)1/1j (tI)· 
i 1 

Clearly ~(x) E m~,1/1(tI) E m~, and Z(~) = X, Z(1/1) = Y. So it 
remains to show that for each k the function 

h,,(x, y) = tp(z1+,'1 II) 1 x, y 'F X { 
h(z,lIl ·f ( ) d X Y 

o if (x, tI) E X X Y 

is smooth and flat on X X Y. So suppose (xn , tin) is a sequence in 
JW.n X li'" coverging to (x, y) E X X Y. Then there are neighbourhoods 
U 3 x and V 3 tI such that for some i,j,Pi > 0 on U and Vj > 0 on 
V, and we may assume that Xn E U, Yn E V, all n. U and V are 
compact, so there is a lower bound m > 0 for both Pi IU and Vj IV. 
Then 
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and (x, y) E U X V n X X Y C Xi X Yi , SO (*) above implies that 

gk,r,,,(Xn, Yn) 0 
~(xn) + .p(Yn) ---+ . 

Thus it follows as before that all partial derivatives of hie are contin
OO~. 0 

4.17 Remark. There is an alternative proof of Corollary 4.12 from 
case (i) by using 4.13 to conclude first that (m~, m~) is germ
determined: if {fla(x, Y)}a is a countable partition of unity and each 
fla'l E (m~,m~) for some IE coo(Iln X Rm), then we may find 
~a E m~,.pa E m~ such that fla·1 E (~a,.pa), and from 4.13, we 
conclude that fla·1 E (~(x),.p(y» for some ~ E m~,.p E m~. But 
this ideal is germ determined, so I E (~,.p) ~ (m~, m~). 

To prove 4.12, suppose I(x,y) E m~xY. Then using the notation 
of case (ii) above, case (i) implies that for each i,j 

I(x,y) E (~i(X) + .pi(Y)), 

so Pi (x )1I;(Y)/(x, y) E (Pi( X)~i(X), "; (y).p;(y)), and since for each 
i,j, Pi(X)~i(X) E m~, 1I;(Y).p;(y) E m~, we find 

pilI;1 E (m~,my). 

The latter ideal is germ determined, so I E (m~, m~). 

4.18 Corollary. The Coo -ring 

R[[Xl' ... ,Xn]]/ I ®oo R[[Yl , ... , Ym ]]/ J 

is canonically isomorphic to R[[XI, ... ,Xn'Yl, ... ,Ymll/(I,J). 

Prool. By the general formula A/ I®ooB/ J ~ A®ooB/(I, J) (page 26) 
it suffices to show that 

R[[X!, ... ,Xnll ®oo R[[Yl , ... , Ym ]] ~ R[[X}, ... ,Xn, Yl,.·., Ymll. 

But this follows by applying Corollary 4.12 with X = {O} C Rn, 
Y = {O} ~ Rm, and Borel's theorem 1.3. 0 

4.19 Corollary. Let X C Rn be closed. Then m~ is not countably 
'# 

generated. 

Proof. By 4.13, m~ ~ m~ . m~, and m~ would be finitely gener
ated (even principal) if it were countably generated. But in that case 
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it would follow from the Nakayama Lemma (3.15) that m~ = (0).0 

4.20 Remark. (a) Applying 4.12 to the case where Y = IR'" we 
have that as ideals in COO(IRR X IR"'), 

",i(m~) = m~x." 
(recall that "'i<m~) is the ideal generated by {/o "'111 E m~}). So 
~i(m~) is closed. We don't know in general whether "'i(I) is a 
closed ideal in COO(IRR X IR"') when I is closed in COO(IRR). 

(b) If X ~ IRR and Y ~ IR'" are compact, then we have the follow
ing equality of ideals in COO(IRR X IR"'), 

(m~,mf,) = (m~XY)· 
This can be proved along the lines of 3.3, but it also follows from 
4.12. Indeed, if I E m~xY' i.e. IIU == 0 for some U ;2 X x Y, 
then since X and Y are compact, we can find open V ~ X, W ~ Y 
mch that V x W ~ U. By 4.12, (my, m;.) = (myxW) so I E 

'~ ~) C (m' m') , v' w - x' y. 
Note that this equality is false if X and Y are not both compact 

:cf. the example preceding 4.11). 
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GOO-Rings as Variable Spaces 

In this chapter we will consider the geometric aspect of Coo -rings. 
As a first step, we will introduce the category lL of loci or formal 
COO-varieties. These are just the duals of finitely generated COO_ 
rings. This category lL contains the usual category of manifolds, 
but also other useful objects such as infinitesimal spaces. However, 
function spaces can in general not be constructed in lL. This is only 
possible when the domain space is sufficiently small (the dual of a 
Weil algebra). 

In order to have all function spaces available, we will, in Section 2, 
LOP extend the category lL to the category Sets of presheaves on lL, 

the so-called smooth functors. This larger category has good func
tion spaces and convenient exactness properties. Our viewpoint will 
be to regard SetsL op as a generalized set-theoretic universe, where
intuitively---every set is a smooth space (and the old sets are embed
ded as discrete spaces). By way of some simple examples, we will 
try to explain how set-theoretic constructions and arguments can be 
carried out in Sets L op. This will enable us to do analysis "inside" 
this richer universe. Mter having discussed some basic properties 
of "the smooth line" in SetsL oP, we will, in Section 3, turn to some 
more complicated and more interesting properties of this universe. 

As will be pointed out, the universe SetsL op has also many unde
sirable or even pathological properties, and it is mainly introduced 
as a first step towards the "better worlds" which will be considered 
in later chapters. 
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1 The Category lL of Loci 

In this section we will try to stress the "geometric" aspect of C oo_ 
rings, rather than the algebraic one, by studying the category of 
loci, or formal COO -varieties, which is simply the opposite category 
of the category of finitely generated COO-rings. Consequently, some 
of the things we will say here are simply dual to results of earlier 
sections. But nevertheless, it is important to become familiar with 
the geometric way of looking at COO-rings, since in later chapters 
it is as "smooth spaces", i.e. as geometric objects, that COO-rings 
are going to appear in the various toposes; we will study toposes in 
which the category of Coo -rings is contravariantly embedded. 

Let us introduce some notation. In Section 1.1, we defined the 
category of finitely generated COO-rings and Coo-homomorphisms, 
denoted by (Coo-rings)rg. We define the category lL of loci (some
times called formal COO -varieties) as 

(1) lL is the opposite category of (COO - rings )/g . 

So the objects of lL are "the same" as those of (COO - rings),g , 
but the arrows are reversed. To avoid confusion about whether a 
COO-ring is regarded as an object of (COO - rings),g or 88 an object 
of lL, we write leA), an object of lL, for the locus corresponding to 
a given COO-ring A. So lA is the formal dual of A, and lL-maps 
lB --+ lA are COO-homomorphisms A --+ B. Let us once more 
repeat the explicit description of ma.ps in lL: 

(2) If B = Coo(w.n)/J, A = coo(w.m)/I, a map lB --+ lA is an 
equivalence class of smooth functions tp: w.n -+ w.m with the 
property that f E I => f 0 tp E J, while tp is equivalent to tp' 

if componentwise, tpi - tp~ E J(i = 1, ... , m). 

It is important to observe that the reverse operation of "deleting 
l" can be described entirely within lL, i.e. the COO-ring is recoverable 
from its locus lA, since A ~ homdlA,lCoo(W.)). 

For the object lCoo(W.) of lL we will also write R. So for the n-fold 
product we have by 1.1.1, 

Rn ~ lCoo(w.n). 

If lA is an arbitrary object of lL, with A = COO (w.n)/ I, we will also 
write suggestively 

lA = {x E Rnlf(x) = 0 all f E I}, 
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i.e. lA is the "Iormal zero-set" of I, a subobject of Rn in lL, as 
opposed to the "real" zeroset Z(I), which is a subobject of JRn in lE 
(cf.1.1.5). (Later on we will see that this notation {x E RRI/(x) = 0, 
alII E I} is not just suggestive. lA is reali, the zero set of I, not in 
the category of sets, but in an extended universe where spaces have 
"more" points.) 

In fact, lE also appears as a dual, namely (and this is not a defini
tion) 

(2) lE is equivalent to the opposite category of the category of 
finitely generated point determined COO-rings. 

So no new symbol is needed for this opposite category. For the other 
cases we introduce the following notation. 

(3) G is the opposite category of the category of germ determined 
finitely generated Coo -rings. 

(4) IF is the opposite category of the category of closed finitely 
generated Coo -rings. 

If A is a COO-ring of the appropriate sort, we denote its dual, an 
object of G or IF, again by leA). 

We now have a sequence of full subcategories 

lE <-+ G '-+ IF '-+ lL, 

and these inclusions all have right adjoints, since as we saw in Sec
tion 4 (following 4.10), there exist left adjoints at the level of Coo_ 
rmgs. 

We introduce some more notation: 

(a) the right adjoint lL --+ lE to the inclusion is called '1, as are 
its restrictions to G and IF. So 

'1:lL -+ lE, '1l(coo (JRn )/I) = Z(I). 

(b) the right adjoint lL --+ G, as well as its restriction to IF, is 
called ~. So 

~: lL -+ G, ~(l(Coo(JRn)/ I» = l(Coo(JRn)/ i). 
(c) the right adjoint lL --+ IF is called K.. So 

K.: lL -+ IF, K.(l(Coo(JRn)/ I» = l(Coo(JRn)/I). 

For the record, we state 

1.1 Proposition. The lull inclusions lE C IF C G C lL are inclusions 
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of coreftective BubcategorieB, i.e. all inciuBionB have right adjointB.D 

Since the inclusions are full, we have isomorphisms 

i(X) ~ X in IE, i(lA) ~ lA in G, lC(lB) ~ lB in IF 

which are natural in X, lA, lB respectively. (Watch out: to the left 
of the isomorphism signs, X stands for the image of X under the 
embedding IE <....+ IL, lA for the image under G <....+ IL, lB for the image 
under IF <....+ IL.) 

Also, for lA E IL we have canonical monomorphisms 

i(lA) <....+ lA, ~(lA) <....+ lA, lC(lA) <....+ lA in IL. 

(Again, i(lA) stands for the image of i(lA) under IE <....+ IL, etc.) 
The right adjoints can be used to describe inverse limits in G or 

in IF (in IE, you already know how to do it: just inverse limits of 
topological spaces): first compute the limit in IL, then coreflect back 
into G or IF. So for example, if lA, lB are objects of G, their product 
in G is 

lA xslB = ~(lA XL lB) = ~(l(A®oo B)). 

An important advantage of passing to the opposite category is the 
manifolds now become correctly, i.e. covariantly, embedded. We can 
copy 2.8 as 

1.2 Proposition. The functor M ~ IL, M f--+ lCOO(M), iB full and 
faithful, and preBerveB tranBversal pulibaclC8. 

1.3 Closed Subloci. IT A = coo(~n)/I and B = coo(~n)/J with 
J ::) I, there is a quotient map A -- B, hence a monomorphism of 
loci lB >-+ LA. IT we have an inclusion (isomorphic to one) of this 
form, we will say that lB is a cloBed BublocuB of LA. Closed subloci of 
a fixed locus lA behave like closed subspaces of a topological space, 
in the sense that arbitrary meets and finite joins of closed subloci 
are closed. For meets this is clear: if {lBor >-+ lA}or is a collection 
of closed subloci of lA with A = coo(~n)/I, and Bor = coo(~n)/Jor, 
then B = coo(~n)/(UorJor) gives a largest sublocus of lB >-+ lA 
contained in every lBor, lB = norlBor. (More precisely, one has to 
show that if !p: lC -+ lA is any map of IL and !p factors through all 
the lBor, then !p factors through lB, which is easy.) 

For finite sups, take two closed subloci lBI >-+ lA and lB2 >-+ lA, 
say Bi = coo(~n)/Ji. Then lB = lCOO(~n)/(JlnJ2) is the smallest 
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subobject of tA containing tBl and tB2, i.e. tB = tBl UtB2, because 
the diagram 

J I 
is a pushout in [. (and also a pullback, but this is irrelevant here). 
Let us give the details: we have to show that the dual square 

I I 
• is a pullback. So take two Coo.homomorhisms 0 00 (Im,"')/ K --+ 

COO (Im,R)/ Jl and 0 00 (Im,"')/ K ....!.... COOfJRR)/ J2, represented by smooth 
V': JRR -+ JR'" and .p: JRR -+ JR'" respectively, such that V'i -.pi E Jl +J2 
(i = 1, ... , m), say V'i - .pi = h; + It; with h; E Jl, It; E J2. Then 
V'i - h; also represents (), and V'i - h; = .pi + It; also represents W. 
In other words, we may assume V' = .p. But then if I E K we have 
/0 cp = /0 .p E II n 12. Summarizing, 

Proposition. Finite 8Up8 and arbitrary meet8 0/ cl08ed 8ubloci 0/ a 
given locus tA are again cloBed. 

1.4 Open Subloci. H A = COO (JRR)/ I and U is an open subspace 
of JRR, we have a restriction map A --+ Coo(U)/(IIU), or a map of 
loci t(COO(U)/(/IU» --+ tAo We denote this dual also by 

tA n 8(U) = t(COO(U)/(/IU» 

(8 is the functor M <-+ [. of 1.2). This notation is justified, since 
tA n 8(U) -+ tA is a monomorphism in l, and we have a pullback 
diagram 
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lAnB(U) - LA 

I I 
B(U)· • JR" 

in lL. Indeed, the corresponding dual diagram of OOO-rings is a 
pushout, as follows immediately from the universal properties (i.e., 
(COO(JR")/IHa- 1} ~ (OOO(JR"Ha-1})/t'J(I), as we stated at the end 
of Section 1. 

We have just seen that closed subloci behave nicely with respect 
to arbitrary infs and finite sups. The dual situation for open subloci 
is not quite as nice, unfortunately. For finite sups and meets there is 
no problem. The smallest sublocus of lA containing lA n B(U) and 
lAnB(V) is LAnB(UUV) , so is again open (this is really Lemma 1.2.7), 
and the meet of LA n B(U) and lA n B(V) is lA n B(U n V). But 
arbitrary sups of open sub objects need not be open. For example, 
consider LA = l(Ooo(JR) ®oo O~(JR)) (cf. the example preceding 
1.4.11). Let U" ~ JR x JR be the open (-n,n) x JR. Then one can 
check that V"EN(lA n B(U")) is the subobject lOoo(JR x JR)/m~O} of 
lA, which is actually a cl08ed subobject. 

Sups of open subobjects are much better behaved in the category 
G of germ determined loci, as we will show and exploit in chapter III. 

We want to single out one statement which follows trivially from 
the fact that finite unions of opens are well behaved, i.e. that (lA n 
s(U)) U (LA n 8(V» = LA n B(U U V): 

1.5 Corollary. Let lA E lL, Bay A = 0 00 (JR")/ I, so lA >--t R". If 
U, V ~ R" are open and LA C 8(U U V) as 8ubobject8 of R", then 
lA n 8(U) = 0 implies lA C 8(V). 0 

Closed and open subloci have some properties similar to closed and 
open subspaces of normal spaces. We list some of these properties 
for subloci of R". 

1.6 Proposition. (Tietze extension theorem for loci). If LA >--t LB 
is cl08ed, then any map LA --+ R in lL can be extended to a map 
lB --+ R in lL. 

Proof. Trivial, since R is the dual of the free OOO-ring on one gener.r. 0 
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1.1 Lemma. Let LA c R" be a closed sublocus, say A = COO (:w,n)j I, 
and s(U) C R" an open one. Then LA C s(U) iff there is a finitely 
generated ideal 10 C I such that Z(Io) c u. 
Proof. (=» LA c s(U) means that we have a commutative diagram 
of COO-rings 

where a is a characteristic function for U, and CJ> is induced by 
<p: ~n _ :w.n+1. Thus CPn+1 • a(CPl, ... , CPn) - 1 E I, so if we put 
fo = (CPR+1·a(CPl, ... ,CPn) -1) we have 10 C I, and Z(Io) c U, since 
the corresponding diagram of zero sets (apply the functor ,: lL - IE) 

:w,n • Z(Io) 

fJ 

commutes (as usual, fJ = {(x, y) E :w.n+1ly· a(x) = 1}). 
(¢::) IT Z(Io) C U for some finitely generated 10 C I, then flU = 

glU => f- g E fo since finitely generated ideals are germ determined 
(1.4.9). 

So the quotient mapping 

COO(:w.R) __ COO (:w.R)jIo 

factors through the restriction coo(:w.n) -- COO(U), in other words 
L(coo(:w.n)j fo) ~ s(U). So a fortiori LA ~ s(U). 0 

1.8 Proposition. (a) s preserves closure of open subloci, thus 
L(coo(:w.n)jrr%) is the smallest closed sublocus of R n containing s(U). 

(b) (normality) Let LA C R" be closed and let s(U) c R n be 
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open. If lA c s(U) then there ezist an open s(V) C K' and a closed 
lB C K' such that lA C s(V) c lB c s(U). 

Proof. (a) Suppose s(U) C lA c K', where A = C(IRn)/ I. Then 
the restriction C(I~n) --+ C(U) factors through C(IRn)/ I, so if f E I 
then flU = o. But then also flU = 0, i.e. I ~ r4. 

(b) This follows immediately from (a) and 1.7: let lA c s(U) 
and write A = COO (IRn)/I. Take a finitely generated 10 C I with 
Z(Io) c U, and apply normality of IRn to obtain an open V with 
Z(Io) eVe V c U. Now let B = coo(IRn)/'4. 0 

1.9 Proposition. (normality) (a) If lA, lB c Rn are closed and 
lA n lB = 0, then there are disjoint opens U, V ~ IRn with lA c 
s(U), lB c s(V) (and hence 6y 1.£, s(U) n s(V) = 0). 

(6) If lA, lB c K' and lA n lB = 0, then there is a morphism 

K' ~ R in lL with filA == 1, fllB == O. 

Proof. (b) follows from (a), 1.8 (b) and external normality of IRn 

(Urysohn's lemma). For (a), write A = COO (IRn)/ I and B = C(IRn)/ J. 
lA n lB = 0 implies by Lemma 1.7 that there are finitely generated 
10 C I and Jo c J with z(Io)nZ(Jo) = 0. So by external normality, 
we find disjoint opens U :> Z(Io) and V :> Z(Jo). Then lA C s(U) 
and lB C s(V), by 1.7. 0 

1.10 Some Infinitesimal Loci. If P E IR, we can form the sublocus 
!&.p = n{s(U)lp E U open ~ IR} !:!! lC~(IR), called the germ of R at 
p. Similarly, if p = (PI, ... ,Pn) E IRn, we have the germ of K' at P, 

!&.p = npEUs(U) = lC;o(IRn). 

Note that for P E IRn, !&.p = I&.Pl X ..• x !&.PR' 

If lA is an arbitrary locus, where A = coo(IRn)/I, a point of lA 
is, of course, a map 1 ~ lA in lL, where 1 = ItJ = lCoo (IRa) is 
the one-point locus. Points of lA are in 1-1 correspondence with 
ordinary points of Z(I) C IRn. If P is a point of lA, !&.p n lA (where 
!&.p eRn) is by definition the germ of lA at p. 

Thus, whereas the usual category of manifolds M: is too small to 
contain spaces which are germs of manifolds at some point, these 
"very small submanifolds" do exist in lL. And if M is a manifold, 
the germ of a function f: M - IR at point p as defined in Section 1 
now simply becomes the restriction of f to the germ of M at p. More 
precisely, if M is a closed subspace of IRn, so sCM) c Rn, germs lip C 
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of smooth functions M -- IR are in 1-1 correspondence with maps 
lAp n 8(M) -- R, and I&.p n 8(M) !:!! tC:'(M) = n{8(U)lp E U 
open C M} in IL. 

H fA is any locus, A = COO(IRR)/I, an infiniteBimal8ubiocUB of fA 
is by definition a sublocus contained in fA n Ap for some point p of 
R". 

Let us write I&. for 1&.0 = nnEN 8( --!, -!) c R. Some important 
infinitesimal subloci of R at 0, i.e. subloci contained in 1&., are 

D = f(COO (IR)/(z2» = {z E Rlz2 = O} 

and more generally 

D" = t(COO(IR)/(zHl» = {z E RlzHl = O}. 

Similarly, in higher dimensions we have 

D(n) = Dl(n) C D2(n) C Ds(n) c ... 

where 

D,,(n) = t(Ccf(IR")/mH1) 
= {z E R"lzO = 0, all a with lal = k + I}. 

These are all contained in A" C RR. 
All these infinitesimal subloci of R" are pointed, i.e. the point 

1 ~ RR factors through each D,,(n). An example of an infinitesimal 
sublocus of R at 0 which does not have any points is the "locu8 0/ 
invertible infinitesimals" 

1I = t(COO(1R - {O})/(m{o}11R - {O}» 

= nR >08«( --!,-!) - to}). 

Just as in the case of germs, k-jets of maps just become restriction8 

in IL. If R" ..!..... R is a map of IL, / corresponds to a smooth function 
F:IR" -+ 1R, and the k-jet j!(F) of F, i.e. the equivalence class of 

Flo modulo mHl, corresponds to the restriction D,,(n) ..!..... R. 
Note that by working within a parametrizable neighbourhood, we 

can define similar subloci, not only of R" at 0, but of 8(M) at p, 
where p is a point of a manifold M. And jets of maps sCM) -- R 
are just the appropriate restrictions in IL. 

We conclude this section by discussing some function-loci, or ex
ponentials in IL. If tA and tB are loci, we wish to define a locus of 
maps from tB to fA, i.e. a locusf(A)t(B) for which there is a natural 
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1-1 correspondence 
to -+ tAlB 

tB x to -+ tA 

of maps in IT... Such a locus tAlB need not exist, but if tB is small 
enough, such an object tAlB can be formed in IT... 

For example, for the object D = t(OOO(JR)/(x2», we may define 
for any locus tA, A = 0 00 (JRn )/ I, the tangent.locus T(tA) of lA, by 

T(lA) = l ( Ooo(JRn x lllR)/(/(x), {E!li :~ II E I}») , 
and we have 

1.11 Proposition. T(lA) is (isomorphic to) the exponential l(A)D 
in IT.., i.e. there is a natural 1-1 correspondence 

lO --+T(lA) 
tOxD--+lA 

01 maps in lL (and hence the definition 01 T(lA) as given above is 
independent 01 the representation chosen lor A). 

Prool. Take a Ooo-ring 0 = Ooo(lllR)/J. Maps to --+ T(lA) are 
represented by smooth ~(z):lll'" -+ JRR X JRR, and maps to x D = 
l(OOO(lll'" X lll)/(J(z),x2» -+ lA by smooth ,,(z,x): lll'" x III -+ lllR. 
We claim that the correspondence is given by 

r.p 1-+ fJ, fJ(z, x) = ~l(Z) + X . ~2(Z) 

where ~b ~2: JR'" -+ JRR are the components of ~, and 

A A a" 
" 1-+ ", ,,(z) =< ,,(z,O), ax (z, 0) > 

where ~ =< Bat, ... , Blzn >. We have to show two things: 
(a) These operations are inverse to each other: one W!y round 

~(z) =< ~l(Z), ~2(Z) >= ~(z). And the other way, ¢(z, x) = 
,,(z,O) + x . ~(z, 0), so by Hadamard ,,(z, x) - ~(z, x) is of the 

form x2u(z,x) for some u, i.e. " and ~ are equivalent maps ofloci. 
(b) ~ is a map of the relevant loci iff " is: 
(=» suppose ~ is a map, i.e. for all g: JRR X JRR -+ lll, 

" al g(x,!I) E (/(x), {L.J!li aXi II E I}) => 9 0 ~ E J. 
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Take 1 E I. We have to show It/J E (J,z2). But 

1{1{;(z, z» = 1(~I(Z) + Z~2(Z» 
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= 1(~I(Z» + z· E ~2i(Z)-If(~I(Z» + z2u(~I(Z), Z~2(Z» 
(for some u, by Hadamard) 

= I(z) 0 ~ + z· (E ",-If) 0 ~ + z2u( ... ), 

and the first two terms are in J by hypothesis, so 1 0 t/J E (J, z2); 
(<=) suppose t/J is a map, i.e. for alII: lRn -+ lR, 

1 E 1=>10 t/J E (J, z2), i.e. 1(~I(Z) + Z~2(Z» E (J, Z2). 

We have to show that if 9 E {I(z), E 1IiHII E I}, then 9 0 ~ E J. 
Taking a generator 1 E I of this first ide~, we have by hypothesis 
that there are 9; E J such that 1 0 t/J can be written as 

1{~I(Z) + Z~2(Z» = E; 9;(Z)U;(z,z) + z2v(z,z) 
= E; 9; (z)(u;(z, 0) + z· u;(z,O)) + z2v(z,z). 

Writing 1(~I(Z) + Z~2(Z» = 1(~I(Z» + z· Ei=1 ~2i(Z)lt(~I(Z))+ 
z2( ... ), and substituting z = 0 we find 

(/ 0 ~)(z) = 1(~I(Z» = L9;(z), u;(z,o) E J. 

Hence for all z, 

z· t ~2i(Z)' :1. (~1(Z)) + z2( ... ) = Z[L9;(Z)' u;(Z, 0) + z.f}(z, z)] 
i=1 Zi ; 

so cancelling z, and then taking z = 0, we obtain 

n 81 
L~2i(Z)a-:(~I(Z)) = L9;(Z)' u;(z,o) E J 
i=1 Z. ; 

(t1li :1.) 0 ~ E J. 
.=1 ~ 

o 

In order to justify the name tangent-locus, we will show that this 
.s really the usual tangent space of a manifold M in the case that 
<l = sCM) . 

.. 12 Proposition. Let ME M: be a manilold. Then 

s(M)D e!! s(T M), 

',here TM is the total space 01 the tangent bundle 01 M. Moreover, 
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s maps the projection TM --+ M to the map evo: s(M)D -+ sCM). 
So a tangent vector at a point p E M is the same thing as a point 
1 -!... 8(M)D in lL such that evo 0 v = p, or equivalently, a map 

D -!... sCM) such that 1 ~ D -!... sCM) = p. 

Proof. Let M be a closed submanifold of liP, say. Writing M as a 
retract of an open U, M cUe liP, we find as in 1.2.3 that we may 
assume that COO(M) ~ coo(lin)/(ft, ... , 1m), where M is identified 
with a closed subspace of lin, and (It, ... , 1m) = m~. By 1.11 
above, 

(1) 8(M)D ~ l(Coo(lin x lin)/(m~, {E tli :~ (x)l/(x) E m~}», 
and since m~ = (Ii, ... , 1m) in coo(lin), also 

(m~(x),{Etlilf(x)11 E m~}) = 
• /J1l /JIm (ft(x),···,/m(x), E tli az;(x) , ... , E tliTz7(x» , 

in coo(lin x lin). TM is a closed submanifold of lin X lin, and we 
claim that for any g(x, tI): lin X li -+ li, 
(2) 

g(x, tI)IT M = 0 <=> g(x, tI) E (m~(x), {E tli :~ (x)11 E m~}) . 

Since both m~M and the ideal on the right-hand side of (2) are 
germ-determined (the latter is in fact finitely generated, as we just 
noted), it suffices to find an open cover {U a} of lin such that (2) 
holds on each of the pieces Ua X lin. But by the local immersion 
theorem, there is an open cover {Ua } of lin such that the inclu
sion Ua n M c M is diffeomorphic (equivalent) to lik X {O} c lin. 
So it suffices to show (*) for the special case M = lik X {O} c lin. 
Then m~ = (Xk+1,'" ,xn ) and TM = (lik X {O}) X (lik X {O})c 
lin X lin. So clearly 9 E (m~(x), {Etlilill E m~} '* glTM = O. 
Conversely, if glTM = 0 then by Hadamard, we have g(x,tI) = 
g(Xl' ... ,Xk, 0, ... ,0, til, ... , tlk, 0, ... ,0) + Ef=k+1 xih;(x, tI) + 
Ei=A:+l tliki(x,tI). Now the first term vanishes, Xi E m~(x), and 

tli = Ef=1 tli lt (x) for I == Xi E m~(x), so 9 E (m~(x), {E tli lt II E 

m~(x». 
The other assertions in the proposition are clear. 0 

The last two propositions about exponentiation can be generalized 
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to arbitrary Weil algebras, i.e. to closed subloci of some DI:(n). 

1.13 Theorem. Let W 6e a Weil algdra. Then LW E H.. ill expo
nentia6le, i.e. lor an, LA E H.. the exponential iAtW e:tlsts in H... 

Prool. We will give an argument which is simpler than the proof of 
1.11 for the case tw = D, but less explicit. 

Let A = COO (lR")/ I. Then tA is the joint equalizer of the maps 

{I: I E I} 
R 

o 

in H.., and since (_)tW preserves all inverse limits, iA can be con
structed as the joint equalizer 

tAtW .... -_ 

so it suffices to show that each (R")tW can be constructed in lL. And 
since (R")tW ~ (,RlW')" (if these exist), we may assume n = 1, i.e. 
we are left with the task of showing that RtW exists in lL. 

Let iB be any locus, B = COO(lR'")/J, and suppose that W = 
Cij»(lRt)/(ml: + J) for some ideal J. Then an element of B ®oo W 
can be represented by a smooth function F(z, w):lR'" x lRt -+ lR of 
the form 

F(z,w) = L waDaF(z,O), 
lal~1: 

i.e. F corresponds to a j(k, i) - tuple of elements of B (here j(k, t) = 
#{a = (al,'" ,at)/lal ::; k}). The ideal J may create some further 
linear dependencies among the wa , lal ::; k, but it is clear that as 
lR-vector spaces 

dimW 

B®ooW~ E9 B 
i=l 

where dim W is the dimension of W as a real vector space. Thus we 
have 1-1 correspondences 
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tB X tw -L. R 

IE B®oo W 

( r .• tB -+ R)c;lim W 
I.· .-1 

I: tB -+ glim W 

so the exponential RLW can be constructed as the product glim W in 
L. 0 

1.14 Remark. Just as in the case of 1.12, one can show that for 
a manifold M, the exponential s(M)DJ:(R) corresponds under the 
embedding s : M <--+ L to the bundle of k-jets in n variables on 
M. And more generally, s(M)LW is isomorphic to seN) for some 
manifold N which has the structure of a vector bundle over M with 
the bundle projection corresponding to the evaluation evo: seN) = 
s(M)LW -+ sCM). These "generalized jet-bundles" over M have been 
introduced by A. Weil, and are called prolongations 01 M. 

To be able to conclude that the exponentials of the form tALW 
also exist in G and IF, we need 

1.15 Lemma. Let A = Coo (I'lR)/ I be a finitely generated COO-ring, 
and let W be a Weil algebra. II A is germ determined, then so is 
A ®oo W. And il A is closed, then so is A ®oo w. 
Proof. Let k be the vector space dimension of W. We have seen in 
the proof of 1.13 that at the level of real vector spaces, 

A ®oo W ~ A Ea ••• Ea A (k times). 

So if A --+ IIi=IBi is an injective homomorphism of COO-rings, so 
is A ®oo W --+ IIiEI Bi ®oo W. Since A is germ determined (resp. 
closed) iff A can be embedded in a product of pointed local COO-rings 
(resp. Weil algebras), it suffices to show that if B is pointed local 
then so is B ®oo W, and if B is a Weil algebra, then so is B ®oo W. 
But this is clear (cf. 3.10, 3.18). 0 
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1.16 Corollary. Let W be " Weil algebr". Then LW 18 exponen
tiable in G "nd IF. 

Proof. This follows from 1.13, 1.15 and the fact that G and IF are 
coreflective subcategories of n... For example, in the case of G, the ex
ponentialLALW of a locus LA E G can be constructed as '\(i(lA)LW), 
where l: lL -+ G is the right adjoint of the inclusion functor i : G ~ lL. 
Indeed, we have for any other lB E G the following natural bijections 

B -+ l(i(IA)'W) in G 

i(lB) -+ i(lA)'W in L (since i -Il) 

ie/B) x /W -+ i(lA) in L (by 1.13) 

i(lB x /W) -+ i(lA) in L (by 1.15) 

lB x lW -+ lA in G 

o 

2 Smooth Functors as a Basis/or Synthetic Calcu
lus 

Although the category lL of loci has good exactness properties (e.g. 
lL has all finite inverse limits), and contains cotJ"ri"ntl, the category 
.M of smooth manifolds in such a way that transversal pullbacks in .M 
are preserved by the inclusion functor .M ~ lL, there is one respect 
in which it is deficient, namely, it lacks good function spaces. Only 
duals of Weil algebras have been seen to be exponentiable in lL. 

In this section, we shall enlarge lL to the category SetsL op of co
variant set-valued functors, or preshe"tJes on lL, the smooth functors 
of the title, and prove that this larger category has good function 
spaces and good exactness properties. 

Notice that by the Yoneda embedding 

Y: lL~ SetsLDP,Y(lA) = lL(-,LA), 

lL may be identified with a full subcategory of SetsL op , and we usu
ally just write LA for Y(LA). Furthermore, the resulting inclusion 
preserves lim and exponentials which exists in lL. We obtain an' em--
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bedding of M into SetaL op , simply by composing the embedding 8 of 
proposition 1.2 with the Yoneda embedding. The resulting embed
ding will also be denoted by s. For the record, 

2.1 Proposition. The functor 8: M -+ SetaL OP, M 1-+ 1L( -,8M), is 
full and faithful and preserves transversal pullbac/cs of M. 0 

AB said in the introduction to this chapter, our viewpoint is to 
regard SetsL op as a generalized set-theoretic universe whose general
ized sets, or "variable" seta are the smooth functors. This universe 
contains the ordinary or "constant" sets as constant functors. The 
embedding will be denoted by 

6. : Sets <--+ Sets LOP , 6.(S)(LA) = S for all LA E lL. 

6. has a right adjoint r, called the global sections functor, which 
evaluates a smooth functor at the one-point locus 1 = s({*}) = 
L(coo{l~)/(x)), 

r: SetsLOP -+ Sets, r(F) = F(l). 

The usual set theoretic constructions of new objects from given 
ones may be performed within SetaL oP, using set theoretic rather 
than sheaf theoretic language. For example, if F and G are objects of 
SetsL op , then there is a function space object GF in SetaL op behaving 
exactly like the "set" of functions from F to G, and we can construct 
objects (generalized sets) of the form {x E FI~(x)}, {S ~ Flt/J(S)}, 
etc. Moreover, the usual set theoretical arguments remain valid, 
provided they are constructive. (Alternatively, intuitionistic logic is 
to be used for earring out constructions and arguments inside the 
universe SetaLOP .) 

Throughout this section, we shall explain this language and its 
logic, mainly by examples. In Appendix 1 we will discuss the gen
eral notion of "forcing" which gives precise rules to interpret the 
languages under consideration in Grothendieck toposes - categories 
of which SetaL op is a particular and simple example. (Readers who 
are not familiar with forcing and Grothendieck toposes are recom
mended to read Appendix 1 with the particular examples of this 
section and of Chapter III at hand.) 

AB said above, we view a smooth functor F E SetsL op as a "vari
able set". An element of F at stage LA ElLis, by definition, an 
element of (the set) F(LA). Using the Yoneda embedding (to iden
tify LA with Y(LA», such an element is simply a map e: tA -+ F in 
SetsL op. Notice that, given a map tB ~ LA in IL and an element e 
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of F at stage lA, we obtain by composition a new element e 0 a of 
F at stage lB. The element e 0 a will often be called the restriction 
of e along a, and will also be denoted by ela (or sometimes when 
we need to distinguish F from other presheaves, by F(a)(e». 

In a similar vein, we view a morphism F -.!!... G in SetsLOP , i.e. 
a natural transformation, as a map of "variable sets" which sends 
elements of F at stage LA E lL to elements of G at the same stage, 
in such a way that restrictions are preserved. Thus,,, sends a com
mutative diagram 

lB 

al ~F 
~ 

lA 

to a commutative diagram 

lB 

lA 

With these preliminaries out of way, we can easily show that SetsL op 

has good function spaces and good exactness properties. (These are 
general properties of any Grothendieck topas, cf. Appendix 1.) 

2.2 Proposition. Set8L op is II cartesian closed category. 

Proof. This is essentially obvious, once the meaning is understood: 
SetsL op has finite lim and exponentials. In fact, SetsL op has arbi
trary (small) inve~limits, and these are simply computed point
wise. That is, if F: I -+ Set8L op is a functor on a small category I, 
i.e. a small diagram of functors (Jii}.el, we let 

(limsel F.)(LA) = limsel F.(LA) (in Sets) 
+-- +--

for each fA E lL. Notice that lims Fi is indeed a presheaf on lL. 
+--
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To complete the definition, we let lilIli Fa ffj I Fj be the natural 
transformation defined by the obvio~ projections (in the category 
Sets) lilIli Fi(lA) -+ Fj(tA) (for tA ElL). The universal property is 
now e8Siiy verified. 

As a special case, if F, G E SeuL oP, the canonical projections of 
the product 

induce a bijection between elements of F x G at stage tA and pairs 
consisting of an element of F and one of G at that stage. We shall 
write a single line for this bijection. Thus 

lA-+FxG 
lA -+ F,lA -+ G 

Turning to exponentials, we define for F, G E SetsL op the functor 
GF by 

GF(lA) = SetsLOP(lA x F,G) = natural transformations 
from lA x F to G. 

GF can be made into a presheaf by defining restrictions along an 
Q: lB -+ fA E lL in the obvious way. Using our previous notation, 
we have 

lA-+ GF 

lAxF-+G 

by the very definition of GF. 
Note that there is an evaluation map 

GF X F..!!.. G 

in SeuL op defined by eVtA('1, e) = '1 0 (IdtA, e) for each lA E lL, 
where '1: tA x F -+ G and e: lA -+ F. The universal property of 
the exponential may be formulated as follows: ev induces a (natu
ral) bijection between natural transformations H -+ GF and natural 
transformations H x F -+ G. By extending the previous notation, 
we write 

H-+GF 

HxF-+G 

The verification of this universal property is left to the reader. 0 

If F: lLoP -+ Sets is a presheaf on lL, a subpresheaf of F is just 
a subfunctor of F, i.e. a presheaf S with SetA) ~ F(tA) for every 
tA E lL, and with the same restrictions as F. Such subfunctors aCt as 
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"subsets" of F. Given F, we can construct the "variable" powerset 
of F in SetsLOP by considering not only such subfunctors S, but 
"subfunctors at arbitrary stages": 

2.3 Proposition. SetsL op h" power objects. That is, given an 
LOP • () LOP F E Sets ,there 18 a P F E Sets such that we have a nat-

ural bijection between natural transformations (T and subfunctors S 
(for an, G E SetsL op ): 

G -!.. P(F) 
S~GxF 

Proof. Define P(F)(tA) = the set of subfunctors of tA x F. P(F) 
has the structure of a presheaf on H...: given tB ..!!... tA E H... and 
S E P(F)(tA), define Slo: = (0: x IdF)-l(S). In other words, for 

any (fJ, e) E lB x F(tO), i.e. I1J ~ tB in H... and e E F(lO), 

(fJ, e) E (Slo:)(tO) <=> (0: 0 fJ, e) E S(tO). 

The asserted correspondence between the natural transformations 
G -!.. P (F) and the subfunctors S ~ G x F is given by 

(~, e) E SetA) <=> (Idu , e) E (Tu(~) 

for tA E H..., ~ E G(tA), e E F(tA). o 

Let us recall some of the loci (identified with smooth functors via 
the Yoneda embedding) that were introduced in the preceding sec
tion, and that will play an important role in the sequel: 

The smooth line or the reau: 

The point: 

The first-order infinitesimals: 

D = t(OOO(lR)/(x2» = {x E Rlx2 = O} 

The kth_order infinitesimau: 

Die = l(OOO(lR)/(xlc+l» = {x E Rlxlc+l = O} 
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The infinitesimals: 

IA = l(COO(JW.)/m~O}) 
{x E RI/(x) = 0, all I E m~O}} 

- n:=lS(-~,~) 
The positive reals: 

R>o = l(coo(~2)/hIX>O(X) - 1» = lCOO(~>o) = s(JW.>o), 
where X>o(x) =1:= 0 iff x> O. 

The non-negative reaU: 

R?o = L(Coo(JW.)/m~o), where m~o = m~oo)' is the ideal of func
tions flat on [0,00). Similarly we have R?a and R~b,for any a,b E~. 

The smooth interval: 

[a,b] = l(Coo(~)/m~,bl) = R?a n R9 

The infinitesimal interval: 

[0,0] = l(Coo(JW.)/m{O}) = ~[[Xll 

Note that [0,0] is quite different from the point 1. Besides these 
loci, we will consider smooth functors like: 

Curves: 

Functions on the unit interval: 

Infinitesimal curves: 
RD 

These examples can be multiplied at will. To simplify later devel
opments, we shall now give explicit descriptions of the elements of 
these smooth functors at a given stage LA E lL, say A = coo(~n)/ I. 
This provides a kind of dictionary which expresses our fundamental 
notions such as "reals" (elements of R), "infinitesimals" , and the like 
in terms of the classical notions of COO-functions and their ideals. 

(1) A real at stage LA is an equivalence class I(x) mod I, where 
I E coo(~n), that is an element of A. So a representative of such a 
real is an element I(x) E JW. depending smoothly on the param~ter 
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x E IRn, a "smoothly tJtJrying real" so to speak. (So not only is 
R is a "tJtJriGble set" in the sense that its elements depend on the 
stage under consideration, but also the elements of R are themselves 
varying.) 

(2) The "ring 8tructure" of R : 0,1, + and, at stage LA correspond 
to 

0= 0 mod 1,1 = 1 mod I 

(f mod I) + (g mod I) = (f + g) mod I 

(f mod I) , (g mod I) = (f , g) mod I 

Note that by the Yoneda embedding, a real at stage LA is the same 
as a map LA -- R = 8(IR) in IL (or in Set8LOP), and given two such 

maps a and b, a + b is the map LA (a,b} R x R ....±... R, where + is 
the image under 8 of +: IR2 -+ IR. Similarly for '. Or in terms of the 
COO-rings of Chapter I, reals at LA correspond to elements of A as we 
have just seen, and the ring structure of R at stage LA corresponds 
precisely, to the ring structure of A. (In this sense, R is a ring object 
in SetsLOP which "contains" all the finitely generated OOO-rings in 
Set8, i.e. R is the "generic" OOO-ring.) 

(3) A fir8t-order infinite8imal (an element of Dc R) at stage LA 
is a class I mod I with PEl. 

(4) A k'll-order infinitesimal (an element of DA: C R) at stage LA 
is a class I mod I such that 1A:+l E I. 

(5) An infinite8imal (Le. an element of t&) at stage LA is a class 
I mod I such that for every tp E m~O} ~ OOO(IR), tp 0 I E Ii equiv
alently (cr. Lemma 1.7) a class I mod I such that for every open 
neighbourhood U C IR of 0, I-I(U) :::> Z(Io) for some finitely gener
ated 10 C I. 

(6) A poBititJe real at stage LA is a class I(x) mod I such that 
for some 9 E OOO(IRn),g(x) • X>o(f(x» - 1 E I. (Here x>o is a 
characteristic function for {x E IRlx > o}, cf. 1.1.4.). Again using an 
argument as in Lemma 1.7, this is equivalent to a class I(x) mod I 
such that for some finitely generated 10 c I, Z(Io) c I-I(IR>o). 

(7) A non-negatitJe real at stage LA is a class I mod I, IE 0 00 (IRn) , 
such that for every p E m~o ~ OOO(IR), pol E I. 

(8) A real in the unit intertJal at stage LA is a class I mod I such 
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that for every p E m~l)'po I E I. 

(9) Alunction (from Rto R) at stage tAisaclass F(x,t) mod ",·(1) 
where FE COO(JRft X JR) and '" is the projection JRft X JR __ JRft (recall 
that ",·(1) is the ideal generated by {/o",11 E I}). Thus, a represen
tative F of a function in RR is a function F(x, -) E JR- depending 
smoothly on the parameter x E JRft • 

(10) A lunction defined on the unit interval [0,1] c R at stage LA 
is a class F(x, t) mod (I, m~l)' 

(11) An infinitesimal curve in R at stage LA is a class F(x, t) mod 
(I, (t2». 

(12) The evaluation of a function at a real at stage LA is the 
class F(x, I(x» mod I, where F(x, t) mod "'.(1) is the function and 
I(x) mod I is the real. 

In the sequel, we will occasionally extend this dictionary, when 
analysing how basic notions in the universe SetsL op and other uni
verses to be introduced are represented from an "external", classical 
point of view. Often however, this task will be left to the reader. 

This dictionary of basic notions is incomplete as far as logic is 
concerned. Indeed, as mentioned before, the logic of SetsL op is not 
classical and so we need to extend our dictionary to cover logical 
connectives, quantifiers, etc. 

Before going into this matter, let us try to formulate some basic 
properties of the loci under consideration and see where the problem 
lies. 

(i) "R is a commutative ring with unit" . 

What do we mean by this statement? In (1), (2) of the dictionary 
above we have seen that R(LA) = A (the underlying set of the C oo_ 

ring A), and that the natural transformations 

o 
1 :=:::; R 

1 

+ 
R X R:=:::; R 

are given at stage LA by the ring structure of A. 
Of course, part of the meaning of (i) is "the operation· is com

mutative" , or using logical notation, 

"Ix, y E R (x. y = y. x). 
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We shall interpret this statement as follows: "for every couple of 
elements of R at an arbitrary stage tA, tA ~ R and tA ~ R, the 
element a ' II coincides with the element II, a at this stage tA" , and 
we abbreviate the conclusion to 

tAIHx '" = ,,' x)[a, b], 
or more briefly, as tAIl-a· b = b· a. With this notation, our statement 
is interpreted as "for every pair of elements (a, b) of R at stage tA, 
tAIl-x." = ".x[a, b]", and a moments reflection convinces us that this 
just means that the product operation of the ring A is commutative. 

As a second example, consider 

(ii) "0 is the only real killed by multiplication with all first-order 
infinitesimals" . 

The meaning of this statement is more involved, but we can let the 
logic do the work for us and reformulate (ii) as 

(ii') Vx E R (\I" E D(x,,, = 0) - x = 0), 

Following the previous example and the II--notation just introduced, 
(ii') is interpreted as "for every element of R at a stage tA, tA ~ R, 
we have tAIl-V" E D(x '" = 0) --+ x = O[a]." The question is, how 
do we interpret this last II--clause? 

Before answering this question, let us observe that (ii) can also be 
formulated as 

(ii") "the exponential adjoint R --+ RD of the (restriction of) the 
product R x D -:.. R is injective" 

(that is, if the function ,,1-+ x',, is identically 0, then x = 0). Since, as 
can easily be checked, the component of the natural transformation 
R --+ RD at stage LA is given by the canonical inclusion A --+ A[e], 
(ii") is obviously true. 

However, coming back to our earlier question, we find that if we 
interpret tAIl-V" E D(x." = 0) --+ x = 0 [a] as "for every element 
of D at stage tA . .. " , then this need not hold for all stages tA, i.e. 
(ii') is false! So what went wrong? 

To understand the nature of the difficulty, let us repeat that our 
point of view is that SetsL op should be a generalized set-theoretic 
universe where set-theoretical construction can be performed. In 
particular, if~(x) is a formula like V"EDx'lI = o where the free vari
able x ranges over R, we should be able to construct {x E RI~(x)} 
as a subobject of R in SetsL op, i.e. as a functor. To achieve this, 
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we define tAll-~(z)[a], or tAll-~(a), in such a way that the map 
{z E RI~(z)}: lLop -+ Seu defined by 

{z E Rltp(z)}(fA) = {tA ~ RI tAll-tp(a)} 

is a (contravariant) lunctor, indeed a subfunctor of R. 
The trouble we ran into is now simply this: interpreting tAll-VtI E 

D(z. tI = 0) -+ z = 0 [a] in the simple minded way suggested above 
does not make {z E RIVtI E D(z. tI = 0) --+ z = O} into a functor. 
To obtain a functor we have to interpret the quantifier V and the 
connective -+ as follows: for a: tA -+ R (i.e., a E A), 

fAII-VtI~(z, tlXa] iff for every fB ~ tA in ll.. and for every element 
h of D at stage fB, fBll-tp(z, tI)[al I, h] 

(recall all = a 0 I, or in terms of COO-rings, all = I(a) where a E A 
and I: A -+ B), and 

fAll-tp(z) -+ ,p(zXa] iff for every fB ~ fA in ll.., if fBll-tp(z) [all] 
then also fBII-,p(z)[al/]. 

Putting together these clauses, fAII-VtI E D(z. tI = 0) -+ z = Ora] is 

now interpreted as: for every fB ~ lA, if lBII-VtI E D(z·tI = O)[al/] 
then lBll-z = O[al/]. To see that this is true, let us suppose that 
lBII-VtI E D(z·tI = 0)[6], where 6 = all E B. Now consider the stage 
LC = lB x D = LB[e] and let P2 be the projection lB x D --+ D. 
By the interpretation of V, fBII-VtI E D(z. tI = 0)[6] implies that 
lB x DII-z·tI = 0[61pbP2], where Pl is the projection lB x D --+ lB. 
But this say that in B[e], 6· e = O. Hence 6 = 0, showing that (ii') is 
true. (ii') is a consequence of the so-called Koclc-Lawvere aziom for 
synthetic derivation: 

(iii) "An, infinitesimal curve is uniquel, a straight line" 

or more explicitly, 

(iii') Va E RD 3!(z,tI) E R x RVz ED a(z) = z + tI· z. 

(iii') is interpreted as: for every element I of RD at an arbitrary 
stage lA, lAI1-3!(z, tI) E R x RVz (a(z) = z + tI· z)[/]. This first of 
all raises the question of how to handle the existential quantifier 3, 
which is easily solved by noting that the naive interpretation leads 
to a functor, i.e. the general clause is 

fA11-3t1 E R~(z, tI)[a] iff there is an element 6 of R at stage lA such 
that fAll-tp(z, tI)[a, 6]. 
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To check (iii'), we first prove that 

lAII-3x, JI E RVz ED (a(z) = x + y' z)[/). 

1 is an element of RD at stage LA, so according to the dictionary, 
we can write A = 0 00 (Jin)jl say, and 1 = F(x,t) mod (l(x),t2 ). By 
Hadamard's lemma, there is a smooth function G E ooo(~n X ~) 
such that 

aF 
F(x,t) = F(x, 0) + tTt(x, O) + t2G(x,t). 

Let a F(x,O) mod 1 and b = ~(x, 0) mod I. We claim that 
lAII-Vz E D (a(z) = x + y' z)[/,a,b). According to the clause for 
the universal quantifier, we need to check that for alllB ~ lA and 
alllB ~ D, 

(**) lBll-a(z) = x + y' z[!I~,al~, bl~,c). 

In particular, this must be true for lB = LA x D, with ~ and 
c the projections PI and P2. On the other hand, if (**) holds for 
this particular choice, LB = LA x D,~ = p},c = P2, then it holds 
for any LB ~ lB and LB ~ D: indeed, ~ and c give a map 
(<p , c): LB -+ LA x D and the restrictions of PI and P2 along this map 
are precisely <p and c, so this is clear from the functoriality of II
(that has been built into the clause for V). One expresses this by 
saying that "P2 is the generic element 01 D" . 

Having reduced our task to showing that (**) holds for PI and P2, 
we can unwind the definitions involved to find that we need to verify 

aF 
F(x,t) = F(x,O) + tTt(x,O) mod (l,t2) 

which follows from (*). 
To complete the proof of (iii') we still need to check uniqueness of 

a and b, that is 

LAII-Vu, v E R(Vz E D(u + v' z = x + y' z) -+ u = x 1\ v = y)[a, b) 

which can be proved exactly as (ii'). 
Let us point out that there is another reformulation of (iii). A 

"straight line" is given by a couple of "reals", i.e. an element of 
R x R. So (iii) says that the map 

a:R x R-+ RD , 
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which 88 a natural transformation can be described by the compo-
nents 

au: A x A --+ A[el, au(a, b) = a + d, 

is an isomorphism, and this can be checked straightforwardly. (In 
fact, regarding a 88 a map in lL, a is just the isomorphism we get 
from Proposition 1.12 and the fact that T(JR) = JR x JR.) 

The Kock-Lawvere axiom (iii) or (iii') enables us to define the 
derivative of a function a E RR by reasoning inside SetaL op • As 
stated above and in Appendix 1, the interpretation of the language 
via If- makes this reasoning valid, provided we use con8tructive ar
guments only. So, given a E RR, define for x E R, a'(x) to be the 
unique element of R such that 

Vy E: D a(x + y) = a(x) + y. a'(x). 

(Translated into classical language, this means that if a E RR is 
given at sta.ge LA,A = COO(IR")/I by a class F(x,t) mod ,...*(1),a' is 
given at the same stage by the class ~(x, t) mod ,...*(1». 

As a next example, consider the statement 

(iv) "The strict order relation R>o and the preorder relation R~o 
are compatible with the ring structure of R, and with each 
other (i.e. a positive real is non-negative)" . 

Let us check, after reformulation, a few of the statements involved 
in (iv). For instance, take 

"Ix, y(x > 01\ Y > 0 --+ x + y > 0). 

According to our interpretation, we need to check that for all stages 

LA and for all elements LA --!.... R, LA ~ R at LA, 

LAIf-a > 0 1\ b > 0 --+ a + b > 0, 

that is, for all LB -.L. LA in lL, if LBIf-{all > 01\ bll > O} then 
also LBIf-{a + b}11 > O. By changing the notation, we may take 
LA = LB,I = Idu . So assume LAII-a > 01\ b > 0, with A = 
COO (IR")/ I, a = I mod I, b = 9 mod I. As pointed out in (6) of 
the dictionary, this gives by Lemma 1.7 that there exists a finitely 
generated 10 c I such that Z(Io} C 1-1(IR>o} n g-l(IR>O}. Hence 
Z(Io} C (f + g)-l(JR>O), so LAIf-a + b > o. 

It is much harder to check that 

LAIf-{x ~ 01\ Y ~ 0 --+ x + y ~ O}[a,bl 

for arbitrary a, b at a stage LA. By changing notation 88 above we 
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need to prove that LAll-a ~ 0 A 6 ~ 0 implies lAll-a + 6 ~ o. Now 
by (7) of the dictionary, LAII-a ~ 0 A 6 ~ 0 means that Vp E m~o, 
p(J(x)) E I and p(g(x» E I, where a = / mod 1,6 = 9 mod I. From 
this we have to conclude 

Vp E m~~o(J(x) + g(x» E I. 

So let p E m~>o and consider ,,(u, v) = p(u + v) E m~>oXR>o. By 
Corollary 4.If we can write ,,(u,v) = F(u,v)O(u) + G(u,v)1/I(v), 
with 0, 1/1 E m~~o. Substituting lex) for u and g(x) for v yields that 
p(J(x) + g(x» E I. 

The remaining cases of (iv) are quite similar to these two and are 
omitted (the properties are listed in theorem 2.4 below). 

AB another example involving 4.12, let us consider the so-called 
Integration Axiom 

(v) VOl. E R[O,I]3!,8 E R[O,I](,8' == 01. A ,8(0) = 0). 

(The derivative ,8' is well-defined by the Kock-Lawvere axiom (iii), 
since lAII-Vx E [0,1]"11/ E D x + 1/ E [0,1], for every LA ElL.) 

To see that (v) holds, let / be an element of R[O,I] at stage lA, that 
is / = F(x,t) mod (I(x) , mlO,l]) according to the dictionary. Define 

G(x, t) = fot F(x, u)du, 9 = G(x, t) mod (I, mlO,l]) 

Then g is the element of R[O,I] at stage lA that we need for ,8 in (v). 
The only problem really is to check that 9 is well defined. In fact, it 
suffices to show that 

F(x, t) E miO,I](t) • COO(JRR X JR) => G(x, t) E miO,I](t) • COO(JRR X JR). 

But G = 0 on JRR x [0,1], and this implies (once again by Corol
lary 4.12) that G E mlO,l] • COO(JRR X JR). 

We point out that there is an alternative approach to the integra
tion axiom (v), for which the reader is referred to Appendix 3. 

Given 01. as in (v), we write ,8(t) = f~ OI.(t)dt for the unique ,8 
satisfying ,8(0) = 0,,8' == 01.. 

Integration respects the order-relations < and ~, in the sense that 
the following two properties hold: 

(vi) VOl. E R[O,I]«(Vt E [O,I]OI.(t) > 0) -+ f~ OI.(t)dt > 0), 
(vii) VOl. E RIO,I]«(Vt E [0, I]OI.(t) ~ 0) -+ f~ OI.(t)dt ~ 0). 

The proof of (vi) is easy: let / = F(x, t) mod (l(x), mlO,l]) be an el

ement of RIO,I] at stage lA, A = COO (JRR )/ I, so that ,8(t) = f~ OI.(t)dt 
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is represented by G(:r:, t) - fJ F(:r:, u)du, as in the proof of (v) 
above. If LAII-Vt E [O,llf(t) > 0, then we have in particular for 

the "generic" element of [0,1], the projection LA x [0,1] PilI [0,1], 
that LA x [0,1]11- f(P2) > O. Since LA x [0,1] is the locus correspond
ing to the COO-ring COO (lin x li)/(I(:r:),mici,I)' this means, as we have 
~n earlier, that for a finitely generated J c (I(:r:),miO,l) 

Z(J) c {(:r:jt)IF(:r:, t) > O}. 

Let 10 c I be a finitely generated ideal such that J c (10(:r:), mjO,l)' 
Then V:r: E Z(Io)Vt E [0,11 F(:r:,t) > 0,80 by definition of G(:r:,t), 
v:r: E Z(lo)G(:r:, 1) > 0, i.e. by (6) of the dictionary, 

lAII- fal a(t)dt > 0, 

with f as value for a, thus proving (vi). 
For (vii), we need to do more work. The argument is based on 

~he following refinement of a special case of 1.4.13. 

Lemma. Let (In)n be a sequence of functions in mf>o ~ COO(li). 
Then there ezists a smooth function tp E m~o such that 

(i) tp(t) > 0 ift < 0, tp'(t) < 0 for t < 0, and tp"(t) > 0 for t < 0, 
(ii) fn E tp . m~~o' for each n. 

Proof of lemma. By 1.4.13, we can write the l-th derivative/!') of fn 
as a product of k functions in m~~o' 

1,(1) = n~ g"II:,i g"II:,i E moo n 1=1 n' n .~o' 

;or each I, n, and kEN. And again by 1.4.13, there is a t/J E m~>o 

with t/J(t) > 0 for t < 0 such that ~ (g~lI:,i) E t/J. mf~o' Now let -

tp(t) = fa' (fau t/J(w)dw) duo 

Then (i) clearly holds. For (ii), we have to show that the function 
hn(t) defined by 

h (t) = {fn(t)/tp(t), for t <.0 
n 0, otherwIse 

is smooth. But any derivative of hn can be written as a sum of 
terms of the form (f!')(t). tp(r) (t») /tp(t)lI: j such a term is equal to 
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IIf=1 (g~A:,i(t)/~(t») . ~(r)(t), and each of the quotients g~A:,i(t)/~(t) 
tends to zero as t --+ 0, by two applications of l'Hopital's rule. This 
shows that hn is smooth, and proves the lemma. 0 

Proof 0/ (vii). First note that if ~ is a convex function as in (i) of 
the lemma, then ~(ax + (1 - a)!I) ~ a~(x) + (1 - a)~(!I) (where 
X,!I E IR and 0 ~ a ~ 1), as is well-known and easily checked. By 
induction, it follows that ~ (E'=I Ctix.) ~ Ei::1 Cti~(Xi)' for Xi E 1R, 
o ~ Cti ~ 1, E Cti = 1, and hence by taking Riemann sums, 

~(fal k(t)dt) ~ fal ~(k(t»dt 
for any (smooth) function k. 

To prove (vii), take / E Rlo.I) at stage tA, represented by F(x, t) 
mod (l(x), m~ll) as in the proofs of (v) and (vi), and assume that 
tAII-Vt E [0, 1J/(t) ~ o. Considering "the generic t", given by the 
projection tA x [0,1] A [0,1], this means by (7) of the dictionary 
that 

p(F(x, t» E (l(x), m~IJ) lor all 
p E m~~o ~ COO(IR). 

We have to show that tAIl- J~ / ~ 0, Le. that 

(**) p (f~ F(x,t)dt) E l(x),/or all p E m~o· 

To see that (**) holds, take any p E m~~o' and write pellet) = 
nf=lg"A:,i(t), for functions g"A:,i E m~>o' using 1.4.13. By the lemma 
above, there exists a function ~ E m:f~o as in (i) of the lemma with 

all g"A:,i E ~ • m~~o. Now define h: IRn -+ IR 

hex) = { p (fol F{x, t~dt) / f~ ~(F(x, t»dt, if fol F(x, t)dt < 0 
0, otherWIse. 

h is well-defined, since as was noted in the beginning of the proof 

o < ~ (f~ F{x, t)dt) ~ f~ ~(F(x, t»dt when J~ F(x, t)dt > o. h is 
smooth, since a partial derivative DOIh(t) can be written as a sum of 
terms of the following form (for some smooth function A( x» 

pel) (fal F(x, t)dt) A(x)/ (fal ~(F(x, t»dt) A: , 
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and we can rewrite the absolute value of this as 

Inf=1 (gl'k'i (101 F(x,t)dt) / 101 ~(F(X,t»dt) A(x)1 = 

= l(nf=l~ (101 F(x,t)dt) / 101 ~(F(x,t»dt) A(x)1 ~ IA(x)l, 

where A(x) = A(x). nf=IPi (Ii F(x, t)dt) with Pi E m:f~o' by choice 

of~. So IA(x)1 -+ 0 if I Ii F(x, t)dtl -+ O. By definition of h, (**) 
follows, and the proof of (vii) is complete. 0 

Now that we have seen some particular examples of the interpre
tation of the language in SetaL op, let us summarize the II- -clauses 
for the logical connectives. (This is the special case of Appendix 1 
where the Grothendieck topology is the minimal one, i.e. only iso
morphisms cover.) The Xi are variables ranging over elements of 
smooth functors Fi, the tli are the values to be assigned to these 
variables. Moreover, tAII-~(Xl' ... ,xn)[alt ... ,an] will be written as 
tAll-~(al, ... ,an). 

tAII-~(alt ... ,an)" .p(alt ... ,an) iff both tAII-~(al' ... ,an) and 
tAII-.p(alt ... ,an) 

tAII-~(al, ... ,an) V .p(al, ... , an) iff either tAII-~(al, ... ,an) or 
tAII-.p(al, ... ,an) 

tAII-3xo E Fo~(xo, al, ... , an) iff there is an tA ~ F such that 
tAII-~(ao, al, ... , an) 

tAII-~(al> ... ,an) -+ .p(al, ... ,an) iff for every tB ~ LA in IL, if 
tBII-~(allf,.·., ani!) then tBII-.p(allf,·· ., ani!) 

tAII-'v'xo E Fo~(xo, al, ... , an) iff for every tB ~ tA in IL and 

every tB ~ Fo, tBII-~(b,allf, ... ,anlf) 

IT Xl, ... , xn are variables ranging over smooth functors Fl, ... , Fn 
as above, {(Xl, ... ,xn ) E FI X •.• x Fnl~(XI' ... ,xn )} defines a sub-
functor of FI x ... x Fn by 

(at, .. . , an) E {(Xl> ... , xn) E FI X ..• X Fnl~(xt, ... , xn)}(tA) iff 
tAII-~( aI, ... , an), 

for all LA E IL, and all al E Fl(tA) , ... , an E Fn(tA). 
Note that the logic now provides a precise mathematical interpre-
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tation of the "suggestive" notation that was used in 1.10 and at other 
places. For instance, we can now prove that D = {x E Rlx2 = O}, 
or that 1 = {x E RIVII E Dx" II = O} (c!. (ii') above). 

One says that a sentence tp (a statement without free variables) 
holtlB in (u valid in, u true in) SetIJL op if for every LA E lL, lAII-tp 
(equivalently, by functoriality of II-, if Ill-tp). This is written as 
SetIJLop ~ tp. So we have the following theorem. 

2.4: Theorem. The following IJtatementtJ are valid in SettJL op : 

(i) R u a commutative "ng with 1. 
(ii) (cancellation of infiniteIJimaltJ) Vx E R(VII E D(x " II = 0) -+ 

X= 0) 
(iii) (Koc/e.Lawvere aziom) Va E R D 3!(X,II) E R x RVz E 

Da(z) = x + II" z 
(iv) < and ~ on R are compatible with the "ng IJtructure, that is, 

they are transitive and rejlezive, 0 < I, and 

Vx, II E R(x > 0 A II > 0 -+ x" II > 0 A x + II> 0) 

Vx, II E R(x ~ 0 A II ~ 0 -+ x" II ~ 0 A x + II ~ 0) 

Vx E R(x2 > 0 +-+ 311 E R(x " II = 1» 

Vx E R(x > 0 -+ x ~ 0) 

Vx E R(x" = 0 -+ 0 ~ x ~ 0) 

(v) (Integration aziom) Va E R[O.l)3!,8 E R[O.l)(,8' = aA,8(O) = 0) 
(vi) Va E R[O.l)«(Vt E [O,I]a(t) > 0) -+ fJ a(t)dt > 0) 
(vii) Va E R[O.l)«(Vt E [0, l]a(t) ~ 0) -+ fJ a(t)dt ~ 0) 

o 

9 Some Topological Properties of the Smooth Line 

In the context of variable sets, it is no longer reasonable to require 
the line R to be a field. But in SettJL op the situation is even worse: 
R is not even a local ring, i.e. 

(1) S dsL op ~ V x, II E R (x + II invertible -+ x in vertible V 

II in fJertible ). 

The reason for this ultimately lies in the fact that the embedding 
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• : M ....... SetsL op does not preserve (finite) open covers, as we shall 
see later on. For example, although lR = (-,1) U (0, -) in Sets, 

Set.LoP ~ Vz E R(z < 1 V z > 0). 

As we said in the introduction to this chapter, this is one of the 
undesirable features of SetIJL OP which make it necessary to replace 
Set.Lop by one of the more complicated universes to be introduced 
in later chapters. 

Related to the fact that R is not a local ring is the fact that R is 
not ArchimedeCin. To make this mor.e precise, we Deed to construct 
the natural numbers or the inte·gers in the universe SetIJLoP • The 
ordinary natural numbers N E SetIJ give a constant presheaf N, 

N(LA) = N 

with all restrictions identity mappings, and it can be shown that N 
plays the role of "the" natural numbers in SetIJL op. In more technical 
terms, the constant presheaf N is the nCituralnumber. object (nno) 
of the topos SetIJL op (d. Appendix 1). 

N is in a natural way embedded in R, by the natural transforma
tion with components at stage lA, A = COO(JRft)jI say, 

N = N(LA) ....... R(LA) = A 

sending n to the corresponding constant function ( mod 1) in A. 
By saying that R is not Archimedean we mean that 

(ti) Set.LoP ~ Vz E R 3n E N z < n. 

Indeed, (ti) would imply that the embedding • : N ....... Set.L op pre
serves the cover JR = UftEN(-n,n), which is not the case. So as with 
R not being a local ring, the problem lies in the fact that • does not 
preserve open covers. 

Another perhaps undesirable property of SetIJL op is that the smooth 
unit inte.rval[O, 1] c R is not compact, 

(iii) Set.L op ~ [0,1] is compact. 

This is logically quite a bit more complicated than the statement we 
have considered so far, since it involves open covers, i.e. families of 
open subsets of R in SetIJL op , so we will need to use the power object 
of Proposition 2.3 and quantify over pepeR»~. 

The topolog, on R is the ordertopolo9', i.e. the set of opens is 
the object {U c R\Vz E U3y,z E R(y < z < z "V:t E R(, < :t < 
z "z' E U»}, a subfunctor of P (R). So if U is a Bubset of R.t stage 
fA (a subfunctor of LA X R, cf. the proof of 2.3), then LAII- " U is 
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open" if and only if 

tAII-Vx E U3y, Z E R(y < x < Z A Vx'(y < x' < Z -+ x' E U)). 

Let us write OCR) for the subfunctor of peR) consisting of open 
"subsets" of R. We wish to analyse what it means for an tA E IL to 
force that [0,1] is compact, i.e. 

(iii') tAll-VU c o (R)([O, 1] c uU -+ 3 finite U' c U [0,1] c uU'), 

where U C OCR) of course stands for U E P(O(R)), the powerobject 
of 2.3. (Don't compute P(O(R))(LA)I) We can now mechanically 
unwind this and let the logical interpretation do the work. The 
antecedent is, of course, interpreted as Vx E [0, 1]3U E U z E U. For 
the consequent we use the natural number object again, and rewrite 
it as 

3n E N3/: n -+ UVz E [0, 1]3i < n z E I(i), 

where 3/: n -+ U stands for 31 E U{,ENI1I<n} (here {y E Nly < 
n} denotes the obvious subobject of the constant presheaf N, and 
U{,ENI1I<n} is the function space as in 2.2). 

To prove (iii), we have to find an fA such that (iii') does not 
hold. For this purpose, we let tA be the locus of positive invertible 
infinitesimals (cf. 1.10) 

1 
1[>0 = {z > 01 Vn E N z < - } c R. 

n 

So 1[>0 = l(COO(~>o)/(m~o}I~>o)), (m~o}I~>o) being the ideal of 
functions ~>o -+ ~ vanishing on some interval (0, e). At this stage 
1[>0, we have an infinitesimal 6 > 0 given by the embedding in IL, 

6: 1[>o ........ R. 

So at stage 1[>0, we can construct the open cover 

U = {(z - 6, z + 6)lz E [0,1n 

of [0,1], and it is intuitively clear and easy to check formally that 
this cover cannot have a finite subcover. Since this is the first time 
we deal with power objects, let us spell out the details. Suppose to 
the contrary that for some n EN, 

1[>011-3/: n -+ UVz E [0, 1]3i < n z E I(i). 

Since N is a constant presheaf, an I E U{O ..... n-l} at stage 1[>0 
corresponds to n elements Uo, ... , Un-l of U, i.e. to n intervals 
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(tlt - 8,tlt + 8) with ai E R(lI>o),i = O, ... ,n -1. Thus we conclude 

lI>oll-'1x E [0, 1](x E (ao - 8, ao + 8) V ... V x E (lJn-l - 8, a"-1 + 8». 

So by considering the "generic element" "'2 of [0,1] at stage 1I>0 x 
[0, 1], we find an i < n such that 

][>0 x [0, 1] II-tlt 1"'1 - 81"'1 < "'2 < ail"'l + 81"'1. 

In particular, by restricting along the "points" t: ][>0 -+ ][>0 x [0,1] 
corresponding to reals t E [0,1] C IR (in Sets), we get 

(*) 'It E [0, 1] c IR : holl-tlt - 8 < t < tlt + 8 

(where the second t denotes the constant lL-map ][>0 --+ R cor
responding to t E IR). tlt is the "germ at 0" of a COO-function 
gi: IR>o -+ JR, and (*) gives 

'It E [0, 1]3E > 0'11/ E (O,E) gi(Y) - Y < t < gi(Y) + y, 

which is clearly impossible. This proves (iii). 

In view of the fact that [0,1] is not compact, the following theorem 
may seem quite surprising. 

3.1 Theorem. In SetsL op it holds that every function from [0,1] to 
R is uniformly continuous, i.e. 

SetsL op II- V I E RIo,l] 'IE > 038 > 0 'Ix, Y E [0,1] (Ix - YI < 8 -+ 

If(x) - f(Y)1 < £) 

(although the absolute value does not exist in SetsL op, we can use it 
as an obvious shorthand). 

Proof. Choose such f and E at stage lA E IL, i.e. fAx [0,1] J.-.. R 
and lA ~ R>o, represented by F: IR" x IR -+ IR mod (I(x), mfO,I]) 
and E:IR" -+ IR mod I (where A = COO(IR")jI). By Lemma 1.7, we 
can find a finitely generated ideal 10 c I such that at lAo 2 lA, 
Ao = COO(IR")jlo , E still represents a positive element of R, i.e. E 

extends to a map lAo ~ R>o. We will now work with f as a map 
lAo x [0,1] --+ R. 

Choose any IJ > 0, and consider f as a map lAo x [-IJ, 1+1J]--+ R 
(still represented by F). By continuity of F and compactness of 
[-IJ, 1 + IJ], we find for each x E Z(Io) a 8z > 0 and a neighbourhood 
Uz such that 

'1y E IR" '1s,t E [-IJ,1 + IJ] : Y E Uz " Is - tl < 8z -+ 

IF(y,s) - F(y,t)1 < E(x). 
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And by a partition of unity argument, we find an open neighbour
hood V of Z(1o) and a smooth D:IRR -+ IR such that D > 0 on V 
and 

(i) 'Ix E V Vs,t E [-#1,1 + 1-'] (Is - tl < D(x)-+ 
IF(x,s) - F(x,t)1 < E(x». 

Now D corresponds to an element 8 of R at lAo with lAol1-6 > 0, 
and we claim that 

lAoII-Vx,tI E [0,1] (Ix - til < 8 -+ I/(x) -/(tI)1 < e). 

To prove the claim, take lB ~ lAo and a, P:lB -+ [0,1], repre
sented by a,b:IRm -+ IR respectively, such that lBIl-la - PI < 61g. 
Say B = COO(IRR)/J. As before we find a finitely generated Jo c J 
such that already at lBo, 

lBol/-la - PI < 80 9 

where Bo = coo(IRm)/Jo, and since J ;2 g*(Io) = {<p 0 gl<p E Io}, 
we may without loss assume that Jo ;2 g*(1o) (since g*(Io) is finitely 
generated) . 

Also, since lBll-O ~ a, P ~ 1 and (-#I, 1 + 1-') c R corresponds 
to a finitely presented COO-ring, we may enlarge Jo if necessary such 
that 

lBo11- - I-' < a, P < 1 + #I. 

We now need to show that 

lBoI/-IUlg)(a) - Ulg)(P) I < 60 g. 

Since Jo is finitely generated, it suffices to check this at the points 
of Z(Jo), i.e. we need to show 

(ii) VtI E Z(Jo) IF(g(tI),a(tI» - F(g(tI),b(tI»1 < 6(g(tI». 

But if tI E Z(Jo), then a(y),b(tI) E (-1-',1 + #I) and g(tI) E Z(Io) by 
the properties of Jo, 80 (ii) follows from (i). 

(Alternatively, it suffices to prove this for the generic pair a,p 
with la - PI < 8 at lAo, i.e. for the two projections "'II' "'. at lB, 
where B = COO(W)/(Io(x» and W = ((x,tI,z) E IRR+2I1t1 - zl < 
8(x)}.) 0 

The explanation for the fact that despite the lack of compactness 
we still get unilorm continuity comes from the existence of Lebesgue 
numbers in Set8L op : 
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3.2 Theorem. In Sets LOP , ever, open cover 0/[0,1] has a Lebesgue 
number, i.e. 

SetsLOP F= VU c OCR) ([0,1] c uU-+ 
36 > OVx E [0, l]3U E U (x - 6, x + 6) c U). 

Rather than proving theorem 3.2 directly, we will derive it from a 
stronger principle of "compactness": 

(CMP) VS c R x R (Vx E [0,l]3e > a {x} X (-e,e) C S -+ 
3e > a [0,1] x (-e,e) C S). 

Note that this axiom is false classically! It is true, however, in SetsL op 

(Theorem 3.4), and this implies that every open cover of [0,1] in 
SetsL op has a Lebesgue number: 

3.3 Lemma. Consider the following three statements: 

(i) ever, open cover of [0, 1] c R has a Lebesgue number 
(ii) ever, neighbourhood W of [0,1] x {a} in [0,1] x R contains 

a tubular neighbourhood. 
(iii) CMP as above. 

Then (iii) => (ii) {:} (i). The proof is completel, constructive, so 
these implications also hold in SetsL op • 

Proof. (iii) => (ii) is clear. For (ii) => (i), let U be an open cover of 
[0,1] in R, and let 

W = u{{x} x (-6,6)13U E U (x - 6,x + 6) c U}. 

Then W is a neighbourhood of [0,1], for if x E [0,1], there exists a 
U E U and a 6 > a with (x - 6, x + 6) cU. Hence 

1 1 1 1 
(x - 2"6, x + 2"6) x (-2"6, 2"6) ~ w. 

Thus by (ii), 
3A > a [0,1] x (-A, A) c W. 

Clearly A is a Lebesgue number for U. 
Conversely, for (i) => (ii), let [0,1] eWe [0,1] x R, and let 

Uz = {(x - 6, x + 6)I(x - 6,x + 6)2 n ([0,1] x R) c W}. Then 
U = UzE[O,l) Uz is an open cover of [0, 1], so it has a Lebesgue number 
A> O. Then 

Vx E [0,1]311 E [0,1]36> a (x - A,X + A) c (x - 6,x + 6) E UII , 
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so'v'xE [0,1](x-~,x+~)2n([0,I]xR) C W. Thus(O,I]x(-~,~) c 
W. 

o 

3.4 Theorem. CMP i8 valid in SetaL op 1 i. e. 

SetsLOP F 'v'S c R x R ('v'x E [0,1)3£ > O{x} x (-e,e) c S--
3e > ° [0,1] x (-e,e) c S). 

Proof. Suppose S is an element of peR x R) at stage lA, where 
A = coo (JRn)jl, such that lAIl-'v'x E [0,1]3£ > ° {x} x (-e,e) C S. 
Then in particular 

lA x (0,1]11-3e > ° {""2} x (-e,e) C S 

so there exists a map e: lA x [0, 1] -- R>o in IL, represented by 
E: JRn x JR -- JR say, such that 

(1) lA x [0, 1]1I-{,,"2} x (-e,e) C S. 

By Lemma 1.7 there exists a finitely generated ideal 10 C I such 
that E induces a map t(coo(lItn)j 10) x [0,1] --+ R>o. Therefore 
'v'x E Z(Io)'v't E [O,lJ E(x, t) > 0. Then by compactness of [0,1] and 
a partition of unity argument (as in the proof of Theorem 3.1) we 
find a smooth D:]Rn -- lIt such that 

(2) 'v'x E Z(Io)Vt E [0, I) 0 < D(x) < E(x, t). 

Therefore D represents an element S of R at stage tA,and lAII-8 > 0. 
We claim that tAIl-fo, 1] x (-8,8) c S, i.e. 

(3) tAII-'v'x E [0, 1J {x} x (-6,8) c S. 

We need only consider the generic element of [0,1], the projection 
""2 at lA x [0,1]; i.e. we have to show that 

tA x [0,1]1I-{,,"2} x (-8,8) c S. 

But this is immediate from (1), since (2) implies that 
tA x [0,1]11-(81,,"2) < e. o 

3.5 Remark. Theorem 3.2 can also be proved directly by arguments 
similar to the ones used in the proof of Theorem 3.4. Along the same 
lines, we can show the validity inSetsL op of the analogue of the 
principle (CMP) for any object sCM), M a compact manifold. Or, 
analogous to 3.2, we can show that Lebesgue numbers exist for open 
covers of sCM) in SetaLOP , M a compact manifold. And similarly, 
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Theorem 3.1 can be generalized by replacing [0,1] and R by s(M) 
and s(N), where M is a compact manifold and N is an arbitrary 
manifold. 

As we have seen above, notions like "open cover" or "compact
ness" are just as complex in the internal language of SetaL op as they 
are in classical analysis - the defining formulas are literally the same. 
However, if, using the I~-interpretation, we want to phrase in the ex
ternal, classical language what it means to be an internal (in Seta LOP ) 
open cover of [0,1] for example, the outcome is rather complex. A 
nice example of such a difference in "conceptual complexity" of a 
different kind is given by the notion of distribution with compact 
support. Classically, a distribution with compact support on a man
ifold M is an lR-linear mapping 

OOO(M) ~ lR 

which is continuous with respect to the Frechet topology on 0 00 (M). 
In SetsL oP, however, it is just an R-linear map R,(M) --+ R. (Note 
that in Sets LOP , R,(M) and in general RF for any smooth functor F, 
has a natural R-algebra structure. Reasoning inside the set-theoretic 
universe SetsL oP, RF is the set offunctions from F to R, so the R
algebra structure can be defined as the usual "pointwise" one. In 
more categorical terms, for example addition +: RF x RF --+ RF 
is the exponential transpose of the composition RE x RE X E ~ 
(R X R)E x E ~ R x R.±. R.) 

3.6 Proposition. There is a natural one-to-one correspondence be
tween distributions with compact support on a manifold M and R
linear mappings R·(M) --+ R in SetaL op • 

Proof. In one direction, suppose}J: OOO(M) --+ lR is a distribution 
with compact support on M. 1.& induces a natural transformation 
iJ: R·(M) --+ R as follows. IT LA E IL, with A = 0 00 (lRR)/ I say, 

an f E R·(M)(LA) gives an lL-map LA x s(M) ..l... R, i.e. a class 
F mod ""HI), where F: lRR x M --+ lR (cf. proposition 1.2.5). Let 
iJu (f) be the class of the function 

}J(F):lRR --+ lR, }J(F)(x) = I.&(F(x,-». 

1.& is continuous and linear, and it commutes with partial derivatives 
of F along the coordinates of lRR (awi~) = I" (*i), etc.), so }J(F) is 
smooth. Moreover, if F E ""i(I), i.e. F(x,m) = EiGi(x,m) . !pi(X) 
where !Pi E I, then }J(F) = Eil.&(Fi) . !Pi, so iJu(f) is well defined 
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and does not depend on the representing function F. That jJ is a 
natural transformation and is R-linear can be checked very easily. 

Conversely, if ~: R-(M) _ R is an R-linear map in SeuL op, we 
define 

IA = r~:r(R-(M» - rR 

to be the restriction of ~ to global sections (Le. to elements at stage 
1). Indeed, r(R) = lR and r(R-(M» = SetsL op (s(M), R) = COO(M) 
by Proposition 2.1. It is clear that JJ is lR-linear, 80 it remains to 
show that IA is continuous for the Frechet topology. 

First note that if g: lR x M - lR is smooth, then 9 E R-(M)(R), 
and by naturality of ~, 

lA(g,) = ~R(9)(t) 
(where g,( -) = get, -», i.e. lA(g,) depends smoothly on t. So IA is a 
path-smooth lR-linear form on Coo(M), and it suffices to prove the 
following lemma. 0 

3.7 Lemma. Let IA: E - lR be an lR-linear form on a Freehet vee
torspaee E, and auume that IA is path-smooth, i.e. for an1l COO_ 
function get): lR - E, lA(g(t»: lR - lR is also COO. Then IA is contin
uous. 

Proof of Lemma. Suppose IA is not continuous. Then we have a se
quence of points en E E with limn-+oo en = 0 and lA(en ) = 1 for each 
n. Let the topology of E be defined by an increasing sequence of 
semi-norms Pm, mEN. Since lim en = 0, we can assume (extracting 
a subsequence of {en} if necessary) that 

Pn(en) ~ (n2)-n. 

Let It: lR - lR be a smooth function with It(O) = 1 and supp(lt) C 
[-1,1]. For any n E N, let 

Itn(t) = It(n2(t - !.», Vt E lR. 
n 

Then for n ~ 3, Itn is a smooth function with support contained 
. [ 1 1 1 1] . th . te al d' . . t th In n - 2(n+l)' n + 2(n+l) , 80 SInce ese m rv s are lSJOIn, e 
function 9 : lR - E, 

g(t) = L Itn(t)en 
n~S 

is well defined. Moreover, get) is smooth. It suffices to check this for 
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t = o. But for any k, 

g(I;}(t) = E(n')A:,,(I;}(n'(t - '!'». en, 
n 

so for a semi-norm Pm, we have 

p,"(g(I;}(t» ~ AI;(n,)I;-n 

where AI; = sup{,,(I;}(t)lt E 1ll,t E supp(zn) for some n ~ m}. The 
second term converges to 0 as n increases. Therefore, as g(I;)(O)- 0, 
the function g(I;}(t) is also continuous at t = o. Thus get) is smooth. 
But then ",(g(O» = ",(0) = 0 while ",(g(:» = ",(en) = 1, which 
contradicts the fact that ",(g(t» is a continuous function of t. This 
proves the lemma. 

To complete the proof of the theorem, it now suffices to observe 
that rjj = '" and that (rv,) = tp. 0 



Chapter III 

Two Archimedean Models for Synthetic 
Calculus 

In chapter n, we introduced the category of smooth functors SetIJL OP • 

This category has good function spaces, infinitesimal spaces, con
venient exactness properties, and it contains the usual category of 
manifolds M. Furthermore, the embedding M C-.+ SetIJL op preserves 
the good limits in M, namely tranversal pullbacks. Nevertheless, 
Set8L op has pathological properties: the 8mooth line R, which is a 
commutative ring with unit, is not even a local ring. Moreover, R 
is not Archimedean. From a somewhat different viewpoint, one can 
say that, besides some good limits, M also has good colimits, such as 
open covers. The trouble with SetIJL op is that these covers are not 
preserved by the embedding M C-.+ S etsL op • 

In this chapter, we describe and contrast two models for synthetic 
calculus in which R is local and Archimedean, i.e. in which the 
sentences 

...,0= 1 
V% E R (% invertible V (1 - %) invertible) 
V% E R 3n E N % < n 

are valid. Furthermore, the inclusion of M in either of them pre
serves arbitrary open covers, thus eliminating the difficulties con
nected with Set8L op • 

It is here that the notion of a Grothendieck topology (on lL), de
signed to handle precisely these problems, makes its appearance. To 
put it in a nutshell: we cut down our universe Set8L op to those func
tors which believe that open covers of M are covers in SetIJL op , in a 
sense to be explained below. A technical problem remains, however. 
We want our topology to be 8ub-canonical. This implies, essentially, 
that statements about our universes correspond in a direct way to 
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statements of classical analysis about rings of smooth functions and 
their ideals. For this reason we have to consider certain subcategories 
of IL (G and IF in the present case), and Grothendieck topologies on 
those. (Later on, some models based on the whole category IL will 
be considered, see Chapter VI.) 

1 The Topos 9 of Germ-Determined Ideals and its 
Logic 

In this section we will introduce a set theoretic universe, or more 
precisely a Grothendieck topos, which is not just a category of Set
valued functors on loci, as the universe SetsL op, but a subcategory 
consisting of those functors which are sheaves, in a sense to be ex
plained. As a consequence of restricting our attention to sheaves, we 
will have to modify our interpretation of the set theoretic language. 
This makes the present universe in some respects more difficult to 
handle than our preparatory universe SetaL op, but the advantages of 
this more complicated approach will become apparent in the course 
of this chapter, and in later chapters. 

Rather than taking Set-valued functors on IL, we will consider only 
the smaller category G introduced in Section 11.1. Recall that the 
objects of G are the duals l(coo(~n)/ I) of finitely generated Coo_ 
rings, where I is a germ-determined ideal (and loci isomorphic to 
such), and that morphisms of G 

l(Coo(~n)/I) __ l(Coo(~m)/J) 

are equivalence classes of smooth functions cp: ~n _ ~m with the 
property that J ~ cp.(I) = {f E coo(~n)lf 0 cp E I}. As we have 
seen in 11.1, G contains all manifolds, and all (duals of) Weil algebras. 
G is not closed under taking open subloci (see 11.1.4). That is, if 
I c coo(~n) is germ-determined and U is an open subset of ~n, 
(IIU) need not be a germ-determined ideal in COO(U). (For example, 
let I = m{O} C COO(~), U = {tit> O}). However, applying the 
coreflection ~, we get ~(l(coo(~n)/I) n s(U» = l(COO(U)/(IIU)"'), 
which is (isomorphic to) an object of G. 

In G, we specify some families of morphisms with common codomain 

as covering families, or covers, as follows. {lAa la, tAla is a cov
ering family in G iff 
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(i) for every a there exists a ba E A and a commutative diagram 

where ga is the canonical map ,xl(A{b;;l}) <-+ lA{b;;l} <-+ lA 

(ii) {-ylAa ~ "YlA}a is a surjective family of topological spaces, 
i.e. for every point x E "YtA there is an a such that x = "Y/a(Y) 
for some Y E "YlAa. 

1.1 Lemma. The covering lamilie8 a8 de8cribed by (i) and (ii) de
fine a Grothendieck topology on G. 

Prool. By the definition of a Grothendieck topology (see Appendix 1) 
we have to check the following three conditions: 

1. isomorphisms cover: this is clear. 
2. stability under pullback, i.e. if {lAa --+ tAla is a cover and 

lB L lA, then the family of pullbacks {lAa x LA lB --+ lB} a in G 
is again a cover: we may assume that LAa --+ LA is ,xl(A{b;;l}) --+ 

LA. Since ,x preserves pullbacks (being right adjoint to the inclusion 
G <-+ lL), it follows from the universal property of A{b;;l} that 

lAa • lA 

1 1 

is a pullback in G (where we write I also for the Coo-homomorhism 
A --+ B), so condition (i) is verified. Condition (ii) immediately 
follows from the fact that 1', being a right adjoint, preserves pull
backs. Indeed, by assumption "YtAa C "YlA and "YtA = Ua"YLAa, 
hence "YtB = Ua(,.!)-l(tAa) = ua"Y(lAa Xu tB). 

3. Stability under composition, i.e. if {tAa --+ lA}a is a cover 
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and for each a, {lA.a.fJ --+ lA.a.} fJ is a cover (fJ running over some in
dex set depending on a) then so is the family of composites {l.Aa.fJ --+ 

lA}a.fJ: We may assume that I.Aa. = ~t(A{b;;l}) for some ba E A, 
and, since ~ preserves pullbacks and ~t(A{b;;l}) Co...+ tA{b;;l} corre
sponds to a surjection of Coo-rings, that tAa.fJ = ~t«A.a.{b;;l} H c;;~}) 
for some cafJ E A{b;;l}. From the explicit description of A{P-1} 

given in Chapter I, it is clear that (A.a.{b;;l}){c;;~} !:!! A{d;;fJ} for 
some dafJ E A. So condition (i) holds. Now (ii) just means that 
if "'rlAa = UfJ"'rtAafJ for each a, and "'rlA = ua"'rtAa. then "'rtA = 
UafJ"'rLAafJ, which is clear. 0 

We shall usually work with the following equivalent description of 
this Grothendieck topology on G. 

1.2 Lemma. Let lA E G, sa, A = COO(U)/ I for an opeA subset 
U ~ lRn and a germ-determined ideal I. Thea the COtleriA, familiu 
of lA are precisely the families (isomorphic to ones) of the form 

{l(COO(Ua)/(IlUaY") <-+ t(COO(U)/I)}a 

where {Ua } is a cotler of Z(I) by open sets in U. 

Proof. "'riA = Z(J), and moreover if ~G: U -+ lR is a characteristic 
function for Ua, then l(COO(Ua)/(IlUa)"') !:!! ~t(A{~;;l}), so it is 
clear that such families coming from a cover {U a} of Z (1) satisfy 
conditions (i) and (ii). The converse is equally obvious. 0 

This Grothendieck topology makes G into a site, which we also 
denote by G. Our universe 9 is now defined as the topos of shea ties 
on G. Some explanation may be in order: a sheaf on G is a functor 

F: GOp -+ Sets 

with the following property. For any covering family {tAa 101. lA}a 
in G, and any family of elements Xa E F(lAa.) which are compatible 
in the sense that for each pullback in G 
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fa 
tAa • tA 

I P. I" 
lAa a tAfJ 

PfJ 
• tAfJ 

we have that xalPa = xalPfJ E F(tAa Xu tAfJ), there is a unique 
x E F(tA) (the join of the xa) such that xlfa = Xa for all o. (Here 
we use I as in Chapter II. In the sequel, we will often just write x for 
xlfa whenever it is clear that we speak about elements of F(tAa) 
rather than of F(tA).) 

So 9 is the category of sheaves and natural transformations, which 
is a full subcategory of Sets6 °P • A reason for restricting our attention 
to germ-determined loci lies in the following lemma. 

1.3 Lemma. The Yonetla em6etltlin, G .!. Set86 °P factors through 
g. In other words, all repre8enta6le functors G( -, tB) are sheaves. 
(One calls a site with this propert, suilcanonical, see Appendix 1). 

Proof. Let {tAa '-I> tAla be a cover, and let {lAa /"'. tB}a be a 
compatible family of elements of G( -, tB). We may assume that A = 
Coo (lR")/ I, and hence by lemma 1.2 that Aa = COO (Ua)/(IlUa)'" , 
where Z(I) ~ UaUa . Let B = COO (lR"')/J. Although in general 
a map t(COO(U)/I) - t(COO(V)/J) in G need not come from a 
smooth function U - V (U C lR", V C lR'" open), this is true 
if V = lR'" since COO(lR"') is free on m generators. So fa must be 
induced by a smooth Fa: Ua -+ lR"', and compatibility means that 
for each 0, p, 

for each i = 1, ... , m. Let {Pa: U -+ [O,I]}a be a partition of unity 
subordinate to the cover {Ua}a of U = uaUa (replacing {Ua } by 
a refinement if necessary, we may without loss assume that it is a 
locally finite cover), and let 

F = EPa' Fa: U -+ lR"'. 

Note that since Z(I) C U and I is germ-determined, the restriCtion 
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map COO (lRn)/ I -+ COO(U)/(IIU) is an isomorphism. Moreover for 
the same reason, if g E J then go Fa E (IjUa)'" for each Q, hence 

go F E (IjU). Thus F determines a morphism tA ..L. tB. We 
have to check that IltAa = la, and that I is the unique one with 
this property. These two facts are checked similarly, and we only 
do the first. Choose Q, and consider a point z E Ua • Let V c Ua 

be a neighbourhood of z, meeting U(J only for finitely many fJ, say 
fJl, ... ,fJk· By compatibility (*), we may choose V 80 small that 
'KioP(Jj(Fa - F(Jj) E (I\U(Jj nV) for i = 1, ... ,mjj = 1, ... ,k. Hence 
since supp(P(Jj) C U(Jj' 'Ki ° p(Jj(Fa - F(Ji) E (IIV)"'. Therefore on V, 

k 

'Ki ° (Fa - F) = 'Ki ° L(P(JiFa - P(JjF(Ji) E (IIV) ..... 
;=1 

This holds for a neighbourhood V of each z E Ua , 80 we conclude 
'Ki ° (Fa - F) E (IIUa)"', i.e. IltAc:. = 101. (Notice that germ
determined is only used for uniqueness.) 0 

When we compose G ~ 9 with the embedding M ~ G we obtain 
the following corollary, which expresses that manifolds appear in 9 
as they do in Sets. It goes without saying that this is of importance 
if one wishes to do differential geometry inside 9. 
1.4 Corollary. There is a lull and laithlul embedding 01 the categorll 
01 manilolds into the universe 9, denoted bll 

M~9.D 

As in Chapter II, we will regard 9 as a set theoretic universe, 
where the sets have elements at various stages: z E F(tA) is an 
element of F at stage tAo Parallel to propositions 11.2.2 and 3 we 
have the following proposition, which shows that we can perform 
set-theoretic constructions on sheaves. 

1.5 Proposition. 9 is a topos; that is to sall, 9 is a cartesian closed 
categorll, and 9 has powerobjects. 

Prool. (i) (Small) inverse limits in Sets6 °P are computed pointwise 
(see the proof of 11.2.2), and from this it is easy to see that inverse 
limits of sheaves are again sheaves. So inverse limits in 9 are com
puted as in Sets6 °P • 

(ii) The same is actually true for exponentials, for whenever E 
and F: GOp -+ Sets are sheaves then 80 is FE (where FE is defin~ 
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88 in 11.2.2). Indeed, let {lAo /a l LA}ex be a cover in G, and suppose 
we are given a compatible family of natural transformations 

rex: lAo x E - F. 

So for each pullback square of the form (*) (above lemma 1.3), 

Pex X E 
tAc, fA tAIJ x E - lAo x E 

I p~ X E I r. 

tAIJ x E 
rIJ 

F 

commutes. Now define r: LA x E - F as follows. Given tB -..!...... LA, 
Z E E( fB), make pullbacks in G 

lex 
fAex • fA 

I g. 

I~ 
I 9 

fBex • fB 

/,' 
Then {fBex ~ fB}ex is a cover, and rLBa(zl/~) E F(fBex) defines a 
compatible family for this cover, 80 there is a unique 1/ E F(fB) with 
1/1/~ = rLBa(zl/~)· Let 1"LB(g,Z) = 1/ for this 1/. From the fact that 
F is a sheaf, it follows that r is natural, and that r is the unique 
element of FE(tA) such that 1" 1 lex = rex. (Note that we never used 
that E is a sheaf.) As in 11.2.2, the evaluation induces a natural 
bijection (any G E g) 

G----. FE 

GxE---· F 

which means, by definition, that FE is indeed the exponential in g. 
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(iii) Given a sheaf F, the powersheaf P(F) is the object of 9 such 
that there is a natural bijection 

0---" P(F) 

subsheaves 8 of Ox F 

for each sheaf o. Of course, a ,ub,heaf is a subfunctor which is itself 
a sheaf. 

The powersheaf can be constructed in 9 as in the proof of 11.2.3, 
but replacing ,ubfunctor by ,ub,heaf. Thus, we define 

P(F)(lA) = the set of subsheaves of lA X F, 

with restrictions as in 11.2.3: If S E P(F)(lA) and lB L lA, then 
8 If is defined by 

(9, x) E 8 If +-+ (f 0 9, x) E 8 

for any tc ~ lB in G and x E F(lC). Then 81f is a subsheaf of 
lB X F. We leave it to the reader to check that P(F) is a sheaf. The 
natural bijection mentioned above is given by the same formula as 
in 11.2.3: 

(y, x) E 8(lA) +-+ (idu , x) E (Tu(y) 

for y E O(lA), x E F(lA), lA E G. 

The inclusion functor 9 c.......t Set,6°P has a left adjoint 

6 0p r, a: Set, -+ :I, 

o 

the so-called a880ciated ,heaffunctor, or ,heafification functorj for 
F E Set,6°P , a( F) is called the sheaf associated to F, or the sheafi
fication of F. (All this is part of the general theory of Grothendieck 
toposeSj see Appendix 1 and the references given there.) . 

Consequently, the restriction of the global sections functor from 
11.2, 

r: 9 -+ Set" reF) = F(l) 

has a left adjoint, the composite Set, ~ Sets6°P ~ g. In this 
case, a 0 6 can easily be described explicitly (see appendix 1 for the 
general case). If 8 is a set, a 0 6(8)(lA) = CtsbLA, 8), i.e. the set 
of continuous functions Z(I) --- 8, where A = COO (J'in)j I and 8. is 
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given the discrete topology. We will usually just write 6: Sets -+ 9 
for this composite G06. Sheaves of the form 6(S) are called constant 
sheaves. 

r also has a right adjoint B: Sets -+ 9, defined by 

B(S)(iA) = S..,U, the set of all functions 'YiA --+ S. 

For iB --+ iA in G, the restriction is defined in the obvious way. H 
S L T is a function in Sets, BU): B(S) -+ B(T) is defined by com
position. Note that B(S) is indeed a sheaf: if {Pa E B(S)(iAa)}a is 
a compatible family for a cover { fAa --+ iA }, then Pa: 'YiA --+ S, 
and by compatibility (and leftexactness of "1) Pa and P{J coincide on 
'YiAa n 'YiA{J. So there is a unique function p: 'YiA = Ua'YiAa --+ S 
extending all the Pa. The correspondence 

is given by 

tp 
rF -

T 
F---

S in Sets 

B(S) in 9 

tp = Tl 

TU(Z)(t) = tp(zlt) 

where iA E G, z E F(iA), t E 'YiA, and on the righthand side t 
stands for the corresponding map 1 --+ iA in G (corresponding to 
the Coo-homomorphism A --+ lR defined by the evaluation at t). 

So we have the following proposition, which implies that r pre
serves all limits and colimits. This fact will be of considerable im
portance later on (see Chapter IV). 

1.6 Proposition. There are adjoint functors 

Sets r 9, d-ir-iB 

• B 

o 

Next, we wish to give an interpretation of the language of 9, just 
as we did for SetsL op in §II.2. The basic notions are interpreted just 
as for SetsLOP (see the list (1)-(12) in §II.2.) This is possible by 
lemma 1.3 and proposition 1.5. However, if we interpret the logical 
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connectives as summarized at the end of Section 11.2, we cannot show 
that if %1, ... ,%n are variables ranging over sheaves Fl, ... ,F nEg, 
the .ub/unctor 

{(%l,' .. ,%n) E Fl X ••• x Fnl~(%l' ... ,%n)} 

as defined in 11.2 is a .u6.heaf. We run out of the universe g. This 
problem can be avoided by a rather obvious change in the inductive 
clauses, which we now indicate. The idea behind it is to sheatify the 
subfunctor involved whenever we run out of the universe g. AB it 
stands, the clauses may look rather abstract, but the examples that 
will be given throughout this chapter should easily make the reader 
familiar with this interpretation, and demonstrate its usefulness. 

So, as in Chapter 11.2, we give inductive clauses for 

tAII-~( ai, ... ,an), 

where ~(%l'" . ,%n) is a formula with variables %i ranging over sheaves 
Fi E 9, and the a; are the values of these variables, ai E Fi(LA). 
The clauses for 1\., -, V are as before, but for V and 3 they are new. 
Moreover, there is a clause for negation ....,. 

tAl~~( ai, ... , an) I\. t/J( ai, ... , an) iff both tAI~~( a., ... , an) and 
tAl~t/J(al" .. , an) 

tAl~~(al'''''On) V t/J(a., ... ,On) iff there is a cover {tAa la , 

tAla in G such that for each a, either 

tAI~3%o E Fo~(%O,al"" ,an) iff there is a cover {tAa la , tAla 
in G such that for each a there is a ba E Fo(tAa) with 
tAal~~(ba, all/a,"" ani/a) 

LAI~~(al'" . , an) - t/J(a., .. . , an) iff for each LB -.!..... LA in G, if 
LBI~~(all/,···, ani!) then also LBI~t/J(all/, ... ,ani!) 

LAI~V%o E Fo~(%O,al'''' ,an) iff for each LB -.!..... tA in G and 
every b E Fo(LB),LBI~~(b,all/, ... ,ani!) 

tAl~....,~(al"" ,an) iff for every LB -.!..... LA in G, if 
LBI~~(all/, ... , ani!) then B = 0 (Le. B is the trivial ring). 

One can now show by induction on ~ that 
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(i) Uunctoriality) if lB ..!..... LA and lAII-~(al, ... ,an) then also 
BII-~(all/,·· ., ani!); 

(ii) (local character) if {tAc. 6 tAla is a cover, and for each Q, 

tAall-~(all/a, ... ,anl/a), then LAII-~(al' ... ,an). 

Consequently, the BUbfunctor HZl,". ,zn)I~(zl' ... ,zn)} of 
F1 X ••• X Fn defined by 

(a1, ... ,an) E HZl, .. ' ,zn)I~(zl' ... ,zn)}(LA) -LAII-~(a!, ... ,an) 

(indeed a subfunctor by (i» is in fact a BubBheal of Fl X ••• x Fn (by 
(ii)). 

AJJ in Chapter 11.2, we define "~ iB tJalid in g" for a sentence ~, 
denoted by 9 1= ~, as 

9 F ~ iff 111-~ iff for each LA E G, LAII-~. 

The fact that we can consistently define subsheaves of this form 
Hz!' .. , ,zn)I~(Zl' ... ' Zn)} means that such Bet-theoretic construc
tions can be performed within g. All this is part of the general 
theory of Grothendieck toposes, which not only says that these gen
eralized 8et. can be constructed, but that the usual set theoretic 
arguments remain valid, provided they are constructive and explicit 
(i.e. they are intuitionistically correct; see Appendix 1). This im
portant meta-theorem which enables us to transfer the constructive 
results of classical analysis immediately to universes like g, will be 
exploited throughout the book. 

In g, we can develop analysis in a Bynthetic way, based on the line 
R as in 11.2, 

R = 8(JR) = G(-,roOO(JR)) 

(cf. 1.3, 1.4). Just as for Set8L op, R is a commutative ring object 
in g. R has a canonical order < in g, which is defined as in Chap
ter II, i.e. if a,6 E R(LA) where A = COO(JRn)/l, and a and 6 are 
represented by smooth functions a(z), 6(z): JRn -+ JR, then 

(1) LAll-a < 6 iff there is a finitely generated 10 C 1 such that 
Vz E Z(Io) a(z) < 6(z) 

(see (6) of the dictionary in 11.2). When 1 is germ-determined, this 
is equivalent to 

(2) lAll-a < 6 {:} Vz E Z(I) a(z) < 6(z) 
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(for (2) => (1), take a smooth ~: JR" -+ JR such that Z(I) eVe 
Z(~) c {xla(x) < b(x)} for some open V. Then ~ E I.) The 
non-strict pre-order relation '5 defined by 

(3) lAll-a '5 b iff for each p E m~o C COO (JR), po (b - a) E I 

for A,a,b as above, cannot be simply reformulated in terms of Z(I). 
The «set" of natural numbers N9 in 9 is the sheaf 

N9 = 6.(N). 

So elements of N9(lA) are continuous functions Z(I) --+ N. We 
will usually write just N for the sheaf N9, when it is clear whether 
we mean N E Sets or NEg. Notice that N9 ~ s(N). Similarly, the 
integers in 9 are interpreted as 719 = 6.(7l) ~ s(7l), for which we just 
write 7l. And the rationals are interpreted as Q9 = 6.(Q), denoted 
just Q. (This interpretation of N, 7l and Q is the one consistent 
with our definition of the internal logic of 9 by means of II-j see 
appendix 1). By applying s to 7l C-...+ JR, 719 is canonically embedded in 
R. More explicitly, if A = COO (JR")/ I, lA E G, and p E 7l(lA), i.e. p 
is a continuous function Z(I) --+ 7l, then since 7l is discrete, there is 
a smooth function p:JR" -+ JR with Vx E Z(I)3 neighbourhood V :3 x 
such that plV is constant, with value p(x), and this p is uniquely 
determined modulo I. This defines a natural tx-ansformation 7l C-...+ R. 
Similarly, we can define a natural transformation Q C-...+ R. 

R looks a lot better in 9 than it does in SetsL op: 

1.7 Proposition. In g, the following are valid 

(i) R is a commutative ring with 1 
(ii) < and '5 are compatible with the ringstructure (as in 11.2.-1) 

(iii) R is a local ring; i.e. 

9 ~ ..,0=1 
9 ~ Vx, y E R(x + y E U(R) -+ x E U(R) V Y E U(R» 

where U(R) = {z E Rlz is invertible}. 
(iv) R is an Archimedean ring, i.e. 

9 ~ Vx E R 3n E N x < n. 

Proof. (i) and (ii) are proved just as in II.2 (the new interpretation 
of V, 3, and.., is not involved). (iii) 9 ~ ..,0 = 1: by the definition of 
.." we need to show that if lAII-O = 1, then A is trivial. But if A = 
cOO(JR")/I, then lAll-O = 1 iff 1 E I, so this is clear. For the other 
clause, take fA E G, A = cOO(JR")/I, and a,b E R(lA) represented 
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by a(z), b(z): lin -+ li, and 888ume tAIl- a + b is invertible. Then 
in particular by functoriaiity of II-, 111-alp + blp is invertible for each 
point p E Z(l) (regarded 88 a map 1 ~ tA in G). So a(p)+b(p) =F O. 
Let V = {z E linla(z) =F O}, W = {z E linlb(z) =F O}. Then Z(l) ~ 
VuW, and alV is invertible in Ay = OOO(V)/(IIV) .... , blW is invert
ible in Aw = 0 00 (W)/(IIW) .... , i.e. tAyll-a E U(R),tAwll-b E U(R). 
Since {tAy <-+ tA, tAw <-+ tA} is a cover of tA (lemma 1.2), we con
clude that tAU-(a E U(R)vb E U(R». (iv) We have to show that for 
each a E R(tA),tAI1-3m a < m. It suffices to consider the generic 
a, which is the identity at stage tA = R (since every other a E R is 
the restriction ofthis generic element). But {tOOO ( -, m) <-+ R}m is 
a cover, and lOOO(-,m)IHd < m. So RI1-3m id < m. This proves 
M. 0 

1.8 Remark. To prove (iii), we could have taken just the generic 
pair of elements a,b with lAll-a + b E U(R), rather than an arbi
trary pair. This generic pair is the pair a = "'1, b = "'2 at stage 
LA = tOOO (1R2 - {O}). The 888ertion that W OO (li2 - {O} )11-("'1 E 
U(R) V"'2 E U(R» means that tCOO (1R2 - {O}) is covered by the loci 
LCOO((li - {O}) X li) and WOO(li x (li - {O}». So to prove that B 1= 
R iB an A rchimedean local ring we only need the following covers 
(recall B : M <-+ G 88 in 1.4): 

(a) the empty family covers the trivial locus; 
(b) {B(-,m) <-+ B(IR)}m>O covers s(li); 
(c) {s(li x (1R- {O}» <-+ s(li2), s((li- {O}) x li) <-+ s(1R2)} is a 

cover. 

The Grothendieck topology on G 88 described in 1.2 is the smallest 
Grothendieck topology on G satisfying the condition (a)-(c). In 
this sense, this topology is precisely the one forcing R to be an 
Archimedean local ring (see Moerdijk &; Reyes (1984a». 

In the constructive contezt of analysis inside B we cannot expect 
R to be a field in the sense that B 1= '1z E R(z = OV z E U(R», but 
it gets close: the following property holds. 

1.9 Proposition. In B I R is a field in the following senBe: 

B 1= '1z1, ... , Zn E R(""(ZI = 0" ... " Zn = 0) -+ 

(ZI E U(R) V ... V Zn E U(R»). 

Proof. Let tA ~ Rn, a = (a}, ... ,an) be an n-tuple ofreals at stage 
tA, such that lAII-...,(al = 0" ... "an = 0). Say A = coo(lRm)/I, and 
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a; is represented by a;(z): IRm -+ IR. Then COO (IRm)/(I, a1, •• • ,an) is 
trivial (recall from 1.4.9 that (I,all ... ,On) is germ-determined if I 
is), or equivalently, 

A(I) n n Z(a;(z» = 0. 
iSn 

So Z(I) ~ U"I(Z) u ... U U",,(z). Since tA n ,(U"i(z»II-a; E U(R), it 
follows that tAll-al E U(R) V ... V On E U(R). 0 

1.10 Infinitesimal Spaces; Kock-Lawvere Axiom. AB in Set,L op , 

we can define some infinite,imal ,ub'pace, of Rn , such as 

D {ZERlz2=0} 
D,(n) = {Zl, ... ,zn) E Rnlzil ..... Zii+! = 0, any Ie + I-tuple 

il, ... ,iHI} 

which correspond under the Yoneda embedding to the loci defined in 
11.1.10. Similarly, we have the ,et ofinfinitesimals A = n,.>o (-~,~) 
~ R, which can be defined within 9 as 

1 1 
A = {z E RIVn E N9(---1 < Z < --I)}' n+ n+ 

corresponding to the locus tcOO(IR)/m~o}' and the interval [0,0] cor
responding to the locus lCOO(IR)/m{O}. [0,0] properly contains the 
,et 0/ nilpotent element, 

Doo ={zERI3nEN zn=O}. 

It is easy to see that 

(*) 9pVZER(zEU(R) - .... Z=o 
- Z <OVz> 0). 

In 9, A is the set of reals which are almo,t zero in the intuitionistic 
sense: 

A={ZERI ........ Z=O} in 9. 

To see this, one can show for a real a E R(lA) that tAll-a E ~ -
.... a E U(R). But it also follows from Proposition 1.7 and (*) by 
reasoning intuitioni,ticall" inside 9: If Z > 0 then by Archimedean
ness 3n ~ < z, so Z ¢ A. Thus A c {zl ........ z = O}. Con-

versely, if Z = 0 then Vn > 0 (-~ < z < ~), so if ........ z = 0 then 

Vn > 0 ........ (-~ < Z < ~). But then also Vn > 0 (-~ < Z < ~). 
For choose n > o. Since R is local, z < ~ V n!l < z. Since 
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n~i < X ---+ ,X < n~1 and we know "x < n!i' it follows that 

x < *. Similarly -* < x. 
AB in Sets LOP , we have 

D" = D,,(I) c Doo c [0,0] c /& in g, 
and these inclusions are proper (recall [0,0] = l(oOO(li)jm{O}). 

The Kock-Lawvere axiom (by which differentiation is defined) 

R.D ~ R x R, 

holds in g, as well as its generalizations saying that in 9 it is valid 
that any map in RDi:(n) is given by a unique polynomial in n variables 
of total degree ~ k. This can be proved just as the simple form of 
the Kock-Lawvere axiom for SetsL op. Also, we have that in 9 

s{M)D !:!!! s{TM), 

since the Yoneda embedding preserves any exponentials that exist 
in G, and the isomorphism is true in G (see 11.1.12 - 1.16). 

Finally, we note that we can integrate in g. 
1.11 Proposition. (Integration axiom) 

9 F VI E Rlo.I]3!g E R lo.1]{g' == I Ag(O) = 0) 

(g' makes sense, since 9 F 'Ix, 11 E R(x E D A 11 E [0,1] -+ x + 11 E 
[0,1]).) 

Prool. This is similar to the case of SetaL op (see 11.2.4), but with 
(I(x), m~I](t»"" instead of (I(x), m~I](t». More precisely, we have 
to show that, given I E Rlo.1] at stage LA, where A = 000 (li)j I, and 
1= F(x, t): lin xli -+ li mod (I(x», m~I)"'" G(x, t) = f~ F(x, u)du 
is well-defined. So suppose F(x, t) E (I(x) , m~I)(t» ..... Then for each 
(xo, to) E Z(I) x [0,1] there is a neighbourhood U x V of (xo, to) such 
that F can be written as 

(*) F(x, t) = L ~.(x,t)a.(x) + L t/lj(x,t)bj(t) on U x V 

with a. E l,bj E m~I]' and ~.,t/lj E OOO(U x V). For fixed xo, 

finitely many of these V's cover [0, 1], say VI, ... , V". Let PI (t), ... , 
p,,(t) be a partition of unity subordinate to VI, ... , V". Then for 
Uzo = UI n ... n U" 3 xo, Vzo = VI U ... UV" :::> [0,1], we have for all 
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(x,t) E Uzo X Vio , 

A: 

F(x, t) = L: L: p,,(t)tP!(x, t)a;(x) + L: L: tPj(x, t)p"(t)bj(t) , 
,,=1 i " ; 

(where a; is the ~ in (*) for U" X V"' etc.). Thus, we may assume 
that equation (*) holds on a neighbourhood U X V of {xc} x [0,1]. 
Then for all x E U, 

G(x,t) = E~(x) lot 'Pi(x,u)du + E lot tP;(x,u)b;(u)du. 
i 0 ; 0 

AB in the case of SetsLOP , it follows from 1.4.12 (with U for ]Rft, V 
for ]Rm) that fJ tP;(x,u)b;(u)du E (m[O,ljIV).Ooo(U). So G(x,t)1U x 
V E (IIU,m~,ljIV). This holds for each Xo E Z(I), and therefore 
G(x,t) E (I, m[O,lj)"'. 0 

1.12 Proposition. (i) 9 F va E R[O,l]«Vt E [0,1]OI.(t) > 0) -+ 

f~ OI.(t)dt > 0), 
(ii) 9 F Vol. E R[O,l]«Vt E [0, 1]OI.(t) ~ 0) -+ f~ OI.(t)dt ~ 0). 

Proof. The proof of (i) is exactly the same as for SetsLOP (cf.11.2.4 
(iv». For (ii), one slightly modifies the proof of the case for SetsL op 

(11.2.4(vii»j instead of showing that (*) implies (**) in the proof of 
(vii) in Section 11.2, one now shows that if p(F(x, t» E (I{x), m!o:l]) .... 

for all p E mR>O' then also p(f~ F(x, t)dt) E I(x) for all p E mR>O' 
where I is germ-determined. The modification is just like the one-in 
the proof of 1.11 above. 0 

2 The topos '7 of closed ideals 

In the topos 9 that has been introduced in the previous section, the 
order ~ on R is rather hard to handle: we need the complicated 
result 1.4.12 to prove that ~ is compatible with the ring structure, 
and to show that the integration axiom holds in 9. In the present 
section, we will consider the topos 1 of sheaves on the site 1F of duals 
of closed (or near-point determined) Ooo-rings. In many respects, 1 
has properties similar to those of 9, but there are some differences, 
notably in the treatment of ~. 
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Recall that (up to isomorphism) the objects of IF are duals of 
COO-rings coo(~n)/I where I is a closed ideal. The morphisms of 
IFwoo(~n)/ 1--+ Woo(IR"')/J are equivalence classes of smooth func
tions ~:~n --+ IR'" such that J ~ ~.(I). The inclusion IF '--+ lL has a 
right adjoint It: .. -IF '--+ lL. 

We equip IF with a Grothendieck topolog, defined as for the topos 

G: {fAa la. tA}a is a covering family in IF iff 
(i) for every a there exists a ba E A and a commutative diagram 

f~ / 
tA 

where Itt(A{b;;l}) --+ A is the canonical map; 

(ti) htAa 1/a. 'YtA}a is a surjective family of topological spaces. 
Just as for G, one can show that this indeed defines a Grothendieck 

topology on IF, and that this is exactly the open cotler topol091l in 
the sense expressed by the following lemma. 

2.1 Lemma. I/t(COO(U)/ I) is an object o/IF, then its cotlering/am
ilies are precisel, the families 

{t(COO(U)a/(IjUa)) '--+ t(Coo(U)/I)} 

where {Ua}a is an open cOtler 0/ Z(I) in U. o 

The category T is the topos of sheaves on this site IF. That is, 
T is the category of functors ]FOP --+ Sets which satisfy the property 
of existence of unique joins for compatible families as described for 
G. T is a topos (analogous to 1.5; see also Appendix 1), and all 
representables are sheaves: 

2.2 Lemma. The Bite IF is subcanonical. Consequentl" the categor, 
of manifolds MI is full, and /aitl&full, embedded in T. Thill embedding 
is again denoted b, s: MI '--+ T. 

Proof. Completely analogous to the one for 9 (see 1.3, 1.4). 0 
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2.3 Proposition. There are adjoint functors 

Sets r 1, 

B 

Proof. .A13 for 9. o 

We can interpret our set-theoretic language in 1, where the basic 
notions and the inductive clauses for the logical connectives are as 
described for 9. This defines a notion of internal validity of a sen
tence tp in 1, written as 1 F= tp. So we can do analysis in 1 based 
on the line R = IF( -, lOoo (1~». R carries an order < defined by the 
same equivalence as for 9: 

lAll-a < b ¢} Vx E Z(I) a(x) < b(x), 

where lA = l(ooo(~n)/I) E IF, and a,b E lA(R) are represented 
by a(x), b(x): ~n -+~. The natural numbers at stage lA are the 
continuous (or locally constant) functions Z(I) -+ W, i.e. the sheaf 
N; of natural numbers in 1 is given by 

N;(lA) = CtsblA,N). 

2.4 Proposition. (i) In 1, it holds that R is an Archimedean local 
ring, with order < compatible with the ring structure. 

(ii) In 1, R is a field in the sense of 1.9. 

Proof. (i) as for 9, see 1.7. The proof of (ii) is as that of proposi-
tion 1.9, noting that if I is closed and 1 E Ol(I, at, ... ,an) (Ol for 
closure), then Z(I,at, ... ,zn) = 0, 80 1 E (I,al, ... ,an) since this 
ideal is germ-determined (here we use the same notation as in 1.9). 0 

We define the order ~ in 1 in the same way as for 9. So if a E 
tA(R) is represented by a(x):~n -+ ~ (A = ooo(~n)/I, I closed), 
then 

tAll-O ~ a¢} Vp E m~,-+)p(a(x)) E I. 

2.5 Lemma. Let X c ~n be closed. In ooo(~n),mx is the closure 
of the ideal m~. 
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Proof. Obvious from Whitney's spectral theorem (1.4.4). 0 

In 'F, we define ~ as nn>otoOO(-~,~) = {x E RIVn > 0 

(-~ < x < ~)} as before. ~ is the object of infinitesimals. 

2.6 Proposition. The following are valid in 'F. 

(i) 'Ix E R:x ~ 0 +-+...,x > 0 +-+ 'Ie> Ox < ei 
(ii) [0,0] = ~ = {xl...,...,x = OJ. 

Proof. (i) If x is a real at stage LA, we have by Archimedeanness that 
LA FVe > 0 x < e iff for all n EN LAU-x < n!i. So the equivalence 
'F F 'Ix E R(x ~ 0 +-+ 'Ie > 0 x < e) is just a reformulation of 2.5 
for the case X = (+-,0] C JR. Clearly, x ~ 0 -+ ...,x > 0 is valid. 
Conversely, reasoning in 'F, suppose ...,x > 0 and choose e > o. Then 
x < e or x > 0 since R is a local ring and < is compatible. Thus 
x < e. (ii) is immediate from (i). 0 

2.7 Corollary. In 'F, the order relation ~ on R is compatible with 
the ring structure. 

Proof. We could use 1.4.12 as before, but in fact the assertion now 
follows much more easily from 2.6 by reasoning inside F. Consider, 
for example, the implication x ~ 0" 11 ~ 0 -+ x + 11 ~ o. Suppose 
x ~ 0 " 11 ~ 0, and take e > o. Then x < ie" 11 < ie, 80 X + 11 < e 
by compatibility of <. Thus x + 11 ~ o. 0 

The Kock-Lawvere tniom RD ~ R x R and its generalizations hold 
in 'F. This is proved just as for g. Recall that 

Doo = ullDIl = {x E RI3n EN xn = OJ. 

The following proposition does not hold in g. 
2.8 Proposition. Let M be a manifold. In 'F, the restriction map 

s(Mfo = s(M)[O,O) .!.. s(M)Dao 

is an isomorphism. (·In 'F, manifolds believe that all infinitesimals 
are n"potent-.j 

Proof. It suffices to consid~r the case M = JR. First we show that 
p: R[O,O) -+ RDoo is monic. Note that if W is a Weil algebra and 
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tw ~ R is a map in lL, say with cp(O) = 0, then (by Hadamard's 
lemma) for some k E W, r.p can be factored as 

cp tw ____ . R 

~1 
Now let IE R[O,OI(tA), i.e. l:lA x [0,0]- R where we write tA = 
l(coo(JRn)/I) E IF and x denotes the product in IF, and suppose 

tAII-/IDoo = 0, i.e. the composite tA x D" '--+ tA x [0,0] .4 R is 
identically zero, for every k E W. H W is any Weil algebra, and 
tw ~ tA x [0,0] is any map in lL, then by the remark just made, 
cp factors as 

cp I 
tw---· tAx [0,0]---. R 

~I/ 
so 10 cp = O. By near-point determinedness, we conclude that I = 0 
as an element of the ring coo(JRn x JR)/Cl(I(z), m~} (t)). So tAll-l = 
o. 

To see that p is epic, we make a further analysis of RDoo(tA) and 
R[O,OI(lA). Clearly, 

R[O,OI(lA) ~ Coo(JRn x JR)/(I(z),m~}(t». 

On the other hand, an element I of RDoo(tA) is the same as an 
element of lim" A[[tlJ/(tH1) = A[[tlJ. Writing A[[tlJ as an inverse 
limit like th;&; it follows immediately from lemma 11.1.15 that A[[tlJ 
is closed if A is. Furthermore, by Borel's theorem (see I, 1.3) the 
canonical map 

COO (JRn x JR) _ A[[tlJ 
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is a surjection, so we conclude that 

A[[t]] ~ COO(IR" x 1R)/n(I(z),tl:+1). 
I: 

Since (I(z) , t1:+1) is closed, it is clear that (I(z) , m{g}) C (I(z) , t1:+1) 

for each k. So the component P';{ is just the canonical map 

COO(IR" x 1R)/(I(z), m{g}) -+ COO(IR" x 1R)/n(I(z), tI:+1), 

I: 

which is a surjection of COO-rings. A fortiori 

lAI~VI E RDoo3g E RIO,O)p(g) = I. o 
2.9 Remark. Given the analyses ofthe exponentials RDoo and RIO,O) 
in the second part of the proof, we see that 2.8 can be reformulated 
algebraically as: for any closed ideal I ~ Coo(IR"), we have the fol
lowing equality of ideals in COO(IR" x 1R), 

(I(z) , m{g}) = n(I(z) , tI:+1). 

I: 

2.10 Proposition. In 1, the lollowing hold: 

(i) VI E RIO,l]3!g E RIO,l](g' = l&g(O) = O)i and writing 
f; I(t)dt lor this g(z): 

(ii) VI E R[O,l)«(Vt E [0, 11/(t) > 0) -+ f~ I(t)dt > 0) 
(iii) VI E R[O,l)«(Vt E [0, 1]/(t) ~ 0) -+ f~ I(t)dt ~ 0) 

Proof. (i) Again, this could be proved using 1.4.12 as for 9, but 
there is a much easier proof. As before, we have to show that if I ~ 
Coo(IR") is a closed ideal and F(z,t) E (I(z),m~l]) ~ COO(IR" x 1R), 

then also G(z,t) = f~ F(z,u)du E (I,m~l]). But by proposi

tion 2.6, (I, mlQ,l]) = (I, mio,1]) and integration is continuous, so 

we may assume that F(z, t) E (I, mio,l]). But then clearly also 

G(z,t) E (I,mio,1). (ii) is proved just as for 9 and SetsLOP , and 
(iii) follows immediately from (ii), by 2.6(i) above. 0 

A striking difference between 1 and 9 is the following density 
result. 

2.11 Theorem. Theorem Let X ~ Y he a morphism 011. Then 
JlO: RY -+ RX is a monomorphism in F iDT(RIlI): l(Y, R) -+ l(X, R) 
is a monomorphism in Sets. 
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Prool. => is clear, since r has a left adjoint. For *, suppose r(RQ!) 
is mono, and take U E IF. Suppose u,v E RY(U) and RU(u) = 
RU(v), i.e. u, v: fAx Y -t R and the composites 

fAxX~UxY~R 
v 

are equal. We show that u = v. Take an element (1,11) of fAx Y 

at stage fB E IF, i.e. fB (J'''lu X Y. B is closed, so to show that 
uo(l,1I) = vo(l, tI) it suffices to prove that uo(l, 1I)0~ = vo(l, 1I)0~ 
for every LW ~ fB in IF, where W is a Weil algebra. By assumption, 
u 0 (I~ X Y) 0 (W X a) = v 0 (I~ x Y) 0 (W x a) 

Axa u 
lAxX • lAxY - R -

IIV' x X 

LW xa 

IIV' x: 
LWxX LWxY 

so by exponential adjointness, Uo 0 a = tID 0 a, 

X~Y~~ 
Uo 

. l~xY U where UO IS the transposed of LW x Y --+ fAx Y -t R, and 
similarly for Vo. But Rtw ~ JlR for some n (see I, 1.13), so by com
posing with each of the n projections ~ -t R and using that 
r(RQ!): l(Y, R) >--+ l(X, R), we conclude that Uo = tID. Hence 
u 0 (I~ X Y) = v 0 (I~ X Y), and therefore we have u 0 (1,11) 0 ~ = 
v 0 (1,11) 0 ~, which was to be shown. 0 

2.12 Corollary. Let M ~ N be a smooth map 01 manilolds. Then 
~(M) i8 dense in N iff R8(~): R8(N) -t R8(M) i8 a monomorphism 
in 1. 

2.13 Corollary. In " the lollowing are valid: 

(i) VI E RR~o(Vt E RI(t2) = 0 -t 1=0) 
(ii) VI E RR(Vt E U(R)f(t) = 0 -t 1=0) 

(recall that U(R) = {x E Rlx i8 invertible} = {x E Rlx i:- o}). 
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In fact, 2.13(i) is already true in 5euL op (see Appendix 3, but the 
present proof for 1 is much easier). Not 80 for (ii), however, which 
fails in 9, as the following example shows 

2.14 Example. Let t = .,(z) be a flat function R -+ R,., ~ 0, Z(.,) = 
{O}, as in the picture below (a Dutch windmill). 

t 

The shaded area 8 = 81 U 82 U 5s U 54 is closed, hence there is a 
smooth function F(z,t) such that 8 = F-l(O) (see 1.1.4). F is flat 
at (0,0), hence F(z, .,(z» is flat at 0. Take a function ~(z) E m{o} 
which is flatter than F(z, .,(z» , i.e. F(z, .,(z» ft (~(z», again with 
tp ~ O,Z(~) = {O}, and let I = F(z,t) mod (~(z» (here (~(z» 
as ideal in COO(R x R». We claim that in 9 = Sh(G), with A = 
Coo (R)/(tp) , 

(i) tAII-Vt E U(R)/(t) = 0, 
(ii) tAII-Vt E Doo/(t) = 0, 
(iii) LA )1--1 == 0. 

Since (~(z» is a germ-determined ideal in COO(R x R), it suffices for 
(i) to note that for each (z,t) E Z(~(z» = {O} x R with t =1= 0, F 
vanishes on a neighbourhood of (z,~, which is clear from the part 
81 U 5s of 5. (ii) just means that ~~" (z,O) = 0, which is clear from 
the part 52 U 54 of 5. Finally, if tA11-1 == 0, i.e. F(z,t) E (~(z», 
say F(z,t) = H(z,t)~(z), then F(z,~(z» E (~(z» c Coo(R), con
tradicting the choice of~. 

2.15 Remark on Integration. It should be noted that the valid
ity of the integration axiom in 1, which we proved in 2.10, can also 
be proved easily along the lines of Appendix 3. For in that proof, the 
iifficult part was precisely to show the validity of 2.13(i) in 5euL op , 

which is easy in 1. 
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9 The Topology of Manifolds in '7 and 9 

In this section, we will consider some topological properties of objects 
8(M), where M is a manifold, and 8 is the embedding M ....... 10r 
M ....... 9. The proofs are virtually the same for 1 and for 9, and 
we will just choose one of them in each case. Accordingly, F and II
refer either to the interpretation in 1, or the one in 9, or both. 

As in SetsL op, topological properties of R in 1 and 9 refer to 
the order topology on R, Le. the subsheaf OCR) of peR) defined 
by the condition that for each S E P(R)(LA), S E O(R)(lA) iff 
lAII-V'x E S3a, b E R(a < x < b 1\ V'x'(a < x' < b -+ x' E S». 
This indeed defines an internal topology on R, in the sense that it is 
valid in 1 and 9 that 0 (R) is closed under binary intersections and 
arbitrary unions, i.e. 

F (V'U, V E OCR) Un V E O(R» and 
F (V'U E P(O(R)) u U E O(R». 

Reasoning as in the argument for Archimedeanness of R in 1 and 
9, it can be shown that rationals are dense, Le. in 1 and 9, 

F V'a, be R(a < b -+ 3q E Q a < q < b). 

where Q denotes the sheaf of internal rationals, i.e. ~(Q) = Q:r, 
respecti vely Q9. So the order topology 0 (R) on R has a basis of 
rational intervals. If (p, q) is a rational interval at stage lA, i.e. 
p,q E Q(lA) with lAll-p < q, then there is a cover {lAa ....... lA}a of 
LA and there are ezternal (Le. in Sets) rationals Pa < qa such that 
lAa II-p = Pa 1\ q = qa. So on a cover of lA the interval (p, q) is 
an external rational interval. Thus, 0 (R) is the smallest subsheaf of 
peR) which is an internal topology on R and contains all subsheaves 
of R of the form 8(P, q), i.e. all rational intervals coming from outside. 
It is also clear that every open subset U of JR in Set8 defines an 
internal open 8(U) of R. So OCR) is also the internal topology on R 
generated by the subsheaves (global sections of peR)) 8(U), U open 
~ JR. 

IT M is a manifold, we can internally define a topology on 8(M) 
by regarding 8(M) as being built up inside the topos by an atlas of 
pieces of 8(Rn). The embedding 8 can also be defined for manifolds 
with boundary, and if M is a manifold with boundary, 8( M) can also 
be built up by an atlas inside 1 or 9, allowing closed half-spaces de
fined by the internal order ~ on R. Thus there is also in internal 
topology on manifolds with boundary. This internal topology on 
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sCM) (M with or without boundary) again coincides with the topol
ogy generated by (Le. having as a basis internally) the opens coming 
from outBide, from SetB, just as for the case of R. So, we can take 
the following as a definition (or as a proposition, if one starts from 
the internal order topology). 

3.1 Definition. The topolog" in 1 or 9 on A mAnilold sCM) is the 
smallest internal topolog" contAining all the subsheaveB 01 the lorm 
B(U), U An open Bu6set 01 M. This topolog" coincideB with the topol
og" defined iuide 1 or 9 6, the order < on R. 

What 3.1 means in practice is that if S E P(sM)(lA), Le. S is a 
subsheaf of sCM) at stage LA(LA E IF or LA E G), then LAII- (S is 

open) iff for alllB -L lA and all hE s(M)(lB), i.e. h: lB -+ sCM), 
lBll-h E (SIf) iff for some cover {lEa 'a. lB}a and some open 
subspaces Ua C M in Sets 

tBail-hl9a E s(Ua) C (Sllga), for each o. 

3.2 Proposition. The lull em6eddin9B s: M ....... 1 and s: M ....... 9 
preserve tranversal pullhacb And open covers. 

Prool. The preservation of transversal pullbacks is clear from 11.1.2. 
Preservation of open covers means that if {Ua}a is an open cover 
of M, then the subsheaf U of 0 (B( M» (in 1 or 9) generated by 
the global sections s(Ua) (so U is the smallest subsheaf of O(sM) 
satisfying the conditions 11I-s(Ua) E U, for each 0) is an internal 
cover, i.e. II-V'z E s(M)3U E Uz E U. It suffices to prove this for 
the generic z E sCM), which is the identity at stage sCM). But 
s(M)11-3U E U id E U, since s(Ua)ll-id E s(Ua) E U by definition of 
U, and {s(Ua) ....... s(M)}a is a cover in the sites IF and G. 0 

Such open covers which come from outside are very easy to handle. 
Arbitrary internal open covers may be much more complicated (try 
to describe the sheaf {U E P( O(R»I u U = R} of open covers of R!). 
However, it will turn out that a consistent use of generic elements 
will enable us to prove the properties we need. One such property is 
compactness. AJJ in SetsL op , we say that sCM) is compact if 1= ever, 
open cover ols(M) has a finite subcover, i.e. 1= V'U c O(sM)(uU = 
sM -+ 3U' c U(uU' = sM 1\ U' is finite», where U' is a finite subset 
01 U means that 3n E N 3/:N -+ U U' = {/(m)lm < n}. 

3.3 Theorem. The embeddingB M ~ 1 And M ~ 9 preserve com-
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pactness, i. e. if M is a compact manifold in Sets, then it is valid in 
1 and 9 that sCM) is compact. 

Proof. To fix notation, let us prove the case of 1. Suppose U is 
a subsheaf of O(sM) at the stage tA, where A = COO(JiR)/I, and 
tAll-uU = sCM). Then for the generic element tAx sCM) 11'2, sCM) 
it must hold that 

tA x s(M)11-3U E (UI1I"1) 11"2 E U. 

Thus, we find an open cover of Z(I) x M, say {VCII }CII, and for each 
a an U~ such that for BCII = COO(VCII)/UIVCII ), 

, 
tBCIII1-1I"2 E UCII E U 

(where we should really have written UI(tBCII '-+ tA x sCM) -+ LA) 
instead of just U-we shall frequently use this simplification of no
tation). By definition 1.1. of O(sM), we may assume that 

LBCIII1-1I"2 E S(UCII) C U~ 
for some external open UCII C M, provided we choose the cover {VOl} 
sufficiently fine. Since the VOl'S cover Z( I) x M and M is compact, we 
can find for each p E Z(I) a neighbourhood Wp and finitely many 
a's, say a p1, .•. , ar;·, such that Wp x M C VCII1 U ••• U VOl..... Let • • 
Ap = COO(Wp)/UIWp). Then {tAp '-+ tA}PEZ(I) is a cover of tA, 
and 

By genericity, it then follows that 

(*) tApll-Vx E s(M)(x E sUCII1 V ... V x E sUCII .... ). • • 
Moreover, if we choose the VOl to be of the form V~ x V';, then the 
projection tBClli -+ tAp has a right inverse (choose any point in V,;), • 
hence from tBCllII-s(UCII) C U~ E U we conclude by restriction along 
this right inverse tAp '-+ tBClli that fApl1-3U E US(UClli} C U, for • • each i = 1, ... , mp. In combination with (*), we conclude 

tApI1-3U1, ... , Um• E Us(M) !; U1 U ... U Um •. 

Hence since the tAp cover fA, 

tAI1-3 finite U' C Us(M) !; uU'. o 
3.4 Remark. Let M C IRR be a manifold, with the metric inheri1;ed 
from IRR. Then s( M) c ,RR is an internal metric space, and it follows 
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from 3.3 that if M is compact, it holds in ; and 9 that every open 
cover of s( M) has a Lebesgue number A > 0 for the internal metric. 
(Since the absolute value does not exist in 9 or 1 as a map R - R, 
we interpret internal metric as a relation {(z, 1/, r)ld(z, 1/) < r} rather 
than a function d(z,1/).) 

Alternatively, we could have concluded this from a principle CMP 
as in Chapter II (see 11.3.2-3.5). The principle 

CMP:YS c sCM) x R{'r/z E M3e > O{z} x (-e,e) C S - 3e > 0 

sCM) x (-e,6) C S) 

is valid in 1 and 9. This follows either by adapting the proof of 
theorem 3.3 or by an argument similar to 11.3.4. 

3.5 Theorem. Let M and N be mani/olds. In ; and 9 it is tJalid 
tlaat all/unctions sCM) - s(N) are continuous. 

Proo/. We prove the case of 9. The all in this theorem is of course in
terpreted internally, i.e. we consider elements of s(N)·(M), the "set" 
of all functions inside the topos, at arbitrary stages. So take any 
F E s(N)·(M)(tA), where A = COO(Ii,")/I. So F comes as a map 
tA x sCM) - s(N) in G. F need not come from a smooth map 
Ii," x M - N, but by writing N as a retract of an open neigh
bourhood in some Ii,1: (see GP), it follows that F can at least be 

F represented by a smooth map (also called F) W x M -- N, where 
W C Ii," is an open neighbourhood of Z(I). We will prove that 
tAlf-Yp E s(M)YU E O(sM)(F(P) E U - 3V E O(sM)(p E 

V A F(V) c U). So choose tB .-!... tA and an element lB ...!..... sCM) 
of sCM) at stage lB. It suffices to consider basic open neighbour
hoods of F(p) at stage lB, i.e. neighbourhoods of the form s(U), U 
open in N. So take such a U, and assume lBIf-{Flg)(P) E s(U), i.e. 
we have a factorization 

tB _(g_,p_)_. tA x sCM) F • s(N) 

I 
s(U) 

IT B = COO(Ii,"")/J, 9 comes from a map Ii,"" - Ii,", and (by writing 
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M as a retract of an open neighbourhood in some lRA:) we may assume 
that p comes from a smooth p: W' - M, where W' C lR'" is an open 
neighbourhood of Z(J), and by choosing W' small enough, without 
loss g(W') C W. Now for each 11 E Z(J), F 0 (g,p)(1I) E U C 
N. Let Vv C M be a neighbourhood of p(1I) and 0v C W' be a 
neighbourhood of 11, such that 

p(Ov) C Vv and Vz E 0vVx E VvF(g(z),x) E U. 

Write Bv = COO(Ov)/(JIOv)"". Then 

lBv1l-p E s(Vv) " (Flg)(s(Vv» c s(U). 

Hence since {lBv '-+ lB}VEZ(J) is a cover of lB, 

lBI1-3V E o (xM)(P E V " (Flg)(V) c s(U». 0 

We will see later on in this section that theorem 3.5 also follows 
immediately from an axiom 0/ continuous choice, see 3.11. 

Using the interpretation of the set theoretic language in 1 and 
9, we can define internal partitions 0/ unit" on a manifold sCM) 
as indexed subsheaves of [0, 1j6(M) defined analogous to the classical 
case of Sets. More precisely, if IE lor 9 is the indez set, a partition 
of unity indexed by I is a map I ...!..... [0, 1j_(M), p( i) = Pi, such that 
it is valid in the top08 that {pili E I} is locally finite and has sum 
1, i.e. 

(*)Vx E s(M)3U E o (sM)(x E U" 3n E M 3/: {O, ... , n - I} >-+ I 
(Vi E I(3k < n i = /(k) V PilU == 0)" PIca) + ... + PICn-l)1U == 1». 

(Note that finite is interpreted here not in the way we did it for com
pactness, but as finite and decidable (see Appendix 1). We cannot 
just say here 3/: {O, ... ,n - I} - I, not necessarily injective, with 
PIca) + .. 'PICn-l)1U == 1, etc. We may sum the same Pi twice here, 
and this cannot automatically be avoided by throwing such i out, 
i.e. by constructing from / a g: {O, ... , k - I} - I which is injective 
and has the same image as /. The problem is that I need not be 
decidable, i.e. Vi,j E I(i = j V i =f:. j) need not be valid. However, in 
most of the cases we consider, the set I can be chosen to be decid
able, so we do not have to be as careful as this remark suggests we 
should.) 

IT U is an internal open cover of sCM), and p: 1- [0,lj6CM) is a 
partition of unity on sCM), we say that P = {Pili is subordinate to 
U if 

Vi E I 3U E U "Ix E s(M)(x E U V Pi (x) = 0) 
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is valid in the topos. 
Despite the fact that the i"tuitio"istic logic of the universes T 

and 9 forces us to be very careful, partitions of unity are fairly well 
behaved. First of all, every external partition of unity {Pa}aEA on 
a manifold M gives rise to an intemal one, indexed by the constant 
sheaf ~(A) (this sheaf has decidable equality). 

3.6 Proposition. The embeddi", •• : M ....... T a"d .: M ....... 9 pre
.erve partitio". oJu"it,. More precisel" iJ {Pa}aEA is a partition 
oj unit, on a maniJold M, the induced map ~(A) -+ [0,1)·(M) is an 
inter"al partition oJ unit, fi" 1 or 9). 
ProoJ. The proofs are the same for 1 and 9. To show that (*) is 
valid, it suffices to consider the generic element "/ = identity: .(M) -+ 

.(M) at stage .(M), i.e. show that 

(i) .(M)Ir-3U E O(.M)("t E U "3n3J: {O, ... ,,, - 1} >-+ I 
Vi E I(3k < " i = J(k)VPilU == O)"p/(O)+" .+P/(n-l)1U == 1) 

where I = ~(A). Let {Ud be an open cover of M such that on UE, 
all but the "E functions Pa~' ... ,Pa'lE vanish. Let JE: {O, ... "E-l} -+ 

A enumerate these. IE is also an internal function (apply ~), so 
obviously ,(UE)Ir-,,/ E ,(UE) and 

,(UE)Ir-Vi E ~(A)(3k < "E i = lE(k) V Pil,(UE) == 0), 

while moreover 

.(UE)Ir-Pal("t) + ... + Pa"E("t) = 1, 
( ( 

so by genericity of,,/ and the definition of JE, 

,(UE)Ir-V'y E ,(UE)P/(O)(Y) + ... + P/(n(-I)(Y) = 1. 

Since {,(UE) ....... • (M)h is a cover in the site (IF or G), it follows that 
.(M)Ir-3U E o (.M)( . .. ) as in (i). 0 

.AB a consequence of 3.6, partitions of unity on .(M) exist which 
are subordinate to a given open cover of .(M) which comes from 
outside, i.e. which is generated by {,(U}IU E U} for an open cover 
U of M in Set •. For intemal covers, we need a more complicated 
argument. 

3. T Theorem. Let M be a maniJold. In 1 and 9, it is valid that 
partition. oj unit, .ubordinate to an, open cotler oJ.(M} emt. 

ProoJ. Again, the proof is the same for 1 and 9. To fix notation, 
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we prove the case of 'F. Let U be an open cover of s(M) at stage 
tA E 'F,A = COO (Rn)/J. So U E P(O(sM»(tA) and tAll-Vz E 
s( M) 3U E U z E U. In particular, applying this to the generic z, 
the projection tA x s(M) "2, s(M), we find a cover {Oar X Var}ar of 
Z(J) x M by opens in Rn x M such that if tAa = tA n s(Oar), i.e. 
Aar = COO (Oar)/(JIOar), we have 

(*) tAa x s(Var)II-"'2 E Uar E Uarl for some Uarl 

and since the opens of the form s(W), W open eM, form a basis 
for the topology on s(M), we can choose this cover {Oar x Var}ar so 
fine that 

tAar x s(Var)II-"'2 E s(War) C Uar E U. 

Let {W.ltel be a locally finite refinement of this cover {Oar x Var}, 
so W = U.eI W. ::> Z(J) x M. By external paracompactness, there 
exists a partition of unity {P': Rn x M - [O,l]hel subordinate to 
{Wil, i.e. supp(P.) C W. and E P.(z) = 1 for all z E W. {p.hel 
determines an element p of ([0, 1]-(M)6(I) (tA), i.e. a map p: ba(/) x 
tA x s(M) - [0, I] in 'F, in the obvious way. We claim that this p is 
an internal partition of unity subordinate to U at stage tA. That is, 

(1) tAIl-Vi E bal 3U E U Vz E s(M)(z E U V P.(z) = 0) 

(2) tAII-Vz E s(M) 3nbdN 3 z3il, ... ,in E baNj E bal 

(j = i1 V ••• V j = in V V" E N Pi(") = 0) 

(3) tAIl- E P. = 1. 

To prove (1), choose i E I. Then there exists an Q with supp(P.) c 
w. c Oar X Var. So tA X s(M)II-{"'2 E s(Var) V P'("'2) = 0). Since "'2 
is generic, tAII-Vz E s(M)(z E s(Var) V P.(z) = 0). Also, 

tAar x s(Var)II-'I'2 E s(War) C Uar E U, 

so Var C War, and thus 

tAarl1-3U E Us(Var) C U, 

since the projection tAar x s(Var) - tAar has a right inverse. The tAar 
form a cover of tA, so 

tAI1-3U E Us(Var) C U. 

Thus 
tAI1-3U E UVz E s(M)(z E U V P.(z) = 0). 
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For (2), consider the generic element x of 8(M), i.e. the projection 
lA x 8(M) ~ 8(M). Let {Ee x NEle be a cover of W by open sets 
in ~n x M such that each Ee x Ne meets only finitely many Wi, say 
Wi!, ... , Wi(e· Write lAe = LA n 8(Ee). Then 

lAe x 8(Ne)If-"'2 E 8(Ne), 

and for j E I,j ¢ {iE, ... ,i;t} implies that supp(p;) n Ee x Ne = 0, 
so 

A fortiori 
lAe x 8(Ne)If-VfI E 8(Ne)p;(fI) = o. 

Thus (by 3.9 of Appendix 1) 

lAe x 8(Ne)If-Vj E b.I(j = i! V ... V j = iEeVVfI E 8(Ne)p;(fI) = 0). 

Since the objects LAe n 8(Ne) of 1F cover lA x 8(M), it follows that 

lA x 8(M)If- 3 nbd N:3 "'2 3i1, ... ,in E b.I Vj E b.I 
(j = i 1 V ... V j = in V VfI E N P;(fI) = 0). 

Since "'2 is generic (2) holds. 
(3) is now clear from the proof of (2), since lAe x 8(Ne) If-pre("'2)+ 

... + p~(( ("'2) = 1. This completes the proof. 0 

Next we look at connectedness. Classically, a manifold M is con
nected if for any two opens U, V c M, U u V = M implies Un V =1= 0. 
This is equivalent to the following form of chain-connectedne88: M 
is chain-connected if for ever open cover U of M, any two points 
x, fI E M can be connected by a U-chain, i.e. there are U1, ••• , Un 
in U with x E Ul, fI E Un, and Ui n Ui+l is nonempty for each 
i = 1, ... , n - 1. In the constructive context of 1 and 9, however 
this notion of chain-connectedness is stronger than the usual form. 
For easy reference, let us state the definitions explicitly. (Note that 
non-empty is replaced by the positive, and therefore constructively 
more manageable inhabited, cf. Appendix 1.3.7.) 

3.8 Definition. Let X be a topological space in a Grothendieck 
topos (say 1 or 9). 

(i) X is called chain-connected if the following sentence is valid 
in the topos: 

VU c O(X)(X = uU -. VX,fI E X 3n 3/: {1, ... ,n} -. U 
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(x E /(1) 1\ 11 E len) 1\ Vi < n 3z E Xz E lei) n lei + 1»)) 

(ii) X is called connected if the sentence 

VU, V E 0 (X) (3x x E U n 3x x E V 1\ U U V = X -+ 

3xEXxEUnV) 

is valid in the topos. 

As said, the implication (i) => (ii) is constructively valid, and 
therefore it holds in any top08. 

3.9 Proposition. Let X be a topological space which is inhabited, 
i.e. 3x x E X. The following are equivalent. 

(i) X is chain-connected 
(ii) lor every set 8, every continuous/unction X -+ 8 (8 with 

the discrete topology) is constant. 
(iii) every continuous/unction X -+ pel) (P(l) discrete) is con

stant. 

These equivalences are constructively valid, 80 they hold in any 
Grothendieck top08 (where set means object of the topos). Note 
that P (1) = P ({ *}) can be rather complicated in this context, and 
certainly it is not just a two-element set. 

Proof. One has to be careful to avoid the pitfalls of intuitionistic or 
constructive reasoning, and therefore we will give the argument in 
detail. 

(i) => (ii) Suppose X ~ 8 is continuous. Since X is inhabited, 
there is an Xo E X. Let So = /(xo). Now consider the open cover 
{I-1(s)ls E 8} of X. If x is any point of X, there are Sb ... ,s" such 
that Xo E /-1(81),X E /-1(8,,), and some zt E /-1(8i) n /-1(8i+1)' 
Thus, Sl = /(xo) = 80, lex) = 8" and 8i = /(Zi) = 8i+1' So 8" = 80, 
i.e. lex) = 80. Therefore "'Ix EX lex) = 80, i.e. / is constant. 

(ii) => (iii) is clear. 
(iii) => (i) Let U be an open cover of X, and let Xo EX. Define a 

function X ~ P(l) by 

* E lex) iff there are Ub"" Un E U with Xo E Ub x E Un, and for 
each i < n,3zt E Ui n Ui+1' 

We claim that / is continuous, i.e. locally constant. Suppose x E 

X, and choose V E U with x E V. Then for any 11 E V, lex) = /(11). 
For if * E lex), then there is a chain U1, ... , Un from Xo to x as 
indicated, and hence U1, ... , Un, V is a chain from Xo to 11. Thu8 
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* E 1(1/). So I(z) ~ 1(1/). Similarly 1(1/) 5; I(z). By (iii), I is 
constant. Since I(zo) = {*}, we must have Vz E XI(z) = {*}. So 
(i) holds. 

3.10 Theorem. The em6eddir&, •• : M -. 1 Ar&d .: M -. 9 pre,erve 
cor&r&ectedr&e88. More precisel1/, il M is A cor&r&ected mAr&ilold, ther& 
ir& 1 Ar&d 9 it is valid thAt ,(M) is chAir&-cor&r&ected. 

Prool. We prove the case of g. Suppose U is an open cover at stage 
lA E G,A E ooo(R,n)/l . .As in the proof of 3.7, this means that there 
is a cover of Z(l) x M by opens {Oa X Va} in R,n X M such that 

(i) lAa x .(Va )II-,,"2 E .(Wa) C Ua E U 

for some open Wa C M and some Ua, where Aa = 0 00 (Oa)/(lIOa)'" . 
(Note that from LAa x '(Va)II-,,"2 E ,(Wa ) it follows that Va C Wa , 

SO we could just as well have taken Wa = Va.) To prove that 
lAII-{Vz,1/ E X 3UI , ... , Un E U(z E UI A 1/ E Un A Vi < n 3z E 
U. n U.+1» it suffices to consider the ,er&eric pAir z = ""2, 1/ = ""3 at 
stage lA x 8(M) x ,(M). Choose p E Z(l), and consider 

U, = {Valp E Oa}. 

U, covers M, so for fixed rEM, t E M, there are al, ... ,an with 
r E Val' t E Van and Vai nVaiH # 0(i < n). Let 0, = Oal n ... n 
Oan,A" = 0 00 (0,)/(110,)"'. Then clearly 

(ii) LA" x ,(Val) X 8(Van )II-,,"2 E 8(Val) A ""3 E ,(Van) A Vi<n3z E 
8M z E 8(VaJ n 8(VaiH ). 

Also lAp c tAai for i = 1, ... , n, and lAa x ,(Va) - tAa covers in 
G, so by (i), 

(iii) LA, x 8(Val ) x 8(Van)11-3U E U,(VaJ C U, for I = I, .. . ,n. 

Since p, r, t were arbitrary, (ii) and (iii) imply 

lA x .(M) x 8(M)11-3n EN 3Ult .. . , Un E U(,,"2 E UI A ""3 E UnA 

AVi<n3z E 8M z E Ui n Ui+l). 

Since the pair ""2, ""3 is generic, 

lAII-Vz,1/ E 8M 3n E N 3Ult .. . , Un E U(Z E UIA 1/ E UnA 

AVi<n3z E 8Mz E UI n U'+1). o 

We will see shortly that .: M -. 1 and 8: M -. 9 map connected 
manifolds to indecomposable (ur&zerle,6Ar, see 3.13) objects in 1 and 
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9 respectively. In fact, this is a corollary of the following principle 
of a more logical nature. (Principles of this type will be familiar to 
readers with some background in intuitionistic analysis.) 

3.11 Theorem. Let M be a manifold, and let T be a set, ~(T) the 
corresponding constant sheaf in 1 or 9. Then in both 1 and 9, the 
following a:nom of choice is valid 

VR E P(sM x ~T)(Vz E sM 3t E ~T R(z,t) -+ 

-+ 3 open cover U of sMVU E U 3t E ~TVz E UR(z,t). 

Strange as this axiom may seem to some readers, it is very useful. 
Before proving theorem 3.11, we mention some consequences. 

3.12 Corollary. (Open Refinement Theorem). Let M be a mani
fold. In 1 and 9 it is valid that ever, countable (i.e. indexed b, 
NT, Ng respectivel,) cover ofsM h48 an open refinement. In set 
theoretic language 

t= VF E P(SM)N(VZ E sM 3n x E F(n) -+ 

-+ Vx E sM 3U E O(sM) 3n z E U ~ F(n». 

Proof. Clear from 3.11, since NT = ~(N),Ng = ~(N). o 

3.13 Corollary. The embeddings s: l\1[ ......... 1 ands: l\1[ ......... 9 map con
nected manifolds to indecomposable objects, i.e. if M is a connected 
manifold then 

II-VA, BE P(sM)(3z x E A/\3z z E B/\AuB = sM -+ 3z z E AnB). 

(In intuitionistic anal,sis, indecomposable is often defined b, the 
weaker statement VA, BE P(sM)(AU B = sM /\ An B = 0 -+ A = 
sMv B = sM).) 

Proof. Apply 3.12 to the two-element cover and use connectedness 
(3.10). 0 

Note that for the special case M = [0,1], 3.13 also follows from 
the integration axiom. 

From 3.11, we obtain a very simple proof of theorem 3.5. 

3.14 Corollary. Let (X,6) be a metric space in 1 or 9 having a 
dense subset D which is a constant shea/, and let M be a mani
fold. Then in 1 or 9, all functions sCM) -+ X are continuous. ,In 
particular, 
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F VI E 8(N}·(M) I is continuou8 

where N is another manilold, and F denotes validity in 1 or 9. 
Prool. Recall that D is dense if F VU E O(X} 3d E Dd E U. For the 
first assertion, apply 3.11 to the predicates Rn(x,d) = 6(f(x),d) < 
2-n for a given function IE s(M)X. For the case of IE s(N)·(M), 
observe that ~(N), the constant sheaf corresponding to the set of 
points of N, is dense in seN}. 0 

Prool 019.11. To fix notation, we prove the case of 9. Suppose 
R E P(sM x ~T)(fA), i.e. R is a subsheaf of fAx sCM) x ~(T), 
and fAII-Vx E sM 3t E ~T R(x, t). In particular, for the generic 
fAx sM ~ sM, lA x sMI1-3t E ~T R(:lr2' t). Therefore, there 
exists a cover Oa X Va of Z(I) X M by open subsets of JRn x M, and 
for each Q a ta E T such that if we write A = COO (JRn)j I, Aa = 
COO(Oa)/(IIOa)'" , 

lAa x s(Va)II-R(:lr2' ta). 

By genericity of:lr2 (and since ta exists at stage fAa already, in fact 
t E T = ~(T)(l», 

so certainly 

fAa X 8(Va)II-:lr2 E S(Va) A Vy E 8(Va)R(y, t). 

Since {fAa X 8(Va) '-+ fAx s(M)}a is a cover in G, 

fAx 8(M)11-3U E o (sM) 3t E ~(T)(:lr2 E U A Vy E U R(y,t». 

Hence by genericity of:lr2 again 

fAII-Vx E sM 3U E O(sM) 3t E ~(T)(x E U A Vy E U R(y,t». 0 



Chapter IV 

Cohomology and Integration 

The main emphasis in this monograph is on models of synthetic 
differential geometry, and it is not our purpose to give a systematic 
treatment of the synthetic theory. It seems nevertheless worthwhile 
to give some illustrations of synthetic differential geometry at work. 
Accordingly, the purpose of this chapter, and even more so of the 
next, is to actually develop some differential geometry in the syn
thetic context. The treatment is self-contained; in particular, the 
first three sections of this chapter do not presuppose familiarity with 
the corresponding classical theory. The models discussed in the pre
vious chapter will playa crucial role when it comes to comparing the 
synthetic framework with the classical one. 

In the first section, we will present the theory of differential forms, 
and the De Rham cohomology of a 8mooth 8pace (an object of some 
topos, like 'T or 9). It will be seen that the presence of infinitesimal 
objects like D will enable us to express the underlying geometric 
intuitions more directly than can be done in the classical context. 

In the second section, we will describe the singular homology of 
a smooth space. Here infinitesimal structures do not really come in, 
and consequently the synthetic context cannot help to simplify the 
exposition. 

De Rham's theorem states that the integration map induces an 
isomorphism between the De Rham cohomology and the dual of the 
singular homology of a manifold. In section 3, we will show that 
De Rham's theorem holds for manifolds in 'T and 9, and we will show 
that the De Rham cohomology and the isomorhism of De Rham's 
theorem for a manifold in 'T or 9 are in some sense the 8ame as 
classically, i.e. in Set8. 

As an illustration of the relation between proving things in (mod
els for) synthetic differential geometry and proving things classically, 
we will in a next section tran8late some of the results for 'T and 9 into 
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the language of classical differential geometry. In this way, we imme
diately obtain some results about differential forms and cohomology 
depending smoothly on some extra parameters. 

In an appendix, we present Weil's version of the De Rham isomor
phism, which is also valid in the synthetic context. 

1 De Rham Cohomology 

In classical differential geometry the De Rham complex of a manifold 
is built up from differential forms and exterior differentiation. In the 
context of synthetic differential geometry, these building blocks can 
be defined for any object M, since all objects are smooth spaces. 
Thus to define these notions, let M be any smooth space, i.e. an 
object of some unspecified model. An infinitesimal n-cube on Mis 
an element of M Dn X Dn , i.e. an n + I-tuple (;,hl, ... ,hn ). For the 
case n = 2, we may picture this as 

D 

D 

The object 0/ infinitesimal n-chains, Cn(M), is the free R-module 
generated by the infinitesimal n-cubes on M. So an element of 
Cn (M) is a formal linear combination 

p 

L a;('i,hl,··· ,h~) 
i=1 

where ai E R and (,i, hi, ... ,h~) E M Dn X Dn. 
An n-/orm on M is a map 

M Dn X D n ~ R, (;,hl, ... ,hn ) 1-+ 1 W 
b.hlo ...• hn ) 

assigning a number (a size, like length, area, volume, etc.) to every 
infinitesimal n-cube, subject to the following conditions: 
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(1) homogeneit'J: w(a'i -y,h1"" ,hR) = a ,wb, 11.1, ... ,hR), where 
a 'i -y: Dn -+ M is defined by 

for every a E R and infinitesimal n-cube b, 11.1"", hR)' 
(2) alternation: w(O'-Y, 11.1, .. • ,hR ) = sgn(O') ,wb, 11."(1),,, • , h.,(n» , 

where 0' is any permutation of {1, ... , n}, and O'-y is -y com
posed with the coordinate permutation induced by 0', i.e. 

O'-Y(ZI"'" zn) = -Y(Z.,(I),'" , Z.,(R»i 

sgn(O') is the signature of 0'. 

(3) degeneracy: wb, 11.1, •• • ,0, ... , hR ) = O. 

The object of n-formB on M is denoted by An(M). 
Note that by the Kock-Lawvere axiom, i.e. RD ~ R x R, and the 

degeneracy condition, each n-form w on M can be written as 

wb, 11.1, ... , hn ) = hI ..... hR' wb) 

for a unique map w: MDn -+ R. This map w satisfies the homo
geneity condition (w(a'i -y) = a . wb» and is alternating (w(O'-y) = 
sgn(O')wb». Thus we obtain a 1-1 correspondence between elements 
w E AR(M) and alternating homogeneous map w: MDft -+ R, and 
we will often identify the two. 

If w: M Dn X DR -+ R is an n-form on M, we will write 

( w:CR(M) -+ R 
J(-) 

for the unique R-linear map extending w. 
Taking the boundary of an infinitesimal n-cube defines an R-linear 

boundary operator 

given by the formula 

n+l 

ab,h1, ... ,hR +l) = L L (-1)i+aJiiab,h1, ... ,hn ). 

i=la=O,1 

where Fia b, 11.1, ••• ,hn+l) is the infinitesimal n-cube 

([(ZI, ... , zn) 1--+ -y(zt, ... , a . ~, ... , ZR], 11.1, • .• ,Iii, ... ,hR+l)' 

Thus, for example, if -y: D2 -+ R2 is the embedding, then 

ab,h1,h2) = 
b(-,O),h1) + b(hI,'-),h2) - b(-,h2),h1) - b(O,-),h2). 
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a o 
We observe that spelling out the definition of a yields that 

aoa =0. 

Hwe put On(M) = (0) for n < 0 then we obtain a so-called (differen
tial) complex. In general, a complex A (of R-modules) is a sequence 

A 8 .. +1 A 8 .. A 
... -+ n+ 1 --"+ n --"+ .I'1JI-l -+ •.. (nE Z) 

or 
d.. d..+1 

... -+ An-l ---+ An ---+ An+l -+ .•. (nEZ) 
of R-modules and R-linear maps, such that anan+1 = 0, or dn+1d,. = 
o. (Usually, the subscripts on a and d are omitted.) H A and B 
are complexes, a map 01 complexes, or a chain map I: A -+ B is a 
sequence of R-linear maps In: An -+ Bn which preserve the structure 
of the complex, i.e. commute with the a's, or the d's. (Again, we 
suppress subscripts on I.) 

Given this terminology, the construction of the complex O.(M) = 
{On (M)} is (covariantly) functorial in M: a map M ~ N induces 
R-linear maps 

1.:On(M) -+ On(N) 

defined on generators by composition, i.e. I.(-Y, h}, ... , hn ) = (f 0 'Y, 
ht, ... , hn ), and since 

this yields a map of complexes. 
8 The boundary operator On+1(M) ---+ On(M) enables us to define 

an R-linear map An(M) ..!. An+1(M), called the exterior differen
tiation map, by putting for each n-form w: M d" X Dn -+ R, 

f dw = f w. 
1b.I&I •...• I& .. +d 18b.I&I •... ,I&,.+I) 

This is well-defined, since as is easily checked, dw: MD .. +I X Dn+! -+ 

R is indeed homogeneous and alternating, and satisfies the degener
acy condition. Moreover, since a2 = 0, we find that til = o. Observe 
that the defining equation for dis «tStokes' theorem lor infinitesimal 
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n-chaifUl-. Below, we will see how to prove the usual form of Stokes' 
theorem for big n-chains. 

Again, the construction of A"(M) is (contravariantly) functorial 
in M: a map f: M -+ N induces R-linear maps 

by composition: if w is an n-form on N and (7, hI! ... , h") is an 
infinitesimal n-chain on M, then 

r(W)(7,h1, ••• ,h") = w(f 0 7,hl , ... ,h"), 

and we extend to A"(N) by linearity. Thus by definition, 

( w = ( r(w). 
J /.b.ial •...• ian) Jb.ial •...• ian) 

The /* together (for each n) give a chain map /*: A· (N) -+ A· (M), 
sInce 

We remark here that if M is Jlft (or more generally a manifold 
in the classical sense) we obtain the usual notions of form and exte
rior differentiation. This point will be proved in 3.7 below, where a 
comparison is made between the classical approach and the (model 
theory of the) synthetic approach. 

The De Rham complez of R-modules (and R-linear maps) of an 
arbitrary object M is the sequence 

... -+ A"-I(M) -!!. A"(M) -!!. A"+l(M) -+ ... 

where A"(M) is defined above for n ~ 0, and A"(M) = (0) for 
n < o. The De Rham cohomology R-modules of M are defined, as 
in the classical case, by 

H"(M) = F"(M)j caCM). 

where F"(M) = Ker(A"(M) -!!. A"+l(M» ("the clo8ed n-formtl') 

and caCM) = !m(A"-I(M) -!!. A"(M» ("the ezact n-/orms"). (Note 
that caCM) c F"(M) since ,p = 0.) 

IT f: M -+ N, then by naturality of d, /*: A"(N) -+ A"(M) maps 
closed forms on N to closed forms on M, and exact forms on N 
to exact ones on M, so we obtain a map /* = H"(f): H"(N) -+ 

H"(M), making H"( -) into a contravariant functor. 
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Let us recall the integration-axiom stated in IT.2.4, and shown to 
be valid in SetsL op (chapter IT), and in 1 and 9 (chapter III): 

VI E RIO,I)3!g E RIO,I)(g(O) = OAg' == f). 

Given I, this 9 will be denoted by g(z) = I; I(t)dt, 88 usual. 
Note that in the terminology of the De Rham cohomology, the 

integration axiom implies that 

HI ([0, I)) = (0). 

(Indeed, let W: [0, l)D -+ R be a I-form on [0,1), and write wed t-+ 

a + db) = wlJ(b) (every element of [O,l]D is of the form d t-+ a + db 
by the Kock-Lawvere axiom). WIJ: R -+ R is homogeneous, hence it 
is of the form b t-+ I(a). b for a unique I(a) E R. Thus wed t-+ 

a + db) = I(a) . b. This w is usually denoted by I(x)dx. Now it is 
easily seen that every I-form on [0,1] is closed, and that I(x)dx = dg 
for 9 E RIO,I) iff g' == I.) 

Using the integration axiom, we can define integration of a form 
along a finite fI.- cube 'Y: 1" -+ M by the formula 

!, w = 101 
... 101 W «hi, ... , hn) t-+ 'Y(tl +hl,' .. ,tn +hn»dtl ... dtn. 

Just 88 for the infinitesimal chains, we define the object 01 finite n
chains, r n(M), 88 the free R-module generated by the set of maps 
In -+ M, and an R-linear boundary operator 8: r nH(M) -+ r n(M). 
These definitions are again functorial in the obvious way: an I: M -+ 

N induces by composition R-linear maps 

for each n, and these form a chain map, since 

The integral 

j:rn(M) x An(M) -+ R 

is R-linear in each variable separately, while moreover (88 for in
finitesimal chains) we again have by definition 

(1) 1/*.., w = I.., rw. 
Less trivial is the extension of Stokes' identity, which we used to 
define exterior differentiation, from infinitesimal n-chains to finite 
n-chains: 
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1.1 Stokes' Theorem. Let M be an, object, and let "1 E r AH(M), 
wE AA(M). Then 

l dw = f w. 
'Y J8'Y 

Before we give the proof of Stokes' theorem, let us point out that 
the usual rules of differentiating under the integral sign follow easily 
from the integration axiom. For example, if I(z, J/): P -. R, then 
for all a E I, 

(2) loG U(z, J/)dz == I; loG I(z, J/)th:. 

Indeed, to prove this it suffices, by the synthetic definition of 1;, 
to show that for all dE D, and 6 E I, we have d· f; U(z,6)dz = 
u; l(z,6 + d)dz - f; l(z,6)th:), and this is clear from linearity of 
f;, since /(z,b + d) -/(z,6) = d· U(z,6) (again by definition of 
il) 81/ • 

Proo/0/1.1. For ease of notation, we only do the case n = Ii the 
general case is completely analogous. So choose "1 E r2(M),w E 
Al(M). By linearity, it suffices to prove Stokes' identity for genera
tors "1 and w, i.e. "1: P -. M and w: MD X D -. R. By pulling back 
along "1 (i.e. replacing w by 'Y·(w)) we may assume, by (1) above, 
that M = P, and "1 = id. Now define two functions /,g:I2 -. R by 
the integration axiom: 

g(z,J/) - f; f! dw«dt,d2) 1-+ (tl + dt,t2 + d2»dtldt2 
fez, J/) = foz wed 1-+ (t + d, o»dt + I! wed 1-+ (z, t + d)dt 

- f; wed 1-+ (t + d, J/»dt - f! wed 1-+ (0, t+ d)dt. 

Then Stokes' identity says that g(l, 1) = 1(1,1). We will prove that 
I == g. By the integration axiom, it suffices to show for every z E I 
that 

/(z,O) =g(z,O), and VJ/E IU(z,J/) = ~(z,J/). 

Again applying the integration axiom, now in the Jl-coordinate, we 
only have to show 

8/ 8g 
/(0,0) = g(O, 0), Vz E I: 8z(z,0) = 8z(z,0) 

and for all J/ E I: 

8/ 8g 821 82g 
8J/(0,J/)= 8J/(0,J/), VZEI8z8J/(z,J/)= 8z8J/(z,J/). 
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Now it is clear from the definition that fez, fJ) = 0 = g(z, fJ) when
ever z = 0 or II = 0, so the first three of these four equations hold. 
For the fourth, it suffices to show for each z, II E I, 

8z/ 8Zg 
Vh,k E D h· k· 8z811(Z,II) = h· k· 8z811(z,II). 

To see this, we simply compute: as for the right-hand side, 

h· k· Iz1, (z, II) = 
h . k ·1;1(z.,) Ioz f, IJ dw«dl , dz) 1-+ (tl + d, tz + dz»dtldtz 

- h· k . 1;1 (z.,) Ie:: dw((dt, dz) 1-+ (tl + dl, II + dz»dtl 
- h· k· dw((dl , dz) 1-+ (z + dt, II + dz». 

Since z, II do not occur both in the first and last terms of the defi
nition of fez, tI), these second derivatives vanish, and hence for the 
left-hand side we have 

h· k· ::1, (Z,II) = h· k· (6::, I(z.,) (IJ wed 1-+ (z,t + d»dt
I; wed 1-+ (t + d, lI»dt» = 
= h·k (1;IzW(dl-+ (z,tI + d) - f,1,w(dl-+ (z+d,II») 

= k· [wed 1-+ (z + h, II + d) - wed 1-+ (z, II + d)] 
= h . [wed 1-+ (z + d, tI + k» - wed 1-+ (z + d, tI»] 
= h· k· dw((dt,dz) 1-+ (z + dt, II + dz)), 

where the last equation holds by definition of exterior differentiation 
in terms of Stokes/or infinitesimal cubes. 0 

We now check the three axioms for a cohomology theory, namely 
the homotopy invariance (or Poincare lemma), the Mayer-Vietoris 
sequence, and the disjoint-union lemma. 

1.2 Poincare Lemma. The De Rham cohomology 0/ R" is the same 
as that 0/ a one-point space {*}: 

H9(Rn) H9({}) { R if q = 0 = * = (0) if q #= 0 . 

We shall derive this lemma from the following result. 

1.3 Theorem. Let F: I x M -+ N be a homotopy/rom Fo to Fl. 
Then lor each n there is an R-linear map 

Kn: An(N) -+ An-I(M) 
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8uch that for ever, w E An(N), 

Fi(w) - Fo(w) = Kn+ldw + dKnw. 

Proof. Define Kn(w) for w E An(N) by setting for each 'Y E MDn-l 

Kn(w)b) = 101 w«ht, ... , hn) f-+ F'+lal b(h2, .. . , hn»)dt. 

It is easy to check that Kn(w): M Dn- 1 -+ R is homogeneous and 
alternating, so this defines an (n - I)-form Kn(w) E An-1(M). For 
notational purposes, let us assume n = 2, and take any infinitesimal 
2-cube (0",d1,d2) E MD2 x D2. Denote the four terms in the bound
ary of 0" by 0"" so a(O", db d2) = (O"b d1) + (0"21 d2) - (O"s, d1) - (0"4, d2) 

We have to show that 

(*) J«(7,d 1 ,d2)(Fi(w) - Fo(w) - (Ks(dw) + dK2W» = 0. 

To this end, define for w E An(M), 'Y E M Dn- 1 

K!(w)b) = Ioz w«h11 .. · 1 hn ) f-+ F'+lal b(h2, ... , hn»)dt 

(so K! = Kn ), and let 

G(x) = [ (F;(w) - F;(w) - (Ksdw + dKiw». 
«(7,dl,d2) 

To prove (*), i.e. G(l) = 0, it suffices by the integration axiom to 
show that G(O) = 0, and \Ix E I G'(x) = 0, i.e. \ld E D \Ix E 

IG(x + d) - G(x) = 0. Now G(O) = ° is clear. For the other 
equation, fix x E I and do ED. To compute G(x + do) - G(x), that 
1S 

(**) J«(7,d1 ,d2) F;+dJw) - F;(w) - K;+do(dw) + KS(dw) -
dK;+do(w) + dK;(w) , 
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we define an infinitesimal 3-cube (p, do, db d2) by 

p(ht, h2, ha) = FZ+1l1 (0'(h2' ha)). 

~(p" " d) dw can now be computed in two ways. The first is directly: ,goIClI, :I 

l(p,do,d1,d2) dw = d2• d1 • do • dw«h1, h2, ha) 1-+ FZ+"l h(h2, ha))) 
= d2• d1(K;+do(dw)(0') - KI(dw)(O')) 
= 1((1,d1,1I2) K;+do(dw) - Kl(dw). 

The other way to compute it is by the definition of dw (infinitesimal 
Stokes): 

( dw = ( W = ( w- ( w+ ( w- ( w+lw- ( w 
1(p,do,d1,d2 ) 1a(p,do,dl'~) 11 1"G 1t. 1r , 1"0 

(where 8p = (f - ba) + (l- r) + (t - bo), f refers to the restriction 
of p to the front of the infinitesimal cube below, ba to the back, etc.) 

ha 

Now l is the infinitesimal 2-cube 

80 

It w = do· d2w«hb h2) 1-+ FZ+lll (0'(0, ha))) 
d2(K:+do(W)(0'4) - Kf(w)(0'4)).reges - 04b.tez 

Similarly, 

frw - d2(K:+do(w)(0'2) - Kf(w)(0'2)) 
I,w - d1(K:+do(w)(O'a) - Kf(w)(O's)) 

f"ow - d1(K:+do(w)(O'l) - Kf(W)(O'l)). 
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Moreover, clearly, 

and 
f w = f F;(w). 

1.0 1(tI.41.42) 

Putting all these together, we find 

f8(p.tlo.41.42) dw = f(tI.41.~)(F;+tl"<w) - F;(w» 

- f8(tI.41.42) K;+tlo(w) + f8(tI.41.42) Kf(w). 

Combining this with the first computation of f(P.tlo.41.42) dw, we con
clude that the integral (**) vanishes. Hence (*) holds, and the proof 
is complete. 0 

1.4 Corollary. (Homotopy Invariance.) Let M, N be any objects. 

If M b N are homotopic, then H·(f) = H·(g): H·(N) -+ H·(M). , 
In particular, if M and N are homotopy equivalent, then H·(M) 9!! 

H·(N) (whence the Poincare lemma). 0 

Let us now turn to the Mayer-Vietoris sequence. Recall that a 
partition of unity subordinate to a cover {U, V} of M is a pair of 
maps pu,py:M -+ R such that for all z E M,pu(z) + py(z) = 1, 
and moreover, for all z E M 

z E U or pu(z) = 0, and z E V or py(z) = O. 

1.S Proposition. Assume that M = UuV, where U and V are etale 
subobjects of M (i.e., if ep: nq -+ M and ep(O) E U, then im(ep) ~ Uj 
similarly for V). If {U, V} has a partition of unity subordinate to it, 
then the sequence 

0-+ Aq(M) -+ Aq(U) EB Aq(V) -+ Aq(U n V) -+ 0 

is ezact (the i's-denote the inclusions, the homomorphisms are given 
by w ..... (iu(w),iV(w» and (1',") ..... iuny (II) - iuny(I'»' 

Proof. The fact that the first map is monic follows from the fact that 
{U, V} is an etale cover. 

To show exactness in the middle, let (1', II) E Aq(U) EB Aq(V) be 
such that iuny (II) = iuny (I')' Define 

w = Pu • I' + py . II, 
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where {pu, Pv } is a partition of unity subordinate to {U, V}, and 

( .)() _ { pu(~(O». ~(~) if ~(O) E U 
PU ~ ~ - 0 if pu(~(O» =0 

and similarly for PtJ • II. (Notice that since U and V are etale, this 
definition makes sense.) Then 

iuw - ~ = iu(pu .~) + iu(py . II) - (pulu . ~ + pvlu .~) 

But iu(pu . ~) = pulu .~, and by definition of a partition of unity 
and the fact that iunv(~) = iunv (II) , also iu(py . II) = pvlu . ~. 
Hence iuw =~. Similarly it follows that iV(w) = II, so the sequence 
is exact in the middle. 

To show that the right hand map is epic, one shows similarly that 
any w E Aq(U n V) comes from the pair (-pv· W,Pu· w). 0 

This short exact sequence is called the Mayer- Vietoris sequence, 
and it induces a long exact sequence, as stated in the following: 

1.6 Corollary. Under the hypothesis of the preceding proposition, 
there is a long exact sequence 

... Hq(U)EBHq(V) -+ Hq(UnV) -+ Hq+1(M) -+ Hq+1(U)EBHq+1(V). 

The linear map d·: (U n V) -+ Hq+1(M), the so-called Bockstein 
homomorphism, may be described by 

d*[w] _ { [-d(pv· w)] on U 
- [d(pu· w)] on v. 

Proof. This is some elementary homological algebra. The general 
situation is that we are given a shortexact sequence 

O-+A1.B~C-+O 

of complexes (Le. each dimension 0 -+ Aq 1. Bq ~ C q -+ 0 is exact). 
To define d*: Hq(C) -+ Hq+l(A), consider the commutative diagram 
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and take [c] E HII(O), so dc = O. Write c = g(b) for some b E BII, 
and observe that de = dg(b) = g(db) = 0, whence db = /(a) for 
some a E All+l. Define d·[c] to be this [a]. This all looks like a 
horrible application of the axiom of choice (which is not available in 
the synthetic context), but it is not, and moreover ~ is well-defined 
on equivalence classes. Both assertions follow from the fact that 
d·[c] is the unique equivalence class [a] such that for some b E BIl, 
/(a) = db and [g(b)] = [c]. To see this, assume that both a and a' 
are candidates, i.e. 

/(a) = db, [g(b)] = [c], some b 
/(a') = db', [g(b')] = [c], some 6'. 

Then since [g(b)] = [g(b')], g(b - b') = dco for some Co. 9 is epi, so 
Co = g(bo) for some boo But then g(b-1I -dbo) = dco-dco = 0, hence 
b - b' - dbo = /(ao) for some ao. Thus /(000 ) = db - db' - tPbo = 
/(a) - lea'), and since / is mono, 000 = a - a', i.e. [a] = [a']. 
Linearity of d· is now obvious. 

It remains to show that the long sequence is exact, which is easy 
and can safely be left to the reader. 0 

The last axiom is the disjoint-union lemm(J, the proof of which is 
obvious. 

1.7 Proposition. 1/ M = llaMa is (J disjoint union, then 

HII(M) ~ IIaHII(Ma). o 
1.8 Infinitesimal Cubes as Finite Cubes (digression). An in
finitesimal n-cube b, h}, ... , hn ) E MDft X D" on M may canoni-
cally be regarded as a finite n-cube 1" -+ M: let 1" ....!... Dn be the 
map (t}, ... ,tn ) ~ (hltl, ... ,hntn), and consider the finite n-chain 
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(T = "'{ 0 I(): In -+ M. Thus an n-form w on M can be integrated along 
such an infinitesimal n-cube ("'(, hI, ... , hn ) in two ways, namely as 
w("'(, hI, ... , hn ) and, by the definition based on the integration ax
iom, as I" w. We will now point out that these two ways of integrat
ing yield the same result if M has the following eztentHon property 
(E): 

(E) The canonical map MD~ ...!..... MDR induced by the inclusion 
D <---+ D2 = {x E Rlxs = O} is a retraction (i.e. there is a 
section i, r 0 i = id). 

Every Rn has property (E), and more generally, 80 do all formal 
manifolds (in any of the senses proposed; in particular, it is not hard 
to check that the Kock-Lawvere axiom implies that it is valid in 
the various toposes that we have considered that objects of the form 
sCM), M a manifold in Sets, have property (E)). Moreover, if an 
object M has property (E), then 80 do all exponentials MN, and all 
retracts of M. 

Proposition. Let M be an object having property (E), and let 
(",{, hi, ... ,hn) be an infinitesimal n-cube on M. Let (T = "'{I(): In -+ 

M, where l()(tI, ... , tn) = (hItI, ... ,hntn) a8 above. Then 

{w- ( w 
J" h.,.h1 ..... hn ) 

(on the left, actual integration; on the right, formal integration, i.e. 
w("'(, hI.' .. ,hn »). 
Proof. By property (E), we may extend "'{ to ?rj: D~ -+ M. Replacing 
w by -::y*(w), we may assume M = D~, and "'{ 

I() 3 
In _ Dn_.-_ 

M 

Dn 
2 
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is the inclusion ;. So w is an n-form on D~, corresponding to 
w: (D2')Dft -+ R. Define two functions F,G: r -+ R by 

F(z) = 1:1 ••• I;" w((d1, ••• , dn) ...... U(tl + dl , ... , tn + dn» 
dtl ... dtn 

G(z) = w(j,zlhl, ... ,znhn), 

where Z = (ZI, ••• ,zn)' The equation in the proposition then means 
F(l, ... ,l) = G(l, ... ,l). Since F(Zl,,,,,Zn) = 0 = G(Zl,,,,,Zn) 
if Zi = 0 for some i, it suffices (as in the proof of Stokes' theorem) 
by the integration axiom to show that for (Zl, ... , zn) E r 

* 8n F( 8"G( () 8,! Zl, ... ,Zn)= 8,! Zl, ... ,Zn) 

where a~ = aZl ... azn . By homogeneity, we have 

a;: (ZI, ... ,zn) = w(j,hI, ••• ,hn) = hi· ... · hnw(j). 

On the other hand, 

8n F( ) lfi'" Zl,"" Zn = 
- = W«dl, ... , dn) ...... (hl(Zl + dl), ... , hn(Zn + dn») = 

= hI ..... hnw«d1, ••• ,dn) ...... (h1z2 + d1, ••• ,hnzn + dn», 
the last equality by homogeneity (which can be applied since 
D + Dc D2). By the Kock-Lawvere axiom, the map: Dn -+ R, 

(UI,"" Un) ...... W«dl, ... ,dn) ...... (UI + dl, ... , Un + dn» 
is of the form 

(UI, ... ,un) ...... wei) + L Ui~ + L UiUi,bjil, 

for some ai, bii" E R. Hence 

hi· ... · hnw«dl , ... ,dn) ...... (hltl + dl , ... ,hntn + dn) = 

= hi ..... hn(w(j) + L h~ti~ + L h~tih~bii') = hi ..... hnw(j) 

since all the other terms vanish. Thus (*) holds, and hence by the 
integration axiom F == G. In particular, F(l, ... , 1) = G(l, ... , 1).0 
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2 Singular Homology 

Let M be a smooth space. A Mngular q-.implez of M is a map 
6.q .!. M, where 6.q(q ~ 0) is the standard q-simplex [eo, ... ,eq] = 
{(zo, ... ,Zq) E .R9+1lo ~ z. ~ 1, and E z. = I} ({eo, ... ,eq } denotes 
the standard base of ,R9+1). We let Sq(M) be the free R-module 
generated by the singular q-simplicesj the elements of Sq(M) are 
called Mngular q-chain •. There is an R-linear 6oundar, operator 

8 = 8q:Sq(M) -+ Sq-1(M) 

defined on generators 6.q .!. M by 
q 

8q(tT) = E(-I);tTo~, 
;=0 

where £~: 6.q- 1 -+ 6.q is the j-th face of 6.q, i.e. £Hzo, ... ,Xq-1) = 
(xo, ... ,z;_lJO,x;, ... ,Xq). Since 808 = 0 (as is easily checked), 
this defines a complex S.(M) if we agree that Sq(M) = (0) for q < o. 
Note that this definition of S.(M) is functorial in M: a map M L 
N induces R-linear maps I.: Sq(M) -+ Sq(N) for each q, defined on 
generators by composition, i.e. I. (tT) = 10 tT, and this yields a chain 
map I.: S.(M) -+ S.(N) because 8(f.tT) = 1.(8tT). 

As usual, we define submodules Bq(M) = Im(8q+1) (6oundarie.) 
and Zq(M) = Ker(8q) (c,cle.) of Sq(M), and since 8 2 = 0, Bq(M) c 
Zq (M) so we can define the q-dimensional singular homolog, R
module of M by 

Hq(Mj R) = Zq(M)/ Bq(M). 

Clearly, Hq( -j R) is a covariant functor. 
We proceed now as in the case of the De Rham cohomology by 

proving the three key properties, viz. the Poincare lemma or ho
motopy invariance, the existence of the (longexact) Mayer-Vietoris 
sequence, and the disjoint union lemma. 

2.1 Theorem. Let F: I x M -+ N 6e a homoto" Irom Fo to Fl. 
Then lor each q there is an R-linear map 

P = Pq: Sq(M) -+ Sq+1(N) 

such that lor ever, tT: 6.q -+ M, 

Fh(tT) - Fo.(tT) = 8Pq(tT) + Pq_1(8tT). 

Proof. We will first define a triangulation Pq of I x 6.q , i.e. a sum 
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Pq E Sq(I X t:::.q) of mapa t:::.q+1 -+ I x t:::.q, and then for 0': t:::.q -+ M 
we let Pq (0') E Sq+1 (N) be the composition (= sum of compositions) 

A P, A lX(1 F 
~q+1 -"+ I x ~q --+ I x M --+ N. 

Each of the maps involved in the definition of Pq will be affine, anc 
it is useful to introduce some notation. Recall that a singular q
simplex 0' on a convex subset MeR" is called affine if there are 
points mo, ... , mq E M such that 

O'(zo, ... ,Zq) = zomo + ... + Zqmqj 

such an affine simplex is denoted by [mo, ... , m q ]. So a [mo, ... , m q ] = 
Et=o(-l)k[mo, ... ,mk, ... ,mq]. If S = [mo, ... ,mq ] is an affine q
simplex, the k-th q-l-simplex occurring in as will be denoted by 
S(lt), i.e. 

S(k) = [mo, ••• , mk, ... , mq]. 

In I x t:::.q, we distinguish the points ej = (a,e;) for a = O,l,j = 
0, ... , q. Let us write S; for the affine q+l-simplex [el, ... , e~, eg, ... , 
on I x t:::.q(j = 0, ... ,q). We now define Pq by 

if q is even 
if q is odd. 

Let us verify that indeed 

aPq(O') + Pq_l(aO') = Fh(O') - Fo.(O') 

for every 0': t:::.q -+ M. From the definition of Pq(O') given above 
it is clear that it suffices to consider the generic case where 0' = 
[eo, ... , eq] = id: t:::.q -+ t:::.q, and F: I x M -+ N is the identity I x 
t:::.q -+ I x t:::.q• Thus, we verify that for each q, 

aPq([eo , ••• ,eq]) - Et=o(-l)kPq-l([eo, ... ,ek, ... ,eq]) = 
= [e!, ..• ,e~]- [e~, .•• ,e;]. 

Indeed, if q is even, 

q q+l 
aPq([eo , ••• ,eq]) = - E E(-l)I:S;(k), 

;=01:=0 
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(where p1 = i if i < k, p1 = i-I if i > kj note that only one of 
el, et is omitted, depending on whether i < k or k < i) 

. 1 ------= E1=0 [E~:o(-I)k(-I)j-ISj(q - j + k +1)+ 
q k' --] E k=j+1(-I) (-I)'Sj(k-i) 

=,,~ ["q . (-I)t-q+j-I(-I)j-IS·(l'+ LJ, =o LJt=q-l+1 1 f..) 

~~f( -l)t+j( -l)jSj(l)] 

= E1=0 [Ekl( -1)tSj(l) J, since q is even. 

Hence 

since everything else cancels because of Sj(q+l) = Sj-l(O)' And if 
q is odd, 

q q+1 

aPq([eo, ... ,eq]) = 2:( -l)j 2:( -1)kSj(k), 
j=O k=O 

while 

Pq_1 (a[eo, .. . , eq]) = Et=o( _I)k Pq_1 ([eb ... , ek, ... , eq]) 
_ "q ( l)k "q [I "'-l --.1 1 0 ~ oJ _ -LJk=O - LJi=O ej, ... ,ej, ... ,ek,···,eq,eo,···,ek,···,ej -

k1:-k ______ 

= E1=0 [E{:~(-I)k+1Sj(q - j + k +1)+ 

Et=;+1 (-I)I:+ISj (k-=-i)] 
= E1=0 [Ekq=j+1(-I)t-q+jSj (l) + Ek{(-I)t+j+1Sj (l)] 

= E1=0 E~=I( -1)t+H1Sj(l), since q is odd, 

and from this it immediately follows as in the case where q is even 
that aPq([eo, ... ,eq])+pq_l(a[eo,'" ,eq]) = [e!, ... ,e!J - [e~, ... ,e~J. 
This completes the proof. 0 

2.2 Corollary. (Homotopy invariance) II M b N are homotopic 
fI 

map8, then H.(Jj R) = H.(gj R): H.(Mj R) -+ H.(Nj R). In par-
ticular, il M and N are homotopy equivalent, then H.(Mj R) ~ 
H.(NjR). 

2.3 Corollary. (Poincare lemma) Let M C RR be convex and in-
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ha6ited. Then 

{ R if q=O} 
H/I(MjR) = (0) if q> 0 

Proof. If M is a single point, this is clearj and if M is arbitrary 
convex, inhabited, it is contractible, hence by corollary 1 it has the 
same singular homology as a single point.) 0 

We now turn to the exactness of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence. 
Things are considerably more difficult here than in the case of the 
De Rham cohomology. Let M = U U V, and let S/I{U,V}(M) be the 
submodule of S/I(M) generated by S/I(U) U S/I(V), Then from the 
short exact sequence 

0-+ S.(U nV) -+ S.(U) ED S.(V) -+ S.{U,V}(M) -+ 0 

we obtain (as usual) a longexact sequence which is just like the one 
of Mayer-Vietoris but for the fact that the homology H~U,V}(M;R) 
of the complex S.{U,V}(M) appears instead of H.(Mj R). What is 
the connection between the two? To answer this question, we shall 
from now on assume that 

1. R is Archimedean 
2. 6./1 is compact, for each q ~ 0 
3. Every finite cover of 6./1 has a (finite) open refinement (each 

q ~ 0). 

2.4 Proposition. The canonical map H.{U,V}(Mj R) -+ H.(Mj R) 
induced 6, the inclusion S.{U,V}(M) '-+ S.(M) is an isomorphism. 

Proof. We apply assumptions 1.-3. to a special chain map 

sdM:S.(M) -+ S.(M) 

viz. the 6ar,centric su6dit1i8ion. sdM is natural in M, and hence 
completely determined by the chains (sdAf)/I(id) E S/I(6./I)' which 
are defined as follows. Slightly more generally, we define for each 
affine complex 6./1 ~ M into a convex M ~ R a chain ad:' (q) E 
S/I (M) by induction on q: 

sd!' ([moD = [mol 
sd:'([mo, ... ,mq]) = (-I)/I[ad(8[mo, ... ,m/l]),b], 

where b = ~=o /I!1 m; is the barycenter of [mo," . ,m/l], and the 
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outer brackets [ ] are interpreted as: if r = E,=o a;[n~, ... , n~_I] 
is a chain of affine q - I-simplices, then [r, b] is the chain of affine 
q-simplices E'=oas[n~, ... ,n~_l,bl. 0 

Thus in particular, we have defined (sel6jq(id) E Sq(~q) for each 
q ~ 0, and as just said this determines self (0') for every q-simplex 
D., ~ Mby 

sel:,"(O') = 0'. «sel6 '),(id». 

(Note that in case 0' happens to be affine, this definition of ad:," (0') 
coincides with the one already given.) One easily checks that each 
sdM:S(M) -+ SCM) is a chain map. The proof is now completed by 
noting the properties of ad stated in the following three lemmas. 

Lemma 1. Every singular simplex in (sel6 '),"'(id) has diameter 
:5 (' Iq + l)"'diam(~,). 
Proof. trivial induction on q. o 

Lemma 2. Let M = UuV. For each singular q-simplex 0': ~, -+ M 
there is an m ~ 0 such that every simplex in sel"'(O') (where ad = 
(adM ),) factors through either U or V, i.e. sel"'(O') E sJu,V}(M). 

Proof. Since ~, = O'-l(U) U O'-l(V), we also have (by assumption 
3 on ~,) that ~, = Int O'-l(U) U Int O'-l(V). From compactness 
of D., (assumption 2) we obtain a Lebesgue number A > 0 for this 
cover. Since R is Archimedean (assumption 1), there is an m ~ 0 
such that (' Iq + l)"'diam(~,) < A. Then every simplex in sd"'(id) 
factors through Int(O'-I(U» or through Int(O'-I(V», and this im
plies that every simplex in ad"'(O') factors through U or V. 0 

Lemma 3. For every M there are R-linear maps 

Rq = R~: SteM) -+ S'+1(M) 

(natural in M) such that for every 0' E SteM), 

sd:,"(O') - 0' = 8Rq(0') + Rq_l(80'). 

Consequently, the map H,(Mj R) -+ Hq(Mj R) induced by the chain 
map adM is the identity. 
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Proof. As in the definition of sd.~, because of naturality in M all of 

~ is determined by fixing Ri"'(id). This will be done by induction 
on q: For q = 0, there is only one choice bo1 -+ boo for R~o(id). And 
if <-.'11 is defined as is required by the lemma, consider ~'(id)
id E Sq(boq): Since 

a(sd.q6'(id) - id - R~-'i"I(a(id») 
- sd.6.!11(a(id» - aCid) - aR;:"i" 1 (aid» 
- R:-'i'(aaid) (by induction hypothesis) 
- 0, 

it follows from the contractibility of boq that there exists a u E 

Sq+! (boq) such that 

au = sd.~'(id) - id - R;:'ll (aid) 

(by the Poincare lemma). Thus for Rq6, we can take this (T. (The 
reader may suspect that in order to obtain Rq6, (boq ) as a function 
of q we have to apply the axiom of dependent choices (on q), which 
is not available in the synthetic context. But this is not so, since the 
Poincare lemma does not merely yield the existence of a (T as above: 
by applying the theorem 2.1 to a fixed contraction of boq we obtain 
an explicit description of ul) 

Putting these three lemmas together, we complete the proof of 
the proposition. 0 

2.5 Corollary. (Mayer. Vieto"s sequence). Assume that M = U u 
V. Then there is a long ezact sequence 

... Hq(U n V) ~ Hq(U) EB Hq(V) -- Hq(M) -+ Hq_l(U n V) ... 

deduced from the short ezact sequence 

0-+ S.(U n V) -+ S.(U) E9 S.(V) -+ S.{U,V}(M) -+ O. 0 

As a final property of singular homology that we need, we have 

2.6 Proposition. If M = llaMa is a disjoint union of a family 
(Ma)a indezed by a decidable set {al, then 

H.(Mj R) = E9aH.(Maj R) 

where EBa denotes the coproduct of the family {H.(Maj Rna' 

Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that boq is indecom-
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posable (because of the integration axiom) (i.e. if ~ = Au B, A, B 
disjoint, then 6, = A or 6, = B), and thus any map 6, ....!.... M 
factors through some MOl' 0 

In section 1 we have seen how the integration axiom allows us 
to define for any q-form w on M the integral I.., w along an n-chain 
"'/: [' -+ M. From this, we can define the integral 

for a simplicial q-chain u: 6, -+ M in any of the standard ways. 
Let us quickly describe one version (which seems notationally not 
too involved) in more detail. For this, we temporarily replace the 
standard simplices 6, = [eo, ... ,e,] by their isomorphic copies (also 
called 6,) 

6, = {(Xli .•• ,x,) E RfIO ~ x, ~ ... ~ Xl ~ 1}. 

Observe that the faces of this 6, are the maps ei : 6,-1 -+ 6" 
eO( Xli •.. , X,-l) = (Xl, ... , X,-l, 0), ei (Xl, ... , X,-l) = 
(Xl, .. . , Xi, Zi, XH1, •.. ,x,_l)(l ~ i ~ q - 1), and e9(XlI" • , X,-l) = 
(1, Xl, ... , X,-l). 

There is an obvious (orientation preserving) projection 

"",: [9 -+ 6" (Xl, ... ,X,) 1-+ (Xl, Xl· X2, ... ,Xl· .... X,), 

by use of which we can define the above integral la w 88 

{ w = { w. 
)a )aoft, 

Writing out the boundary 8,,", 88 a sum of maps [V-I -+ 6, immedi
ately gives that 81f, = (86,) 0"",-1 modulo some degenerate chains 
[,-1 -+ 6, (these are affine chains whose images have a dimension 
< q -1, so the integral over any q - 1-form vanishes). Consequently, 
we obtain Stokes' theorem for simplices: if w is any q-1-form on M 
and "'/: 6, -+ M is a simplicial q-chain, then 

18.., - 18~, ",/*(w) = 18~,oft'_1 "'/*(w) (by definition) 
= 18ft, ",/*(w) = 1ft, ",/*(dw) (by cubical Stokes') 
= I.., dw (again by definition). 

Having defined la w for w E A'(M) and generators u E SteM), we 
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extend this to a map 

Aq(M) x Sq(M) L R, (w,O') 1-+ fa w 

which is R-linear in both wand 0' separately. Clearly, this integration 
is natural in M, in the sense that 

( w= 1 r(w). J /_(er) er 

Because of (the simplicial form of) Stokes' theorem the restriction 
of the integral to 

?l(M) x Zq(M) L R. 

sends exact forms as well as boundaries to 0, and thus we may pass 
to quotients to obtain an R-linear map 

Hq(M).!.. Hq(M;R)* = homR(Hq(M;R),R) 
[wI 1-+ ([0']) 1-+ fer w). 

De Rham's theorem states that in Sets, this map I is an isomophism 
for every manifold M. (Of course, Hq(M) is constructed differently 
in Sets; the synthetic approach that we followed in section 1 is not 
available in Sets.) In the next section, we will show that the map I 
is an isomorphism for manifolds in F and B, and we will discuss the 
relation of this De Rham theorem in toposes to the classical case of 
Sets. 

9 De Rham'8 Theorem in :r and 9 

The main aim of this section is to show that De Rham's theorem 
holds in the toposes F and B that we discussed in chapter III: 

3.1 Theorem. Let ME M be a manifold. The R-linear map 
Hq(sM) -+ Hq(sM; R)* described sllntheticaU,l above is an isomor
phism in F and in B. 

All the arguments in this section apply to F in exactly the same 
way as they do to B. Therefore, we will only discuss the case of B. 

Recall that we have a diagram of functors 
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s 
M-
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~ -r 
9-B - Sets ~-1r-1B 

In chapter III we have seen that s is full and faithful, and that 
s preserves transversal pullbacks, open covers, partitions of unity, 
compactness, etc. Moreover, 9 is a model of synthetic differential 
geometry in the sense that R is a local ring satisfying the Kock
Lawvere axiom, the integration axiom, etc. Consequently, the syn
thetic results of sections IV.l and IV.2 all hold in g. (In section 2, 
the only things we used beyond the usual axioms of synthetic differ
ential geometry were the assumptions of Archimedeanness of R, and 
compactness and the open refinement property of 6.q (see 111.3.3, 
111.3.12). We proved in chapter III that these assumptions hold in 
g.) 

To prove theorem 3.1, and to compare it with the classical De Rham, 
we start with two lemmas on free R-modules in 9 having a constant 
basis, i.e. modules in 9 of the form FreeR(6.X) for some X E Sets 
(up to isomorphism). 

3.2 Lemma. II F is a Iree R-module in 9 with constant basis, then 
every surjection M ..... F 01 R-modules in 9 splits. 

Proof. Let F = FreeR(6.X). By applying r we obtain a split dia
gram of vector spaces over ~ in Sets 

rea) 
iii 

-----.. freeR (X) 
s 

But we have canonical bijections 

FreeR(X) ~ reM) m mod R(Sets) 

X ~ reM) in Sets 

~X~M ing 
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and clearly a 0 s = id. o 

3.3 Lemma. II F1 ~ F2 is a homomorphism in 9 01 Iree R
modules with constant 6ABes, then Im(a),ker(a), and Cok(a) are 
also Iree witI& constant 6ABes. 

Prool. Similar to that of 3.2. o 

3.4 Proposition. The claBB Col 06jects ME 9 such that Hq(M; R) 
is a Iree R-module witA constant 6asis (lor each q ~ 0) has the 
lollowing closure properties. 

1. C contains Rn lor each n ~ o. 
2. Let M = U u V. II U, V and U n V 6elong to C, tAen do does 

M. 
3. II M = lIa Ma is a disjoint union indezed 6" a constant set 

{a}, and each Ma 6elongs to C, tAen so does M. 

Proof. (1) is clear from the Poincare lemma (corollary 2.3). For 
(2), it suffices, by the long Mayer-Vietoris sequence to show that if 
FI -+ F2 -+ Fs is an exact sequence of R-modules, and FI, Fs are 
free with constant bases, then so is F2. But this follows immediately 
by applying lemmas 3.2, 3.3 to the diagram 

Fa 

/ / 
F~ 

To prove (3), let {a} = ~(I). Any constant set (constant sheaf) 
is decidable, so it follows from proposition 2.8 that if Hq(Afti R) E!! 

FreeR(~Xi) then Hq(M, R) E!! FreeR(~(UiEI Xi» (assuming the Xi 
are disjoint). 0 

Before we can show that the class of objects M E 9 such that 
I: Hq(M) ~ Hq(M; R)* has similar closure properties, we need one 
more lemma. 

3.5 Lemma. Let FI -+ F2 -+ Fs 6e An eZAct sequence in 9 ollree R
modules with constAnt 6ABes. Then the duAl sequence F; -+ F; --t Fi 
is tdso eZAct. 
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Proof. (Note that the classical proof of the corresponding fact for 
vector spaces in Set. uses the axiom of choice, which does not hold 
in 9.) Exactness of FI -+ FJ -+ Fs is equivalent to exactness of 
o -+ FI -+ FJ -+ F! -+ 0, where FI -11. >-+ FJ - F! >-+ Fs. But 
by lemma 3.3, if Fl,FJ,Fs are free on constant bases, so are 11.,F!. 
By lemma 3.2, exactness of 0 -+ FI -+ FJ -+ F! -+ 0 is ~uivalent 
to Fz ~ FI EB F!. Obviously, it then follows that F; ~ Fl· E9 F;*, 
so it suffices to show that the epi-mono factorization is preserved 
by dualization; more precisely, that the dual of a surjection is mono 
(which is clear), and that the dual of a mono is surjective. So let 

FI ,!... FJ in 9, where Fi = FreeR(~Xi)' Then in Sets, there is a 
linear map ~:rF2 -+ rFI, i.e. ~:Free.(X2) -+ Freea(XI)' such that 
~orl' = id, and this map can be lifted to an R-linear map II: F2 -+ FI 
in 9 such that III' = id. So 1'*: F; -+ Fi is epic. (More generally, if 
F is a free R-module with constant basis and M is any R-module in 
9, then an 1R-linear map ~: r F -+ r M can be lifted uniquely to an 
R-linear map et: F -+ M with ret = ~, as follows immediately from 
the adjunction ~ -I r.) 0 

3.6 Proposition. The cia" R. of objects M E C c 9 such that 
Hq(M) ~ Hq(M; R)* is an isomorphism (each q ~ 0) has the 
closure properties (1)-(9) as in 9.-4, but with the eztra assumption in 
(I) that {U, V} is an Itale cotler of M (see 1.5). 

Proof. (1) follows from the two Poincare lemmas, for De Rham c0-

homology and singular homology, (3) follows from the two disjoint 
union lemmas. (2) is only slightly more involved: it follows from 
the 5-lemma applied to the diagram obtained from the long Mayer
Vietoris sequence for De Rham cohomology, and its dual for singular 
homology (which is exact by 3.5): 

o 

Indeed, this diagram is commutative: the only nontrivial square 
is the one involving the Bockstein homomorphisms tr and 6*, and 
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for this case we have the following 

Lemma. Let 0 -. A 1. B ~ 0 -. 0 be an exact sequence 0 

complexes ... -. At ..!. At+! -. ••• etc., and let 0 -. C 1.. S ~ A -. 
lJ o be an exact sequence of complexes ... -. At+! -. At -. .... Let 

tP~u: At -. A;, tPltB'tP~C be R-linear pairings such that both 

(1) 

and 

(2) 

Q. 

1 .pLsl and similarl, lor .pBS 
and .peci 

A· --.!... S· 
t t 

I 
A• - A· t t+1 

.p'i~1, and similarl, lor 
.pBS and .peC, 

commute. Then the diagram 

d· -
(3) 

6· 

also commutes, where 6· is the dual of 6 •. 

Prool. Recall the definition of the Bockstein maps d*: Ht (0) -. 
Ht+!(A) and 6.: Ht+!(A) -. Ht(C): given [c] E Ht(O), we find 
b E Bt, a E At+! such, that I(a) = db and g(b) = c and put 
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d*[c] = [a], while given [~] E Hq+1(A) we find k E Sq+1 and Q E Cq 
such that a(k) = ~ and ak = p(Q) and put 6. l!!] = [Q]. 

Now we compute (in the computation, we only use commutativity 
of 2) for B, S, but the others are used to define 3) iiberhaupt): Let 
[c] E Hq(C), with a and b as above, and U!l E Hq+1(A), with k and 
Q as above. Then 

q,~~I(a)(a(k»l 
q,~~I(f(a))(k) (by 1) 

q,~~I(db)G)] 
q,Zs(b)(ak)] (by 2) 

= [q,~s(b)(Pcl] 
[q,:dgb)(cl] (by 1) 
[q,:d[c])(6.[~]) . 

This completes the proof of the lemma, and of proposition 3.6. 0 

Proof of Theorem 9.1. Let ME M be a manifold. We will show that 
s(M) E R c C (see 3.4, 3.6) by an induction on open subsets of M. 
Let 

0= {U c MIU open, s(U) E R}. 

Now assume for the moment that M has a basis S consisting 
of relatively compact open sets, which is closed under finite (non
empty) intersections and contained in O. By clauses (2) and (3) of 
3.4, 3.6, 0 then contains all finite unions of elements of S, and is 
closed under disjoint (countable) unions. But then 0 must contain 
all the open subsets of M, and in particular M itself, for if U is an 
~pen subset of M, we may write U = U~=o Vn, with each Vn relatively 
:ompact. Now construct by induction an open cover {W n} of U such 
that each Wn is a finite union of relatively compact basic open sets 
(i.e. elements of S), hence W n EO, such that 

I: I: 1:+1 

VI:C UWnC UWnC UWn, 
n=O n=O n=0 

and WnH nWI: = 0 for each k ~ n. Then clearly U = Un Wn = 
JnevenWnUUnoddWn E 0, since (Un even Wn ) n (Un odd Wn ) = 
In even ((W nnW n-l) U (W nnW n+1» EO. 

To complete the proof, we only have to show that M has such a 
basis S. Clearly, this holds if M is an open subspace of ~n, since 
we can just take S to consist of finite intersections of open balls. 
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For an arbitrary manifold M, it thus follows that 0 contains all the 
subsets U of M which are diffeomorphic to some open of lin (where 
n = dim M), and hence we can take B to consist of all these U. 0 

Theorem 3.1 implies the classical version of De Rham's theorem. 
To see this, we will begin by showing (as we promised to do in 
section 1) that our notion of form does not differ from the classical 
one whenever the two make sense. 

3.7 Proposition. For an, manilold M E :MI, r maps the morphism 

A9(s(M» ~ A9+1(s(M» in B to the map A9(M) ~ A9+1(M), 
where the first denotes the interpretation 01 the s,nthetic definition 
ollorm and exterior differentiation in B, while the second denotes 
the usual vector-space ollorms and exterior differentiation map Irom 

classical differential geometr,. Moreover, il M L N in :MI, then 
similarl, r maps s(/)·: A9(sN) -+ A9(sM) in B to the usual pullback 
map r: A9(N) -+ A9(M). 

Proof. The global sections of A 9 (sM) are the maps s( M)Dt -+ R in 
B such that in B it holds that they are homogeneous and alternating. 
But s( M)Dt is just the q-th iterate of the tangent bundle, s( M)Dt ~ 
s(T9(M», while R = s(li), so these are the maps T9(M) -+ li in 
1\11 which are homogeneous and alternating in B. Classically, on the 
other hand, A9(M) is defined as the set of maps T(M) Xu ... Xu 

T(M) -+ li (q-fold fibered product) all of whose fibers Tz(M) X ••• X 

Tz(M) -+ li are alternating and R-linear in each variable separately. 
Thus, to show r(A9(s(M» ~ A9(M) it suffices to prove s,ntheticall1/ 
(hence in B) that alternating homogeneous maps MDt -+ R are in 
1-1 correspondence with alternating maps MD Xu . .. Xu MD -+ R 
which are (pointwise) R-linear in each coordinate separately (where 
M is a manifold, so the fibers (MD)z = Tz(M) have a vectorspace 
structure). In fact by local parametrization it suffices to consider the 
case M = R", and for ease of notation we will take q = 2. Suppose 
given a map (R")D2 ~ R which is homogeneous and alternating. 
By the Kock-Lawvere axiom, each I: D2 -+ R" is given as 

l(x,1/) = A + x ·i + 11 ., + XII· d 

for unique vectors A, i", d E Rn. To show that w is determined by 
its restriction to (Rn)D XRn (Rn)D (consisting of such I with d = 0) 
we show that w(f) does not depend on fl.. Indeed, writing w~ for the 
restriction of w to the fiber over g, wG(.~,Q,fl.) for w(/), we get for all 
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W!.(!,£,!l) = -w!.(£,!,.4) (alternating) 

and hence 
WG (O,O,.4) = 0. 

Moreover, for fixed £ and ! respectively, WG (!, -, -) and wG ( -,£, -) 
are R-linear maps (BA)2 -+ B (R-linearity follows from homogeneity, 
cf. V.1.5 below), 80 

- wG (!,O,.4) 
- w;(!,O,O) + w!.(O,O,.4) 
- 0+0= 0. 

The fact that r preserves exterior differentiation is now immedi
ate from the fact that both red) and the classical d satisfy Stokes' 
theorem (since r trivially preserves the boundary operator a). The 
case of r is obvious. 0 

Thus, the classical representation theorem that every form on M 
is locally of the form E f ~)dzil A ..• A dZin holds in 9 for all objects 
of the form 8(M). (In fact this can also be shown directly by a 
synthetic argument.) 

3.8 Corollary. (Cla88ical De Rham) For an, manifold M EM, the 
canonical map 

Hq(M) -+ Hq(MjIR)· = homa(Hq(MjIR),IR) 
[w] 1-+ (h) 1-+ f,w) 

is an isomorphism. 

Proof. We have already observed that the global sections functor r 
preserves the notions of form and exterior derivative (cf. the propo
sition above), and al80, trivially, r preserves the notion of q-simplex 
and boundary of such. Thus by exactness of r (r has both adjoints) 
r al80 preserves Hq(M) and Hq(Mj B)·, i.e. r(Hq(8M) ~ Hq(M), 
r(homR(Hq(MjB),B» ~ homa(Hq(MjIR),IR). So the corollary fol
lows by applying r to the theorem 3.1. 0 

From the fact that r preserves Hq(M), H9(M, B), we immediately 
obtain the tollo'Winf, two com{)81ison -results. 
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3.9 First Comparison Theorem. For .nll m.nilold M .nd .nll 
8et X 

H9(MjJR) ~ Freea(X) in Sets iff HI (BM,B) ~ FreeR(6X)in 9. 
Proof. The adjunctions 6. -l r -l B lift to adjunctions between 
ModR(9) and Mod. (Sets). So in particular, r preserves free R
modules. Since r 6X = X, '¢: now follows. For ~ suppose 
H9(M,JR) ~ Freea(X). We know by 3.6 (see 3.4) that H9(BM, B) ~ 
FreeR(6Y) for some Y E Sets. By'¢:, Freea(Y) = Free.(X). Hence 
Y~X. 0 

3.10 Second Comparison Theorem. For .nll m.nilold M .nd 
.n!l 8et X, 

H9(M) ~ JRx in Sets iff H9(BM) ~ Bl!.X in 9. 
Prool. Just notice that (FreeR(6X»* ~ Bl!.X, and combine 3.9 with 
3~. 0 

Now that we have established the validity of De Rham's theorem 
for the topas 9, it is natural to ask whether De Rham's theorem holds 
in 9 for other cohomologies. We will briefly consider two examples of 
this question: the case of ~ech cohomology, and the case of singular 
cohomology. 

We quickly recall the classical verson of De Rham's theorem for 
~ech cohomology: Let ME M be a manifold, and let U = {U,,} be a 
good cover of M, that is, an open cover such that all nonempty finite 
intersections U "0 n ... n U "" are diffeomorphic to some JR". Assume 
that the index set {Q} is linearly ordered. The ~ech complex (with 
coefficients in JR) is the complex 

CO(U,JR) !.. C1(U,JR) !.. C2 (U,JR) -+ ••. , 

where C"(U,JR) is the vectorspace IT"o< ... <" .. FO(U"o ... " .. ,JR) over 
JR (FO(U"o ... " .. ,JR) denotes the vectorspace of locally constant func
tions U"o n ... n U"" -+ JR), and we define the boundary operator 
6:C"(U,JR) -+ C"+l(U,JR) as follows: if 1= {/"o ... ""} E C"(U,JR), 
then 

"+1 
(6/)"0 ... ",,+1 = L(-l)'I"o ... Oi".",,+l· 

;=0 
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The cohomology of this complex is called the Cech cohomology of 
the good cover U, and is denoted by H'(U,lR). 

De Rham's theorem for Cech-cohomology says that in this situa
tion there is a canonical isomorphism 

H'(M) ..::+ H'(U,lR) 

Consequently, H'(U,lR) does not depend on the good cover U. An
other immediate corollary is that since compact manifolds have finite 
good covers, the De Rham cohomology of such is finite dimensional. 
The proof of the existence of the isomorphism (*) given by A. Weil 
is completely constructive and explicit, and hence is valid in the 
synthetic context: cf. section 5 below. Consequently, since the em
bedding s: M '-+ 9 preserves the ingredients of WeiPs proof (notably 
good open covers, and partitions of unity), we obtain the analogue 
of theorem 3.1 for Cech cohomology instead of the dual of singular 
homology. 

3.11 Theorem. For any M E M and any good cotler U of M, the 
canonical map 

is an isomorhism in the tOp08 9. 
3.12 Remark. As said, the proof given in the appendix is purely 
constructive. In this respect, theorem 3.11 differs from theorem 3.1, 
since the dualization involved in 3.1 forces us to use the axiom of 
choice somewhere. Since choice is not available in 9, we have to take 
it from Set8, as is clearly illustrated by the proof of 3.2, for example. 

Turning to singular cohomology, it seems an open problem whether 
De Rham's theorem holds in 9, at least when we interpret singular 
cohomology as the cohomology of the complex 

a* 
••• --+ HomR(Sq(M), R) --+ HomR(Sq+l(M), R) --+ ••• 

which is the dual of the complex --+ Sq+l(M) --+ Sq(M) --+ ••• of 
leCtion 2. In this case, some form of the axiom of choice seems to be 
needed to establish the result. The problem here is that the dual of 
the short exact sequence 

0--+ Sq(U n V) --+ Sq(U) $ Sq(V) --+ Sq{U,V}(M) --+ 0 

of section 2, which is 

o --+ RMAq --+ RUAq X RVAq --+ R(UnV)Aq --+ 0 , 
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is not necessarily exact: an arbitrary function (U n V)A, -+ R; 
cannot in general be extended to a function UA, + VA, -+ R, so the 
sequence is not epic on the right. 

A way of circumventing this problem in the topas 9 is to replace 
A A 

the sheaf sCM) II E 9 by the constant sheaf 6(M ') (recall that 
6: Sets -+ 9 is the constant functor). Thus, let SA.II(sM) be the 
free R-module in 9 generated by 6(MA ,). SA.,(sM) has a constant 
basis, 80 (from lemmas 1,2 of section 4) we get a split exact sequence 
in g, 

0-+ SA,Il(S(U n V» -+ SA,,(SU) ED SA.,(SV) -+ sl~V}(sM) -+ 0 

and therefore its dual in g, 

o -+ sl~~V}(sMt -+ (SA.,(SU)EDSA.,(SV)t -+ SA.,(s(UnV)t -+ 0 

is exact as well. Consequently, if we let Bl(sM) denote the coho
mology of the complex 

lJ-
••• -+ SA.,(sM) -+ SA.,+1(sM) -+ ••• 

we obtain a long Mayer-Vietoris sequence: 

3.13 Lemma. Let M = U U V in M: tJ8 6efore. Then in 9 there is 
a long ezact sequence 

... Bl(sM) -+ Bl(sU)EDB'(sV) -+ B~(s(UnV» -+ Bl+1(sM) ... 

Proof. AB before we need to show that the restriction to sl~t}(sM) 
instead of SA"(sM) in the complex still gives the same cohomology. 
For this, we only need to observe that the proof for singular homology 
by barycentric subdivision dualizes, since if K is a homotopy between 
chain maps, then trivially 80 is its dual. (Recall that if f, g: A -+ B 
are chain maps, say with A' ....!!... A'+1, a homotopy K: f ~ g is a 
sequence of maps A,+1 ..!!. B' such that f' - g' = K'd + dKIl-I.)D 

Now we obtain exactly as before, 

3.14 Theorem. Let M E .M 6e a manifold. Then the canonical 
R-linear map 

is an isomorphism. 

BIl(sM) -+ Bl(sM) 
[w] t-+ h t-+ J.., w] 
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The schizophrenic character of the isomorphism is apparent: we inte
grate internal (variable, in 9) forms w over ezternal (constant, from 
Set8) chains 'Y. This was reflected in the proof: the splitting in the 
lemma above comes from Sets, and similarly the homotopy equiva
lence Si~t}(M)· -+ Sll.,9(M)* was brought into 9 by dualizing the 

usual constant homotopy equivalence si~~V} ~ Sll.,9 coming from 
outside, from Sets. 

4 From Synthetic to Classical Analysis 

In the introduction, we pointed out that synthetic differential ge
ometry is inconsistent with classical logic. Nevertheless, synthetic 
differential geometry should be regarded as an eztension of classi
cal differential geometry, and not as an incompatible alternative to 
it. This becomes clear when we consider model8 of synthetic dif
ferential geometry. Thus, the u8Ual category of classical manifolds 
M is fully and faithfully embedded in the models 1 and 9, so clas
sical facts about manifolds (that can be stated in the language of 
M) are true for manifolds, i.e. objects of the form 8(M), M E M, 
in 1 and in 9. Conversely, when a result is proved synthetically, 
it holds in 1 and 9, and we may apply the global sections func
tor r (or a similar functor) to obtain a related, in fact often the 
8ame, result in Sets, i.e. in the classical context. For example, our 
synthetic proof of Stokes' theorem 1.1 implies that Stokes' theorem 

holds in 9. As we have seen in the previous section, 9 .1:... Set8 

pre8erve8 the complexes ... -+ An(8M) ~ An+l(8M) -+ ••. and 

... -+ r n+l(8M) .!.. r n(8M) -+ ... , so by applying r to the commu
tative square 

id x a -I d x id 

f 
R 

we obtain the classical version of Stokes' theorem. 
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However, if one wishes to translate synthetic proofs, rather than 
theorefTUl, into the classical language, more work needs to be done: 
essentially all infinitesimal structures have to be replaced by limits 
of finite structures. These limits are not only more complicated to 
work with (frequently one has to introduce coordinates), but they 
often force one to make mathematical detours in proofs. Indeed, 
when dealing with infinitesimal structures directly, one can often 
just /ormall,l integrate, and actual integration can be avoided. For 
example, in our proof of theorem 1.3 we worked with infinitesimal 
cubes iT and p, and avoided an application of Stokes' theorem in 
that way, simply by the fact that Stokes' holds by definition for 
infinitesimal cubes. In order to translate the proof of theorem 1.3 
into a classical proof (for manifolds) one can replace iT and p by finite 
cubes, and apply Stokes' to I, tIw. Indeed, to prove that Fi(w) -
F;(w) = Kn+1(tIw)+dKnw (see 1.3), it suffices to show that for every 
finite cube "1: In -+ M, 1..,(Fi(w) - F;(w» = ~1 KnH(tIw) + dKnw, 
essentially because manifolds have property (E), see 1.8. 

As a useful illustration, let us actually translate the proof of 1.3 
into classical analysis. We encourage the reader to compare the syn
thetic proof carefully with the classical one given below, and to make 
similar comparisons for other synthetic proofs from this chapter and 
the next. 

4.1 The Homotopy Invariance of De Rham Cohomology. 
We discuss the classical proof and work in Sets, with classical 
(smooth) manifolds. Let M be a manifold, and let A"(M) denote 
the (real) vectorspace of smooth p-forms on M. So an element 
wE A"(M) is a map 

T(M) xM ..• xM T(M) ~ R (p-fold fibered product) 

satisfying the usual conditions. A 0 (M) is the set of smooth maps 
M -+ IR, and we put A"(M) = the zero vectorspace, for p < o. 
Exterior differentiation gives a complex 

... -+ A,,-I(M) ~ A"(M) ~ A"H(M) -+ •.. , 

and the pi" De Rham cohomology space of M is the vectorspace 

H"(M) = Ker(d")jIm(d"-I) 

of closed p-/orfTUI modulo ezact p-/orfTUl. We write H·(M) for the 

sequence {H"(M)}" of vectorspaces. A smooth map M L N of 
manifolds induces a linear map r = (r)": A"(N) -+ A"(M) (by 
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composing with the obvious map 

d!XAt··"Atxd! 
T(M) XM ... XM T(M) • T(N) XN ... XN T(N», 

which commutes with exterior differentiation d. So we get a map 
HP(J): HP(N) - HP(M) for each Pi that is, we get a sequence of 
maps H"(f):H"(N) - H"(M). Homotopy invariance of De Rham 
cohomology is expressed by the following theorem. 

Theorem. III and g: M - N are homotopic maps, then H"(J) = 
H"(g). In particular, il M and N are homotopy equivalent, then 
H"(M) ~ H"(N). 

The theorem is proved by showing that if F: M x I - N is a 
(smooth) homotopy from I = Fo to 9 = FI, we can find for every 
closed p-form w on N a tr1-form ~ on M such that d~ = Fi(w) -
F;(w). As usual, this immediately follows from the existence of a 
chain-homotopy K from F; to Fi, i.e. a sequence of linear maps 
KP: AP(N) - AP-I(M) such that for all p, all w E AP(N), 

(1) FI*(w) - F;(w) = dP- I KPw + KP+l(dPw). 

Such a map K is defined as follows. For a p-form w: TN x N •.• X N 

TN - ~ on N, Kw = KPw will be a map TM XM ... xMTM - R 
(Jr1-fold fibered product). Now choose (x,VI, ... ,Vp_l) E TM XM 
... XM T M, x E M, Vi E Tz(M), and let 

9z.!l.:I - TN XN ... xNTN 

be the map 

gz.!l. (t) = (FZ (t), (dFZ)t(l), (dFt)z( VI)" .. , (dFt)z (vp_.» 
(Here F Z : I - N is the map FZ(t) = F(x, t». Indeed, the righthand 
side is an element of TN XN ... XN TN (p times): " = FZ(t) E N, 
and (dFZ)t is a linear map Tt(I) - T,,(N), i.e. R - T,,(N), which 
corresponds to a vector (dFZ)t(1) E T,,(N)i also Ft: M - N defines 
a linear map (dFt)z: Tz(M) - T,,(N), so (dFt)z(Vi) E T,,(N). Now 
put 

Kw(x,Q) = 101 w(gz~(t»dt. 
For fixed x, Kw(x, -) is alternating and separately linear in jL, so Kw 
defines a tr1-form on N, and from the explicit definition we have 
given it is clear that Kw is smooth, i.e. Kw E AP-I(M). We will 
now verify that (1) holds. For notational convenience, we assume 
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that p = 2. Let r: 12 -+ M be any 2-chain on M, and write 

(2) ldKw= ( Kw=l Kw+l Kw-l Kw-l Kw f' JIJf' f'1 ~ f'8 f'4 

(where r1 = r(-,O),rz = r(l,-),rs = r(-,1),r4 = r(O,-)). Wenow 
define a 3-chain r: 1s -+ M by 

p(Zl, Zz, zs) = FZI (r(z2, zs)), 

and compute I, dw in two ways. 
On the one hand, by definition (writing! = (tt, tz,ts), and J,(p) = 

(-It (!), It (!), lfaW) considered 88 an element of Tp(!)(N)S» 

I, dw = I~ I~ I~ [1 ~ dw(p(t),Jt(p»] dt1dtzdts = 
(3) = I~ I~ [(tz,ts) ~ I~{t1 ~ dw(gf'{t2,fa),Je'2.,a)(t1)}dh] dtzdts 

= I~ I~ [(tz,ts) ~ K(dw)(r(tz,ts),J(t2.ta)(r))] dtzdts 
= If' K(dw). 

On the other hand, by Stokes theorem, 

(4) I,dw = IlJ,w = I,w - I"a w + It w - Ir w + I,w - I"ow 

(where ap = (f - ba) + (l- r) + (t - bo), I refers to the restriction 
of p to the front of a cube 88 in the picture occurring in the proof of 
1.3; ba to the back, etc). 

Now clearly, 

(5) I,w = IF1of' W = If' Fi(w), and I"a w = If' F:(w). 

We claim that also 

(6) It w = If'4 Kw,Ir w = If'2 Kw,I,w = If'a Kw, 1"0 w = If'1 Kw. 
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Note that from (2)-(6) we get that 

r K(dw) = r w = r Fi(w) - F;(w) - r Kw, 
l~ lap l~ la~ 

or f~(K(dw) + dKw) = f~ Fi(w) - F;(w), and hence since T is arbi
trary, Fi(w) - F;(w) = K dw + dKw (cf.(I) above). 

So to complete the proof, we only need to verify (6). We will do 
the first equality, the others are, of course, analogous. l = left part 

of 8p: [2 -+ N is the 2-chain (s,t) ~ F.(T(O,t», so by definition 

i w = 101 101 [(s,t) ~ W(F.(T(O,t», ::(s,t), ::(s,t»] dsdt. 

But by the chain rule, ¥c(s, t) := (dl) (.,') (0, 1) = (dF.)~(o,,)dT(O,,)(O, 1). 
Put x = T(O, t), tJ = (dT)(O,t) (0, 1) = ~(O, t) - (dT4),(I)i then 

f~4 A = f~ [t ~ KW(T4(t), (dT4)t(l))] dt 
= f~ [t ~ f~{s ~ W(9z,fJ(s»}ds] dt. 

So from the definition of 9z,fJ, it is clear that ftW = f~4 A. This 
completes the proof. 0 

There are other ways of translating theorems that hold in 1 or 9 
into results of classical analysis, than just applying the global sec
tions functor r. For example, if X is a manifold (or more generally, 
an object of IE), the category O(X) of open subsets of X and in
clusions is a subcategory of G, and if U = Uiel Ui in O(X), then 
{Ui -+ Uhel is a cover in G. Consequently, every object of g, i.e. 
a sheaf GOp -+ Sets, restricts to a sheaf on X in the usual sense. 
In the remaining part of this section, we will state some versions of 
De Rham's theorem with smooth parameters, and show how these 
follow immediately from the results proved for 9 in section 3. To 
this end, we will give a description of the De Rham cohomology 
groups and the (duals of the) singular homology groups, purely in 
the classical terminology of sheaves of smooth modules over a space 
X of parameters, and independently from toposes such as 1 and g. 
Those readers who are not familiar with the terminology of classical 
sheaf theory are referred to Godement (1964), Tennison (1975). 

Let the manifold X E M be our space of parameters, and let lW.oo 
be the sheaf on X of germs, of smooth real-valued functions, i.e. 
lRoo(R) = COO (U,IR) for each open U c X, with obvious restrictions. 
Starting from this ringed space (X,lW.oo), we shall construct, for each 
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M E M, severallioo-modules on X. 
First of all, there is the sheaf Af(M) on X of (smooth) q-forms on 

M depending (smoothly) on parameters from X: 

A,f(M)(U) = the set of f-forms on U x M which locally are of the 
form Eil<ooo<i, liloooi,(u,m)dmil""'" dmi, 

(with all the functions lil.ooi, smooth). Clearly, Af(M) is indeed a 
sheaf on X, with obvious restrictions. Furthermore, exterior dif
ferentiation (with respect to the !,!!-variables only) defines natural 
transformations 

Af(M) ~ Af+1(M), d'+1 = {d'+1u}u 

for each f, thus giving rise to a sheaf complex. 
We now wish to form the sheaf cohomology of this sheaf complex 

AO(M). SO let us define, for each open U ~ X, 

1f(M)(U) - Ker(df,+1) 
tf(M)(U) = Im(df,) 
Jlf(M)(U) = 1f(M)(U)/tf(M)(U). 

Fortunately, to define the sheaf cohomology we do not have to pass 
to the associated sheaves of t or JI, since 

4:.2 Proposition. 1f(M), tf(M), and Jlf(M) are sheaves on X, 
and carry a natura' Roo·Module structure. 

Prool. A,f(M) is a sheaf for each f, and it has an obviouslioo-Module 
structure. This structure is inherited by 1f(M), tf(M) and Jlf(M), 
so we only need to show that these are sheaves. For 1f(M), this is 
obvious from the fact that A, f (M) is a sheaf. 

And tf is a sheaf, essentially because a form which is locally exact 
is globally so by the existence of partitions of unity. More explicitly, 
if {Ua}a is an open cover of U and we are given a compatible family 
{Wa}, Wa E Af(M)(Ua), such that each Wa is of the form dAa for some 
Aa E Af-1(M)(Ua), then if {Pal is a partition of unity subordinate 
to {Ua}, we may put 

W = EaPa' Wa E Af(M)(U) 
A = EaPa' Aa E Af-1(M)(U) 

and it trivially follows that dJ.. = w. 
Finally, to show that Jlf(M) is a sheaf, choose a compatible family 

[wa) E Jlf(M)(Ua) for a cover {Ua} of U, i.e. for some forms Aa(J E 
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wa lua null - W,8IUa nUII = dAa,8. 

Again take a partition of unity {Pal as above, and let W = EaPa ·wa. 
We complete the proof by showing that for each (J, 

[wllull = [w,8] in J{Q(M)(U,8). 

Indeed, since eq(M) has been shown to be a sheaf, it suffices to 
check that w\ua null - w\ua null is exact on each element of the cover 
{Ua n U,8}a of U,8. But 

w\ullnua - W,8\ua null Ea Pa . wa\ua null - Ea Pa . w,8\ua null 
Ea Pa . (wa\ua null - w,8\ua nul1) 

- Ea PadAa,8 
- d Ea PaAa,8 

o 

We now define the singular homology ~oo-Modules, starting from 
the sheaf Sq(M) of (smooth) simplicial q-chains which vary smoothly 
along the parameterspace X: Sq (M) is defined to be the associated 
sheaf of the presheaf which assigns to an open U S;;; X the free 
~oo(U)-module generated by the Coo-maps U x 6.q -+ M. Thus, 
elements of Sq(M) locally look like formal expressions of the form 

n 

I: CJi( u)tT, ( u, t) 
,=1 

with both CJi: U -+ ~ and tT,: U x 6.Q -+ M smooth. 
Observe that since every (open) subspace of M is paracompact, 

the process of passing from the given presheaf (which is separated) 
to its associated sheaf coincides with the process of closing off under 
partitions of unity. Thus, for example, if {Ua } covers U and for each 
a we are given formal expressions E~1 ar(u)tTr(u,t) as elements of 
the presheaf over Ua, then Sq(M)(U) contains an element which we 
may denote by 

Na 

I: I:Pa(U). CJi(u). tTr(u,t) 
a HI 

for a partition of unity {Pal subordinated to {Ua}. 
At the presheaf level there is an obvious natural transformation 

induced by composition with the boundary chain 8: 6.q - 1 -+ 6.q , 
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and this yields a sheaf complex 

-t Sq+1(M) a,+: Sq(M) !!.. Sq-l(M) -t ••• Bq = {(Bq)u}u. 

To define the singular homology sheaves, we define presheaves Zq(M), 
Bq(M) and )/q(M) by 

Zq(M)(U) - Ker«Bq)u) 
Sq(M)(U) = Im«Bq+1)u) 
)/q(M)(U) - Zq(M)(U)jSq(M)(U). 

By the remark on closure under partitions of unity that we just made, 
we can almost literally copy the proof of the preceding proposition 
to show that 

4.3 Proposition. Zq(M), Sq(M) and Zq(M) are sheaves on X, and 
carry a natural !Roo-Module structure. 

Now we are ready to formulate a more conventional form of 
De Rham's theorem: 

4.4 Theorem. (De Rham's theorem with parameters) The canonical 
!Roo -linear map 

)/q(M) ..!..... )/q(M)* 

of !Roo-Modules on the ringed space (X,!Roo) given 6y the components 

Iu: )/q(M)(U) -t )/q(M)*(U), Iu([w})(bD = I, w 

is an isomorphism of sheaves. (Here (-)* denotes the dual in the 
category of !Roo-Modules. So )/q(M)*(U) is the set of natural trans
formations from )/q(M)lu to !Roolu.) 

Proof. Restrict everything in the version of De Rham stated in The
orem 3.1 for the topos of sheaves on the site G to the subcategory 
of G consisting of open subspaces of X, and read off the different 
notions involved. For example, one has for an open U eX, 

where on the right-hand side, U is regarded as an object of G. For 
U = X = the one-point space, this is proposition 3.8. The general 
case is similar. More easily, one shows 

Sq(M)(U) = Sq(M)(U) 

(again, on the left sheaves on X, on the right sheaves on G). etc. 0 
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AB an immediate consequence, we obtain the following theorem 
from classical analysis. 

4.5 Corollary. Letw be a smooth X-form on M, i.e. w E A,9(M)(X). 
I//or each parameter value x E X, the form w(x, -) E A9(M) is ex
act, then there is an X-form 0: E A,9-1(M)(X) such that w = do:. 

Proof. The previous theorem tells us that 

0-+ t9(M) -+ 19(M) -+ Jl9(M)* -+ 0 

is exact in Sh(X). Since J7 w = 0 for all "I E Z9(M)(X), w is locally 
in t9(M), i.e. wE t9(MhX) since this is a sheaf. 0 

Just as theorem 4.4 follows from theorem 3.1, theorem 3.11 implies 
the following result: 

4.6 Theorem. (De Rham's theorem with parameters, lor Cech co
homology). Let U and M be as in theorem 9.11, and let X E M be a 
space 0/ smooth parameters. Then the canonical homomorphism 0/ 
lRoo -Modules 

over the ringed space (X, lRoo ) is an isomorphism. 

Here Jl9(U,lRoo) is the cohomology of the complex C9(U,lRoo) of 
sheaves on X, C9(U,lRoo) being defined as the sheafproduct 
nao< ... <a,l°(Uao ... a"lRoo) of the lRoo-Modules l°(Uao ... a"lRoo), de
fined by setting for open W eX 

l°(Uao ... a" lRoo)(W) = smooth functions/(x, u): WxUao"'a' -+ lR 
which locally do not depend on u 

(i.e. there are covers {Wd of W and {U,,} of Uao ... a, such that each 
I(x, u)IWe x U" does not depend on u.) 

Similarly, we can restrict the isomorphism in 9 of theorem 3.14 
to the category Sh(X) for X E M, to obtain a result with a more 
classical appearance, by defining a hybrid cohomology sheaf JI~ (M) 
on X carrying an lRoo-Module structure: First, we define a sheaf 
S~.9(M) on X whose sections are locally of the form 

i=1 

where tli: U -+ lR and O'i(t): ~9 -+ lR are smooth maps. (Just as. 
in the definition of S9(M) given above, but now with the additional 
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requirementthat O'i (u, t) locall, doe, not depend on u). Alternatively, 
S~.f(M) is the associated sheaf of the presheaf 

U 1-+ Free lRoo(U)-module generated by COO(~f,M). 

This gives a sheaf complex, of which we can take the dual (in the 
category of Roo-Modules over X) 

•.• -+ S~.f(M)· 8; I S~.f+l(Mt -+ ••.• 

As before, we then show that to obtain the cohomology of this sheaf 
complex we may define sheaves (not just presheaves, by a partition 
of unity argument) Zl (M), Sl (M) and Jll (M) by setting for open 
UcX 

Zl(M)(U) - Ker(a;) 
Bl(M)(U) = Im(a;_l) 
JiX(M)(U) = Zl(M)(U)/Sl(M)(U). 

The restriction of the isomorphism in 3.14 now gives the following 
result. 

4.7 Theorem. Let M E M he a manifold, and X E M he the space 
of parameters. Then the canonical homomorphism 

Jif(M) -+ Jil(M) 
[w] 1-+ (h]1-+ 17 w) 

oflioo-Modules over the ringed space (X,lioo) i, an isomorphism. 0 

H we unravel the definitions, it turns out that we obtain a re
sult familiar in classical differential geometry: for elements 0' E 
S~.f(M)·(T), T an open subspace of X, we have 

T ~ S~,q(M)· in 9 
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That is, a T-element of homR(S6,f(M),R) E 9, or equivalently 
a section of S6,f(Mt over T, is precisely an JltT-valued singular 
cochain on M in the sense of Van Eat (1958). Furthermore, a T
element of Af(M) E 9 is precisely a differential T-form on M of 
degree q in van Eat's sense, i.e. an element of Af(M)(T). Thus 
theorem 4.7 translates into the following corollary (where X has 
been replaced by T). 

4.8 Corollary. The integration I ill 4 homomorpl&iIIm 01 the com
plez n olT -Iormll into tl&e complez E o/JltT -valued "nguiar co-cl&ains 
on M. Furthermore, 

r: H(n) -+ H(E) 

ill an isomorphism. o 

Note that we can deduce corollary 4.5 also from 4.8, which is a 
simpler result than 4.4. 

5 Appendix: Weil'8 Ver8ion of De Rham'8 Theo
rem 

Let M be a smooth space. A good cover of M is a cover {UO£}O£ 
such that all the finite nonempty intersections U O£o n ... n U O£n are 
isomorphic to some R". Fix one such cover U, and assume that 
the index set {a} is linearly ordered (in the synthetic/intuitionistic 
sense). What follows will be a synthetic argument. Thus, intuitively, 
every object has a smooth structure and every function is smooth, 
so we do not need to assume that M is a manifold. Neither does U 
necessarily have to consist of open subsets of M in some sense, but 
we do need one assumption on U, namely that there is a partition of 
unity subordinate to it (or to a refinement of U). In particular, we 
assume that U is pointfinite (not necessarily neighbourhood finite, 
since we work synthetically) or at least that U has a pointfinite re
finement. Thus, if 10£: UO£ -+ V are maps into some R-module V, and 
{PO£} is a partition of unity subordinate to U = {UO£}' then EO£pO£ ·/0£ 
makes sense as a function M -+ V. 

The De Rham cohomology H"(M) of M was defined in section 1, 
and the Cech cohomology H"(U, R) in section 3 (classically, but it 
is obvious how to define the synthetic analogue). Weil's idea for 
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proving that H'(U,R) !:!!! H'(M) is to embed both the De Rham 
complex {A"(M)} and the Oech complex C"(U, R) into a bigger 
complex (denoted ... -+ L" -+ L"+1 -+ ••• below) and show that 
both cohomologies are isomorphic to this bigger third cohomology. 

Let U 010 ... 01,. = U 010 n ... n U a,. for each sequence 0 0 < ... < On 

of indices, and let ai = a;: UOIo ... OIn -+ UOIo ... Q; ... OI,. be the inclusion. 
Then we have a diagram 

Af(M) -+ IIOIoAf(UOIol ==t 11010<011 Af(UOIo0l1 ) :::::::t ... 
where the first map is the obvious restriction of forms, and 
6.: IIOIo< ... <OInA9(UOIo ... OIn) -+ IIOIo< ... <OIn+1Af(UOIo ... OIn+l) comes from 
pulling back a form along a;, 

6i = af: Af(UOIo ... Q; ... OI,.+l) -+ A9(UOIo"'OIn+l)' 

From this, we obtain a complex 

A9(M) -+ IIaQAf(Uao) .!. IIao<alAf(UaOal) .!. ... 
with being 

6 = 6": IIaQ< ... <anAf(UaQ ... an) -+ IIao< ... <an+1Af(UaQ ... a .. +l) 

as the alternating sum E:~l( _1)icSt. Thus, 6 maps a sequence W = 
{Wao ... an } of forms to the sequence 6w = {(c5W)OIo ... an+l}' where 

,,+1 
(6w)ao ... an+l = E(-I)i6i(wao ... Q; ... an+l)· 

i=O 

Indeed, precisely as in the case of the boundary operator of the 
singular homology complex S.(M) we can show that 62 = O. So we 
could form its cohomology, but this is not of much use, since 

5.1 Lemma. Every 8equence 

0-+ Af(M) -+ IIaoAf(Uao) .!. IIOIo<alAf(Uaoal) .!. ... 
is eZ4ct. 

Proof. Let {Pal be a partition of unity subordinate to the open cover 
U, and let K,,: IIao< ... <an+1A'(Uao ... OIn+l) -+ IIao< ... <anA'(Uao ... Uan) 
be defined by putting for W = {wao"'an+l}' 

a 

where WaaQ ... an is interpreted according to the following convention: 
if Po ... p" is a sequence of indices (not necessarily increasing and 
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possibly with repititions), and u is a permutation of {O, ... , n} then 
w~o ... ~ .. = sgn(u) . w~.(o) .•. ~.( .. ). (So W ... a ... a ... = 0). Then an easy 
calculation shows that 

whence the lemma. o 

Now consider the diagram 

ttl ttl ttl 

0- Al(M) r 
n",oAl (U"'o) .!... II..o<"'IA1(U"'I) 

6 - .......... 

ttl ttl ttl 

(*) AO(M) r 
naoAO(Uao) 

6 6 
0- - - II..o<alAO(Uaoal) - ... 

t t t 
0- FO(M) - CO(U,R) - C1(U,R) ~ ... 

t t t 
0 0 0 

By the lemma, all the rows except the first are exact, and by the 
Poincar~ lemma, so are all the columns except the first (U is a good 
cover). Let us write 

KP,9 = nao< ... <a,A9(Uao ... a,), 

{KPot}P~O,9~O has the structure of a double complez: we have maps 
6: KPot -+ KP+1,9 and d: KPot -+ KPot+1 such that 62 = 0 = tI2 and 
6d = d6. From such a double complex we can construct an ordinary 
complex by summing up the codiagonals: let 

Ln - in KP,q - wp+9=n , n~O 

where ED denotes the direct sum of R-modules. Then the Ln from a 
complex with boundary operator 

D:Ln -+ Ln+1 

defined as follows: D: EBp+9=nKPot -+ EBp+9=n+1KPot is determined 
by its components Dp: KPot -+ EBp+9=n+1KPot (p = 0, ... , n) which 
are given by 
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K",q+l • L"+1 

D" = 6 + (-I)"d I d I 6 
K",q • K,,+l,q 

After a quick look it will be clear that D2 = o. 
Let us write H2(M) for the cohomology of this complex, i.e. 

H2(M) = ker{L" E. L,,+1)/Im{L,,-l E. L") 

5.2 Theorem. Hi. (M) is isomorphic to both the De Rham coho
mology H·(M) and the Cecil. cohomology H·(U,R). 

Proof. Using the exactness of the rows (except the bottom one) of 
the diagram (*) we will show that the maps r: A"(M) -+ IIoroA"(UorJ 
induce isomorphisms H"(M) ..!..... H2(M). But the definition of 
the complex {L"(M)} is symmetric in p and q, so by reflecting (*) 
in the diagonal a completely similar argument will yield that the 
maps i:C"(U,R) ...... IIoro< ... <ornAO(Uoro ... orn), induce isomorphisms 

H"(U, R) ~ H2(M). 
So to prove the first isomorphism, define a chainmap r: A·(M) -+ 

L· by 
r": A"(M) -+ L", w 1-+ {wlu",J E KO," C L". 

(r is indeed a chainmap, since the restriction of D to KO," is just 
6 + d, so D(r"w) = 6(r"w) + dr"(w) = {dwlu",J = r"+1dw, because 
6r"{w) = 0 by exactness of the rows.) 

Thus r induces a map r: H"{M) -+ H.£{M) at the level of co
homology. We claim that at this level, r is an isomorphism. r is 
surjective: Take tP E L", say tP = E"+q=,, tP",q with tP",q E KM, 
such that DtP = o. We have to show that tP differs by a boundary 
DX from some tP' = E,,+q=" tP~,q with tP~,q = 0 for all p, q except 
p = 0, q = n. We do this in n steps, using the induction step which 
reduces a tP E L" with tP",q = 0 for p = Ie + 1, ... , n to a tP' with 
tP~,q = 0 for p = Ie, ••• , n. Indeed, since for tP = E,,+q=" tP",q, 

DtP = L 6tP",q + (-I)"dtP",q 
,,+q=" 

it follows that 6tP",o = 0 (in K,,+1,O), dtPo," = 0 (in KO,"+1) alid 
6tPu,v+1 + (-I)u+1dtPu+1,v = 0 (in Ku+1,v+1, for u + tI + 1 = n). So 
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if t/>P,9 = 0 for p > k then 6t/>Ic,n-1c = o. Hence by exactness of the 
rows, t/>Ic,n-Ic = 61/1 for some 1/1 E K Ic- I ,n-lc. Let t/>' = t/> - D1/1. Then 
t/>~,9 = 0 for p ~ k. 

r is injective: Take W E Fn(M) such that r(w) = Dt/> for some 
t/> E Ln-l. As shown above, there is a 1/1 E XO,n-1 C Ln-l such that 
[t/>] = [1/1] in HZ-1(M), so rw = Dt/> = D1/1. But 1/1 is a sequence {1/1a} 
of n-l-forms on Ua such that wlu", = d1/1a, and moreover 61/1 = 0 
(since rw = D1/1), so by exactness of rows there is a global form ~ 
with 1/1a = ~Iu", for each a, and we conclude that d~ = w, i.e. [w] = 0 
in Hn(M). 0 



Chapter V 

Connections on Microlinear Spaces 

One of the main new features of synthetic differential geometry, as 
opposed to classical geometry, is the existence of infinitesimal spaces 
such as D, D2, D x D, etc. These spaces essentially allow us to 
give alternative, algebraic approaches to geometric notions which are 
classically defined by limit processes. For example, exterior differ
entiation of a form is interpreted geometrically via circulation along 
an n-cube, a notion which involves integrals. In Chapter IV, on the 
other hand, we saw how to define exterior differentiation via circu
lation along an infinitesimal n-cube, and no actual integration was 
needed in this definition. 

Although the main emphasis in this book is on models of syn
thetic differential geometry and not on the systematic development 
of differential geometry in the synthetic context, we believe that it 
is important to illustrate the use of infinitesimal spaces in synthetic 
reasoning, and to explain how this relates to the classical approach. 
As a case study, we will now try to do precisely this for the theory 
of connections and related notions. 

In the first section, we introduce the notion of a microlinear space, 
a "generalized manifold". In a nutshell, a microlinear space is a 
space which behaves-at least with respect to maps from infinitesi
mal spaces into it-as if it had local coordinates. All manifolds are 
microlinear spaces (in a sense made precise in Section 7); moreover, 
the class of microlinear spaces is closed under inverse limits and ex
ponentiation, so as to include spaces with singularities and spaces of 
smooth functions. 

In Section 2, we prove a general version of the Ambrose-Palais
Singer theorem on the correspondence between symmetric affine con
nections and sprays, for an arbitrary microlinear space. As explained 
in Section 7, this generalizes the classical theorem for manifolds; for 
example, we automatically obtain a version for spaces of smooth 
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functions between manifolds. 
Section 3 is devoted to the study of vector bundles over an arbi

trary microlinear base space, and affine connections on such vector 
bundles. In Section 4, we study the special case of the tangent bun
dle. 

Having infinitesimals available, one can give a very intuitive proof 
of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem in dimension 2, simply by adding in
finitesimal angles in different ways. This will be discussed in Sec
tion 5. In fact, this is an application of the notion of a connection on 
a principal fiber bundle as described in Section 6, rather than that 
of a connection on a vector bundle discussed in Section 3. 

The topos-models introduced in Chapter III enable us to rephrase 
the results on microlinear spaces in terms of classical manifolds, and 
spaces of smooth functions between manifolds. Some examples of 
this nature will be given in Section 7. 

1 Microlinear Spaces 

The reader may have noticed that although ezternal manifolds have 
been extensively studied as objects of the toposes 9 and 1 via the 
embeddings 8: M: ~ 9 and 8: M: ~ 1 (see Chapter III), nowhere 
did we define the notion of internal manifold, parallel to the notion 
of "internal open subset of RR". Of course, letting the logic do the 
work for us, this notion is readily available: just formalize the higher
order formula "to be manifold". Such a notion, although awkward, 
may be useful for some purposes. But to study concepts like con
nections on vector bundles it turns out that, rather surprisingly, a 
much weaker and more manageable notion suffices. This is the no
tion of a microlinear object, or rather of a microlinear space (since 
we think of all objects as "spaces"), which can be defined in any 
universe (any topos) with a ring R satisfying a generalized version 
of the Kock-Lawvere axiom. 

To motivate this notion, let us take a concrete case and work with 
the topos 9 as our universe, and the embedding M 4 9. 

Classically, if M is a smooth manifold, then for each x E M, the 
fiber ",-l(x) of the tangent bundle TM .-!... M has the structure 
of a vector space over lR, whose dimension is that of the manifold 
M. How can we recover this algebraic structure in ou!' universe 9 
when M is considered as an object of 9, i.e. the object 8(M)? Since 
'" becomes the map 8( M)D ev °1 8( M) of 9, we should be able to 
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define maps s(M)D X.(M) s(M)D ...±... s(M)D, s( M) ....!.... s(M)D, and 
R X s(M)D -+ s(M)D (allover s(M» in 9 which express that the 
fibers of s(M)D avo, sCM) are R-modules. In set-theoretical terms, if 
Z E sCM), a E R, and tl, tz E s(M1D with tl(O) = z = tz(O), we have 
to define "inside 9" tl +tz E sCM) with (tl +tz)(O) = z, ° E s(M)D 
and a· tl E s(M)D with 0hO) = z = (a. tl)(O), such that they make 
sCM)!, = ev;l(z) C sCM) into an R-module. 

For M = li, this is easy: by the Kock-Lawvere axiom we can write 
tied) = z + tJid for all dE D(i = 1,2), and define .. 

(tl + tz)(d) - z + (al + az)(d) 
Oed) = z 

a . tl(d) = z + aald, 

and it is clear that s(li)!, = R!, is an R-module. 
Notice that we can reformulate the last equation as a· tied) = 

ti (ad), and this equation does not make use of the ring structure of 
R = s(li); the same is true for the second equation. Thus, the real 
question is: can we reformulate the first equation in a way that does 
not use the ring structure of R, 80 as to generalize it to any object 
of the form sCM) (and hopefully to other objects of 9)1 

Let us first observe that the generalized Kock-Lawvere axiom gives 
a one-to-one correspondence between such pairs of tangent vectors 
(tl, tz) E R!, x R!, and maps D(2) ~ R with teO) = z, given by 
ted!, dz) = z + aldl + azdz. But given t, we can define tl + tz by 
(tl + tz)( d) = t( d, d). And in fact, we can define addition of tangent 
vectors in the same way for R", or more generally, for every object 
of the form sCM), M E M, by using local coordinates (see also 7.1 
below). 

Let us rephrase this definition of addition in more general terms: 
First of all, the inclusions D ~ D(2) given by d 1-+ (d, 0) and d 1-+ 

(0, d) induce for an, object M E 9 a restriction map r: MD(Z) -+ 

MD X M MD. So we have a diagram 

r MI1 
MD xMMD ... -_- MD(Z) ---

~I/ 
M 
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where D..: D ..... D(2) is the diagonal. Whenever r is an isomorphism 
(as for example in the case of M = s( N), N E M) we define the 
addition MD XM MD ...±.... MD by + = Mi::. 0 r-l. 

As we will see, r is an isomorphism for all microlinear spaces, and 
this will imply that we can introduce a fiberwise R-module structure 
on MD ..... M for every microlinear space M. 

A suggestive way of reformulating the property that r is an iso
morphism in the case of R is to consider the diagram 

° 1 'D 

(*) o I I ;, 
D· • D(2) 

'1 

where i1(d) = (d,0),i2 (d) = (O,d): then r is an isomorphism pre
cisely when R( -) sends (*) into a limit-diagram, i.e. when 

I r 

is a pullback. The notion of microlinearity isolates precisely this 
property of R( -) of sending diagrams like (*) into limit diagrams. 

To introduce the formal definitions, we do not fix a universe, but 
we work synthetically (see the Introduction, and Chapter VII). Let 
R be a commutative ring with 1 which satisfies the following (gener
alized) Kock-LawtJere axiom: if ° ESC D.(n) is given as a zero-set 
of finitely many polynomials PI, ... , Pi E R[Xl, ... , xn }, each of total 
degree ~ k, i.e. S = {x E D.(n)lpi(x) = 0, i = 1, ... , i}, then every 
function S ..... R is the restriction of a polynomial in R[xt, ... , xn} 
of total degree ~ k, and this polynomial is unique modulo the ideal 
(pl, ... ,pt) C R[Xl, ... ,Xn }. 

Such subspaces of some D.(n), given by finitely many poly no-
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mials with coefficients in R and constant term zero, will be called 
infinitesimal spaces. 

1.1 Definition. (a) Let M be any object, and let 1) be a finite 
diagram (c~cone) of infinitesimal spaces. 1) is called an M-colimit 
if the functor M( -) sends 1) into a limit diagram. (Sometimes one 
says: "M believes that 1) is a colimit".) (b) An object M is a 
microlinear space if every R-colimit is an M-colimit. 

As a first remark, we state the following closure properties. 

1.2 Proposition. (i) R is microlinear. 
(ii) Any inverse limit of microlinear spaces is again microlinear. 
(iii) If M is a microlinear space and X is an arbitrary space (ob

ject, set), then MX is microlinear. 

Proof. Obvious. o 

1.3 Proposition. If M is a microlinear space, then the tangent bun
dle MD -+ M has a natural (functorial in M) fiberwise R-module 
structure. 

Proof. From the preceding discussion it is clear that the map 
MD(2) -!:.... MD XM MD described above is an isomorphism, and we 
define the map MD XM MD ...±.. MD as the composite Ml!. 0 ,.-1. 

In other words, iftI,t2 EMf are given, then (tl +t2)(d) = t(d,d), 
where t = ,.-I(tl,t2). Moreover, 0 E Mf is defined by Oed) = 
x, Vd E D, and if t E Mf,a E R, we define a· t by a· ted) = 
t(a. d), Vd ED. This indeed defines an R-module structure on Mf. 
We check associativity of +: take tl, t2, ts E Mf, and consider the 
diagram 

D 

Y ~ D(2) il2 > ~ 0 
1 • D D(3) 

~ 
~ D(2Y;;; 

> D 
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(0, db dz). This is an R-colimit, SO by microlinearity of M there is 
a unique map.: D(3) - M with .(d,O,O) = tl(d),.(O,d,O) = tz(d), 
.(O,O,d) = ts(d). Thus by definition of +, ,(d,d,O) = (tl + tz)(d), 
and therefore ,(d,d,d) = ((tl + tz) + ts)(d). Similarly ,(d,d,d) = 
(tl + (tz + ts»(d). The other conditions for M!, to be an R-module 
are trivial. Furthermore, it is easy to check that the R-module struc-

ture is natural in M; i.e. if M L N is a map of microlinear spaces, 
then ID: MD _ N D gives an R-linear map I!': M~ - N?cz) for 
each x EM. We leave the details to the reader. 0 

An important consequence of the fact that M is microlinear is the 
following proposition. 

1.4 Proposition. II M i. a microlinear 'pace, then all the tangent 
'paces 01 M .ati'l, the Kock-Lawvere axiom, in the ,ense that the 
canonical map Tz(M) X Tz(M) ~ Tz(M)D given b, a(u, v)(d) = 
u + d . V i. a bijection, lor each x EM. 

Prool. Let "P: D - Tz(M) = M!, be given, and let u = "P(O). We 
claim the existence of a unique v E Tz(M) with "P(d) = "P(O)+d.v. By 
replacing "P(d) by "P(d) - "P(O) in TzM, we may without loss assume 
that "P(O) is the null vector in TzM. Consider r: D x D - M defined 
by r(dl , tz) = "P(dl)(dz). Since M is microlinear and 

PI . 
DxD==tDxD--+D 

P2 

is an R-coequalizer (by the generalized Kock-Lawvere axiom; here 
PI(dl,dz) = (db O),P2(dt,dz) = (O,dz», and r 0 PI = r 0 pz, there 
is a unique v E TzM such that r(dt,dz) = v(dl · dz) = (dl· v)(dz). 
Thus "P(dl ) = dl . v, which completes the proof. 0 

The previous proposition, combined with the following one, re
duces in many cases linearity of an application between R-modules 
to just homogeneity. 

H 1.5 Proposition. Let V --+ W be a map 01 R-module., and as,ume 
that W is a microlinear 'pace which satisfies the Kock-Lawvere axiom 
in the .en.e that W X W ~ WD, a(wI,wz)(d) = WI + d· Wz, is an 
isomorphism. Then H is linear iff H is homogeneou,. 

Prool. Let H:V - W be homogeneous, i.e. H(av) = aH(vr for 
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Q E R, tI E V. Take tllJ tIJ E V, and consider the maps 

D(2) " V { tp(d1, tit) = H(d1t11 + dztlz) 7 ' t/I(d1, dz) = H(d1t11) + H(dztlz). 
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Since tp 0 i. = t/I 0 i.(k = 1,2) and figure (*) of preceding 1.1 is 
an R-pushout, it follows that tp = t/I. So tp(d, d) = t/I(d, d), i.e. 
d(H(tl1) + H(tlz» = dH(tl1 + tlz) by homogeneity. Since Q is an iso
morphism, we have H(tl1) + H(tlz) = H(tl1 + tlz). C 

As an application of microlinearity, we shall now construct the Lie 
4lgebra of a Lie group, and more generally, of a Lie monoid. 

Since in the context of SDG, all sets (all objects) have smooth 
structures, we may define a Lie monoid (group) to be a monoid 
(group) G, where G is a microlinear space. Thus, the fiber T.(G) of 
GD --+ G at the unit element e is an R-module (Proposition 1.3). 

1.6 Theorem. If G Is a Lie monoid, then T. (G) has a natural Lie-
4lgebra structure; that Is, there Is a natural bilinear Lie-bracket op-

eration T.(G) x T.(G) [-'~I T.(G) satishing the identities 

(i) [tl,t2] + [tZ,tl] = 0 
(ii) [tI, [tz, tslJ + [t2' [ts, tIll + [ts, [t2, tIll = 0 

(the second Is the so-c4lled Jacobi identity). 

Proof. To define the Lie bracket [-, -], choose tlJ tz E T. (G), and 
define h: D x D --+ D by 

h(dlJ d2) = t2(-d2) otl(-dl) otz(d2) otl(dl), 

where 0 denotes the monoid-operation of G. Since the diagram 

(1) D x D ~ D x D ~ D 
P2 

occuring in the proof of 1.4 is an R-pushout and G is a microlinear 
space, the fact that h(d,O) = h(d,O) = e implies that there is a 
unique function [tl,t2) E GP such that Vdl ,d2 E D [tl,t2)(dl· dz) = 
h(dl, d2). This defines [-, -). Since [-, -) is clearly homogeneous 
in each variable separately, we obtain from 1.4 and 1.5 that [-, -] is 
bilinear. 

To prove that (i) and (ii) hold, we first note that clearly from the 
definition of + in T.(G), 

(2) tl(d) 0 t2(d) = (tl + tz)(d), 
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(3) t(-d) = (-t)(d) = t(d)-l. 

Now (i) is obvious from (3) and the fact that the defining equation 
for [tI,t2] shows that h(dl ,d2) = h(dz,dl ). 

For (ii), it suffices (by using (1) twice) to show that for all dl , d2, 

ds E D, 

([tb [tz,tsll + [t2, [ts,tl]] + [ts, [tl,tz]])(dldzds) = e, 

or equivalently by (2), (writing !l. = dldzds) 

(4) [tl, [t2,tsll(.4) 0 [t2, [ts,tlll(.4) 0 [ts, [tl,t211(.4) = e. 

To prove (4), first notice that from the fact that 

1 _ D 

J 1 
D _ D(2) 

is an R-pushout, it follows that whenever (d, d') E D(2) and s, r E 
Te(G), 

(5) 8(d) 0 r(d') = r(eI) 0 s(d). 

Let us write a = tl(dt},b = t2(d2),e = ts(ds). So (4) can be written 
as 

(6) (a, (b, e»)(b, (e, a»(e, (a, b» = e, 

where (x, y) is the commutator y-Ix-1yx, and the monoid oper
ation 0 has been suppressed (by (3), all the elements in (6) have 
inverses). To compute (6), we use that by (5) we can interchange 
an element (x, y) with x, or y, or (u, tI) provided {x, y} n {u, tI} "10, 
where x,y,u,tI are all one of a,b,e. To conclude the proof, then, we 
compute (6) using these commutativity properties: write (6) as 

(7) (b, e)-la-l(b, e)a(e, a)-lb-1 (e, albea, b)-le-l(a, b)e. 

Now move {e,a)-1 to second place, and (a, b)-1 just right of a, to 
get 

(8) {b, e)-l (e, a)-la-1{b, e)a(a, b)-lb-1(e, a)be-1(a, b)e. 

Rewriting be-1 as e-1b(e-t, b) and interchanging (e-1, b) and (a,b) 
we get 
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(9) (h, c)-l(c, a)-la-l(h, c)a(a,h)-lh-l(c, a)c-lh(a, h)(c-l , h)c. 

Spelling out the commutators in (9) shows that everything cancels, 
i.e. the expression (9) equals e E G. 0 

2 Connections and SpraY8 on a Microlinear Space 

We continue to work synthetically. If M is any space (any object), 
we have the canonical map 

M DxD ...!i.. MD Xu MD 

defined by ,,"lK(t)(d) = ted, 0), ,,"2K(t)(d) = teO, d), Vd E D. A con
nection on M will simply be a section of K. In pictures, a connection 
is a way of completing 

into 

However, we are interested only in connections which satisfy some 
further homogeneity conditions. 

2.1 Definition. Let M be any space. An affine connection on M 
IS a map 

MD Xu MD -.!.... M DxD 

satisfying the following conditions: 

(1) Vet!, t2)(d!, 0) = tl(dl), V(tt, t2)(0, d2) = t2(d2)i 
(2) V(er. tl, t2)(dl , d2) = Vet!, t2)(erd!, d2)V(t!, er . t2)(d!, d2) = 

V(t., t2)(d!, erd2). 

for all (tt, t2) E MD Xu MD, tit E D, er E R. (Note that when M is 
a microlinear space, V will be bilinear by 1.4, 1.5.) Moreover, V is 
called .1Immetric (or tor.ion-/ree, see 4.8.1 below) if 

(3) Vet!, t2)(d!, d2) = V(t2, tt)(d2, ttl. 
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One may think of V as providing a means of transporting a tan
gent vector t2 along another tangent vector tl' To make this more 
explicit, we define parallel transport. 

2.2 Definition. Let M be any space, and MD ..!.... M its tangent 
bundle. A parallel transport on M is a function which associates 
with each (t, h) E MD X D a bijection 

Th(t, -): 1r-I(t(O» -+ 1r-I(t(h» 

subject to the conditions 

TO(tl, t2) 
Th( tl, At2) 
TIa(Atl, t2) -

t2 
ATIa(h, t2) 
Tu(tl, t2) (all A E R). 

We say that TIa(tl, t2) is "the result oftransporting t2 parallel to itself 
along the curve tl for h seconds". 

2.3 Proposition. If T is a parallel transport on M, then the map 
V: MD XM MD -+ MDxD defined by 

(1) V(tl, t2)(hl, h2) = Tlal (tl, t2)(h2) 

is an affine connection on M. Conversely, if M is microlinear, then 
any affine connection V on M gives a parallel transport T defined by 
the same formula (1). 

Proof. The first part is obvious. The second part really asserts that 
if V is an affine connection on M and t E Tz(M), then for each 
hE D the map 

f",.(t,-) 
TzM --- Tt(Ia)M, TIa(t,t')(h') = V(t,t')(h,h') 

is a bijection. To see this, first define a map O'(t): D2 -+ M by 

0'(t)(d1 + d2) = V(t,t)(dI, d2). 

(This is well-defined, since Mis microlinear, 

D (d,Ol D X D ...±... D2 
(O,d) 

is an R-pushout, and V(t,t)(d,O) = ted) = V(t,t)(O,d)j 0' is the 
spray associated to V, see 2.5 below.) So given t E Tz(M), hE D, 
we have [d 1-+ O'(t)(h + d)1 E Tt(Ia)(M), and we claim that 

LIa(d 1-+ O'(t)(h + d), -): Tt(Ia)M -+ TzM 
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is the inverse of Th(t, -). One way round, take s E TzM. We have 
to show 

(i) Lh(df-+ u(t)(h+d),Th(t,S» = s. 

Now if (hI, h2) E D(2), we conclude from microlinearity of M and 
the fact that 

is an R-pushout, that 

1 - D 

I 
D

'I 
D(2) 

Thl+h2(t, s) = Th2(d f-+ u(t)(h1 + d), Th2(t,S». 

Putting hI = -h2 = h, we obtain (i). In particular, Th(t, -) is always 
monic. The other way round, we have to show that for r E Tt(h)(M), 

(ii) Th(t, Lh(d f-+ u(t)(h + d), r) = r. 

Substituting s = T_h(d f-+ u(t)(h + d),r) in (i), we obtain 

(iii) Lh(d f-+ u(t)(h+d), Th(t, Lh(d f-+ u(t)(h+d), r») = Lh(d f-+ 

u(t)(h + d),r). 

Since Lh(d f-+ u(t)(h + d), -) is monic as we have just seen, (ii) now 
follows from (iii). 0 

Let us return to affine connections, and look at the particular case 
M = Rn. By the Kock-Lawvere axiom, a tangent vector t at !! E Rn 
may be written as t( d) = 11 + l!d. Therefore by another application 
of the Kock-Lawvere axiom, we may write 

Vet}, t2)(d1 , d2) = 11 + l!ld} + l!2d2 + V.9.(l!I,l!2)d1d2, 

where tied) = !! + llid(i = 1,2) are tangent vectors at!!. Thus V is 
completely determined by 

V.9.(-' _):Rn x Rn ~ Rn 
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and equations (1)-(3) express that ~!, is a bilinear symmetric map

ping. But any bilinear symmetric mapping K' x K' ~ K' is 
completely determined by its values on the diagonal: writing O'(t) = 
c5 (t, t) for the quadratic form associated to c5, we may recover c5 by 
c5(tl,t2) = HO'(t},t2) - O'(tl) - 0'(t2»' the polar form of 0'. 

The aim of this section is to prove a generalization of this fact 
for microlinear spaces. The role of quadratic form is played by the 
notion of a spray. 

2.4 Definition. Let M be any space. A spray on M is a map 
MD ~ MD'J which is a (fiberwise) homogeneous section of the 
natural restriction map MD'J _ MD induced by the inclusion D '-+ 

D2 = {c51c53 = O}j in other words, MD ~ MD'J is a spray if for all 
t E MD, we have the following identities 

(1) O'(t)(d) = ted) for all dE D, 
(2) O'(;\t)(c5) = O'(t)(;\c5) for all ;\ E R, c5 E D2. 

For the particular case that M = R", we obtain (as before) the 
following explicit description of a spray 

O'(t)(c5) =S!+kc5+u!,(k)c52, fort(d) =S!+kd. 

The homogeneity condition (2) reduces to 

u!,(;\k) = ;\2u!,(b) 

which explains the "quadraticity" of 0'. 

The main result of this section is the following version of the 
Ambrose-Palais-Singer theorem. 

2.5 Theorem. Let M be a microlinear space. Then there is a natu
,al one-to-one correspondence between symmetric affine connections 
V on M and sprays 0' on M, given by the formula 

O'(t)(dl + d2) = V(t,t)(dl,d2). 

(0' is called the geodesic spray associated to V, see ./.9.) 

Before starting the proof proper, we observe that the following are 
R-coequalizers: 

(i) D ~ D x D ~ D2, where h(d) = (d,O),j2(d) = (O,d); 
h 

(ii) D(2) x D(2) ~ D(2) x D(2) ~ D2(2), where S(dl,d2) = , 
(d2 ,d1); 
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( ... ) D D D (Pl,tnO,n) D D '" D h . I . I' . 111 X X == ====* X -- , were m 18 mu tiP Icatlon, 
(P2, "'°'11) 

and the p's are projectionsi 

( . ) ( ) (Pl,tn012a) ( ) '" () IV D X D X D 2 = ====* D x D 2 -- D 2 i 
(P2, ",o12a) 

(v) DJ X DJ x DJ(2) (Pl,tnOP2r) DJ x DJ(2) ~ DJ(2)i 
CI'2,tnO,n) 

Proof of Theorem 1.5. We first describe the correspondence. 
(a) From connections to sprays: Given a connection V, we define U 

as follows. For t E MD, Vet, t)(41, 4J) satisfies V(t,t)(4,0) = ted) = 
Vet, t)(O, d), so using the R-coequalizer (i), we conclude that there 
is a unique map u(t): DJ ~ M satisfying 

(1) u(t)(41 + 4J) = V(t,t)(4ll4J). 

(Actually we did this already in the proof of 2.3.) Clearly u sat
isfies the conditions of 2.4. 

Notice that we didn't use the symmetry of V to define this spray 
u. 

(b) From sprays to connections: Here we use the R-coequalizer 
(v). Given a spray u and tangent vectors tll tJ E Mf, the map 

DJ x DJ(2) ~ M (15, AI, AJ) 1-+ U(AltJ + AJtJ)(c5) 

coequalizes the parallel maps in (v), by homogeneity of u, and hence 
it induces a unique map V(tl, tJ): DJ(2) ~ M with 

(2) V(tl,tJ)(c5Al,c5AJ) = U(Altl+AJtJ)(c5), 'tII5 E DJ, 
DJ(2). 

The restriction of this map to D x D c DJ(2) defines the map 
V(tl' tJ): D x D ~ M. V is indeed a symmetric affine connection: 
we check 2.1 (1), i.e. V(tl, tJ)(41, 0) = tt(41). By (iii) above, it 
suffices to show this for the case 41 = c5A where 15, A E D. But by (2) 
and 2.4 (2), 

V(tl,tJ)(c5A,O) = u(Atl)(c5) = u(tt)(c5A) = tl(c5A). 

The condition 2.1 (2) is equally easy, and 2.1 (3) is trivial. 
(c) These operations are inverse to each other: First, given a spray 

u, (b) and (a) give a new spray i which is completely determined by 

i(t)(c5'\l + 15'\2) - Vet, t)(c5'\I' 15'\2) 
= U('\lt + '\2t)(c5), 
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where 6 E D2, (Al, A2) E D2(2). By 2.4 (2), U = (T. 

The other way round is more involved. Given a symmetric affine 
connection V, (a) and (b) give a new (symmetric) connection V 
which is completely determined by 

(3) V(tl, t2)(dl + d2)Al, (dl + d2)A2) = V(Altl + A2t2, Altl + 
A2t2)(dl, d2), 

where d; E D, (AI, A2) E Dz(2), and (dl + d2)At E D. We need to 
show that V = V. To this end, fix tl, tz E TzM and let ~: RZ -+ TzM 
be the map 

~(Al, Az) = Altl + Aztz. 

Now consider the composites S = (~ x ~ x id x id) 0 V and 5 = 
(~x rp x id x id) 0 v: RZ x RZ x D x D -+ M. Clearly, we have 

(4) S(~,I-')(dl,d2) = S(I-',~)(dz,dl) 
(5) S(a~-:-I-')(dl, d2) = Sl~,1d(adl' dz) 
(6) S(~, af)(dl, d2) = S(~,~)(dI, ad2), 

and similarly for 5. By (5), (6) and the R-coequalizers (iii) and 
(iv), 8 is completely determined by the map T: D(2) x D(2) -+ M 
defined by T(dl~' d2~ = 8(~,~(dl, dz). Clearly, T is symmetric, 
i.e. T(~,~) = T~,~), 80 by the R-coequalizer (ii), T(~,~ depends 
only on the sum ~ + ~ E D2(2). Consequently, S(,!,~)fdbdz) de-
pends only on the sum dl~+d2l!. Similarly, 5(~,f)(dl,d2) depends 
only on the sum dl~ + dzl-'. But let us compute 5~,I-')(dl,d2) 
explicitly: by (i) and (v),it suffices to consider the caSe where 
dl = (P+P2)"11,d2 = (PI +P2)"12, with Pi ED and (;1,12) E D2(2). 
Then 

S(,!,f)(d1, d2) = S(~,~«PI + P2)"11, (PI + P2)"12) 
= 8 «;lAl + 121-'l, 11AZ + 1zl-'z), (;lAl + 121-'1, 11AZ + 1Z1-'2)) (PI , Pz)· 

Since S(,!,~)(dl' dz) depends only on dl~ + d2~' it follows that S = 
5. Hence 8«1,0), (0,1)) = 5«1,0), (0, 1), i.e. V(tt, t2) = V(tb tz). 

This completes the proof. 0 
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9 Vector Bundles and Vector Fields 

As another example of the use of microlinearity, we will give a syn
thetic version of the covariant derivative, and prove the usual prop
erties. Again, the context is much wider than that of classical man
ifolds. (For more on the relation between classical manifolds and 
microlinear spaces, see V. 7.) 

3.1 Definition. Let M be a microlinear space. A tlector hundle otler 
M is a map E ...!.... M of microlinear spaces, such that every fiber 
E", = p-l(m) is equipped with an R-module structure satisfying the 
Kock-Lawvere axiom, i.e. the canonical map 

H",: E", x E", -+ (E",)D 

given by H",(u, tI)(d) = u + dtl is a bijection. 

3.2 Remark. It is easy to see that if E ...!.... M is a map of microlin
ear spaces, then each fiber E", is also microlinear. So Proposition 1.5 
is applicable in this context. 

3.3 Example. If M is a microlinear space, then the tangent bundle 
MD ....!.... M is a vector bundle over M, by 1.2 (iii) and 1.3, 1.4. 

Whenever E ...!.... M is a vector bundle, we have the following 
diagram 

(1) E Xu E J!.... ED -.!£. MD Xu E 

where H(u,tI)(d) = u+dtl, and K(t) = (pot,t(O». All the spaces in 
(1) carry two vector bundle structures, one coming from the tangent 
bundle structure given by 1.3, and one coming from the vector bundle 
structure of E, and the maps H and K respect these structures, as 
summarized in 3.4. 

3.4 Linearity Properties of H and K 

3.4.1 ED ....!.... E is a vector bundle over E by 3.3. The R-module 
structure will be denoted by EB and 0. 

D 
3.4.2 ED is also a vector bundle over MD by ED !..-. MD: ED 
and MD are microlinear by 1.2 (iii), and its fibers satisfy the Kock
Lawvere axiom. (proof: Given ~: D -+ (ED), = (pD)-l(t), t E MD, 
consider ~d: D -+ E'Cd) = p-l(t(d) defined by ~d(ct) = ~(ct)(d). 

Since E ~ M is a vector bundle, there are unique Ud, tid E E'Cd) 
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such that ~d(4) := Ud + tlvd('V4 E D). Then ~(4) := U + tlv for all 
4, where U:= [d t-+ Ud] and v are in (ED),.) The module structure 

D 
on ED .!- MD comes from pointwise applying that of E, and is 
denoted by +," So for B,B' E (ED)" (B + B')(d) = B(d) + B'(d) (the 
latter + in E'(d», (01' .)(d) = Q. B(d). 

3.4.3 Lemma The e-.tructure distri6uteB over the +-Btructure in 
ED whenever this mueB Ben.e. That is, if t, t', B, B' E ED tDith 
pot = pot!, po. = po B' ,teO) = B(O),t'(O) = B'(O), then 

(t + t') E9 (B + s') = (t e B) + (t' ED s'). 

Proof. Recall the R-pushout that is used to define ED, 

o 
1 - D 

1 
D(2) 

t E9 B and t' E9 B' are computed via the maps tp, ~': D(2) -+ E 
. b . t' ,. t'" 'Defin given y~O'I= ,~O'2=8,~Otl= ,~Ot2=B. e 

t/J: D(2) -+ E by t/J(d1, d2) = ~(db d2) + ~'(dl' d,). (This makes 
sense since p 0 ~ = p 0 ~'.) Then t/J 0 i 1 = t + t' and t/J 0 ;2 = B + B' 

80 substituting d1 = d2 = d gives the equation we want. 0 

3.4.4 E XM E is microlinear (1.2 (ii», and it is a vector bundle over 
E via the projection EXM E..!!... E, with R-module structure (again 
denoted by circled +,.) defined by 

(u,v) ED (u,v') = (u,v + v'), 010 (u,v) = (u,Qv). 

3.4.5 E XM E is also a vector bundle over M, via the canonical map 
E XM E -+ M. The R-module structure is defined and denoted as 

(Ub VI) + (U2, V2) = (Ul + U2, VI + V2), 01 • (Ul, VI) = (QUIt QU2). 

Clearly, if all Em's satisfy the Kock-Lawvere axiom, then 80 do all 
products Em X Em. 
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3.4.6 MD Xu E is a vector bundle over E, via the projection MD Xu 

E ~ E, the corresponding structure being given by 

(t, v) EB (t', v) = (t ED t', v), 00 (t, v) = (at, v) 

(on the right of =, t EB t' and at come from the R-module structure 
of MD, as in 1.3). 

3.4.1 MD Xu E is a vector bundle over MD via the projection 
MD Xu E.!!... MDj the corresponding structure is 

(t,v) + (t,v') = (t,v+v'), a· (t,v) = (t,av). 

3.4.8 Proposition. 

(1) H is linear as a map 0/ vector bundles over E, i.e. linear with 
respect to the circled EB-structure. Moreover, H is linear with 
respect to the +-structure (this makes sense, although ED is 
not a vector bundle over M, since pD 0 H = 0 in M D). 

(2) K is linear, both as a map of vector bundles over E (w.r.t. 
EB), and as a map oftJector bundles over MD (w.r.t. +). 

(3) The sequence o/linear maps 

0-+ E Xu E ..!!... ED ~ MD Xu E 

otJer E is ezact, i.e. H is 1-1 and Im(H) = Ker(K). 

Proof. (1), (2) By 1.4,1.5 we only need to check homogeneity, which 
is obvious in each case. (3) That H is monic is part of saying 
that the fibers of E ..!... M satisfy the Kock-Lawvere axiom. If 
(u,tJ) E E Xu E, then KH(u,tJ) = (d .... p(u) = p(tJ),u), which is 
the 0 for the ED-structure on MD Xu E. Conversely, if tEED and 
K(t) = 0, then pot is constant, i.e. t: D -+ Ep(,(o». Applying the 
Kock-Lawvere axiom to t, we find unique u,v with t = H(u,tJ). 0 

3.4.9 Remark. Such vectors tEED with K(t) = 0 are called 
tJertical vectors. 

This completes 3.4. 
We now generalize the definition of affine connection to vector 

bundles, and introduce the connection maps. 

3.4.10 Definition. Let E ..!... M be a vector bundle. An affine 
connection on E..!... M (or briefiy, on E) is a map V: MD xuE-+ 
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ED which splits K and is linear w.r.t. both vector bundle structures 
e over E and + over MD. In other words (using 1.4, 1.5 again) V 
should satisfy the following identities: 

po Vet, v)(d) = t(d), Vet, ,,)(0) = v 

V(ot, ,,)(d) = (00 V(t,v»(d) = V(t,v)(od) 

V(t,ov)(d) = (0' Vet, v»(d) = 0 • (V(t, ,,)(d). 

H V is an affine connection on E, we obtain a split-exact sequence 
of vector bundles over E (Le. w.r.t. e) from 3.4.8 (3): 

(*) O-+RXME!!...EDbMDxME-+O. 

So H splits as well. Explicitly, K 0 lidED e V K) = 0, so there is a 
map Cl: ED -+ E XM E defined by 

HoCl =id.DeVK. 

Cl is a map of vector bundles over E, i.e. PI 0 Cl = "". The other 
component P2 0 Cl is the so-called connection map associated to V, 
and denoted by 

C:ED-+E. 

Note that since Cl 0 H = id, we get COli = idE, where v: E -+ ED 
is the map defined by v(e)(d) = d· e. 

The vectors in ED which are in the image of V are called the 
horizontal "ectors. So (*) provides a decomposition of each vector in 
ED in a "horizontal" and a "vertical" component (cf. 3.4.9). 

This completes 3.5. 
Intuitively, G measures the extent to which a tangent vector t E 

ED coincides with the parallel transport of teO) along pot given by 
V. To define C by formulating this intuitive idea more directly, we 
would have to be able to "transport t(h) back to t(O)", which is not 
possible in general. However, in many cases this can be done, and 
a more direct description of C can be given. (See e.g. V.3.9-U and 
V.4.7.) 

3.8 Proposition. The connection map C: ED -+ E associated to 
an affine connection V satisfies both linearity laws: 

(1) 1/ (t, t') E ED XMD ED then C(t + t') = C(t) + C(t') 
(2) 1/ (t, t') E ED XE ED then C(t e t') = C(t) + G(t') 

(tAe two +'s on the ri,ht 0/= denote the addition in E"t(o) = E"t'(o»), 
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Proof. (2) just comes from the fact that (*) in 3.5 is exact for 
the ED-structure. For (1), take t,t' E ED,pot = pot'. Since 
ott) + ott') = P2(OI(t) + Ol(t'» and H is 1-1 and preserves + 
(3.4.8(1», it suffices to show that HOl(t + t') = HOl(t) + HOl(t'). 
But writing HOI = id.,D e V K, this is just a special case of Lemma 
3.4.3 (with e in place of $). 0 

3.7 Vector Fields. Let E ..!!.-. M be a vector bundle. An E-vector 
field on M is a section of p, i.e. a map M ...!... E with po Y = idM. 
We usually write Y", for Y(m). Let X(p) or X(E) denote the set 
of E-vector fields on M. X (E) has a natural RM-module structure, 
just by pointwise applying the R-module structure of the fibers of 
E. 

In the particular case where E ..!!.-. M is the tangent bundle 
MD ~ M, we write X (M), rather than X (MD) or X (1r), and "vec
tor field" for "MD-vector field". If X: M -+ MD is a vector field on 
M, the following notation is used: X", E T",(M) for X(m),X(d, -) 
or Xtl for X(-)(d):M -+ M, 80 Xtl(m) = X",(d) = X(m)(d) = 
X(d,m). 

3.8 Covariant Differentiation. Let E ..!!.-. M be a vector bundle, 
and let V be an affine connection on E, with connection map O. Let 
Y: M -+ E be an E-vector field on M, and let X: M -+ MD be a 
vector field on M. Denote by 

Y·X:M-+ED 

the composite M .l!.... MD ~ ED. The covariant derivative of Y 
along X is the E-vector field 

VxY =Oo(Y .X):M -+ E. 

Intuitively, (VxY)", measures to which extent (y. X)",: D -+ E 
is V-parallel along X",: D -+ M. We can make this geometric inter
pretation more explicit, as in Proposition 3.11. But first a lemma. 

3.9 Lemma. Let M be a microlinear space, and let X: M -+ MD be 
a vector field on M. Then X can be uniquely eztended to X: M -+ 

MD2 in such a way that the flow equation 

Xtll+tl:a(m) = Xtl:a (Xtll (m» 

is satisfied. 
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Proof. Take m E M, and consider the function tp: D x D - M, 
tp(dl , d2) = Xtl2(Xtll (m». Since 

(0 'd) 
Db DxD-±"D2 

(id,O) 

is an R-coequalizer, M is microlinear, and tp(d,O) = tpjO,d) because 
Xo = idM, we conclude that there is a unique function X( _) (m): D2 -
Mwith 

o 

3.10 Remark. Similarly to 3.9, we may "formally integrate" X to 
a map Doo x M - M extending X, and satisfying the flow equation. 

3.11 Proposition. Let E -.!.. M be a vector bundle, V an affine 
connection on E, and X E I(M), Y E I(E), as in 9.8. Then VxY 
is uniquelll determined bll the following identit,l: 

Vh ED: V(d 1-+ Xm(h + d), Yx ... (tl»(-h) - Ym = h· (VXY)m' 

In other worda, VxY is computed bll transporting YX .. (h) back along 
Xm and subtracting Y m from the result. 

Proof. V X Y is defined by 

[(y. X)m 8 V(Xm, Ym)] (h) = Ym + h· (VXY)m, Vh ED 

(8 in ED, + in Em), so we only need to show 

(*) [(Y .X)m8 V(Xm, Ym)](h) = V(d 1-+ Xm(d+h), YX .. (h»( -h). 

But this is immediate from microlinearity of E: Define tp: D(2) - E 
by 

tp(dl , d2) = V(d 1-+ Xm(d + dl ), YX ... (tll»( -d2). 

Then tp(dl,O) = (Y . X)m(dl) and tp(O,d2) = V(Xm, Ym)(-d2), so 
by definition of tangential subtraction 8, we have 

«Y . X)m 8 V(Xm, Ym»(h) = tp(h, h), 

which gives (*). o 

3.12 Directional Derivatives of Functions. Let M be a (micro
linear) space, X E I(M), and let f: M - R. The directional deriva
tive off (in the direction of X) is the function XU): M - R defined 
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as follows. For m E M, 'oX",: D ~ R can be written as 

(f 0 X",)(d) = I(m) + h . X(f)(m) 

for a unique X(f)(m) E R, by the Kock-Lawvere axiom. This defines 
X(f): M ~ R. It is easy to check that X( -): RM ~ RM is linear 
and satisfies Leibniz' rule, i.e. 

X(a.f) - a.X(f) 
X(f+g) = X(f)+X(g) 
X(f.g) = I·X(g)+g.X(f). 

We now prove the usual properties of covariant differentiation in 
the general context of microlinear spaces. 

3.13 Theorem. Let E ~ M he G vector handle, V Gn GDine con
nection on E, Grad let Xi: M ~ MD Gnd Y, Z: M ~ E he vector 
fields on Mj lurthermore, let I:M ~ R. Then 

(1) VXl$X2Y = VXIY + VX2Y 
(2) V/.xY = I· VxY 
(3) Vx(Y + Z) = VxY + VxZ 
(4) Vx(f' Y) = I· VxY + X(f). Y (<<Koszul'sIGw·J 

(+ relers to Gdditiora in E, Ea to Gdditiora ira MD.J 

Prool. Since (Y • (Xl EaX,))", = (Y ,XI)",E9(Y . X,)", (the latter E9 in 
ED), (Y . (fX))", = l(m)0(Y'X)", (0 in ED), and «Y +Z)·X)", = 
(Y . X)", + (Z . X)", (the latter + in ED), (1)-(3) are obvious from 
the linearity properties of the connection map 0 (see 3.6). For (4), 
we use 3.11. Choose hE D and write t E MD,t(d) = X(d+ h,m). 
Then by 3.11, with I· Y for Y, 

h· V x(f . Y)", = Vet, I(X",(h))YxC"'))( -h) - g(m)Y",. 

On the other hand, I(X",(h)) = I(m) + h· X(f)(m) by definition of 
X(f). So using homogeneity and 3.11, we get 

h· Vx(f' Y)", = (f(m) + hX(f)(m))V(t, YX .. Ch»(-h) -1(m)Y", 
= I(m) . h· (V xY)", + hX(f) (m)V(t, Yx .. ch)H -h). 

Since V(t,Yx ... ch)H-h) = Y",+h(VxY)", and h' = 0, the last term 
is equal to 

h· (f(mHVxY)", + X(f)(m)Y",). 

Since this holds for all h E D, we conclude by the Kock-Lawvere 
axiom for E", that Vx(fY)", = l(m)(VxY)", +X(f)(m)Y",. 0 
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3.14: Curves and Vector Fields. Let E ~ M be a vector bun
dle, and let V be an affine connection on E with connection map O. 
Let X: R - E be a curve in E, i.e. a curve of vectors. The derivQ.tive 
of X is the curve !lj: R - E defined by !lj(z) = O(d 1-+ X(z+d). 
Note that poX = po ¥: R - M. By definition, we have the 
following identity, where we write ted) = X(z+ d),t E ED: 

(1) Vh EDIt e V(P 0 t, X(z))] (h) = X(z) + h . ¥(z). 

Obviously pot can be extended to a map D2 - M, so we don't 
need an analogue of Lemma 3.9 to prove the following geometric 
interpretation of llj, similar to 3.11. The proof of (2) below is as 
the proof of 3.11. 

Proposition. !lj(x) is uniquelll determined bll the lollowing iden
tity: 

(2) Vh E D: V(d 1-+ pot(h+d),X(x+h»(-h)-X(x) = h.¥(x), 

where t: D2 - E, t(8) = X(x + 8). In other words, Dff is computed 
by transporting X(x + h) back along poX to the point x, and sub
tracting X(x) Irom the result. 0 

Proposition. Let X, Y: R - E be curves 01 vectors as above, and 
let I: R - R. Then 

(3) D(~:-Y) = D: + ¥ 
(4) D(~;X)=I'.X+I·¥ 
(5) D(i°f) (x) = I'(z)llj(f(x» 

Prool. (3) is obvious from the definition and 3.6. The proof of (4) is 
analogous to 3.14 (4), using (2) above rather than 3.11. (5) is clear 
from the fact that Id 1-+ X(f(z + d)] = I'(z) 0 Id 1-+ X(f(z) + d)] in 
ED, and linearity of 0: ED - E. 

This proves the proposition, and completes 3.14. 0 

4 The Tangent Bundle of a Microlinear Space 

In the preceding section we described some notions related to a vector 
Dundle E ....!!... M, equipped with an affine connection MD XM E .!. 
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ED. We will not restrict ourselves to the special case where E ~ M 
is the tangent bundle MD -!... M (see 3.3). So ED is now the iterated 
tangent bundle (MD)D ~ MDxD, which carries two vector bundle 
structures over MD, and MD XM E is just MD(2) since M is micro
linear. One of the tiresome aspects of replacing E by MD is that 
we have to keep the two copies of MD apart, which is notation ally 
rather messy. Let us fix some notation. 

4.1 The Iterated Tangent Bundle. Let M be a microlinear space. 
(MD)D is identified with M DxD via ~(dl)(d2) = ~(d2' dl) (so the 
right hand D of (MD)D is the left hand D of MDXD.) (MD)D = 
M DxD has two projections onto MD, namely 

(MD)D 1I'M~ MD and (MD)D (1I'M)~ MD. 

So for 1" E MDxD , 
1I"MD(r)(d) = r(O,d), and (1I"M)D(r)(d) = r(d,O). 

The first map 11" MD makes (MD)D into a vector bundle over MD, 
with the general R-module structure of a tangent bundle, as in 3.4.1, 
denoted by EB,0. So for 1",1'" E MDxD, ..\ E R, 

(..\ 0 r)(dl , d2) = r(..\dl , d2) 
(1" EB r')(dt, d2) = (1"(-, d2) + T'(-, d2))(dl ), 

i.e. (rEBr')(dl, d2) is computed by fixing d2, and then adding 1"( -, d2 ) 

and r'(-,d2) in MD, and (..\0r)(dl ,d2) is computed by fixing d2 
and computing ..\. (1"( -, d2)) in MD. 

The second map (1I"M)D makes (MD)D into a vector bundle over 
MD, with R-module structure given by "fixing dl " (as in 3.4.2), and 
denoted by +, .; so 

(..\. r)(dl , d2 ) = r(dt, ..\d2) 

(1" + T')(dt, d2 ) = (T(dl , -) + T'(dt, - ))(d2 ). 

We have a twist-map E induced by composition with D x D ---+ 

D x D, (dt, d2) 1-+ (d2, dl ), and E is a map of vector bundles over 
MD 
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The map K: MDxD -+ MD(2) (i.e. the map K from Section 3) is just 
the restriction map induced by D(2) c D x D for this special case 
E = MD. MD acts on the fibers of K, as explained in 4.2-4.4. 

4.2 Translation Spaces. Recall that if (V, +,0) is an abelian group 
and A is an inhabited set (i.e. 3x x E A), then an affine structure, or 
translation-space structure, or torsor structure of A over V is a free 
and transitive action of V on A, denoted by 

• 
(1) V x A --±.. A. 

• Thus, for each pair TI, T2 E A, there is a unique t E V with t + TI = 
• 

T2, and this t is written as T2 - TI. SO the free and transitive action 
can equivalently be described by two operations 

• • 
(2) V x A --±.. A, A x A ...::... V 

satisfying the following identities 

• (3.1) 0 + T = T 

• •• (3.2) (ti +t2) + T = tl + (t2 + T) 
• • (3.3) (t+T) - T=t 
• • (3.4) (T2 - TI) + TI = T2. 

Notice that if we fix TO E A, we may identify A with V via 

• 
V -+ A, t 1-+ t + TO. 

• • Under this identification, + corresponds to + and - to -. AB a 
consequence, we have the following useful "metarule": To check a 

• • meaningful equation involving +, -, +, -, it suffices to drop all the 
dots and check the equation in the theory of abelian groups. 
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4.3 Example. Consider the restriction map RDxD ..!f.... RD(2) de
scribed in 4.1. By the Kock-Lawvere axiom, elements r of RDxD are 
of the form r(dt, d2) = a + bldl + b2d2 + Cdld2, and elements s of 
RD(2) are of the form a + 6ld2 + 62d2i with this notation, K(r) = s. 
Fix s E RD(2), with s(O) = a say. Then R~ = T.(R) acts on 
R~XD = {r E RDXDlr(O,O) = a} by 

• t + r = a + bldl + b2d2 + (6 + c)dld2, 

where t and r are given by ted) = a+6d,r(dl,d2) = a+6ldl +62d2+ 
• cdld2. This action actually is over K, i.e. K(t + r) = K(r), and for 

each s E RD(2) it makes the fiber K-l(s) into a translation space over 
• • T.(o) (R). (The corresponding operation - is given by (fl - t2)(d) = 

a + (Cl - c2)d, where t. is given by t.(d) = a + bldl + 62d2 + C.dld2.) 
We generalize this in 4.4. 

4.4 The Translation Space Structure on M DxD -+ MD(2). Let 
M be a microlinear space, and Z E M. Fix s E M~(2), i.e. s E MD(2) 
with s(O) = z, and consider the fiber K-l(s) ofthe map MDxD ..!f.... 
MD(2). By microlinearity of M, we can define a natural action of 
Tz(M) on K-l(s), denoted by 

• 
M~ X K-l(s) -±... K-l(s), 

by using the R-pushout 

1 
0 

D 

(1) I · 
DxD • (D x D) V D 

({) 

where (D x D) V D = ((dl, d2, e) E DSIci1 = e2 = ~e = O(i = 1,2)}, 
and (()( dl, d2) = (dt, d2, 0) , e( d) = (0,0, d). (Using the generalized 
Kock-Lawvere axiom, it is easy to see that this is an R-pushout.) 
Indeed, given t E Tz(M) and r E MDXD, there is by (1) a unique 

map (D x D) V D ..!.... M with J(dl,d2,0) = r(dl,d2), J(O,O,d) = 
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• ted). Define t + l' by 

• (t + 1')(dl ,dd = l(dlt d2,dld2). 

To see that this actually defines an action, one has to check (3.1) 
• and (3.2) given in 4.2 above. (3.1) is clear. For (3.2), i.e. (tl + t2) + 

• • 
l' = tl + (t2 + 1'), we first note that 

1 
0 

D -
0 

J Jh (2) 

(D x D) V D - (D x D) V D(2) 
J2 

is an R-pushout, where 

(D x D) V D(2) = {(dl ,d2,el,ez) E D414 = ~e; = el = eleZ = O} 

andjl(d) = (0,0,d,0),h(dlt d2,e) = (dl,dz,O,e). Now by definition, 
• I «h +tz) + 1')(dl , d2) = g(dl,dz, dldz), where (D x D) V D -- Mis 

the unique map with g(O, 0, e) = (h + tz)(e),g(dlt dz, 0) = 1'(db dz) . 
• Let I: (D x D) V D -+ M be the map used to define t2 + l' as above, 

i.e. I(db dz, 0) = 1'(db dz), 1(0,0, d) = tz(d). By (2), we can define 
a umque 

h: (D x D) V D(2) -+ M 

with h(dbdz,O,e) = I(dbdz,e), h(O,O,d,O) = tl(d). Then 
h(O,O,O,e) = tz(e), so h(O,O,e,e) = (tl + tz)(e) by definition of + 
on Tz(M) (see 1.3). Thus by uniqueness of g, we have g(dl,dz,e) = 
h(dlt dz, e, e), all (dlt dz, e) E (D x D) V D. On the other hand, h can 

• • be used to define h + (t2 + 1'): since h(O,O,e,O) = tl(e), 
• • h(dl , dz,O, dldz) = (tz + 1')(dl , d2), we must necessarily have (tl + 

• • • (tz + 1'»(dlt dz) = h(db dz, dld2, dldz). We conclude that tl + (tz + 
• 

1') = (tl + t2) + 1'. 
So the fibers of T M act on the fibers of K, or briefly, T M acts on 

M DxD -+ MD(Z). We claim that this action is free and transitive. 
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To show this, we define an operation 

~: MDxD XAlD(Z} M DxD -+ M DXD , 

called ,trong difference, such that equations (3.3) and (3.4) of 4.2 
hold. We need the following R-pushout, 

D(2) DxD 

(3) I I ~ 
DxD ___ • (D x D) V D 

where ~(dl' dz) = (d1 , dz, 0) as in diagram (1) above, and ",(dt, d2) = 
(d1, dz, d1dz)j the two maps D(2) -+ D x D both are the inclusion. 
H 1'1,1'2 E M DxD are in the same fiber of K, then there is a unique 

I • (D x D) V D --+ M with I~ = 1'1, I'" = 1'z, and we define 1'2 - 1'1 E 
MDby 

• 
(1'Z - 1'1)(d) = 1(0,0, d) . 

• It is easy to check that this definition of 1'z - 1'1 satisfies (3.3) and 
(3.4) of 4.2. We leave details to the reader. 

We summarize 4.4 as follows. 

Theorem. MDxD ~ MD(2) h" a natural trar&llation 'pace ,truc
ture over MD. More preci,el", lor each Z E MD and each , E 

M~(Z), K- 1(,) i, a translation 'pace over Tz(M) 6" the operation, 

• • 
TzM X K-1(,) i.. K-1(8), K-l(8) X K-l(8) ..::... TzM 

defined above. 

This completes 4.4. 
Several geometric notions occuring in Section 3 can be directly 

• expressed in terms of the operation - of strong difference in the case 
where E = MD. Before we go into this, we mention some useful 

• • properties of + and -. 
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4:.5 Some Further Properties of the Tr8DBlation Structure. 
First, we have the following homogeneity properties, which can be 
straightforwardly proved from the definitions. (Recall the two dif
ferent R-module structures on M DxD discussed in 4.1.) 

4:.5.1 Proposition. Let 8 E M:'(2), t E M!" 1", 1'1, 1"2 E M!'XD tJ8 

cahot1e, with K(1"I) = 8 = K(1"2)' Then for an, l E R, 

• • • 
l· (1"2 - 1"1) = (l. 1"2) - (l. 1"1) = (l0 1"2) - (l0 1"1). 

MoreotJer 
• • 

l0(t+T) l·t+l0T 
• • l.(t+T) - l·t+l·T. 

o • • Both + and - have symmetry properties, as stated in 4.5.2. 

4:.5.2 Proposition. Let E: MDxD -+ M DxD he the twist map of 
.,.1, i.e. E(T)(dl, d2) = 1"(d2, d1). Then for an, t E M!" T}, 1"2 E 
M:'XD with K(Tl) = K(T2), 

• • 
1"2 - Tl = E(1"2) - E(Tl), 

• • 
E(t + Tl) = t + E(Tl). 

Proof. Clear from the defining R-pushouts used in 4.4 o 

4:.6 Vector Fields and Strong Difference. Let M be a microlin
ear space. Recall that a vector field on M is a map X: M -+ MD with 
'If 0 X = id, i.e. X(m)(O) = m, all m E M. By exponential adjoint-

ness, we may alternatively regard a vector field as a map D x M .l!.... 
M with X(O,m) = m for all m, or as a map D .l!.... MM satisfying 
X(O) = idM. The interpretation D x M -+ M corresponds to the 
notion of "infinitesimal flow", while the interpretation D -+ MM 
corresponds to the notion of "an infinitesimal deformation of the 
identity map on M". (We will identity these viewpoints notation
ally, and write X(m)(d), X(d)(m), Xed, m),X(m, d),X/I(m), X",(d) 
all to denote the same thing.) 

Let I(M) denote the space of vector fields on M. In other words, 
I (M) is the tangent space of the Lie monoid MM at the identity. 
We saw in 1.6 that the group structure on I (M) (coming from its 
R-module structure as a tangent space) coincides with themo~oid
structure. So for any vector field X 
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(1) Xd 0 X-d = idM, all dE D 
(2) Xdl 0 Xd, = Xdl+d" all (dt, d2) E D(2). 

Moreover, if X, Y E X(M) then by 1.6(5), 

(3) Xdl 0 Yd, = Yd, 0 Xdl if (dt, d2) E D(2). 

1.6 also shows that X (M) haa a Lie-algebra structure, with Lie
bracket given by 

(4) [X,Y](d1,d2) = Y-d, OX-dl oYd, OXdl. 

It is of interest to note that the Lie-bracket can be expreBBed in terms 
of strong difference: 

Proposition. Let X, Y be vector fields on M, where M is microlin
ear, and let m EM. Then 

(5) [X, Y]m = E(X . Ym) ~ (Y . X)m, 

where X stands lor -X, i.e. Xed) = X( -d). 

Prool. Firat note that (5) makes sense, i.e. K E(X' . Y)m = K(Y . 
X)m, by (3) above. Now define I: (D x D) V D -. M by 

l(d1,d2,e) = (Yd, 0 [X,Y]. oX_dl)(m). 

Then I(dt, d2, 0) = Yd, OXdl (m) = (Y ·X)m(d1, d2), and l(d1, d2, d1· 
d2) = Xdl 0 Yd, (m) = E(X· Y)m(d1, d2). So from the definition of 
• - we find 

• (E(X· Y)m - (Y . X)m(d1 • d2) = 1(0,0, d1 . d2) 
= [X, Y](d1 . d2). 

The result now follows from the R-pushout (1) in the proof of 1.6.0 

4.7 Connections and Strong nlff'erence. Let M be a microlin
ear space, and V and affine connection on M (see 2.1, or 3.5 where 
E = M D ). In 3.5 we defined the connection map C associated to 
a connection V. In the case E = MD, C can be described in terms 
of strong difference. To see this, recall that in the case E = MD 
the map C: M DxD -. MD is defined by the equation (1), where 
(t1,t2) = K(T): 

(1) (Te V(t1,t2»(d1,d2) = (t2 + d1· C(r»(d2) 

(so on the left, e is tangential addition in dt, keeping d2 fixed, as 
in 4.1; + on the right is just tangential addition in TzM). We want 
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• to show that O(r) can be replaced by r - V(tt,tz) in (1). Now 

r ~ V(tl, tz) is defined via the unique map (D x D) V D ..L. M with 
I(dt, dz, 0) = V(tl, tz)(dl , dz), I(dl , dz, dldz) = r(dl , dz), namely as 

• (r - V(tl, tz))(d) = 1(0,0,d). Since 1(0, dz, 0) = tz(dz), we get 

• 
(2) 1(0, dz, d1dz) = (tz + dl(r - V(tl,tz»))(dz). 

Define g: D(2) x D - M by 

g(x,lI,z) = I(x - 1I,Z,xz) 

(this makes sense, since if (x, II, z) E D(2) x D then (x - II, z, xz) E 
(D x D)v D). Then g(x, O,z) = I(x, z,xz) = rex, II), and g(O, II, z) = 
1(-II,z,O) = V(tt,tZ)(-II,Z), 80 we must have 

(3) g(dt, db dz) = (r 8 V(tt, tz))(dl , dz) 

by definition of 8. But g(dl,dt,dz) = 1(0,d2 ,d1dz), 80 (3) and (2) 
gIve 

• (4) (r 8 V(tt,tZ»(dl,dz) = tz + dl(r - V(tt,tz))(dz). 

Since O(r) is defined by (1), we conclude that the connection map 0 
and the operation of strong difference are related as in the following 
proposition. 

4.7.1 Proposition. Let M be a microlinear space, and V an affine 
connection on M with connection map 0: MDxD - MD. Let r E 

MDxD, K(r) = (tl,tZ). Then 

• (5) O(r) = r - V(tl, tz). 

Consequently, il u E M DxD with K(r) = K(O'), then 

• (6) r - (T = O(r) - O(O')i 

in particular, O(r)-O(O') does not depend on the connection V on 
M. 0 

By Proposition 4.7.1, we can define the covariant derivative (see 
• 3.8) in terms of -. H X and Y are vector fields on M and mE M, 

we have 
• (7) (VXY)m = (Y . X)m - V(Xm , Ym). 
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This provides an alternative way of calculating the properties of 
V x Y, by using translation space identities. For example, in this 
way we can prove Koszul's law 3.13 (4), repeated as (8) below: for 
~ E JlM,X,Y E X(M), 

(8) Vx(~Y) - ~VxY = X(~). Y 

Proof. By (7) and 4.5.1, we can rewrite the left hand side of (8) at 
a point m as 

(9) hoY· X) .. ~ V(X •• ,,(m). Y.) - (,,(m)(Y. X). ~ V(X •• ,,(m)Y ... ». 
By general translation space properties (see the metarule in 4.2) (9) 
is equal to 

• (10) (~Y· X)", - ~(m)(Y . X)"" 

since this makes sense, i.e. K(~Y. X)", = K(~(m)(Y . X)",). Now 

(10) is calculated via the map (DxD)VD ~ Mwith f(dt,dz, d1dz) = 
(~Y. X)m(dI,dz), and f(dt,dz,O) = ~(m). (y. X)",(d1,dz). But 
the f defined by 

(11) f(db dz, e) = YX"dwo) (X(~)m' e + ~(m)dz) 
satisfies these conditions: Clearly f(db dz, 0) = (Y .X)", (db ~(m)dz) = 
~(m) . (Y . X)m(dt,dz), while on the other hand 

f(db dz, d1dz) - YX .. (dd(dz(~(m) + X(~)",dl» 
YX .. (dd(dz . ~(Xm(dl») 

- (~(X",(dl»' YX .. (dd)(dz) 
(~y. X)m(dl,dz). 

We conclude that (10) is equal to the function d 1-+ f(O, 0, d), which 
is X(~). Ym , proving (8). 

4.8 Torsion. Another immediate consequence of Proposition 4.7.1 
is that an affine connection is torsion free iff it is symmetric. Let M 
be a microlinear space with an affine connection V, as in 4.7. The 
torsion T: MDxD -+ MD of V is defined by 

(1) T(T) = OCT) - O(ET), 

where T E M DXD , E as in 4.1. V is called torsion free if T = 0, 
i.e. T(T) = ° for all T. Expressing 0 in terms of strong difference 
as in 4.7, we get the following alternative description of the torsion 
operator: 
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So the following statement follows from 4.5.2. 

4.8.1 Proposition. Let V be 4n 4ffine connection on M, 48 4bove. 
Then V is torsion free iff V is symmetric (cf. t.l). 0 

T induces an operation on vector fields. IT X and Y are vector 
fields on M, then we define a new vector field T(X, Y) by 

(3) T(X, Y) = C(Y . X) - C(E(Y . X». 

Expressing C and the Lie-bracket in terms of strong difference (sec. 4.6), 
a simple translation space argument yields the following formula. 

4.8.2 Proposition. Let V be 4n 4ffine connection on M, with 
torsion T as above, and let X, Y E X(M). Then 

(4) T(X, Y) = VxY - VyX - [X, Y). 

Proof. By (3) and 4.6 (5) we can rewrite (4) as 

• • • (5) (Y . X - VeX, Y» - (E(Y . X) - V(Y,X» = (Y . X 
• vex, Y» - (X. Y - V(Y, X» - [X, Y). 

Computing this at the base point m E M we can reduce this by the 
"metarule" of 4.2 to 

(6) - E(Y . X)m = -(X. Y)m - [X, Y)m' 

But by 4.6 (5), E(Y ·X)m ~ (X. Y)m = [Y,X)m, so to prove (6) it 
suffices to show that [V,X)m = [X, Y)m, which is clear. 0 

4.9 Geodesics. Let M be a microlinear space, with an affine con
nection V on it. In Section 2, we defined a spray 0': MD -+ M D 2, 

the so-called geodesic spray associated to V. We briefly explain this 
terminology. 

Let a: R -+ M be a curve in M. The "velocity field" of a is the 
curve of vectors 

• D • a: R -+ M , a (t)(d) = aCt + d). 

Iterating this once more, we get 

a: R -+ M DxD , a(t)(dl! dz) = aCt + d1 + dz). 
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The "acceleration field" of a is the curve of tangent vectors 
e 

Da = Coa:R- MD, 
dt 
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where C is the connection map associated to V (see 3.14), a is called 
a geodesic curtle (with respect to V) if V(~,~) = a. Intuitively, this 
says that when we translate a small piece al(t+D) =~ (t) of a parallel 
(in the sense of V) to itself, along itself, we stay on this curve aj in 
other words a is a "straight" line, straight in the sense of V. Since 
K(a) = (~, ~), we can express that a is geodesic equivalently by 

e 
D a C .. .. e V(e e) 0 dt = 0 a = a - a, a = . 

Note that a(t): D x D - M is symmetric, so we can regard a 
alternatively as a function a: R _ MD2 (since 

id + 
D x D ==t D x D -- D2Z 

(P2,pJ) 

is an R-coequalizer.) If u: MD - MD2 is a spray (see 2.4) a curve 
a: R - M is called an integral curtle for u if uo ~= a: R _ M D 2. 

If u comes from an affine connection V by the formula u(t)(d1 + 
d2) = Vet, t)(dl, d2) as in 2.5, it is clear that a curve a: R - M is 
geodesic for V iff it is an integral curve for u. It follows from the 
correspondence in 2.5 that for each affine connection V there is a 
symmetric affine connection V which has the same geodesic curves. 

5 The Gauss-Bonnet Theorem in Dimension 2 

In this section we will obtain an infinitesimal as well as a local version 
of the theorem of Gauss-Bonnet in dimension 2. As we said in the 
introduction, it will turn out that this theorem follows simply by 
considering some infinitesimal angles. Before we get to that stage, 
however, we introduce the necessary definitions. 

Let M be a microlinear space of dimension 2, in the sense that each 
tangent space Tz(M) is a free R-module of dimension 2, i.e. there 
exists a linear isomorphism Tz(M) ....:::. R2. We say that t E Tz(M) is 
regular if its image by some (equivalently, every) linear isomorphism 
Tz(M) - R2 is a vector in R2 with at least one invertible component. 
The space of (oriented) rays of Tz(M), denoted by Rays(Tz(M» is 
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defined as the quotient Reg{T.{M))/ ..... , where Reg{T.{M» is the 
space of regular vectors in T.{M), and tl ..... t2 iff 3A > 0 t2 = Atl' 

We further postulate a free and transitive action 

80{2, R) x Rays{T.{M)) -=..... Rays{T.(M)) 

where 80(2, R) is the group of orthogonal 2 x 2-matrices with co

efficients in R, i.e. matrices of the form (: ~b), where a, b E R 

with a2 +b2 = 1. Intuitively, this action gives a rotation-structure on 
Rays(T.(M»: for A E 80{2, R),t E Rays{T.M),A. t is the result 
of rotating t over "the angle corresponding to A", and if A· tl = t2, 
A represents "the angle" between tt and t2. 

Finally, we assume that we are given a notion of action-pre8ertJing 
parallel tran8port of raY8: for each t E T.(M) and hE D we have a 
bijection 

satisfying 

(1) A· Th(t, r) = Th(t, A· r)j 
(2) Th(At, r) = TU(t, r), and To{t, r) = r, 

for A E 80(2,R),r E Rays(T.M),A E R. Intuitively, the parallel 
transport of rays preserves angles. 

Following E. Cart an (1928), we define the curvature form 

K:MDxD x D x D - 80(2,R) 

of the parallel transport as follows. Given "I E MDxD and (hI, h2) E 
D2 ,Kh,hl ,h2 ) is the unique matrix A E 80(2,R) with 

(3) A· r = T~lb4' Th11)hs, T~b2' Th2bl, r»), 

where r is any ray in T..,(o,o)(M) (here, as in Chapter IV, "II{d) = 
"I(d,O), "I2(d) = "I(hl,d),"Isld) = "I(d,h2),"I4{d) = "I(O,d». Notice 
that K does not depend on r, since parallel transport preserves the 
action. 

So what K does is simply this: given an infinitesimal 2-cube 
h, hI, h2), it transport any ray r along ab, hi, h2) and it measures 
"the angle" between the result and the original ray r. 

AB defined above, K is not really a 2-form. However, by the Kock
Lawvere axiom we immediately conclude that 
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for a unique b E Rj i.e. K determines a unique map 

(5) K:MD2 -+ R, Kh) = b 
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by (4). It is trivial to check that K defines a 2-form (using bijectivity 
of r,,{t, -) and the homogeneity condition (2)). 

From now on, we assume the existence of a field of rays 

(6) X: M -+ Rays(TM), X", E Rays(T",M). 

Given such a field X, the connection form i>x is defined as follows. 
First of all, define a map 

f(Jx: MD X D -+ 80(2,R) 

by letting f(Jxh, h) be the unique matrix A E 80(2, R) satisfying 
A· r"h,Xh(O») = Xh(h», where 'Y E MD,h ED. 

Once again, it is immediate to check that 

( I -bh) 
f(Jxh, h) = bh I 

for a unique b E R, so we obtain a map i>x: MD -+ R by setting 
i>xh) = b for this unique b. It is clear that i>x is a I-form. 

5.1 Theorem. (Infinitesimal version of Gauss-Bonnet) Under the 
hypotheses described above, 

di>x = -K. 
Proof. Since r preserves angles, this is obvious from the definition, 
by taking X('Y(O,O» as the r in the definition of k. 0 

A picture may be helpful. Let a, b, c, d denote the corners of 'Y, 
and write r.(XII) for r"l hit XII)' etc. 
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d 

Now a is the angle given by Kb). This angle can also be computed 
by summing the angles between X" and ,.,,(XG), Xe and 1"e(X,,), Xtl 
and 1"tl(Xe ), and XG and 1"G(Xtl)-but this sum is the angle given by 
drpx, except that the sign is wrong. 

To state the local version, we need some further functions. The 
geodeBic curf)(lture is the map 

K,: Reg(M[O,l) x [0,1] x D - 50(2, R), 

where Reg(M"lO,l) = he M[O,l)IVt i(t) = [d 1-+ 7(t+d)] is a regular 
vector in T'7(t)M} denotes the space of regular curves, as follows. 
Given 7 E Reg(M[O,l), t E [O,l],h E D,K,b,t,h) is the unique 
matrix A E 50(2, R) such that 

(7) [i(t + h)] = A o1"AbID(t), [i(t)]), 

where [ ... ] denotes the ray defined by the regular vector '" and 
D(t) = {t + hlh ED}. Once again, given 7 and t there is a unique 

be R with K,b,t,h)"= (b~ -:h) for all he D, and K" gives 

rise to a map 

(8) K,: Reg(M[O,l) x [0,1]- R 

by defining K,b, t) = b for this unique b. 
So informally, K,b,t) measures the angle between the velocity 
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'let + h) at t + h and the velocity 7(t) at t, by first transporting 
'let) along "1 to the point t + hj but all this in terms of rays, i.e. 
velocity-directions, rather than velocities themselves. 

Finally, we define a map I, 

I: Reg(MIO,ll) X [0,1] -+ 80(2, R) 

by letting 1("1,t) be the unique matrix A E 80(2,R) with 

A· X("1(t» = ['let)], 

i.e. I measures the angle between 'let) and X("1(t». This time, A is 

just of the form A = (:g~ ~~W) where a2(t) + b2(t) == 1, and 

we cannot regard I as an R-valued map. Nevertheless, the rate of 
change 9 may be viewed as such a function, since from t(a2 +b2 ) == 0 
we get 

I(t h)I(t)-l _ ( 1 (-a'(t)b(t) + a(t)b'(t»h ) 
+ - (a'(t)b(t) - a(t)b'(t»h 1 . 

Consequently, we can define 

(9) i:reg(MIO,ll) x [0,1] -+ R, 9("1, t) = a'(t)b(t) - a(t)b'(t) 

where a, b are as before. 
The following picture shows all the functions that we introduced 

to measure angles: 

Y 

9(y, t + h) 
Kg<y, t, h) 

'th(yl D(t), [y(t)]) 
I 
I 
\ 
\ , , 9(y, t) , , , 

'th(yl D(t), Xy(t) 

(10) 

Xy(t, h) 

y(t) 

Xy(t) 

It is clear that 9("1,t+h) = K,("1,t,h).9("1,t)·-~x("1,h), since both 
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matrices send Xb(t + h» into ['let + h)]. Rephrasing this in terms 
of R-valued functions, we get 

(11) i(t) + ~xbID(c» = k,b, t). 
Consider now a 2-chain c: [0,1]2 - M such that each Ci is a regular 

curve (as usual, Cl(t) = c(t,0),C2(t) = c(l,t),ca(t) = c(t,l),c,,(t) = 
c(O, t), so ac = Cl + C2 - Ca - Cot). By integrating (11) along ac, 
the infinitesimal version 5.1 of Gauss-Bonnet together with Stokes' 
theorem IV.1.1 immediately gives the following result. 

5.2 Theorem. (Local version 0/ GGU8s-Bonnet) Using the notions 
introduced above, the following identity holds. 

f d9 = 1 K + f K,. lac c lac o 
The structure that we imposed on a "2-microlinear" space M to 

derive Theorem 5.2, namely that of the action 

80(2,R) x Rays(TM) - Rays(TM), 

which enables us to deal with "angles" , is verified when M is a micro
linear space of dimension 2 having a "conformal Riemannian struc
ture". Recall that a Riemannian metric is a map g: T M xMT M - R 
such that for each x E M, gz: TzMxTzM - R is symmetric, bilinear 
and non-degenerate (in the sense that gz(u,v) ~ 0, and gz(u,u) > ° 
iff u E Reg(TzM)). Two such metrics 9 and g' are equivGlent if 
g' == ~ . g, i.e. g~ = ~(x)gz, for some ~: M - R>o. A conformal 
Riemannian structure is just an equivalence class G of metrics. If G 
is such a structure, we can define the action 80(2) x Rays(TzM) -
Rays(TzM) by letting A· r be the ray generated by A(:~), where 
v E r, and v = (Vb VZ) for some orthonormal basis with respect to 
gz, where 9 E G. It is easy to check that this is well-defined, i.e. does 
not depend on the choices of v E r, 9 E G, and the basis. (Note that 
the Gramm-Schmidt procedure to construct an orthonormal basis is 
constructive and explicit, and is therefore available in the synthetic 
context.) 
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6 Ehresmann Connections on a Principal Fiber Bun
dle 

In Section V.3 we introduced (affine) connections on vector bundles. 
If E .L. M is a vector bundle, a connection V on E was defined as 
a map 

MD xME-!... ED 

which enables us to transport a vector vEE parallel to, or horizontal 
over a given tangent vector t E MD, 80 we had the equations 

V(t, v)(O) = v, po V(t, v) = ti 

moreover, this transport was required to be linear (or homogeneous, 
cf. 1.5) in t, 

V(at, v)(d) = V(t, v)(ad) , 

and to preserve the structure of E, i.e. to be linear in v, 

V(t, av)(d) = V(t, v)(ad). 

The transport associated to V can explicitly be written as Td(t,V), 
"transport v along t for d seconds" , 80 by definition 

A similar notion of transport was used in Section 5, but instead 
of linearly transporting vectors, we transported rays in an "angle
preserving" way. This is a special case of the general concept of a 
connection on a principal fiber bundle. In this section, we briefly 
describe this notion. 

6.1 Principal Fiber BUDdies. Let G be a Lie group (i.e. a micro
linear space with a group structure). A principal fiber bundle with 
group G is a surjective map 

B.L.M 

of microlinear spaces, equipped with an action of G which is free and 
transitive on fibers: 
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• GxB __ _ 
B 

M 

We write the action on the left. So the following hold: p(g·b) = pCb), 
e· b = b, (gh) • b = 9 • (h. b) (which say that G acts on the fibers; e 
:lenotes the unit element of G), and moreover 

Vb, b' E B pCb) = pCb') => 3!g EGg. b = b' 

(which says that the action is free and transitive). Thus, each fiber 
Bm = p-1(m) is isomorphic to G: given any b E Bm, there is an 
isomorphism 

0"6: Bm -+ G 

defined by letting 0"6(X) be the unique 9 E G with 9 • b = x, i.e. 

(1) 0"6(X)' b = x. 

It follows that 

(2) O"II.,,(g· x) = 9 0",,(x)g-1. 

(There is no canonical choice for an isomorphism 0"1/ in general. In 
fact, a section 8: M -+ B makes the fiber bundle trivial, i.e. B ~ 
M is isomorphic to M x G -+ M by the map B -+ M x G, b 1-+ 

(P(b),O""p(b)' 

6.2 EhresmanD Connections. Let B ~ M be a principal fiber 
bundle with group G as in 6.1, and consider the diagram 

K 
--_I MD X B 

M 

~~2 
B 

where K(t) = (p 0 t,t(O» (just as the map K of Section 3). BD and 
MD XM B both have a vector bundle structure over B, corresponding 
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to the tangent bundle structures BD -+ B and MD -+ M. We denote 
the corresponding R-module operations on the fibers bye, 0 (this 
is parallel to 3.4.1, 3.4.6). An (Ehresmann) connection on B ..!... M 
is a section of K 

MDXMB~BD 

which is a map of vector bundles over B, and which preserves the 
G-action. In other words, V satisfies the following identities: 

(1) V(t,b)(O) = b,po V(t,b) = t 
(2) V(Qt, b)(d) = Vet, b)(Qd), all Q E R, dE D 
(3) V(t,g. bled) = g. (V(t,b)(d), all 9 E G. 

From a connection V on B ..!... M we can construct a 1-form with 
values in the Lie-algebra 9 = Te(G) of G (cf. 1.6). The definition 
is completely analogous to that of the connection map 0 given in 
3.5. By linearity of V and K (over B), we find that for t E BD, 
K(t e V Kt) = 0, i.e. we can write 

t e V Kt: D -+ Bm, where m = p(t(O». 

(In other words, t e V Kt is a tJertical vector. Just as in 3.5, the 
vectors t E BD in the image of V are called horizontal.) Using the 
identification of Bm with G via 0"(0), we obtain a map 

wet): D -+ G 
w(t)(d) = O"(O)«t e V Kt)(d). 

Since w(t)(O) = e, this gives a map 

w: BD -+ fl = Te(G). 

Let us rewrite the conditions (2) and (3) in terms of w: (2) says that 

(2') w(Q 0 t) = aw(t), 

i.e. w is homogeneous. So w is a l-/orm with tJalues in g. G acts 
pointwise on BD , and (3) enables us to express w(g • t) u;- terms of 
wet). Writing 6(t) for t e V K(t), we have 6(g . t) = 9 .6(t) by (3), 
hence 

w(g . t)(d) - O""(O)(g· 6(t)(d» 
- gO',(O) (6(t)(d)g-1 
- g(w(t)(d)g-l. 

(by 6.1 (2» 

Recall that G acts on Te(G) = G~ by conjugation; this defines a 
map Ad:G -+ Aut{fL) defined by Ad(g)(t)(d) = 9 t(d)g-l. So we can 
rewrite w(g • t)(d) = g(w(t)(d)g-l as 
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(3') w(g . t) = Ad(g)w(t). 

IT b E Bm and BEg = T,(G), we have a canonical vertical vector 
B' b E BD, (B' b)(d) ~ B(d) . b. Since K(B' b) = (0, b), it follows that 

(4) W(B' b) = B for all B E L,b E B. 

(prool: Addition of vertical vectors in Bm based at b corresponds to 
the multiplication in Gunder U6, just as 1.6 (2), (3).) 

An Ehresmann connection on B .L.. M is often defined directly 
as a L-valued I-form on B satisfying (3'), (4). 

6.3 Geometric Interpretation of w. Intuitively, what the map 
w: BD -+ G~ does is the following. Given t E BD and h E D, we may 
transport teO) horizontally over pot to Bp'(h), and then compare it 
with t(h), i.e. find the unique gh E G with gh' V(pot, t(O» (h) = t(h). 
More formally, we claim that for all (t,h) E BD x D, 

(1) w(t)(h) = uV(po",(O»(h)t(h), 

which expresses this intuitive interpretation. 

To prove (1), write Th for horizontal transport over pot during h 
seconds; i.e. for b E B,(o) we have by definition 

(2) Th(b) = V(pot,b)(h) E B'(h)' 

Now define I: D(2) -+ B by 

l(dl,d2) = (U'I'("I_~)('(O»)-IU'I'''I(t(O»(t(dl» E Bt (tl1 - d2)' 

Then l(d1,0) = (U1'''1 ('(0»)-10'1'''1 (,(0»(t(d1» = t(d1), and 

1(0,d2) = (U1'_~(t(O»)-IU1'o(t(O»(t(O» = (U1'_~(t(O»)-I(e) 
= Ttlll(tlO» = VKt(-d2). 

So by definition of e, I(h, h) = (t e V K(t)(h), and hence 

w(t)(h) = U,(o)/(h, h) = O'1',,(,(o»(t(h», 

which is (1). 
Notice, by the way, that if pot: D -+ M can be extended to a 

map D2 -+ M, then Th: B,(o) -+ Bt(h) is a bijection for each hE D. 
This is proved just as in 2.3, or 3.9-11. The condition that pot can 
be extended is fulfilled, for example, when M has a connection as in 
Section 2 (or weaker, when M has property (E) of IV.1.8), or if pot 
comes from a vector field. 

6.4 The Curvature Form. Let B .L.. M be a principal fiber bun-
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dIe with group G, equipped with an Ehresmann connection V, and 
denote by w: BD -+ I.. the aasociated 1-form satisfying (3'), (4) as in 
6.3. One may define a 2-form 

dJJJ: B DxD -+ I.. 

just as for R-valued forms in Chapter IV. More precisely, given "'I E 
B DxD and (ht, h2) E D X D, we define 

(1) dJJJb, ht, h2) = wbl' hi) + wb2' h2) - wbs, hi) - wb4' h2) 

(where a"'l = "'11 + "'12 - "'Is - "'14 as before, i.e. "'11 = "'1(-,0),"'12 = 
"'I(ht, - ),"'IS = "'1(-, h2), "'14 = "'1(0, -». Here + and - refer to the R
module structure of I.. = Te(G). As we saw in 1.6, this coincides with 
the group structure induced by Gj see (2), (3) in the proof of 1.6.) 
Since Te(G) satisfies the Kock-Lawvere axiom (1.4), we conclude that 
there is a unique dJJJb) E 9 such that dJJJb,h1,h2) as defined in (1) 
satisfies -

(2) dJJJb, ht, h2) = hi • h2dJJJb)· 

This defines dJJJ: BDxD -+ 1... 

We next introduce two g-valued 2-forms on B. For the first, define 
a "horizontal component"-mapping 

h: B DxD -+ B DxD 

by 

or in the notation of transport, 

hb)(d1, d2) = Td2(n(dt, -), Tdl (n( -,0), "'1(0»). 

Notice that po "'I = po hb). The 2-form Dw on B is defined by 

Dw: BDxD -+ 1.., Dwb) = dJJJ(hb»· 

The other f.-valued 2-form on B is defined as follows. For 
"'I E BDXD ,(ht,h2) E D x D, let 

(4) Ob, hi, h2) = wb4)(h2)-lwbs) (hl)-lwb2)(h2)wbl)(hl). 

Then Ob, ht, h2) = e E G if hi = ° or h2 = 0, 80 by the microlin
earity of G (cC. the R-coequalizer (i) just below 2.5) we may write 

(5) Ob, ht, h2 ) = Ob)(hl . h2) 

for a unique function Ob): D -+ G, i.e. Ob) E f.. This defines a 
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f-valued 2-form 

0: B DxD -+ I.: 

Intuitively, what n does is the following (cf.6.3): given a "1: D x 
D -+ B and (h1, h2) E D x D, it transports the element "1(0) along 
8("1, hi, h2)' and it measures in terms of G the difference between the 
result of this translation, call it 1'(,(0», and "1(0), i.e. (7'..,(0)1'(,(0». 

In the next proposition, we assume that BDxD -+ MDxD is a 
surjection. (This is valid in the models since (- )DXD has a right
adjoint; cf. Appendix 4.) 

6.4:.1 Proposition. 0(,) depends only on po "1 E MDxD. So 6y 
.urjectivity of BDxD -+ M DxD it induce. a unique g-valued I-form 
n on M maang the following diagram commute -

o 
B DxD • I.. 

I/o 
Moreover, 0 coincide. with Dw, i.e. for "1 E BDxD 

(6) 0(,) = O(n) = Dw(,) = dw(h"1). 

Thi. I-form on M is called the curvature of the Ehre.mann connec
tion. 

Proof. We will use that w satisfies the equation (1) of 6.3. First, 
we claim that if (" hi, h2) E B DxD x D x D, then for any 6 E Bm 
(where m = n(O» we have 

(7) 0(', hi, h2) = (7'612(6s4), 

where 612 is the result of transporting 6 first along (,1, hi) and then 
along (,2,h2), i.e. 612 = V(P'Y2, V(n1,6)(h l ))(h2), and similarly 
bS4 = V(ns, V(n4, 6)(h2»(hl ). The proof is the same as that of 
5.1, as illustrated by the picture following 5.1. This shows that 0(,) 
depends only on p 0 "1. 

Next, to see that dw(h(,» = n(,) is simply a matter of unwinding 
the definition of dw. (The reader should draw the right picture and 
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see that it is really immediate that this identity holds.) Choose 
hlth2 E D. Then for de D, by (1) above and the structure of T.G 
(el. 1.6), we get that dw(-y,h1,h2):D -+ G is given by 

(8) dw(h(-y),hlt h2)(d) = W(h(-Y)4)(dh2)-lw(h(-Y)s)(dh1)-1 
w(h('Yh)(dh2)W(h("Ih) (dhl) 

where h(-y)J = h(-y)( -,0), h(-Y)2 = h(-y)(h1, -), etc. as before. 

h2 
d h2 

0 dh h 2 

DxD B 

By definition of h(-y),h(-y)J,h(-y)2 and h(-Y)4 are horizontal, so w of 
these terms vanishes, i.e. (8) becomes 

(9) dw(h(-y),hl,h2)(d) - w(h(-Y)s)(dh1)-1 
= O"hb)a(dh!l V(P(-Ys), h(-y)s(O» (dh1). 

But 

and 

V(P"/s, h(-Y)s(O»(dh l ) = V(yy( -, h2), V (P"/(O, - ),'Y(0»(h2))(dh1), 

so by the description of 0 given in the first part of the proof, it is 
clear that 

(10) dw(h(-y) , hi, h2)(d) = O(-y, dhl, h2) 

(i.e. the left hand side is computed by circulation of "1(0) along 
a(yy,dhl, h2), which is clear anyway). In terms of maps BDxD -+ (, 

(10) says that dw(h(-y» = O(-y). 
This completes the proof. 0 

6.5 The Case of the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem. The case of the 
Gauss-Bonnet theorem discussed in Section 5 fits into the general 
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context of connections on principal fiber bundles. In section 5, we 

considered the bundle of rays Rays(T M) -+ M with a section M ~ 
Rays (TM) , and with group 50(2, R). (As pointed out in 6.1, X 
gives a trivialization Rays(TM) !:!!! M x 50(2,R), so Rays(TM) is 
microlinear.) In Section 5, we defined the curvature form K directly 
from a transport of rays. In the case that this transport comes from 
an Ehresmann connection on Rays(TM) -+ M, K coincides with the 
:urvature form 0 of 6.4, as is clear from the description of 0 given 
in 6.3. 

7 Back to Classical Manifolds 

In this final section, we will compare the synthetic notions discussed 
in this chapter with the corresponding classical ones. In this way, by 
interpreting in the topos-models of Chapter III and then "translat
ing" back into the language of classical manifolds, we obtain classical 
versions of the synthetic results. It should be pointed out that the 
classical results obtained in this way are often more general than 
those found in the literature. For example, the Ambrose-Palais
Singer theorem is generalized to a class of spaces which includes 
spaces with singularities, and spaces COO(M, N) of smooth functions 
from one smooth manifold M to another N. In this context, it is in
teresting to observe that the original proof of this theorem proceeds 
via local integration, and hence does not generalize immediately. 

7.1 Embedding of Manifolds in the Toposes 1 and 9. 
In Chapter III we have discussed the embeddings 

• • MC-.....+l, MC-.....+9 

of the category of smooth manifolds into the two archimedean mod
els 1 and 9. Let us recall some elementary properties. (Here the 
embedding s and the global section functor r refer to either 1 or 9.) 

(i) s is a full and faithful functor which preserves transversal 
pullbacks. 

(ii) r preserves inverse limits (since it has a left adjoint i::!., the 
constant sheaf functor). 

(iii) rs(M) ~ M for all ME M. 
(iv) r(s(N)·(Ml) ~ COO(M,N) for all M,N EM, as follows from 

(i). (This extends to manifolds with boundary; for example 
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r(s(M)[O,ll) ~ COO([O, 11,M) for all ME M.) etc. 

In particular, properties of manifolds which may be expressed by 
commutativity of diagrams in M hold classically precisely when they 
hold in 1 or 9. We shall use this fact tacitly in the sequel. 

There is a well-defined full subcategory of microlinear spaces in 1 
or 9, which is closed under inverse limits and ezponentation, by 1.2. 
Moreover, it contains all the manifolds, as stated in the following 
proposition. 

Proposition. For all M E M, s( M) is a microlinear space (in 1 or 
9). In fact, all representables Y(fA) are microlinear (where Y is the 
Yoneda embedding 1F ......... 1 or G ......... 9). 

RxT(M) --_t T(M) T(M) ttT(M) + T(M) 

M M 

is sent by s to the (internal) vector bundle structure obtained canon
ically from the microlinearity of sCM). 

Proof. For definiteness, let us work in 9. Since R = s(~) is micro
linear, it follows that R" = s(~") is microlinear for every n. But if 
fA E G, say A = coo(~n)/I, then fA is the joint coequalizer of the 
maps 

{sU): f E I} 
• R 

o 

in 9. Hence by 1.2 (ii), fA (or more precisely Y(fA» is microlinear. 
As for the tangent bundle structure, cover a given manifold M by 

a family of open subspaces {Ua}a of M, each diffeomorphic to ~n 
(n = dim M). Then we have corresponding open covers 

T(M) = Ua T(Ua) 
T(M) XM T(M) = Ua T(Ua) xu", T(Ua). 
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Since B preserves open covers and transversal pullbacks (such as 
TM XM TM), we find that in 1 of 9 
B(M)D = UB(UCI)D,B(M)DXS(M)B(M)D = Ua(UCI)Dx,(U .. )B(UCI)D, 

CI CI 

by 11.1.2. 
This reduces our problem to proving that B(.),B(+) coincide with 

the operations obtained from microlinearity for the case :M = R", 
and this is clear. (d. the computation in Section 1.) 0 

Proposition. (generalized Kock-Lawvere mom) The generalized 
KocA:-Lawvere aziom Btated in Section 1 holdB in 1 and g. Ezplic
itlp, ilO ESC DI:(n) iB the zero Bet (in the tOpOB) 01 finitelp many 
polpnomials PI, ... ,Pt E R[Zl, ... ,z,,], each 01 total degree ~ Ie, i.e. 
S = {z E DI:(n):pi(z) = O,i = 1, ... ,f}, then every I E RS iB 
the restriction 01 a map in RR" given 6y a polynomial 01 total de
gree ~ Ie. Furthermore, this polynomial is unique modulo the ideal 
(Pl, ... ,Pt) c R[Zl, ... ,Z,,]. 

Prool. To fix notation, let us work in g. So we have to show that 
given Ie, m, n E fir, 9 F rv /t, ... ,1m E R[Zl,"" z,,]«V'o: E fir"l 0: I > 
Ie -+ XCI E (It, ... , 1m» -+ V'h E R Z(f)3p E R[Zl, ... , z,,] of total 
degree ~ 1e(V'z E Z(f) h(z) = p(z)Ap is unique mod (It,···, 1m»)], 
where Z(f) = {~E R"I/t(~ = ... = Im(~ = O} as an object of g. 

This is a simple matter of unwinding the forcing clauses: suppose 
(It, ... ,1m) are given at stage fA, and fAll-V'o: E N"(10:1 > Ie -+ ZCI E 

(/t, ... ,lm». Since R[Zl, ... ,Z,,](fA) = A[zl, ... ,z,,],/t, ... ,lm 
can be identified with elements F., ... ,Fm of A[z., ... ,z,,], giving 
a Weil A-algebra (in Sets) A[Zl"'" z"l/(F., . .. , Fm) with ZCl E 
(Fl, ... , Fm) for 10:1 > Ie (use partitions of unity). 

We have to show fAII-V'h E RZ(I)( .. . ). So take fB -+ fA and 
h E RZ(J) (fB). By replacing A by B we may assume A = B, to 
simplify notation. Consider the maps 

" tw ___ , fA 

R" 
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in G: " corresponds to the canonical map A ~ W, and tI = 
(tIt, ... , tIn) where tI. is the projection tw -+ R given by the '000 _ 

homomorhism OOD(R) -+ W which sends the generator id to z •. Then 
! = (tIt, ... ,tIn) E R"(tw) and LWI~fil"W = O(t = 1, ... ,m). So 
hlW(i> E R(tw) = W, i.e. htwW is apolynomialp(zt, ... ,zn) mod 
(Ft , ... , Fm ), 80 in particular can be taken to be of total degree :5 Ie. 

This polynomial p(Zt, ... , zn) mod (Ft, .. . , Fm) determines h com
pletely, since tI is the ,eneric element of Z(I) over A, in the sense 
that whenever there are Rn I!! to..!.. LA in G such that tol~!! E 

Z(J)lo = Z(Jlo), then there is a unique to L tw in G such that 
"fJ = 0, tIfJ =!!. From this it is clear that LA forces the consequent 
3p E R[ z~, ... ,znl of total degree :5 Ie( ••• ). 0 

Proposition 7.2 implies that the synthetic arguments using R
colimits of infinitesimal spaces, as presented earlier in this chapter, 
are valid in ; and B. We will now see what this gives us in the case 
of the Ambrose-Palais-Singer theorem (see Section 2). 

't.3 The AmbroBe-Pa1als-Singer Theorem. We wish to consider 
the classical reformulations of this theorem. First of all, we have to 
compare the classical notions of connection and spray with the syn
thetic ones. 

't .3.1 Proposition. Let M E M. The ,lobal 8ections functor r 
(from either; or B into Sets) define8 G bijection between the (in
ternal) GOine connection8 on 8(M) Gnd the (clG88ical) GOine con
nections on M. Furthermore, this bijection re8tricts to one between 
8ymmetric connection8. SimilGrly, r define8 G bijection between in
ternal 8praY8 on 8(M) Gnd claBBical8prG7I8 on M. 

Proof. Recall that, classically, an affine connection V is given as a 
splitting in M of the canonical map K shown in the diagram 

(1) 
v 

T(M) XM T(M) F:t T(T(M», 
K 

which is linear with respect to both vector bundle structures of the 
total spaces in (1) over T(M), given by Ch, "'T(M» and CPt,T(,..M» 
respectively. (K is the map (T("'M)''''T(M»)') 

Since this linearity can be expressed by commutative diagrams in 
M and 8 is a functor, we conclude (using 8(TM) = 8(M)D) that 8(V) 
is a (synthetic) affine connection on 8(M) in ; or B. The case of 
connections now follows from r8(M) ~ M for every ME M and the 
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fact that 8 is full and faithful and preserves transversal pullbacks; 
see 7.1. 0 

Classically, a spray on M is defined 88 a section of T("'M) (or 
equivalently of "'T(M) by symmetry), 

T(M) ~ T(T(M» 
T(II'M) 

which is symmetric (E ° u = u, where T(T(M» -S T(T(M» is 
the canonical twist map), and homogeneous. To prove that r and 
s establish a bijection between classical sprays on M and internal 
sprays on sCM) (in the sense of 2.4), we may proceed exactly 88 

in the case of connections, but after having noticed the following 
"synthetic" lemma: 

Lemma. Let M be any microlinear space. There is a natural bi
jection between sprays as defined in t,~, and maps MD ~ M DxD 

which are symmetric (E ou = U I where E is as in ~.1) I homoge
neous (i.e. u(a.t)(dI,d2) = u(t)(adI,ad2»), and satisfy "'MDOU = 
("'M)D ° u = id. 

This lemma is obvious from the R-coequalizer 

id + 
D x D ~ D x D ---+ D2, where T(dl,d2 ) = (d2 ,d1). 

f' 

This completes the proof of 7.3.1. o 

Combining 2.5 and 7.3.1, we now immediately conclude the fol
lowing. 

7.3.2 Corollary (The classical Ambrose-Palais-Singer theo
rem) Let M be a manifold. There is a natural bijection between 

symmetric connections T(M) xMT(M) ....!.. T(M) on M and sprays 
T(M) ~ T2(M) on M, given by u(t) = Vet, t). 

In fact, Theorem 2.5 is much more general than 7.3.2, since it is 
valid for all microlinear spaces in a model (like 1 or g), and not just 
those of the form sCM), M E Mr. .As an example, we will rephrase 
Theorem 2.5 in classical terms for the particular case of function 
spaces. 
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7.3.3 Smooth Maps of FunctloD Spaces Let X, Y, Z, W be man
ifolds. A map 

COO (X, Y) ..!..... COO(Z, W) 

is smooth if it is smooth along curves, i.e. if for any smooth map 

IR x X ~ Y, the map IR x Z I'(OI~ W defined by 

F(Q)(t,z) = F(Q(t, -»(z) 

is smooth. It follows from Boman's theorem (see Boman (1967)) 
that IR can be replaced by any manifoldj i.e. if F is smooth in the 
above sense and T is a manifold, then for any smooth T x X ~ Y, 
F(Q): T x Z -+ W is again smooth. 

7.3.4 CODDectioDS aDd Sprays OD FunctioD Spaces Let M and 
N be manifolds. An affine connection on COO (M, N) is a smooth 
splitting V of the map K. 

Coo(M,TN XN TN) ~ COO (M,T2N) 
K. 

(where K. is induced by T2(N) .J!.. TN XN TN via composition), 
which is linear with respect to the two structures of these spaces 
over Coo(M, TN) (corresponding to the two structures of T2(N) 
and TN XN TN over TN). 

Similarly, one defines a spra, on COO(M,N) as a smooth map 

COO(M,TN) ~ COO (M,T2(N)) 

which splits the map COO (M,T2N) T( .. ~). COO(M,TN) induced by 
T("'M) via composition, and which satisfies the obvious homogeneity 
and symmetry conditions. 

7.3.5 Corollary (Ambrose-Palais-Singer theorem for function spaces). 
spaces). Let M and N he manifolds, and assume that either M is 
compact of N = IRP • There is a natural hijection hetween s,mmetric 
connections COO(M,TN XN TN) .-!.. COO (M,T2N) on COO(M,N) 
and spra,s Coo(M,TN) ...!!..... Coo(M,T2N) on Coo(M,N) given h, 
(1(/) = V(/, I). 

7.3.5 follows from 2.5 just as 7.3.2 does, using the following lemma. 

Lemma. Let X, Y, Z, W he manifolds, and assume that X is compact 
or Y = IRP • The glohal sections functor r establishes a hijection 
hetween maps s(y)-eX ) -+ s(W)-(Z) in B (or 1) and smooth maps 
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COO (X, Y) --+ cOO(Z, W) as in 7.S.S. 

Proof of Lemma. We will only do the case where X is compact. The 
case where Y = IR" is similar but much easier. 

If s(y)-eX) -!.... z(W)-eZ) is a map in 9, then F = r~: COO (X, Y) --+ 

cOO(Z, W) is clearly smooth in the sense of 7.3.3-just apply ~ to 
elements of s(y)-eX) at stage R = lCoo(IR) E G, and use naturality 
of~. 

Conversely, suppose COO (X, Y) :!.... coo(Z, W) is smooth. Then 
F induces a map s(Y)-(X) --+ s(W)-(Z) in 9 as follows. An element 
LA ....!... s(Y)-(X) at stage A E G corresponds to a map LA x seX) ....!... 
s(Y) in G. Write A = cOO(IRR)/I,X c IR"',Y C IRkj then a is 
induced by a smooth map 

IRR X IR'" ...!... IRk. 

r 

Now write Y as a retract of an open U, Y ::; U C IRk (see CP, 
pp. 69-70), and let V = a-leU). Then LA x seX) C s(V), so there is 
a finitely generated ideal 10 C 1 such that Z(lo) x X C V (cf. 11.1.7). 
By compactness of X, we find an open 0, Z(lo) C 0 C IRR, such 
that 0 x X C V. Then we have a commutative diagram 

a 
LA x seX) - s(Y) 

I 18 (r) 

s(O x X) 
sea) 

• s(U) 

and we can define ~(a): LA x s(Z) --+ seW) as the restriction of the 
map s(O X Z) --+ seW) coming from F(a): 0 x Z --+ W defined by 

F(a)(t, z) = F(r 0 aCt, - »(z), 

which is smooth by the remarks in 7.3.3. 
One has to check that ~ is well-defined, and natural. We leave this 

to the reader. It then easily follows that the processes of defining ~ 
from a given F and conversely are inverse to each other. 0 
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7.3.6 Remark. Note that 7.3.5 is really more general than 7.3.2, 
since not every affine (symmetric) connection on cOO(M,N) comes 
from one on N by composition. To take a simple example, define 
a connection V on RR (or equivalently, on coo{lR,li)) as follows: 
for / E RR and X, Y E TI(RR) we may write X(x, d) = lex) + 
dg(x), Y(x, d) = lex) + dh(x)j then 

V I(X, Y)(x)(dI, dz) = lex) + dlg(X) + dzh(x) + dldzg(x)h(x)f'(x) 

defines an affine symmetric connection on RR. Since V I( X, Y)( x) 
depends not only on lex) but also on /,(x), it cannot come from a 
connection on R. 

This completes 7.3. As another example to illustrate the relation 
to the classical theory, we consider the Gauss-Bonnet theorem as 
discussed in Section 5. 

7.4 Gauss-Bonnet In Dimension 2. Let M E M be a smooth 2-
dimensional manifold with a conformal Riemannian structure, that 
is, an equivalence class of Riemannian metrics for the equivalence re
lation of one being a multiple of the other by a positive Coo -function 
M -+ li. 

In a way which exactly parallels our synthetic construction, we 
may define the bundle of oriented rays Rays(T M) L M. This is a 
principal fiber bundle with group 50(2,li) !:!! 51. 

Suppose we are given an Ehresmann connection on this bundle, 
i.e. a I-form 

T(Rays(TM» ~ li = Tid(50(2,li)) 

satisfying the usual classical axioms (analogous to (3'), (4) in 6.2). 
The curvature form 0 (or rather 0, d. 6.4.1) of this connection 

coincides in this case with the exterior derivative of w, since the Lie 
group 50(2, li) is abelian. Furthermore, 0 factors through T(M) XM 

T(M) and gives rise to a 2-form 

T(M) XM T(M) .!.. li. 
lt should be clear from what we did in Sections 5 and 6 that s( K)-a 
2-form on M in 9-, coincides with the curvature form K defined in 
Section 5. 

Rephrasing the notion of geodesic curvature of a regular curve 
as described in Section 5 in classical language, we obtain the fol
lowing definition. Let [0, 1] ~ M be a regular curve (i.e. -yet) E 

T..,(,)(M) is a non-zero vector, for all t E [0,1]). Fixing t E [0,1], 
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let r,:p-lb(O» - p-lb(t» be the parallel transport of fibers of p 
along 'Y. Then (writing [-I for the ray generated by-) 

-l[.()] [·(t h)]-l (a(h) 6(h») r'+h 0 r, 'Y t . 'Y + = -6(h) a(h) 

for a unique pair of functions a,6 such that a2 +62 == 1. In particular, 
a(O) = 1,6(0) = 0, and our matrix may be written as 

( 0 6'(0) ) 2 
Id + h -6'(0) 0 + h A(h). 

We then define K,b, t) = 6'(0), thereby obtaining a new function 
k,: Reg(M[O,l) x [0,1]- JR. 

Now assume that we have a section M ~ Rays(TM). Consider 

the unique matrix A = (:g~ ~~~») with a2 + 62 = 1 such that 

A· X(-y(t» = [i'(t)] = ray generated by i'(t), and let i: [0, I] - JR 
be the function given by i(t) = a'(t)6(t) - a(t)6'(t) (classically, one 
writes "symbolically" d9 = (a'(t)6(t) - a(t)6'(t»dt). 

Again, K, and 9 correspond to the notions defined synthetically 
in Section 5, and we immediately conclude the following result. 

7.4:.1 Theorem. (Conformal Gauu-Bonnet in dimension I). Un
der the above hypotheses, we have for every smooth regular I-chain 
c: [0,1]2 - M the identity 

r d9 = r k + r k,. 
lac ~ lac 

The usual local formulation of Gauss-Bonnet follows directly from 
7.4.1. If M is an oriented Riemannian manifold of dimension 2 with 
metric 9 (and conformal structure corresponding to g), the Levi
Civita connection obtained from 9 gives rise to an Ehresmann con
nection on Rays(T M) - M in an obvious way. One then writes the 
2-form k as a multiple of the area form dtT of (M, g), i.e. K = K dtT 
for a scalar K, the Gauu curvature of M. Furthermore, k, = k,d8 
along ac (where ds is the length form along ac), for a scalar k" the 
geodesic curvature of ac. Using this, we can rewrite 7.4.1 as 

7.4:.2 Theorem. (Local Gauss-Bonnet in dimension I). If M is 
An orienta61e RiemanniAn manifold and X: M - T M a nowhere 
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vani8hing vector field, then lor an, regular '-chain c: [0, 1]2 -+ M, 

( dl = 1 Kdtr + ( k,d8, 
JBt: t: JBt: 

where K i8 the Gauss curvature 01 M, "nd le, i8 the geodesic curva
ture 018c. 0 

7.S Cman'. DeflDltiOD of the Rlemann-Chrlatoffel Tensor. 
By now it is clear that many geometric notions can be more directly 
described in the synthetic context. AIJ a final example in this chap
ter, we show how one can define the Riemann-Christoffel tensor of 
a connection by "translating along an infinitesimal 2-chain". To do 
this for a classical manifold M E M, we first embed M in 9 by the 
functor 8, then describe the tensor in 9, and finally "take it out" by 
applying r. In this way, we can follow E. Cartan's description word 
by word. 

So let V be a connection on a smooth manifold M. We define a 
tensor R: T(M) XM T(M) XM T(M) -+ T(M) which measures the 
curvature of V, by working in 9, rather than in M. 

To simplify notation, we identify 8(M) with M, 8(V) with V, etc. 
We first define a map 

fII$ 

R:(MDXD x D x D) xMMD -+ MD. 

Let h,hl,h2) E M DxD x D x D be any 2-chain, and let ts E MD. 
Write" for the parallel transport defined from V via "Al(tl,t2)(h2) = 
V(tb t2)(hb h2) as before, and let 

,.h,hl , h2,ts) = ,.~lh4' ,,~lhs, "Al h2' "AI hb ts»» 

be the vector obtained by transporting ts around 8h, hl, h2) (as 
usual, "11 = "1 ( -,0), "12 = "1(hl, -), etc.). Then by definition, 

fII$ 

R h,hl ,h2,tS) = "h,hb h2,ts) - ts E T'J(o.o) (M). 

For a fixed "1, the function~: D x D -+ Tm(M) (m = "1(0,0» defined 
fII$ 

by ~(hbh2) =R h,hl ,h2,ts) induces by microlinearity of Tm(M) 

(see 3.3) a unique D ..!...... Tm(M) with I(hl . h2) = ~(hl,h2)' On 
the other hand, Tm(M) satisfies the Kock-Lawvere axiom (1.4), so 
we may write I(h) = h· t for a unique t E Tm(M). This defines a 
function 
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~ ~ 

determined by R(;,hl,hz,ts) =hl·h2 R(;,ts). 
We can now define the Riemann-Christoffel tensor R simply as 

R: T(M) XM T(M) -+ T(M) 

R(tl,tZ)ts = li(~(tl,tZ»(ts). 
By introducing coordinates, we may assume M = R!'. In this case 

~: M x R!' -+ M x R!' x R!' X R" is completely determined by its 
last component ~ 4 (since K is the projection), i.e. in terms of a basis 
{el, ... ,e,,} of R!', 

~4(x,ei,ei)(el) = -rji(X). 

(The rji are the so-called Christoffel symhols 0/ the second and). 
Furthermore, a horrible coordinate computation gives 

Proposition. Let "1 E M DxD he A R-chAin. Then li(;) depends 
only on K(;). So we hAve A commutAtive diAgrAm 

Furthermore, in coordinAtes, the lth component 0/ li(;, (x, eA:» 's 
given hy 

Rfii(X) := R«x, ei), (x, ei »(x, eA:»l 
= Iz;r~(x) - k rli (x) - EQ(r~i(x)r!i(X) - r~(x)r!i(x». 

(This is the classical formula for the Riemann-Christoffel tensor.) 0 

We end our comparison with classical notions here. The examples 
of the Ambrose-Palais-Singer theorem and the Gauss-Bonnet theo
rem sufficiently illustrate how this comparison works in general. Of 
course we could go further, and translate more of Sections 1, 3, 4 
in a classical language. This would show, for example, the the Lie 
algebra of a Lie group as defined in 1.6 corresponds via 8 with the 
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classical one for manifolds (but 1.6 also works for "Lie groups" which 
are not manifolds, such 88 groups of diffeomorphismB of manifolds, 
etc). Similarly, the theory of "vector bundles" discussed in Section 3 
includes the case of vector bundles of function spaces automatically. 

Also, by taking sections at an object X E MeG, rather than just 
global sections (the case X = 1), one obtains "smooth in parameter
versions" of the results, similar to what we did in Section IV .4. 

We will not work all this out in detail, however: the calculations 
should by now be rather routine, and can safely be left to the reader. 



Chapter VI 

Models with Invertible Infinitesimals 

We have seen in the Introduction that at least two different kinds 
of infinitesimals have appeared in the literature. On the one hand, 
there are the nilpotent, whose use in handling "infinitesimal" struc
tures like jets, prolongations, connections, etc. has been extensively 
illustrated in the preceding two chapters. On the other hand, there 
are the invertible infinitesimals which, together with infinitely large 
integers, are used to analyze such notions as limits and convergence 
along the lines of Non-Standard Analysis, as exemplified by Robin
son's book. Thus, these types of infinitesimals serve different (and 
complementary) purposes, and both should appear in a theory of 
infinitesimals that is worth its salt. 

The aim of this chapter is to discuss two models of synthetic dif
ferential geometry which contain not only the "usual" nilpotent in
finitesimals which are present in the models of chapter III, but also 
"big", invertible infinitesimals and infinitely large ("non-standard") 
natural numbers. 

The idea of the construction of these models is simple. Recall 
from chapter II that the object II of lL corresponding to the COO-ring 
coo(JR - {O})/(m~o}11R - {O}) satisfies the following statements in 

SetsLop : 

v x E II (x is invertible) 
"Ix E II (-~ < x <~) n = 1,2,3, ... 

Accordingly, we called II the space of invertible infinitesimals (11.1.10). 
But IT is not an object of G (or IF), and there are no invertible in finites
imals in 9 and T. We now wish to take lL as the category underlying 
our site. This, however, forces us to change the Grothendieck topol
ogy, since the "open cover topology" of chapter III is not subcanon
ical as a topology on lL. For the first model, the "smooth Zariski 
topos" Z, we will take finite open covers only. Later on, for the 
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"Basel topas" B, we will, in addition, take projections as covers. 
These topologies on lL are subcanonical. 

As a consequence of restricting the covers in this way, the space 
N = lOoo (N) does not coincide with the natural number object 
of Z or B, contrary to the situation for Band 1. This object N 
of "smooth natural numbers" properly contains the natural number 
object ("the standard natural numbers"), and it contains infinitely 
large numbers besides. Our global strategy will be to work with N, 
rather than with the natural number object, and replace the notions 
referring to the natural numbers (such as finiteness, Archimedean
ness, compactness, etc.) throughout by their "smooth" analogues 
(s-finite, s-Archimedean, etc.) defined in terms of N. What this 
comes down to, really, is that we do not only weaken the underly
ing logic (as in the models of Chapter III, we cannot use excluded 
middle or choice), but also the arithmetic, i.e. the theory of N. In 
this chapter, we will demonstrate the appropriateness of this move 
in relation to the models Band Z. In chapter VII, we will elaborate 
on this from a more "axiomatic" point of view. 

After having introduced the topos Z in section 1, we describe some 
of the "smooth notions" and show that the natural properties hold. 
For example, although [0, 1] is not compact in Z, it is, nevertheless, 
CIs-compact" in the appropriate sense. 

Just as the models discussed in Chapter III, Z is an extension of 
the category of manifolds, and we have a full embedding M ~ Z. In 
section 3 we study some properties of this embedding, analogous to 
what we did in section 111.3. The proofs make essential use of some 
results from dimension theory, and are considerably more difficult 
than the corresponding ones for 1 and B. 

Section 4 constitutes another justification of our viewpoint that 
N should be considered as "the natural numbers", rather than the 
natural numbers object of the topos. We will prove that the degree 
of a map in Z is a smooth integer, and not necessarily a standard 
one. More generally, we show that for homology theory we obtain 
the expected results only if we use smooth integers everywhere, and 
change the basic notions, such as that of a free ring, accordingly. 

We should point out that although IT is non-empty in Z, it is not 
true that IT is inhabited, i.e. Z ~ 3x(x E II). For several purposes, 
however, it is desirable that IT be inhabited (cf. for example the dis
cussion of distributions and integrals in §VII.3). Therefore, we will, 
in a last section, present a modification of Z, the Basel topos B, in 
which IT is inhabited. It is this topas B that will serve as the natural 
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model for the axiomatic system presented in Chapter VII. In many 
ways, B is similar to Z, and it will suffice to just briefly indicate 
which modifications have to be made to extend the results about Z 
to B. 

1 A Smooth Version of the Zariski Topos 

In this section, we will introduce the so-called smooth Zariski topos, 
and prove some of its basic properties as a model for synthetic cal
culus. This topos, denoted by Z, is defined in a way completely 
analogous to the usual Zariski topos of algebraic geometry which 
classifies local k-algebras (k is the base ring), but with the theory of 
k-algebras replaced by that of COO-rings. (This is not to say that Z 
classifies local COO-rings, see appendix 2.) 

Recall from section II.l that the category ll.. of loci or formal C oo _ 

varieties is the opposite of the category of finitely generated C oo_ 

rings and COO-homomorphisms. In other words, the objects of ll.. are 
duals LA of COO-rings A which are (isomorphic to rings) of the form 

A = COO (m.n)j I, 

where coo(m.n) is the ring of smooth functions m.n -+ m., and I is an 
arbitrary ideal. Morphisms of ll.. from one such dualL(coo(m.n)j I) to 
another L( Coo (m.m) j J) are equivalence classes of smooth functions 
m.n ....!..... m.m with the property that f E J => f ° cP E I, two such 
functions cp and cp' being equivalent if all their components are equal 
modulo I, i.e. for each projection 1I'i(i = 1, ... ,m), 1I'iOCP-1I'iOCP' E I. 

In ll.., we specify some finite families of morphisms with common 

codomain as covering families, or covers: a family {l~ ~ LA}f=1 
(n :?:: 0) is a covering family iff there exist lJi E A(i = 1, ... n) such 
that 1 E (al' ... ' an), the ideal in A generated by at, ... , an, and for 
each i there is a commutative diagram 

LA 
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where gi is the canonical inclusion of loci. Notice that if A is the 
trivial ring (0 = 1 in A), the empty family is a cover of A. 

1.1 Lemma. The covering families in JL as specified above define a 
Grothendieck topology on JL. 

Proof. We check the three conditions of Appendix 1. 
1. Isomorphisms cover: this is clear (take n = 1, a = 1). 
2. Stability under pullback, i.e. if {lAi --t lA}i=l is a cover then 

for any lB L lA, the family {lAi Xu lB --t lB}i=l is also a cover: 

to see this, assume Ai = A{ail}. lB L lA corresponds to a COO_ 

homomorphism A...!....... B, and lAi xlAlB ~ l(B{F(~)-l}), so it suf
fices to remark that if 1 E (al, ... an) then also 1 E (Fa!, ... , Fan). 

3. Stability under composition: suppose {lAi --t lA}i=l is a 
cover, and for each i we have a cover {lAii --t lAi}i~l' Assume 

A.; = A{ai l }, and Aii = A{ail}{bi/}. From 1.1.6 it follows that 

A.;i = A {c;/} for some cii E A. Moreover, if 1 E (al, ... , an) C A 

and 1 E (bip ... , bimJ C A{ail}, then 1 E (cii)i=l, ... ,nii=l, ... mi' as 
follows again easily from the explicit description of A{( - )-l} given 
in U.6. Thus we conclude that the family {lAii --t lAlii is a cover 
of LA. 0 

A perhaps more practical description of this Grothendieck topol
ogy is given in the following lemma. 

1.2 Lemma. Let l(Coo (U)/1) be an object of JL, where U C ]Rn is 
open, and 1 is any ideal. Up to isomorphism, the covering families 
of l( coo (U) / 1) are precisely those described in one of the following 
three equivalent ways: 

(i) families of the form {l(COO(Ui)/(I!Ud) --t l(COO (U)/I)}i=l1 
where the Ui are open subsets of U with Ul U ... Un = U. 

(ii) families of the form {l(Coo(Ui)/(I!Ui)) --t l(Coo (U)/I)}i=l1 
where Ui C U are open, and there is an open V C U with 
1 E (IIV) and Ui U ... U Un U V = U. 

(iii) families of the form {l(Coo(Ui)/(I!Ud) --t l(Coo (U)/I)}i:l1 
where Ui C U are open, and there is a finitely generated ideal 
10 C 1 such that Z(lo) C U1 U ... U Un. 

Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from the fact that if 
1 E (IIV) then COO(Ui)/(l!Ui) ~ COO(Ui U V)/(l!Ui U V). (ii) and 
(iii) are equivalent descriptions since 1 E (l1(U - Z(lo))). That 
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all these are equivalent to the families defined above lemma 1.1 is 
equally easy, using 1.1.6. 0 

This Grothendieck topology makes IT.. into a site, again denoted by 
IT... The smooth Zariski topos is by definition the category of sheaves 
on IT.., and natural transformations. Recall that a sheaf on IT.. is a 
functor 

F: IT..0P -+ Sets 

with the following property: for each cover {lAi .!i.... lA}f=l' and 
each family of elements Xi E F(lAi) which are compatible in the 
sense that for each pullback square 

Ii 
lAi lA 

1 1 
l~ Xu lAj 

Pj 
lAj -

we have xilpi = Xjlpj E F(l~ xlAlAj), there is a unique x E F(lA) 
such that xiii = Xi for each i = 1, ... , n. (See Appendix 1). Z, the 
category of sheaves on IT.., is a top os. This is proved just as III.1.5 
(For a general proof see Appendix 1). 

The category IT.. does't change when embedded in Z: 

1.3 Lemma. The Grothendieck topology on IT.. is subcanonical. In 

other words, the Yoneda embedding IT.. -~ Sets LOP , Y(lB) = IT..(-,lB), 
factors through Z ....... SetsL op • 

Proof. This is just as for 9 (cf. lemma III.1.3), and we only give a 
sketch. Take lB E IT... To show that the functor IT.. ( -, lB) is a sheaf, 

let {l~ .!i.... lA};=l be a cover of A, and suppose we are given a 
compatible family of mapslAi ...!!!.....lB. Write B = COO (lItffl)/J,A = 
COO (lIt")/ I. By lemma 1.2, we may assume that ~ = COO(Ui)/(IlUi), 
where Ul U .•. U Uk = lIt, and fi is the canonical map. gi is given 
by a smooth function Gi: Ui -+ lIt", and compatibility means that 
GilUj - GjlUi E (IlUi n Uj). If (PI, ... , Pk) is a partition of unity 
subordinate to the cover UI, . .. , Uk, then G = E;=l PiGi is the map 
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]R" -+ ]Rm giving the required map lA ....!... lB. Further details are 
straightforward. 0 

Composing lL -~ Z with M -!..... lL of 11.1.2, we obtain 

1.4 Corollary. There is a full and faithful embedding of manifolds 
into the topos Z denoted bll 

, 
M <---+ Z, 

which preserves transversal pullbacksj explicitly, 

s(M) = lL(-,lCOO(M». o 
1.S Proposition. There are adjoint functors 

B 
-+-

Sets 
r 
~ Z, 

(b. is the constant sheaf functor, r is the global sections functor). 

Proof. This is proved just as for g, see 111.1.6. (The description of 
b.(S)(!A) in terms of g(lA) given for 9 doesn't work for Z, but 
this is irrelevant. On the other hand, B can be described as in Sec
tion 111.1; i.e. B(S)(lA) = S'Y(LA), where S E Sets,lA E lL, is valid 
for the case of Z. 0 

We can interpret the set-theoretic language in Z, just as we did 
for; and g, by inductively defining Alhp, Z 1= <p, for sentences 
<po (See also Appendix 1). Let us list some basic properties for this 
interpretation in Z. 

1.6 The Natural Numbers Object. As for any Grothendieck 
topos, the object b.(Pit) is the natural numbers object of the topos 
Z, where Pit denotes the set of natural numbers in Sets. In particu
lar, b.(N) satisfies full induction, and all first-order arithmetic (see 
Appendix 1). b.(N) is the sheaf associated to the constant presheaf 

lLoP -+ Sets, lA 1-4 Pit. 

In the particular case of Z, 'b.(Pit) cannot be simply described as 
the sheaf which has as elements at a stage fA the locally constant 
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functions /,(lA) -+ N, as in the case of 1 and 9 (cf. III.l, III.2). For 
Z, we have the following explicit description of 6(N): for lA E IL, 
say A = eOO(lltR)j I, 6(N)(lA) is the set of equivalence classes of 
locally constant bounded functions 0, 

Z(Io) ~N, 

where 10 c I is a finitely generated subideal of I. Two such functions 
Z(Io) ~ Nand Z(lt) ~ N are equivalent if there is a finitely 
generated J,Io U II C J c I, such that oo/Z(J) == 01/Z(J). (It 
is not hard to see that this indeed gives the sheafification of the 
constant presheaf with value N, see Appendix 1). 

As usual, we will just write N for the natural numbers object 
6(N) E Z. 

1. 7 The Line R. The representable R = s(lR) = IL( -, leoo (I~)) is 
an object of Z, by 1.3, 1.4. Just as for Sets LOP (chapter II), and 
for 1 and 9 (chapter III), R has a canonical order < defined as 
follows: for a, b E R(lA) represented by a(x), b(x): lltn -+ llt, where 
A = eOO(I~R)j I, we have 

(1) lAII-a < b iff there is a finitely generated 10 c I such that 
\/x E Z(Io) a(x) < b(x). 

R is a ring-object in Z Gust as for SetsLOP ), and this order is clearly 
compatible with the ring structure of R. Note that 

(2) Z /= (a E U(R) +4 (a > 0 Va < 0)) 

where U(R) = {x E R/x is invertible }. R is also a local ring, i.e. 

(3) ~ i= ~~, ~ ~ R(a + b E U(R) -+ (a E U(R) V b E U(R))). 

This is proved as in Remark III.l.8. (Note that the covers (a) and (c) 
of III. 1.8 are also covers in IL). (b) of 111.1.8 is not a cover, however, 
and accordingly, we have that R is not Archmidean in Z, i.e. 

(4) Z IF \/x E R 3n EN x < n. 

To see this, consider the identity R -+ R as the generic real/, at stage 
R. Suppose to the contrary that leoo (llt)II-3n E N x < n. By 1.6 
this means that there are a finite open cover {Ul, .. . , Uk} of llt and 
ni E N(i = 1, ... , k) such that leOO (Ui)II-/' < ni, i.e. \/x E Ui x < ni. 
This is clearly impossible. 

Consequently, the order topology on R does not coincide with 
the rational interval topology. When we speak about topological 
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properties of R, we will always do this with respect to the order 
topology. 

The preorder ~ on R is defined just as before, i.e. for a, b, tA as 
in (1), 

(5) tAII-a ~ b iff Vp E m~,-+) C coo(Jw.) po (b - a) E I, 

and this is again compatible with the ring structure of R and with 
< (as in 11.2.4). Thus, the unit interval [0,1] = {x E RIO ~ x ~ 1} 
in Z is the representable object tCOO([O, 1]). 

Finally, let us note that R is a field in the following sense: 

(6) Z F VXl, .. ' ,xn E R(-'(Xl = 0" ... "xn = 0) -t Xl E 
U(R) V ... V Xn E U(R». 

The proof is essentially the same as for 9, cf. 111.1.9, except that one 
has to pass to a finitely generated subideal. If al, •.. , an: ~m -t ~ 
represent reals at tA, where A = coo(~m)/ I, such that tAII--,(al = 
0" ... " an = 0), then coo(~m)/(I, al,"" am) is trivial, hence there 
is a finitely generated 10 c I such that Z(Io) n ni=l Z(ai(x» = 0. 
So {Ua1(z),"" Uan(z)} is an open cover of Z(Io), where Ua;(z) = 
{xl~(x) -I O}, and therefore {tA n s(Ua;(z» -t tA}i=l covers tA, 
by lemma 1.2. Since tA n s(UaJIl-ai E U(R), we conclude that 
tAll-al E U(R) V ... Van E U(R), thus proving (b). 

This completes 1.7. 

1.8 Some Infinitesimal Spaces. As in SetsL op ,1, and 9, we have 
the infinitesimal subspaces Dk(n) of Rn in Z, 

Dk(n) = {x E RnlxO! = 0 for all multi-induces a with lal = k + 1}. 

In R, we have D = Dl C D2 C ... , where Di = Di(l), and these 
are all contained in Doo = {x E RI3n E N xn = O}. The interval 
[0,0] = t(COO(~)/m~}) properly contains Doo. As before, we have 
Z F Vx E R(-,x = 0 +-+ (x > 0 V x < 0) +-+ x E U(R», and 
consequently the equality 

l::. = {xl-'-'x = O} = {xix ¢ U(R)} 

holds in Z. All this is just as for 9. However, unlike the case of 1 
and 9, the object of infinitesimal elements in Z, 

1&= n s(-~,~)CR 
nEN-{O} 

does not coincide with l::.j i.e. all the inclusions in the following 
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sequence are proper in Z: 

D C D2 C ... c Doo c [0,0] c 6. c ~. 

To say that 6. does not coincide with ~ is to say that not every ele
ment of ~ is non-invertible, or equivalently, the object of invertible 
infinitesimals 

II = ~ n U(R) = {x E ~Ix is invertible} 

represented by the dual of the COO-ring 

Coo (lR*)j (m~O} IlR*) 

is non-trivial (here lR* = lR - {O}, and m~O} is the ideal of functions 
with vanishing germ at 0). It is clear that this COO-ring is indeed 
non-trivial. In fact, 

COO(lR*)j(m~o}llR*)) ~ COO (lR)j K, 

where K is the ideal of functions with compact support, and the 
isomorphism is induced by the map x 1-+ ~. 

Of course II does not have any global sections, so in particular 
(since r has a right-adjoint) 

(1) Z ~:3x x E II, 

i.e. despite the non-triviality of II, it doesn't hold in Z that there 
exists an invertible infinitesimal. (Readers having some experience 
with intuitionistic logic will not find this so strange, given the "strong" 
meaning of existence in intuitionism.) However, since the product 
of two non-zero objects in lL is non-zero, in particular lA X II "I- 0 if 
lA "I- 0, we have 

(2) Z 1= •• :3x x E II. 

which expresses in set-theoretic language that II is non-empty (again, 
a set being non-empty does not imply that this set has an element). 

Another formula which expresses that "there are quite a lot of 
invertible infinitesimals" is the following cancellation property: 

(3) Z 1= Vx E R(V8 E II x . 8 = 0 --+ x = 0) 

(this would be trivial if :3x x E II were valid). To prove (3), choose 
a E R at stage lA, say A = COO (lRn)j I and a is represented by 
a(x): lRn --+ lR, and suppose lAII-V8 E lI(a8 = 0). In particular, 
taking the "generic" 8, lA x IIII-a . 11"2 = o. This just means that 
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say 
k t 

a(x) . y = L ~(x, Y)Ii(x) + L B;(x, y)g;(y), 
i=1 ;=1 

where Ii E I, and eachg;(y): Im.. --. 1m. vanishes on some ( -€;, €;)-{O}. 
Taking the partial derivative with respect to y gives that for all 
x E Im.R, Y E 1m. - {O}, 

"a~ "aB· a(x) = LJ ay (x, Y)fi(X) + LJ a; (x, y)g;(y) + L B;(x, y)gj(y). 

Taking Yo E n;=I(-€;,€;) - {O}, we find g;(yo) = 0 = gj(yo), so 
a(x) E I, i.e. LAll-a = O. This proves (3), and completes 1.8. 

1.9 The Kock-Lawvere Axiom. The Kock-Lawvere axiom RD ~ 
R x R holds in Z, and more generally 

s(M)D ~ s(T M) in Z, 

since this isomorphism holds in IL (II.1.11), and the Yoneda embed
ding IL <-+ Z preserves all exponentials that exist in IL. The general
ized Kock-Lawvere axiom as stated in V. 7.2 is also valid in Z. The 
proof is just as for 1 and 9. 
1.10 The Integration Axiom. This axiom holds in Z, i.e. 

Z 1= V f E R[O.I)3!g E R[O,I)(g' == fA g(O) = 0). 

This follows immediately from the fact that the integration axiom 
holds in SetsL op (II.2.4). 

2 Smooth Integers 

Despite the fact that Z is a model for the basic axioms of SDG, as 
we have seen in the previous section, it seems at first sight rather 
hard to do analysis in Z. For example, the basic ingredients for 
doing some (synthetic) homology theory in the toposes 1 and 9 are 
the compactness of [0, 1] c R and the fact that R is Archimedean, 
as we have seen in chapter IV. Neither of these, however, is valid in 
Z. Non-validity of Archimedeanness has already been pointed out 
in 1.7 above. For compactness, we have the following rather obvious 
counterexample. 
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2.1 Example. In Z, [O,lJ is not compact (for the order-topology 
given by the order <). To see this, we only need to modify the argu
ment of section 11.3 slightly. Consider the generic positive invertible 
infinitesimal 6 E R. 6 is given at stage [>0 = £(COO (IR>o)j(m{O}pw'>o)) 

as the inclusion [>0 ~ R. At stage [>0, we have the open cover 

U = {(x - 6,x + 6)lx E [0,1]) 

of [0, 1J. If [0, 1J were compact, then [>011- "U has a finite subcover", 
i.e. we could find a finite open cover UI, ... , Uk of 1R>0 and for each 
i = 1, ... , k finitely many reals aiiU = 1, ... , Flj) at stage [>0 n s(Ui ) 
such that 

Fix one Uio with 0 E Uio, and write n = nio , U = Uio, ai = U-ioi' 
Then 

(2) (ho n s(U) x [0,1]) 11- 11"2 E (al - 6,al + 6) V •.• V 

11"2 E (an - 6,an + 6) 

Let ai (x): U -+ IR represent ai, and let 

Vi = {(x, y) E U x IRIY E (ai(x) - x, ai(x) + x)}. 

Then (2) implies that VI,. " , Vn induce a cover of ([>ons(U)) x [0, 1], 
hence by 1.2 we find an e > 0 such that 

(3) (U n (0, e)) X [0, 1J ~ VI U ... U Vn . 

In particular, whenever x E Un (O,e) we have [0,1] c Vt; U ... U 

V;, where vt = {YI(x,y) E Vi}' But the measure /-L(Vie U '" U 

V;) ::; 2xn takes arbitrary small values since 0 E Un (0, e), a clear 
contradiction. 

Despite the fact that [0,1] is not compact, we have the following 
theorem. 

2.2 Theorem. In Z it is valid that all functions [0,1] -+ Rare 
uniformly continuous; i.e. 

z 1= '<If E R(O,lJ'<Ie > 038> 0 '<Iz,y E [0, 1]{1z - 111 < 8 -> Ifz - hi < e). 

Proof. Obvious from the fact that this already holds in Sets lOP , 

cf. 11.3.1. 0 
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As for SetsL oP, uniform continuity is related to the existence of 
Lebesgue numbers for open covers of [0, I]. 

2.3 Theorem. Z F every open cover of [0, I] has a Lebesgue num
ber. 

We cannot derive this immediately from the corresponding fact 
for Sets LOP (II.3.2), since (unlike the case of functions [0, I] ~ R 
of theorem 2.2) open covers in Z are not the same as open covers 
in SetsLoP • For example, Z F [0,1] = [0, i) u (t,1], but not so 
for SetsL op. However, for downwards closed open covers there is no 
problem. (An open cover U is downwards closed if U eVE U 
implies U E U.) 

2.4 Lemma. A downwards closed open cover of [0, I] in Z is already 
a cover in SetsL op. More precisely, if U is a subsheaf of the sheaf of 
open intervals of R in Z at stage fA such that in Z, 

fAII-VU,V E o (R)(U c V 1\ V E U ~ U E U) 
fAll-(U covers [0,1]) 

then already fAII-(U covers [0,1]) in SetsL op. 

Proof. Let U be an open cover in Z at stage lA, and assume U 
consists of open intervals of R and is downwards closed. Thus 

fAx [0, l]II-:3U E U 11"2 E U 

(II- refers to Z all the time!), so we find a finite cover {WI, . .. , Wd 
of lItn x lIt, and a;, bi E R at l~ = (fAx [0,1]) n s(Wi ) such that 

l~lI-ai < 11"2 < bi 1\ (ai, bd E U. 

It follows that there is a finitely generated ideal Ji, 

Ji c (I(x),mfo,I)(Y)'Z ·,pi(X,y) -1) 

(where ,pi is a characteristicfunction for Wi, i.e. Z( ,pi) = lItn X lIt-Wi) 
such that for A~ = COO (lItn+2)j J" fA~II-ai < 11"2 < bi. Then we 
find finitely generated I,(x) C I(x),Mi(Y) C mfo,l) (y), such that 
J, C (Ii (x) , Mi(Y), z,p,(x, y) -1) for i = 1, ... ,k, and by putting 
the Ii's and Mi'S together, we get finitely generated I' C I and 
M C mfo,l) with 

Ji C (I' (x) , M(y), z,p,(x, y) - 1), each i = 1, ... , k 

(and without loss of generality Z(M(y)) = [0,1]). 
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Now let 

which is a finitely presented COO-ring. Then 

i(lBd = Z(I'(x), M(y}, Zt!Ji(x, y) - 1) = 1I"-I(Z(I') X [0,1]) n Wi, 

(where Wi = Z(zth(x, y) - 1) ~ ~n+2), and since lBi C lA~, 

lBi II-ai < 11"2 < bi , 

which is equivalent (since Bi is finitely presented) to 

ai(x, y) < Y < bi(x, y) 

for all (x, y, z) E i(lBi), i.e. for all (x, y) E Z(I') x [0,1] n Wi. 
We now use the following lemma, which is just an easy application 

of partitions of unity. 

Sublermna. Let X C ~n be closed, {WI, ... , Wk} an open cover of 
X, and ai: Wi - ~ smooth functions with as > a on Wi n X. Then 
there is a refinement {Vb . .. , Vd and a smooth a: ~m - ~ such that 
on Vi, 0< alVi n X < ailVi n X(i = 1, ... ,k). 0 

Now apply this lemma to the cover {WI, ... , Wk} of Z(I') x [0,1] 
so as to find a cover {Vb ... , Vk} of Z(I') x [0,1] and functions 
a,b:~n+l _ ~ such that for each i, Vi C Wi and 

a,(x,y) < a(x,y) < y < b(x,y) < bi(X,y) 

for (x,y) E Vi n Z(I') x [0,1]. The Vi's induce a cover in the site 
(lemma 1.2), say {lCi - lA x [0, l]ls, and we have 

lCill-ai < a < 11"2 < b < bi. 

Hence since U is downwards closed and lAs 11- ( ai, btl E U, 

lC,II-1I"2 E (a,b) E U, 

and therefore since the lCi form a cover 

lA x [0,1]11-11"2 E (a, b) E U. 

But this says that already in the presheaf topos SetsL op we force 

lA x [0, 1]1I-3U E U 11"2 E U 

since a, b no longer exist just on a cover. 11"2 is generic, so U covers 
[0,1] in Sets lOP (at stage lA). 0 
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Proof of Theorem !J.9. This now follows from 2.4 and the existence 
of Lebesgue numbers in SetsL op (11.3.2): Given a cover U at stage tA 
in Z, let U' = {VI3U E U V ~ U} be the corresponding downwards 
closed cover. By 2.4 and 11.3.2, there is a Lebesgue number S for U' 
in Sets LoP • Clearly, S is also a Lebesgue number for U', and hence 
for U, in Z. 0 

Morally, the existence of Lebesgue numbers should give compact
ness in some sense. We can indeed obtain compactness of [0,1] in Z 
by changing the notion of finiteness. Instead of N, we use the object 
N of smooth natural numbers, defined as the subobject {x E Zlx ~ a} 
of the object Z of smooth integers Z = {x E RI sin(1rx) = a}. In the 
topos Z, Z is the representable object 

Z = {t(Coo(~)j(sin(1rx))) ~ t(Coo(~)jm~) ~ tCoo(lZ) 

(the second isomorphism is by 1.2.1). So 

N = t(Coo(~)jm~) = £Coo(N). 

This object N is different from the object N of standard natural num
bers in Z. N contains non-standard elements, such as the canonical 

inclusion t(Coo(N)jT) ~ N, where T is the ideal offunctions which 
vanish on a tail. This smooth natural number at stage t( COO (N) jT) 
is the generic infinitely large (smooth, non-standard) natural number 
of Z. 

Now if we interpret finite as a quotient of an initial segment 
{O, ... , n - I} for some n E N (call this smooth-finite, or briefly 
s-finite) we obtain s-compactness of [0,1] in Z, i.e. the validity in 
Z of the assertion that every open cover U of [0,1] in Z has an 
s-finite refinement (rather than a subcover, cf. 2.6 below). This fol
lows immediately from the existence of a Lebesgue number (theorem 
2.3), together with the fact that R is Archimedean for the smooth 
integers. Explicitly: 

2.5 Proposition. The following are valid in Z: 

(i) R is s-Archimedean, i.e. Z 1= \:Ix E R 3n E N x < n 
(ii) [0,1] is s-compact, i.e. every open cover of [0,1] has an s-finite 

refinement. 
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Proof. As said, (ii) follows from (i) and theorem 2.3. To prove (i), 
it suffices to consider the generic, E R at stage R given by the 
identity, and show that RII-3n EN, < n. But the two opens 
Ul = UmEz (4m,4m + 3) and U2 = UmEz(4m - 2,4m + 1) induce 
a cover of R in lL, and fCOO(U,)II-, < ni where n,: U, -+ N is any 
continuous function with ~(x) > x. 0 

2.6 Remark. Ordinary compactness can be defined either by re
quiring that any open cover has a finite subcover, or that any open 
cover has a finite refinement; these two are equivalent in an arbitrary 
Grothendieck topos, by the axiom of finite choice 

(1) VP c N x X(Vn < m 3x E X P(n, x) -+ 

-+ 3f : {O, ... , m - I} -+ X Vn < m P(n, fn» 

(which is valid in any topas). However, the axiom of smooth-finite 
choice, which is as (1), but with N replaced by N, does not hold. Ac
cordingly, we cannot always pass from a finite refinement to a finite 
sub cover , and we define s-compactness by requiring the existence of 
finite refinements only. For all practical purposes, this is sufficient. 

The idea now is to replace N by N consistently when doing analysis 
inside the top os Z. As said in the introduction, we will show in 
section 4 that for homology theory we obtain the correct results in 
Z only if we use smooth integers everywhere, and change the basic 
algebraic notions, like that of free ring, accordingly. 

As a preparation to this, we will now discuss some of the most 
basic properties of smooth integers in the topos Z. 

We have already seen that the topological notion of compactness 
should really be replaced by its smooth analogue. In fact, the notion 
of topological space can be adjusted accordingly: 

2.7 Proposition. R is an s-topological space, i. e. the intersection 
of s-finitely many opens is again open (for the order topology). 

Proof. We will use this occasion to illustrate the use of the generic 
element of a set of the form {m E Nlm < p}, for pEN at a given 
stage. (This is a special case of 3.1.5, by taking N as a discrete 
manifold.) 

To prove the proposition, suppose we are given apE N and a 
sequence U:{m E Nlm < p} -+ O(R), U = (Um:m < p), at stage 
fA E lL, such that fAII-Vm < pOE Um. Let A = coo(I~d)/ [. 
Writing N as a retract of an open 0, NcO c JR, we may assume 
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that tA ~ N is represented by a smooth function W p(zl W, where 
W C ~d is an open which contains Z(lo) for a finitely generated 
10 c I. let W" = p-l(n), and let tB = s(E) n (tA x N), where 

E = U (W" x {O, ... ,n - I}) C ~d X w. 
"EN 

This gives maps in IL, 

tB -----I~~N 

and tBII-1/"2 < P (more precisely, pl""tl. ""2 is the generic element 

:>f {m E Nlm < p}, in the sense that whenever to L tA and 
to ~ N is a smooth integer at to with tOll-m < pII, there is a 
map g making the diagram 

:ommute, i.e. making m into a restriction of ""2. 
By definition of the order topology, we have tBII-3e > O(-e,e) C 

Ufr2 so (by enlarging 10 if necessary) we find a finite cover {VI, ... , Vk} 
:>f En (Z(Io) x w) by opens of ~d X W, and ei: Vi --+ ~>o, such that 

tBns(Vi)II-(-ei,ei) c Ufr2 • 

By the sublemma stated in the proof of 2.4, we can actually find an 
e: E --+ ~>o such that el(Vi n (Z(lo) x W)) < eil(Z(lo) X W). Then 

(1) tBll-O E (-e,e) C Ufr2 • 

Define 6: W = U"EN W" --+ ~>o to be any smooth function such that 
V(x,k) E E 6(x) < e(x,k). Then 6 defines an element of R>o at 
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stage fA, and since fB11-617fl < E, (1) gives 

fBll-O E (-617fI,611rl) C U1r2 • 

So by genericity of 7f2, 

fAII-'v'n < mOE (-6,6) C Un. 

By using the order isomorphism t t-+ t - x, it follows that 

Z F= 'v'x E R 'v'n EN 'v'(Um)m<n C O(R)('v'm < n x E Um -+ 
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3VEO(R)'v'm<nxEVcUm). 0 

In chapter VII, we will discuss more extensively to which extent N 
acts as a natural numbers object. For the purposes of this chapter, 
we just note that N satisfies all primitive recursive arithmetic. In 
fact, many objects perceive N as being the natural number object as 
far as definition by recursion is concerned, and this is precisely what 
we need to do analysis and algebra based on the smooth integers Z. 
For example, 

2.8 Theorem. For any X E Z and fB E [., with B finitely pre
sented, 

Z F= 'v'1 E fBx'v'g E fBtBxx3!h E fBNxX ('v'x EX h(o, x) = I(x)/\ 

/\ 'v'n E N 'v'x E X hen + 1, x) = g(h(n, x), x». 

For the proof, we need the following lemma. 

2.9 Lemma. Let IR Y-+ IR be smooth with (IP) = m~, i. e. 
f(OOO(IR)/(IP)) ~ N. II I C ooo(lRn) is finitely generated and I E 
ooo(lRn X IR) satisfies I(x, n) E I lor all n E N, then I(x, y) E 

(I(x),IP(x)). 

Prool. Since (I(x), lP(t)) is germ-determined by 104.9, it is enough to 
check that the germ II(zo.n) is in (Ilzo' IPln) for each Xo E Z(I) and 
n EN. But around (xo, n), I(x, y) = I(x, n) + (y - n)g(x, y) for some 
smooth 9 (by Hadamard), and (y - n)ln E (1P)ln. 0 

Proolol Theorem f.B. By writing X as a colimit of representables 
(Appendix 1), we may assume X = fA E [.. So let us write A = 
0 00 (IRn) / I and B = 0 00 (IRm) / J, with J a finitely generated ideal, 
and suppose we have maps I E fBtA and 9 E fBtBxtA at stage 
fO E [.. By replacing fA by fAx fO, we may assume fO = 1, i.e. 
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!: lA ---+ lB and g: lB X lA ---+ lB are maps in IL, represented by 
smooth maps !(x): lW.n ---+ lW.m and G(x, y):lW.m X lW.n ---+ lW.m• Define 
H(t, x): lW. X lW.n ---+ lW.m to be any smooth function such that H(D, x) = 
F(x), H(n + 1, x) = G(H(n, x), x). We claim that H restricts to a 
map N X lA ---+ lB. Indeed, since J is finitely generated, F and 
G restrict to maps lAo ---+ lB and lB X lAo ---+ lB for some Ao = 
COO (lW.n)/ fo, with fo a finitely generated ideal, fo c f. Now H maps 
N X LA = L(COO(lW. X lW.n)/(cp(t) , fo(x))) into lB, by lemma 2.9. It is 
clear that the restriction h: N x lA ---+ lB of H satisfies the recursion 
equations. 

For the uniqueness of h, suppose that we have two maps h and k 
satisfying the requirements, represented by Hand K: lW. X lW.n ---+ lW.m• 

Since the condition h(o, x) = !(x) and h(n + 1, x) == g(h(n, x), x) is 
finitary (the first is clear, the second says that 

Nx LA 
(+1) X id 

N xlA 

j (h'~2) 
9 

lB X lA lB 

commutes, i.e. that the m differences of the components are in (cp, f); 
all this involves only a finite part of f), and since J is finitely gen
erated, there is a finitely generated ideal fo c f such that the re
strictions ho and leo: N X lA ---+ lB, of M and K respectively, also 
satisfying the requirements. But then ho - leo E (cp(t), fo(x)) by an
other application of lemma 9. 0 

2.10 Remark. Theorem 2.8 says, for example, that all manifolds 
perceive N as the natural numbers in some sense. This is not to 
say that for a manifold M E M, s(M)N ~ S(M)N. The canonical 
restriction maps s(M)N ---+ S(M)N is always epic, but it fails to be 
monic already for M = lW., i.e. RN ---+ RN is not injective. 

To see this, look at stage LA = L(COO(lW.)/m{O}). Let F: lW. X lW. ---+ lW. 

be any smooth function such that for all n E N, 

" 
{ 

D if Ixl < 2-n 

F(x, n) = 1 if Ixl ~ 2-(n-l) . 
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F induces a map fAx N -+ R in Z, and since F(x, n) E I(x) for each 
n E fiI, we have fAIHtn E fiI f(n) = 0 (cf. Appendix 1). On the other 
hand, fA )l-Vn E N f(n) = 0, or equivalently, F ¢ (Mfa}(x), cp(y)) 
where cp is as in lemma 2.9. 

In other words, lemma 2.9 may fail when I is just germ-determined. 

As a consequence of theorem 2.8, we can define for each sequence 

P E RN (at stage fA say, i.e. p: fAx N -+ R) a map N x LA ~ R 
with h(O, x) = O,h(n + 1,x) = h(n, x) + p(x,n). Equivalently, R 
becomes equipped with an operation 

NxRN-+R 

which we write of course as (n,p) 1--+ Li<nPi. In other words (since 
N has decidable equality), we can take the sum of an s-finite number 
of elements of R. Together with the usual inverse, this gives R the 
structure of what we will call an s-group (smooth group). 

A similar argument applies to any Lie group, i.e. to any group 
object in M, since s(M) is the dual of a finitely presented COO-ring 
for any ME M (cf. 1.2.3), so we obtain 

2.11 Corollary. The embedding s: M <-+ Z maps Lie groups to s
~~ 0 

An analogous application of theorem 2.8 shows that R is closed 
under s-finite products, i.e. for a smooth natural number n E N and 
an n-tuple Po, . .. ,Pn-l E R we can define IIi<nPi E R, satisfying 
the obvious s-analogues of the ring-axioms, thus making R into an 
s-ring. 

The following explicit description of the s-ring structure is helpful. 

If LA --!.... N is a smooth natural number at stage fA and LA x N ~ 
R is a sequence of elements of R at this stage, Li<kPi: LA -+ R can 
be described as follows: write A = Coo (I~n) j I, and suppose P is 
represented by P: JRn x JR -+ JR. As in the proof of 2.7, there is a 
finitely generated Ia c I such that k can be represented by a locally 

constant map U ~ fiI, where U is an open with Z(Ia) cUe JRn. 
Since COO (JRn)j I ~ Coo(U)j I, the map 

Q: U -+ JR, Q(x) = I: P(x, i) 
i<k(z) 

restricts to a map g: fA -+ R of IL, which is precisely Li<k Pi. A 
similar description can be given of I1&<kPi. 
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As we will see in section 4, to develop some of the homology theory 
in Z, it will be necessary to replace all algebraic notions by their s
analogues. Thus, for example, a free s-group on a set X is defined 
in the obvious way using words Ei<n Xi for n-tuples Xo, ... , Xn-l 

in X, with n a smooth natural number. In this way, that object 
Z of smooth integers is the free s-group on one generator. Note, 
by the way, that Z is a sub-s-ring of R. Similarly, an R...;s-module 
is an s-abelian s-group equipped with the obvious s-analogue of an 
R-module structure. 

Usually, it is much harder to show the smooth analogue of a certain 
ring-theoretic property than to show its standard counterpart. For 
example, while R is a local ring object in Z by definition of the 
Grothendieck topology on IT.., the fact that R is an s-local ring in Z 
is not quite as immediate: 

2.12 Proposition. R is an s-local ring in Z, i. e. 

Z 1= Vk E N V(p;)i<k E R{O, ... ,k-l}(Ei<k Pi E U(R) --+ 3i < k Pi E U(R)). 

For the proof of this proposition, we need the following result 
from dimension theory, which enables us to obtain a suitable finite 
cover of a certain type from an arbitrary open cover. As will become 
apparent in the sequel, this result is of crucial importance for proving 
properties of the smooth Zariski topas. 

2.13 Ostrand's Theorem. Let M be a d-dimensional manifold, 
and let U = {Um}mEN be a locally finite open cover of M. Then 
there exists an open refinement 'V of the form 'V = 'VI U ... U 'Vd+l' 
where each 'Vi is a family {Vim}mEN of pairwise disjoint open sets 
such that Vim C Um (all mEN, all i = 1, ... ,d + 1). 

For a proof of theorem 2.13, we refer the reader to Engelking 
(1978, p. 228). 

Proof of Theorem 2.12. Take a COO-ring A = COO (lRn)j f and a smooth 

natural number k at stage tA, i.e. tA -~ N, and suppose we are 
given a k-tuple (Pi: i < k) at stage tA. Since N has decidable equal
ity, we may extend this k-tuple to an element of RN at stage tA, i.e. 
a map tA x N ~ R, represented by a smooth map P: ~n X ~ ---+ ~. 

k 
Moreover, as before, we represent tA ---t N by a locally constant 
map k(x): U ---+ N, where U is an open set with Z(Io) cUe lP?R for 
a finitely generated fo C f. So Ei<kPi:tA ---+ R is represented by 
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the map 
Q: U ~ 1R, Q(x) = L P(x,i), 

i<k(z) 

as we explained above. Since lAII- Li<k Pi is invertible, we may 
assume by choosing 10 sufficiently big and U sufficiently small, that 
'Ix E U Q(x) # o. 

Now consider each Um = k-l({m}) separately, and write 

Wm,i = {x E UmIP(x,j) # O} (j = 0, ... ,m - 1) 

Then Um = Ui=c/ W m,i, so by Ostrand's theorem, there is a cover 

{V~, ... , V,:::+l} of Um such that each V~ can be written as a disjoint 
union V~o U ... U v~m-l with V~i c W m,i. (The point of applying 
2.13 is, of course, that the number of V~'s needed is n + 1, and does 
not depend on m.) Now define a finite open cover {Vb ... , Vn+d of 
U by 

m-l 

Vi = U V~ = U U V~i. 
mEN mEN i=O 

This union is disjoint, so the locally constant function 

~: Vi ~ W, ~(x) = j if x E V~i 

defines a smooth integer at Vi, and", < m on Um, so we have 
s(Vi) n lAII-~ < k. Moreover, since P(x,j) # 0 on V~i, it is clear 
that s(Vi) nlAIl-pi; E U(R). Since {VI, ... ,Vn+l} covers U :::> Z(Io), 
we conclude by lemma 1.2 that 

lAII-3l < k PI. E U(R). D 

In the "standard" sense, R is not only a local ring object x in Z, 
but even a field in the sense of 1.7(b). We don't know whether the 
smooth analogue of 1.7(b) is valid, i.e. whether 

Z F= Vk EN V(pi:i < k) E R{O, ... ,k-l} (--,Vi < k Pi = 0 ~ 
3i < k Pi E U(R)). 

2.14 Proposition. The order relations ~ and < are compatible with 
the ring structure on R J i.e. 

(i) Vp E RNVn E N(Vk < n Pk > 0 ~ Lk<nPk > 0/\ IIk<nPk > 
0) 

(ii) Vp E RNVn E N(Vk < n Pk ~ 0 ~ Lk<nPk ~ 0/\ IIk<nPk ~ 
0) 
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Proof. By reasoning in Z and replacing P by p' with p~ = Pic if k < n, 
p~ = 1 if k ~ n, it suffices to prove (i) and (ii) with Vk Pic > 0 instead 
of Vk < n Pic > 0, resp. Vk Pic ~ 0 instead of Vk < n Pic ~ o. (i) 
follows easily from the explicit description of E and II given just 
after 2.11. For (ii), take n E N and p E RN at stage lA, with 
A = COO ('IRn)j I say, and assume lAIf-Vk E Nplc ~ O. AB before, 

nand p can be represented by COO-functions IRn x W p(z,~) Wand 
n(x): U -+ W, where U :::) Z(Io) for some finitely generated 10 c I, 
and since lAIf-Vk Pic ~ 0, we have 

(1) Vq; E m~~o C Coo (IR): q;(p(x, k)) E (1) C coo(IRn x W). 

Now EIc<nPIc E R(lA) is represented by the function q(x): U -+ W, 
q(x) = EIc<n(z) p(x, k). Write U = Urn Urn, where Urn = {xln(x) = 
m}. If q; E m~>o C COO(IR), then (just as in the proof of (iv) of 11.2) 
we can write by 1.4.11 

(2) If' 0 q(z)IUm = If' (Ei:<m p(z, k)lUm) = Ei:<m B:'(z)O:'(p(z, k))lU ... 

with Or E m~>o' By 1.4.13, all the Or are a multiple of a single 
o E ~>o, so we can rewrite (2) as q;oqlUrn = EIc<rn Ar(x)9(p(x, k», 
and hence by (1) as 

(3) q; 0 qlUrn = EIc<rn Ei=l Cr(X)9;(X) 

with 9; E I. Since the Urn are disjoint, (3) clearly implies q; 0 q E 
(1) C COO(U). 0 

2.15 Remark. Finally, a remark on the terminology, of s-groups, 
s-rings, etc. This terminology is really quite misleading, since it sug
gests that there is a different sort of algebra, a subject like smooth 
algebra, s-algebra. The only reason that we have to use names like 
s-group, s-free s-ring, etc., is that there is already a canonical inter
pretation of groups, free rings, etc. in any Grothendieck topos, using 
the (standard) natural numbers object. If we work in a weaker the
ory than the full logic of toposes with a natural numbers object, say 
in the theory of the site IL only, or the Cartesian closed completion 
of IL, we would not have a natural numbers object W available, and 
the canonical thing to use instead would be the 
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3 Manifolds in the Smooth Zariski Topos 

In this section we will explain how some topological properties of 
manifolds carryover to Z via the embedding M ~ Z. Before we 
can do so, however, it is necessary to take a closer look at the internal 
topology on the objects sCM) E Z, for M EM. (The reader should 
compare this with the case of 1 and 9 discussed in 111.3.1.) 

3.1 The Internal Topology of Manifolds. Let us first look at 
R = s(~), with the order topology. Since R is s-Archimedean, 
it follows that in Z the s-rational intertJals (p, q),p < q,p and q 
smooth rationals, form a basis for the internal topology. The ob
ject Q of smooth rationals is seQ), where Q is the discrete space of 
rational numbers in Sets. Thus, it is clear that if U c ~ is open, 
then s(U) C s(~) is open for the order topology in Z. But these 
opens s(U) form an (internal) basis only for the topology generated 
by the rational intervals (as in 111.3), not for the one generated by 
s-rational intervals. 

Suppose (p, q) is an s-rational interval at stage lA, A = ooo(~n)/ I. 

The two maps lA d'~ Q are represented by a finitely generated ideal 
q 

10 c I, a countable cover {On}n of Z(Io) by pairwise disjoint open 
subsets of ~n, and rationals Pn, qn E Q,Pn < qn. Moreover, for 
lA ~ R, represented by a(x): ~n -+ ~, we have that lAll-a E (p, q) 
iff 10 can be chosen so big and the On so small that Pn < a(x) < qn 
for all x E On. Thus, the conclusion of 3.1.1 below is clear for the 
case d = 1. The argument for the general case is entirely similar, but 
with s-rational intervals (p, q) replaced by s-rational cubes (PI, ql) X 
••• X (Pd, qd). 

3.1.1 An Internal Basis for the Topology of Rd. We define 
basic opens of Rd to be of the following form: a basic open U at stage 
fA is given by a map fA ~ N (i.e. a smooth natural number at 
fA) and a sequence of (external) opens Un C ~d, n EN, interpreted 
as a subsheaf of ~ at stage lA (i.e. an element of P(Rd)(lA)) as 

follows. For lB ~ fA and lB -~ Rd, we have fBll-a E U (or more 
precisely lBII-a E Ulj) iff, writing B = ooo(~m)/ J, there is a finitely 
generated JO C J and a disjoint open cover {Okh of Z(JO) c ~m, 
such that po f can be represented as a continuous map UkOk -+ N 
with value Pk EN on Ok (as in 2.9) and such that a(x) E Up" for all 
x EOk. 
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Then these basic opens indeed form a basis for the internal product 
topology on Ir' corresponding to the order topology on R. 

3.1.2 Remark. In the sequel, we will usually work with the de
scription of opens as in 3.1.1 (see also 3.1.4 below). However, there 
is a more concise way of describing this basis. 

In section III.3, for the case of 1 and 9, the internal topology was 
the smallest topology O(,Rd) C P(Rd) containing subsheaves of the 
form s(U) C s(]Rd) at stage 1, U open C ]Rd. In other words, the 
"constant opens" , those defined at stage lL, formed a basis. 

In the case of Z, the generating opens are given at stage N. Given 
a sequence {Un}nEN, s(UnEN(Un x {n}» defines a subobject of Rd x 
N, i.e. an element of P(,Rd)(N). The internal topology on Rd is 
precisely the topology having these opens at stage N as a basis. 

3.1.3 An Internal Basis for the Topology of sCM). We define 
a basis for the internal topology on sCM), where M is a manifold, 
in exactly the same way as for ]Rd. Thus, analogous to 3.1.2, O(sM) 
is the smallest internal topology containing all the subobjects at 
stage N given by s (UnEN Un X {n}) C sCM) X N, where {Un}n is a 
sequence of (external) open subsets of M. 

More explicitly, we can describe a basic open U at stage lA by a 
map lA L N and a sequence of opens {Un} in M. This defines a 

subsheaf U E P(sM)(lA) as follows. For lB L lA, lB -~ sCM), 
lBII-a E U iff there is a finitely generated Jo C J (where B = 
Goo(]Rm)jJ) and an open 0:::> Z(Jo) such that po f is represented 
by a map 0 -+ N with value p" on 0" C 0 say, and a is represented 

a(z) • 
by 0 --+ M, WIth a(O,,) cUp". 

(Recall that by the e-neighbourhood theorem, we can always rep
resent a map lB ~ sCM) by a smooth a(x): 0 -+ M, where 
o :::> Z(Jo ) for some finitely generated Jo C J, and 0 open.) 

So this definition of the internal topology on sCM) coincides with 
the internal topology on ,Rd defined in 3.1.1 if M = ]Rd. Some 
more justification-making 3.1.3 into a proposition rather than a 
definition-will be given in 3.3. 

3.1.4 Terminology. Let lA E lL, A = GOO (]Rn)/ I, and let M be 
a manifold. Suppose {Om}m is a cover of Z(Io) for some finitely 
generated 10 C I by disjoint open subsets of]Rn, and let {Um}m be a 
sequence of open subsets of M. Then these two sequences represent 
a unique internal basic open U of sCM) at stage lA (namely defined. 

in 3.1.3 by the sequence {Um}m and the map lA --"-+ N represented 
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by p( x): Um Om -+ N, p( x) = m iff X E Om), and every internal basic 
open is of this form. We will say that U is the open given by Um 

over Om, or by Um at Om, or with value Um over Om(m EN). 

3.1.5 Generic Elements of Basic Opens. Let fA EILand let U 
be a basic open of sCM) at stage lA, given by Um over Om, just as 
in 3.1.4. Let V = UmEN(Om X Um), and let B = Ooo(V)/(I), where 

(I) is the ideal generated by the functions V ..!!... Um Om L ~, for 
I E I. Then"'l: V -+ ~n induces a map lB ..!~ lA, and "'2: V -+ 

M gives an element lB 11'"2, sCM) of sCM) at stage lB. Clearly 
lBII-"'2 E U. Moreover, this is the generic element of U, in the usual 
sense: if lO ~ lA is any map in IL, and lO ~ sCM) is an element 
of sCM) with lOll-x E U, then X is a restriction of "'2, i.e. there is a 
9 making the following diagram commute: 

This completes 3.1.5, and 3.1. 

Next, we wish to say that the embedding s: M <-+ Z preserves 
open covers, just as in 111.3.2. However, since the site IL for Z is 
defined via finite covers only, the statement as formulated in 111.3.2: 
"If {Ua}a is an open cover of M, then the subsheaf U of P(sM) 
generated by the conditions 11I-s(Ua) E U is an internal cover, i.e. 
Z F \Ix E s(M)3U E U X E U" holds only if {Ua } is finite! 

Let us consider countable covers only, which is not really a restric
tion since we assumed manifolds to be separable. (In fact, everything 
we will say extends to arbitrarily indexed covers, by defining the em
bedding s: M <-+ Z also for (at least discrete) manifolds of arbitrary 
cardinality.) For a countable open cover {Un}n of M, 111.3.2 ex-

presses that .6(N) = N ~ O(sM) given by F(n) = Un defines an 
internal cover in 9 (or 1"), i.e. 9 F \Ix E s(M)3n E N x E F(n). We 
obtain a corresponding result for Z, if we replace the naturalnum
bers N = .6(N) by the smooth natural numbers N = s(N). Indeed, 
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given a sequence {Un}n of opens of M covering M externally, we 
obtain a corresponding open U of sCM) at stage N (cf. 3.1.3), and 
hence a map N -+ O(sM), i.e. an internals-countable (i.e. indexed 
by the smooth natural numbers) family of opens. We claim that this 
is an internal cover: 

3.2 Proposition. The embedding s: M ~ Z preserves countable 
open covers. More precisely, if {Un}n is an open cover of M, then 

for the corresponding s-countable family of opens N ~ O(sM) in 
Z we have 

Z 1= 'Ix E sCM) :3n EN x E Un. 

Proof. To show that Z F 'Ix E sCM) 3n E N x E Un, it suffices to 
consider the generic 'Y E sCM) at stage sCM) given by the identity, 
and show that s(M)II-:3n E N 'Y E Un. To this end, let {Vkh be 
a neighbourhood-finite refinement of the given cover {Un}n, with 
Vk C Unk say. By Ostrand's theorem (2.13), there is a refinement of 
the form 

V=V1U ... UVd , 

(d = dim(M) + 1), where Vi = {V;h is a family of pairwise disjoint 
opens, and V; c Vk. Let Vi = U Vi. At stage s(Vi), we define a 
smooth integer pi with value nk over V{ Then it is clear from 3.1.3 
that 

s(Vi)II-'Y E Upi, 

since Upi is the internal (basic) open given by Unk over V;. Since the 

Vi form an open cover of M, we conclude s(M)II-:3n E N'Y E Un. D 

3.3 Remark. We are now in a position to give some more justifica
tion for the definition 3.1.3 of the topology on sCM). Synthetically, 
one would construct a "manifold" inside Z by patching together 
copies of Rd. If M is a manifold in Sets, and {Un}n is a count
able atlas for M with diffeomorphisms ~n: Un ~ JRd, then as in 3.2, 
Z F sCM) = UnEN Un (a union over smooth natural numbers), and, 
working inside Z, we can give sCM) the weak topology with respect 
to this s-countable cover {Unln EN}, where each Un is given the 
topology obtained from the internal topology on Rd and the (exter
nal) diffeomorphisms Un .!~ JRd (n EN). The resulting topology is 
the same: 

Proposition. The internal topology in sCM) as defined in 9.1.9 co
incides with the weak topology given by an s-countable atlas {Unln E 
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N} of copies of Rd as just described. 

Proof. Suppose {Vn}nEN is a sequence of opens of M, defining an 
internal basic open V at stage N as in 3.1.3. We need to show that 
V is open in the weak topology, i.e. 

NII-Yn E N(~n(V n Un) is open in Rd). 

It suffices to take the generic n E N, i.e. show that 

N x NII-(~"'2(V n U,..:J is open in Rd) 

where V really stands for VI,,"l. On a one-point open (n,m) ofW xW, 
V is given by Vn, U7f2 is given by Um, and ~"'2 is given by ~m' So 
~"'2(VnU"'2) is the open (by 3.1.1) of Rd at stage N x N given by 
~m(Vn n Um) over {(n, m)}, thus showing that the basic opens of 
3.1.3 are open in the weak topology. 

Conversely, suppose 0 is a subsheaf of sCM) at stage fA, A = 
COO (JP/,.n)j I, and a is a point of sCM) at stage fA. So a can be 
represented by a smooth map a( x): W --+ M, where W is an open 
neighbourhood of Z(Io) for a finitely generated 10 c I, as usual. 
Moreover, suppose fAII-(a EO A 0 is open for the weak topology). 
So 

fAII-Yn E N(~n(O n Un) is open in Rd). 

By 3.2, fAI1-3p EN a E Up, so by replacing fA by a cover of fA we 
may without loss assume-if we choose 10 big enough and W small 
enough-that there is a smooth integer p at fA given by a locally 
constant map W ~ W, such that this represents fAII-a E Up, i.e. 
writing Wn = p-l(n), 

Yn E W:a(Wn ) C Un eM. 

Since fAI/-(~p(O n Up) is open in Rd), we also have fAI/-(3 basic 
open E in Rd ~p(a) E E c ~p(O n Up)), so, again passing to a cover 
of lA, and enlarging 10 , shrinking W if necessary, we may assume 
that there is a disjoint cover {Vnm}n,mEN of W refining {Wn } by 
Vnm C Wn for all n, and opens Enm in Rd defining an internal basic 
open E of Rtl at stage fA, with 

fAII-~p(a) E E c ~p(O n Up). 

Since ~;l(E) is the open in Up given by taking the same disjoint 
cover {Vnm}, and the opens ~;;l(Enm) over Vnm• we see that ~;l(E) 
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is a basic open of sCM) at stage lA as in 3.1.4, and clearly 

lAll-a E <p;l(E) C 0, 

showing that 0 is open in the topology described in 3.1.2, 3.1.3. 0 

3.4 Corollary. For every ME M, sCM) is an s-topological space; 
i.e. the intersection of s-finitely many opens is again open. 

Proof. For M = JRd, this is proved exactly as for M = JR, see 2.7. 
The general case follows from the proposition in 3.3. 0 

A topological space X in Z is s-compact if every open cover of 
X has an s-finite refinement. More precisely, for every open cover U 
of X there exists an n E N and a map {m E Nlm < n} ~ O(X) 
such that X = Um<n Vm and '11m < n 3U E U Vm C U. In 2.5(ii) we 
have seen that [O,IJ C R is s-compact. More generally, we have the 
following result: 

3.5 Theorem. The embedding s: M <-+ Z preserves compactness. 
In other words, if M is compact, then Z F sCM) is s-compact, for 
every manifold M. (This implies the existence of a Lebesgue number, 
cf. VII.2.1O.) 

One way of proving this proposition is by using the s-compactness 
of [O,IJ, along the following lines. Working in Sets, let M be a 
compact manifold, let Ut, ... , Un be a finite cover of M by copies of 
JRd, <Pi: Ui -::+ JRd. Then for some k,M = Ui=l <pi 1 (l-k,kJd). Then 

certainly Z F sCM) = Ui=l<Pi l (l-k-l,k+ IJd). Also, from s
compactness of [0, IJ, it follows that [-k -1, k + IJd is s-compact, by 
copying the (constructively valid) classical proof that the product of 
two compact spaces is compact. This will show that Z F sCM) is 
s-compact. 

We will now give a more direct proof of theorem 3.5, not using s
compactness of [0, IJ. We do this, not only because s-compactness of 
[0, IJ was rather involved so that an independent proof is worthwhile 
giving, but also because the following proof nicely illustrates the 
techniques that one uses when working with Z. 

Proof of Theorem 9.5. Let M be a compact manifold, let U be an 
open cover at stage lA, where A = COO (JRn)j I, and assume U consists 
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of basic opens. Since lA x s(M)11-3U E 1.11r2 E U, we find a finitely 
generated 10 C 1, and a finite open cover 0 1, ... ,0'0 of Z( 10 ) x M 
such that, writing lBi = S(Oi) n lA x sCM), 

lBi 11-"'2 E U. E l.l 

for a basic open Ui at stage lB., for i = 1, ... ,io. By choosing 10 
sufficiently big and the Oi sufficiently small, we may assume that U, 
is given by an open Uim C Mover Oim, where {Oim}m is a disjoint 
cover of 0. (cf. 3.1.4), and since lB,II-1r2 E U., the map Oi ~~ M 
maps 0im into Uim' 

M 

U u 

By compactness of M, we can find an open cover {Wn}n of Z(10) and 
for each n open subsets Ei, ... ,Ekn of M such that Ei u ... U Et = 
M, and each W n X Ej is contained in some Oim, say 

Wn X Ej C Oi(n,ilm(n,il (j = 1, .. . ,kn). 

Moreover, by passing to a suitable refinement, we may without loss 
assume that the cover {Wn}n is neighbourhood finite. 

Now apply Ostrand's theorem, and obtain a refinement of {Wn}n 
of the form WI U ... U Wd , where wr is a family of pairwise disjoint 
open sets, 

Let 

and define a smooth natural number qr at s(wr), i.e. a locally con
stant map Wr --+ W, by 

qrlW~ = kn. 

Also, we can define a family of basic opens {Vq 11 ~ q ~ qr} of s( M) 
at stage s(wr), as follows. The generic q ~ qr at stage Wr is the 

projection Un (W~ x {O, ... ,kn }) ...!~ N (see 3.1.5), and a family 

{Vqll ~ q ~ qr, q E N} of basic opens of sCM) at stage 8 (wr) is 

the same as a single open V at stage s (Un (W~ x {O, ... ,kn })). V 
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is defined as 

v = "Ej over w~ x {i}" 

(cf. 3.1.4). 
Let tAr = s(wr) n tA = t(ooo(Wr)/{IIWr)). Then qr restricts to 

an element of N at stage tAr, and V = {Vq 11 $ q $ qr} restricts to 
a family of opens at stage tAr. We claim that 

(1) tArll-Vx E sCM) 3q E N (1 $ q $ qr" X E Vq ) 

(2) tArll-Vq E N(l $ q $ qr -+ 3U E Uvq C U). 

Since {tAr -+ tA}~=l is a cover of fA in IL, (1) and (2) imply that 

tAIl- "U has an s-finite refinement", 

which would complete the proof. It thus remains to show (1) and 
(2). 

To show (1), it suffices to consider the generic x E sCM) and prove 
that 

(3) tAr X s(M)11-3q $ qr 11"2 E Vq • 

Fix r, and let 

0i = U{W~ x Ejln E N,i(nJ) = i}. 

Then Wr x M = O~ u ... U Ot. Moreover, 0i is a union of disjoint 

sets, so we may define a smooth integer at s(On by 

r . W-r r;1R qi = J on n X ~;. 

Then the basic open Vqi of sCM) at s(On is the open given by E; 

over W ~ X Ej, so it is clear that 

s(On n (tAr X s(M))11-1I"2 E Vq! . 
• 

Since Wr x M = O~ U ... U 0io' we conclude that (3) holds. This 
proves (1). 

Finally, we prove (2). It suffices to take the generic q $ qr, i.e. to 
show 

(4) tOrll-3U E U V1l'2 C U, 

where to = tA x N n s (UnEN(W~ X {1, ... ,len})). Similar to the 

Or, define open sets T[ c lW.n x N by 

T[ = U{W~ x {i}li(n,i) = i, n E N, 1 $ i $ kn }, 
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and let fOr = s(T!) n for. Since 

io 
UTI = U (WI x {l, ... ,kn }), 

i=1 nEN 

(4) follows if we can show that for each i, i = l, ... , io 

(5) fO[I1-3U E U V"'2 cU. 

To see that (5) holds, let 

S[ = U{W~ x {j} x Ejli(n,i) = i} 

and let 
fD[ = s(SI) n (fO[ x sCM)). 

Then there are projections 

""12 
fDr: • fOr: I I 

1 ""13 

fAx sCM) 

269 

Since ""2: S[ -+ TI obviously has a right-inverse, so does fD[ ""12, fOr, 
and therefore it suffices to prove 

(6) fD[II-3U E U V,,"2 C U. 

But fD[ ""13, fAx sCM) factors through fBi and lBill-Ui E U, where 
Ui is given by Uim C Mover Oim, and moreover ""2 (Oim) C Uim, as we 
saw in the beginning of the proof. Restricting all this along fD[ ,,"13, 

fBi, we find that, referring to the disjoint opens W~ x {j} x Ej c S[, 

Ui is given at fD[ by Uim(R,i)' over W~ x {i} x Ej, and V,,"2 is given 

at fD[ by Ej over W~ x {i} x Ej. Since W~ x Ej C Oim(n';) and 
""2 ( Dime 0») c Uim( 0)' we conclude ntJ n,J 

fD[II-V"'2 C Ui E U, 

which proves (6), and completes the proof. o 

Analogous to 111.3.5, we have 
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3.6 Theorem. Let M and N be manifolds. In Z it holds that all 
functions s(M) - s(N) are continuous. 

Proof. We have to show that 

Z F V FE s(N)s(M)Vx E s(M)VU EO (sN)(F(x) E U -

30 E o (sM)(x E 0 t\ F(O) c U)). 

So choose lA E lL,A = COO (IF?.n)j1, and let F:lAxs(M) - s(N) be a 
given element of s(N)s(M) at stage lA, let lA L s(M) be a point of 
s(M) at stage lA, and let U be an open of s(N) at stage lA, which we 
can assume to be a basic open. Moreover, assume lAII-F(p) E U. By 
writing M and N as retracts of open neighbourhoods in Euclidean 
space, as usual, we can find a finitely generated 10 c 1 and an open 
W C IF?.n with W :::) Z(Io), such that F is represented by a smooth 
function 

F W X M ---+ N, 

p is represented by a smooth function 

WY-M , 
and U is represented by sequences of open sets {Un}n, {Wn}n, i.e. 

U = "Un over Wn" 

as in 3.1.4, where Un C M and {Wn}n is a cover of W by pairwise 
disjoint open sets. Moreover, since lA11- F(p) E U, we can choose the 
Wn so small that F(Wn X p(Wn)) C Un, 

(id,p) 
WxM 

F 
N 

U 
------------------------~. Un 

Now fix Wn . By continuity of F, there are a locally finite cover 
Wn = {W:-}m of Wn and opens O~ C M with p(W:-) c O~ and 
F(W:- X O~) C Un (just as in 111.3.5). By Ostrand's theorem (2.13), 
there is a refinement of Wn of the form 

W~ u ... u W: 
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such that W~ = {w~m}m is a family of pairwise disjoint opens, with 
w~m c W:. Now let for i = 1, ... ,d 

Wi = U W~m. 
m,nEN 

This is a union of pairwise disjoint open sets. Moreover, Z(Io) C 

Wl U ... U Wd, so if we write tAi = s(Wi) n tA, then the tAi(i = 
1, ... ,d) form a cover of tA in lL. 

At Wi, define an open Oi of s(M) by giving it value 0::," over w~m. 
We claim that 

tAill-p Ed 1\ F(Oi) c U. 

Indeed, since p(w~m) c p(W:) cO::", the first conjunct is clear. 
The second follows from 

F(w~m x 0::") c U. 

This completes the proof. o 

Next, we will turn to partitions of unity. As in proposition 3.2, we 
will restrict ourselves to countable covers whenever this is convenient. 
Accordingly, we consider only internal partitions of unity indexed by 
the smooth natural numbers N. More precisely, an (s-countable) s

partition of unity on s(M) in Z is a map N ....!!..... [O,IJs(M) such that 
the following holds in Z: 

\Ix E s(M) 3U E 0 (s(M»(x E U 1\ 3n E N 
\1m E N(m < n V PmlU == 0) 1\ (Em<nPm)1U == 1). 

Note that this s-finite sum makes sense since R is an s-ring. 
As in section 111.3, we say that P = {Pn}nEN is subordinate to a 

cover U of s(M) if \In E N3U E U\lx E sM(x E U V Pn(x) = 0) holds 
in Z. 

3.7 Proposition. The embedding s: M <-+ Z preserves partitions of 
unity. More precisely, if {Pn}nEN is a partition of unity on a manifold 
M, then it is valid in Z that the induced map N ....!!..... [O,IJs(M) is an 
internal s-partition of unity. Moreover, if {Pn}nEN is subordinate to 
an open cover {Un}nEN, then in Z, P is subordinate to the induced 
cover (cf. 3.2) {Un}nEN. 

Proof. We have to show that for the generic 'Y E s(M) at stage s(M) 
represented by the identity, 
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(1) s(M)11- 3U E o (sM)(-y E U 1\ 3n E N 
"1m E N(m < n V PmlU == 0) 1\ Em<nPmlU == 1). 

Let W = {WkhEN be a locally finite cover of M such that on Wk, 
all but Po, ... ,Pn/r.-l vanish, and (hence) "Ix E Wk Ei<n/r. pi(X) = 1. 
By Ostrand's theorem, there is a refinement 'V of the form 'V = 
'V I U ... U 'V tf , where each 'Vi is a family of pairwise disjoint open 
sets {VDkEN with Vi C Uk. Let Vi = U 'Vi, and define at s(Vi) a 
smooth integer ni by nilvi = nk, and a basic open Wi by the value 
Wk over V;. Then the following statements are easily verified. 

(2) s(Vi)II-'Y E Wi 
(3) s(Vi)II-Vm E N(m ~ ni - PmlWi = 0) 
(4) s(Vi)II-Vx E U i Em<ni Pm(x) = 1 

Since M = Vi U ... U Vtf, (1) follows. 
The second statement of the proposition is obvious. o 

3.8 Theorem. Let M be a manifold. Then it is valid in Z that for 
every open cover U of M there exists an (s-countable) s-partition of 
unity {Pn}nEN subordinate to U. 

Proof. Let U be a cover of sCM) at stage lA, where A = 0 00 (JRtf)/ I, 
and assume U consists of basic opens. Thus 

fAx s(M)11-3U E U 11"2 E U, 

and this implies (as in the proof of 3.5) that there is a finitely gen
erated subideal 10 C I, and a cover 0b"" Oio of Z(Io) x M by 
open subsets of JRtf x M, such that for each i = 1, ... , io there is a 
basic open Ui of sCM) at stage S(Oi), given by Uim E OeM) over 
Oim say, where {Oim}m is a disjoint cover of 0i with the property 
that 1I"2(Oim) C Uim, 

moreover, S(Oi) n fAII-Ui E U. 
Now take a locally finite refinement {Wn}nEN of the cover {Oimli = 

1, ... ,io, mEN} of Z(Io) x M, such that for each n there is an open 
box Dn x En C JRtf X M with 

Wn C Dn X En C Oinmn' 

Let {Pn: JRtf X M - [O,l]}nEN be a partition of unity subordinate to 
{Wn}ni so 

EnPn(x) = 1 for all x E W = unWn 
sUPP(Pn) C Wn . 
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Then {Pn}n defines a map 

N x fAx sCM) ~ [0,1] 

in Z. We claim that fAIl- "p is an s-partition of unity subordinate 
to U", i.e. 

(1) fAII-\ln E N 3U E U \Ix E s(M)(x E U V Pn(x) = 0), 
(2) fAII-\lx E s(M)3nbd V :3 x3n EN \1m E N(m < n V Pm IV := 

0), 
(3) fAII-\lx E sCM) EnEN Pn(x) = 1. 

To prove (1), we consider the generic n = 11'2, and show 

(4) fAx NI1-3U E U \Ix E s(M)(x E U V Pn(x) = 0). 

Cover fA by fAt(i = 1, ... ,io), where 

fAt = fA n s(U{Dnlin = ill, 
and define basic opens Ei of sCM) at fAt x N by 

Ei = Uimn over fAt x {n}. 

Then 

(5) fAt x N x s(M)ll-lrS E Ei V Pn(lrS) = 0), 

for 11'3 E Ei holds on U{Dn x {n} X Enlin = i}, and sUPP(Pn) C 

Dn x En. By genericity of lrs, (5) gives 

(6) fAt x NII-\lx E s(M)(x E Ei V Pn(x) = 0), 

So (4) follows, provided we can show that 

(7) fAt x NII-Ei E U. 

To this end, consider the projection 

U (Dn x En) ""2, U Dn· 

Obviously, this map locally has a right-inverse, defined over each 
open set Dn. By Ostrand's theorem applied to a locally finite re
finement of the cover {Dnlin = i} of Uin=i Dn, we find finitely many 
opens sl, ... , S[ such that 

r 

U Dn= U sf, 
in=i ;=1 
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and sections t;: sf --+ Uin=i Dn X En of ~2' Since the sf (1 ~ j ~ r) 
induce a cover of lAt, (7) would therefore follow if we show 

(B) lBi X NII-Ei E U 

where lBi = (tAt X s(M) nUin=i(Dn X En), considered as an object 
over lAt via the projection lBi --+ lAt. But lBi II- Ei = Ui E U, since 
lAtIl-Ui E U, and at lBi, Ei and Ui are both given by the open Uimn 

over Dn X En X {n}. Thus (B) holds, which completes the proof of 
(1). 

(2) is easier: taking the generic x E s(M), we have to show 

(9) lA X s(M)11-3nbd V 3 ~23n EN "In E N(m < n V PmlV = 0). 

Let {Kn X Vn}nEN be an open cover of W = Un W n such that Kn X Vn 
meets only Wo, . .. , Wkn - b and take a neighbourhood finite refine
ment {Tm}m of {Kn X Vn}n, say Tm C Knm X Vnm . Applying Os
trand's theorem, {T m}m has a refinement of the form 

p = pI U ... U pr 

where pi = {.~}mEN is a family of pairwise disjoint opens with 
~ C Tm. At stage s(?'), we define the basic open Vi of sCM) by 
giving it the value Vnm over P!n, and a smooth integer ki with value 
knm over pfn. Clearly 

s(pi) II- ~2 E Vi 
s(pi) II- "1m E N(m < ki V PmlVi = 0) 

Since P covers W ~ Z(Io) X M, (9) follows, thus proving (2). 
(3) is now clear. 0 

3.9 Corollary. Every manifold is s-LindelOf in Z, i.e. for any M E 
Ml it holds in Z that every open cover U of M has an open refinement 
indexed by the smooth natural numbers N. 

Proof. If U is an open cover (at any stage), we find a partition of 
unity {Pn}nEN (at the same stage) by theorem 3.B. By theorem 3.6, 
each p;I(U(R» is open, thus giving an open refinement of U indexed 
byN. 0 

We now turn to connectedness. As with compactness, the no
tion of chain-connectedness as defined in III.3.B is not suitable for 
working in Z. For example, the unit interval [0,1] c R cannot be 
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chain-connected, since this would imply compactness of [0, 1] (by the 
obvious fact that a chain of intervals from a to 1 must be a cover of 
[0,1]), which is false in Z (cf.2.1). 

We define a space X to be s-chain connected iff or every open cover 
U of X, any two points X,!! in X can be connected by a smooth
finite chain (Vm:m E N,m ~ n) refining Uj i.e. x E Vo,!! E Vn , 

'11m < n 3z E Vm n Vm+l, and '11m ~ n 3U E UVm C U. 
Thus, as with compactness, N is replaced by N, and to avoid s

finite choice we require a sequence refining U, rather than a sequence 
of elements of U. 

3.10 Theorem. The embedding M ~ Z maps connected manifolds 
to 8-chain connected manifolds. 

Proof. Let M be a connected manifold. Let U be an open cover of 
8(M) at stage lA, A = c oo (lItn)/1, and assume U consists of basic 
opens. As before, lA X s(M)II-3U E U1r2 E U implies that there is a 
finitely generated subideal 10 C 1 and an open cover 01 U ... U Oio 
of Z(Io) x M by open sets in lItn x M such that at lBi = 8(Oi) n 
(lA x 8M) there is a basic open Ui E U given by Uim over 0im, where 
Uim C M and {Oim}m is a disjoint cover of 0i with 1r2(Oim) C Uim . 

We have to show 
LA x sCM) x s(M)II-3n E N3(V ... : 1 :$ m:$ n)(V ... E 

(1) O(sM) " 11"2 E VI" 71'3 E Vn " 'tim < n(3z E 

Vm n Vm+1) " 'tim :$ n3U E lLV ... c U) 

To prove (1), refine the cover {Oim: i = 1, ... , io, mEN} by open 
cubes Vn x W n , say 

For p E Z(Io), let Wp = {Wnlp E Vn }. Then Wp covers M, so by 
connectedness of M, we find for any r,t E M opens Wnl(p,r,t)' ... , 

WnJ:(p,r,t) E Wp with r E Wnl(p,r,t), t E WnJ:(p,r,t) and W n, n Wn,+l i-
0(i = 1, ... , nk-t}. (The length k of this chain also depends on p, r, 
and t, k = k(p,r,t).) Let 

Vp,r,t = Vnl(p,r,t) n ... n VnJ:(p,r,t), 

Tp,r,t = "vp,r,t x Wn1(p,r,t) X WnJ:(p,r,t). 

These sets Tp,r,t cover Z(Io) x M x M, so by Ostrand's theorem, we 
find a refinement of the form 

T Tl U ... U Td, 
Ti = {Tk}mEN, Tk C Tpm,rm,tm 
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and each T; is a disjoint family of open sets. Let T; = Um Tk, 
and lB; = seT;) n (tA x sCM) x sCM»~. At lB;, we have a smooth 
integer n; given by the locally constant function n;: T; -- W, 

n;IT~ = km = k(Pm, rm , t m) 

(the length of the chain from rm to tm in Wpm)' Moreover, at lB; 
we have a sequence of opens (Vm: 1 ~ m ~ n;) of sCM) defined as 
follows: The generic m ~ n; over seT;) is given by the projection 

U (T~ x {I, ... ,km}) -- N. 
mEN 

At sCUm Tk X {I, ... , km}), we define an open V of sCM) given by 

(1) Wnt(P .... rm.tm ) over Tk x {l} (l = 1, ... , km). 

Then V restricts to a sequence of basic opens of sCM), (Vm: m E 
N, 1 ~ m ~ n;) at stage lB;. 

Since Tk C Tpm.rm,t"" it is clear that 

(2) lB;11-1I"2 E Vl " 11"3 E Vnj. 

Moreover, since each Wn1(p.r.t), ... , Wnl:(p,r,t) is a chain in OeM), we 
have 

(3) lB;II-\fm E N, 1 ~ m ~ n; 3z E s(M)z E Vm n Vm+l' 

It thus remains to show 

(4) lB;II-\fm E N 1 ~ m ~ n;3U E U Vm C Uj 

or equivalently by taking the "generic" m, 

(5) lC;II-3U E U V,.., C U, 

where lC; = s(UmEN(Tk x {I, ... ,km})) niB; x N, and 11"4 is the 
projection on the last factor. To prove (5), let 

lCt = lC; n s(U{T~ x {l}lint(p .... rm.tm) = i}). 

Then lC{, ... ,lCto cover lC; in IL, so (5) follows from 

(6) lCtll-3U E U V,.., C U (i = 1, ... ,io). 

For fixed i and j, let 

(7) lD{ = (s(M) x lC;) n s(U{Wm, x Tin x {l}lin = i, and 
m' = mn} 

where n = nt(Pm, rm , tm), and consider the projection mappings 
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.eD? --p __ • .ee? , , 

where P is given by the second projection M X (JR.n X M X M X f<J) ~ 
I[tn X M X M X f<J, and q is given by the first projection followed by 
a twist map, i.e. 

(M X I[tn) X (M X M X f<J) !!:~ M X I[tn ~ I[tn X M. 

Restricting V'lI"4 of (6) along p gives V'lI"5' i.e. (referring to (7)) the 
open of s( M) at .eDt with value 

Wn over Wm, X Tin X {.e}, n = nl(Pm,rm,tm). 

Restricting the open Ui at .eBi described in the beginning of the 
proof along q gives the open of sCM) at .eDt represented by 

Uim, over W m' X Tin X {.e}, 

since VPm X W m' C 0im' if m' = mn, n = nl(Pm ,rm ,tm). Since 11"2 (0 im') C 

Uim" and .eBill-Ui E U, it follows that 

(8) .eDfIl-V'lI"5 C Ui E U, 

and hence since .eDt ~ .ee! splits, we obtain (6). o 

3.11 Remark. The proof of (i) ::::} (ii) in III.3.8 uses induction, so 
it does not automatically give a corresponding implication "s-chain
connected ::::} connected". Thus, one cannot directly conclude from 
theorem 3.10 that s:M ~ Z preserves connectedness. However, it 
is easy to prove directly that for any connected manifold M E M, 

Z 1= VU, V E o (sM)(3z z E U 113z z E V II U U V = sM ---+ 32: Z E Un V). 

Here is a sketch: suppose U and V are internal opens at stage.eA (not 
necessarily basic!) such that iAII-:3x x E U /\:3x x E V /\UuV = sM. 
Then iA X s(M)II-1I"2 E U V 11"2 E V, so if we write A = eOO(Jl{n)j f, 
there is a finitely generated ideal fo c f and opens 01,02 C Jl{n X M 
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with Z(Io) X Me 0 1 u O2 and 

s(Ot} n (lA X s(M))II-1I"2 E U 
S(02) n (lA X s(M))lhr2 E V. 

Since lAII-3x x E U 1\ 3x x E V, we may assume (choosing 10 bigger 
if necessary) that for each x E Z(IO),Oi n ({x} X M) f:. 0(i = 1,2). 
So by connectedness of M, the projection 0 1 n O2 .!"~ JW.n maps 
onto (a neighbourhood of) Z(Io). Using Ostrand's theorem, we find 
a finite cover Ul, . .. , Uk of Z(Io) on which 11"2 splits, i.e. there are 
Si: Ui - 0 1 n O2 with 1r2Si(X) = x. This will give lAI1-3x x E Un V. 

In the Zariski smooth topos, the open refinement theorem 111.3.12 
holds. In fact, we can state a stronger (and more interesting) version, 
by replacing the natural numbers N by the smooth natural numbers 
N. 

3.12 Open Refinement Theorem. Let M be a manifold. Then in 
Z it holds that every s-countable cover of M has an open refinement, 
l.e. 

Z 1= \IF E p(sM)N(\lx E sM 3n E N x E F(n)-

\Ix E sM 3U E O(sM) 3n E N x E U c F(n)). 

Proof. Take lA E IL, A = COO (JW.d)j I, and suppose lA X N ~ 
P(sM) is a map in Z such that lAII-\lx E sM 3n E N x E F(n). 
Then lA X s(M)11-3n E N1I"2 E F(n), so we find a finitely generated 
10 C I, a cover Ot, ... , Oio of Z(Io) X M by open subsets of JW.d X M, 
such that each Oi can be written as a disjoint union of {Oim}m, 
and smooth natural numbers Pi given by locally constant functions 
Pi: 0i - N with value Pim on 0im, such that 

(1) lBi ll-1I"2 E F(pd, 

where lBi = S(Oi) n lA X s(M). 
By Ostrand's theorem, we can find a refinement of the cover 

{Oimli = 1, ... ,io,m EN} of the form 

1J = 1Jl U ... U 1Jd, 

where each 1Jr is a family {V:}n of pairwise disjoint open sets, such 
that for all n there is an open box Dn X En and an Oinmn with 

V: c Dn X En C Oinmn. 

For r = 1, ... , ro,i = 1, ... ,io, define 

wri = U{V:lin = i}. 
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Then for a fixed i, the W ri induce a cover {s(wri) n LBi -+ LBi}~~l 
of LBi. At stage s(wri), we can define a basic open Wi of sCM) with 
value En over V,:-, and a smooth integer pri with value Pimn over V,:-. 
Then (for the corresponding restrictions to s(wri) n LBi) we have 

(2) s(wri) n LBilhr2 E Wi C F(pri). 

Indeed, since V,:- C Dn X En C Oinmn, it is clear that s(wri) n 
LBilhr2 E ~. For the inclusion ~ C F(pri), it suffices to consider 
the generic element of Wi, i.e. (cf. 3.1.5) to show that 

(3) Uin=i(V':- X En) n (LBi x s(M))lhrs E F(pri) 

(where pri really stands for pri restricted along the projection map 
lBi x sCM) -+ sCM)). Consider the map given by interchanging the 
second and third factor 

This restricts to a map 

U (DnxEnxEn)n(Bixs(M)) ~ U (DnxEnxEn)n(Bixs(M)). 
in=i 

Now pri is invariant under restriction along u, and 1I'slu = 11'2, so (1) 
implies 

(4) Un=i(Dn X En X En) n LBi x s(M)II-1I's E F(pri). 

Since V,!' C Dn x En, (3) follows, completing the proof of (2). 
From the fact that {s(wri) n LBi -+ lA X s(M)h=l ..... ro.i=l ..... io is 

a cover, and the genericity of 11'2, we get 

LAII-Vx E s(M)3U E o (sM)3n EN x E U c F(n). 0 

3.13 Remark. As at the end of section 111.3, the open refinement 
theorem implies that s: M C-.....+ Z maps connected manifolds to in
decomposable objects. Moreover, it implies that if X is a metric 
space in Z (with metric 0: X X X -+ R reformulated as a relation, 

cf. 111.3.4) and X is s-separable, i.e. there is a map N ..!-+ X with 
{F(n)ln E N} c X dense, then for any ME M it is valid in Z that 
all functions sCM) -+ X are continuous. 

And similar to 111.3.11, 3.13 implies an axiom of choice 

V R E P(s(M) x N)(Vx E sM 3n EN R(x, n) -+ 3 open cover U of 
sCM) VU E U 3n E NVx E U R(x,n)) 
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4 The Degree of a Map 

As a test case for the notion of smooth integer, we will consider 
the degree of a map of manifolds in Z. Suppose M is a connected 
compact oriented manifold. We will define the degree as a map in Z 

deg: s(My(M) -+ R. 

Classically, deg(f) always is an integer. In Z, this need not be the 
case, but it will turn out that the degree is a smooth integer: 

4.1 Theorem. Let M be a connected compact oriented manifold. 
Then 

Z F VI E s(My(M)deg(f) E Z. 

Theorem 4.1 will follow from comparison theorems for Z similar to 
the ones proved for 9 in chapter IV (cf. IV.3.9 and IV.3.IO), and ac
cordingly we will first look at cohomology and homology of manifolds 
in Z. For g, the proofs of De Rham's theorem (IV .3.1) and the com
parison theorems were based on the fact that R is Archimedean and 
each standard simplex 6 q = {( Xo , ... , Xq) E Rq+11 E Xi = I} is com
pact. Although these properties both fail in Z, we have seen in the 
preceding two sections that their smooth analogues hold. This will 
allow us to perform arguments parallel to those given in chapter IV, 
at least for a compact manifold, or more generally, for a manifold of 
finite type (i.e. a manifold with a finite good cover, cf. IV.S). Thus, 
in this section we will only consider manifolds of finite type. (For 
arbitrary manifolds, the situation is more complicated). 

First of all, we have as an analogue of theorem IV.3.1, 

4.2 De Rham's Theorem in Z. Let M be a manifold of finite 
type. Then the canonical s-linear map in Z 

Hq(sM) -+ Hq(sMj R)*, 

induced by integration, is an isomorphism. 

Prool. (sketch) The proof is similar to that ofIV.3.1, but one has to 
adapt the definitions, along the following lines. 

Hq(sM) is the internal De Rham cohomology of SCM) E Z, which 
is defined as in section IV.I. In Z, Hq(sM) is not only an R-module, 
but an s-module over the s-ring structure of R. Hq(sMj R)* is the 
dual of the singular homology module Hq(sM, R). We now proceed 
as in chapter IV, using induction on M via the Poincare lemma and 
the Mayer-Vietoris sequence, but with the following modifications. 
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First of all, proposition IV.3.4 does not hold in Z: clauses (1) and 
(2) present no problems, but (3) is only true for the case of a finite 
(constant) index set {a}. (This is related to the fact that s: M <---t Z 
does not preserve countable covers as in III.3.2j one has to pass 
to s-countable covers, cf. the comments preceding proposition 3.2.) 
However, for manifolds of finite type, clause (3) of IV.3.4 is irrelevant 
for the induction on M. 

Secondly, we have to show that SJIIU.IIV}(sM) and Sq(sM) have 
the same homology (where {U, V} is an open cover of M), by a 
barycentric subdivision argument using the Lebesgue number (as in 
IV.2.4). But we cannot do this in Z unless we use smooth integers 
everywhere! Since the Lebesgue number is (bigger than something) 
of the form k for some n EN, we have to iterate the barycentric 
subdivision map sd: Sq(sM) -+ Sq(sM) a "non-standard" number of 
times (depending polynomially on n). To define these iterates sa.n 
for arbitrary n E N, it suffices by naturality in M to define the nth 

subdivision of the identity map l:::.q ~ l:::.q E Sq(l:::.q) as a map 

N -+ Sq(l:::.q), n 1-+ sd"(idA'l)' 

This can be done by coding Sq(l:::.q) as a subobject of (l:::.qN)Z, and 
then defining the transposed map N x Z x N -+ l:::.q C JrI+l by recur
sion, using theorem 2.8. (Details are tedious, but straightforward.) 
The number of simplices occurring in sd"(id.c,.'l) depends arithmeti
cally on n, so we have to define Sq(l:::.q), not as the free R-module 
generated by l:::.qA'l, but as the corresponding s-free s-R-module, so 
as to include sums of non-standard length. And similarly for the 
definition of Sq(sM) and Hq(sMj R) occurring in the theorem. 

After having replaced N by N systematically as just sketched, the 
remaining details are completely parallel to those in section IV.3. 0 

The theory of differential forms doesn't depend on integers (whether 
smooth or not), so exactly as in section IV.3 we can show 

4.3 Comparison Theorem for De Rham Cohomology in Z. 
Let M be a manifold of finite type. Then 

Hq(sM) ~ ITsR in Z iff Hq(M) ~ ITslR in Sets, 

where S E Sets is a (finite) set. 

We have a similar comparison theorem for singular homology with 
coefficients in R, proved as in section IV.3, but necessarily using 
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smooth integers everywhere. For our present purpose, we need a 
comparison theorem for singular homology with coefficients in the 
smooth integers Z: 

4.4 Comparison Theorem for Singular Homology. Let M be 
a manifold of finite type. Then Hq(sM,Z) is of the form s(G), for 
a finitely generated abelian group G in Sets (regarded as a discrete 
manifold, cf. 2.11) and we have 

Hq(sM,Z) ~ s(G) in Z iff Hq(M,'l.) ~ G in Sets. 

Prool. Again, we just give a sketch; further details are as in sec
tion IV.3. 

First of all, we use Mayer-Vietoris induction on a good cover of M, 
exactly as in §IV.3 for the case of R, to show that Hq(sM,Z) ~ s(G) 
for a finitely generated abelian group G. (Recall the well-known facts 
that any such group is of the form 'l. EB ... EB 'l. EB 'l.ml EB ... EB 'l.ml:' 
and that if two out of the three groups in a short exact sequence 
are finitely generated, so is the third.) For the elements of the good 
cover this is true by the Poincare lemma, which remains valid in 
the context of Z (cf. the synthetic treatment of IV.2.1-3). For the 
induction step, suppose we have an exact sequence of abelian s
groups in Z 

s(A) --. s(B) --. G --. s(O) --. s(D), 

where A, B, 0, D are finitely generated abelian groups in Sets (re
garded as discrete manifolds). Applying the functor r to this se
quence, we obtain a short exact sequence 

0--. B' --. r(G) --. 0' --. 0 

in Sets, where B', 0' are defined by 

B -- B' >---+' r(G) -- 0' >---+' O. 

Hence r(G) is finitely generated. Now, apply the five-lemma inside 
Z to the diagram 

s(A) -- s(B) -- G -- s(O) -- s(D) 

II II 1 II II 
s(A) -- s(B) --sr(G)-- s(O) -- s(D) 
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where sr(G) - G is the obvious map, and the bottom row is exact 
since s preserves exact sequences of discrete manifolds. Hence G is 
of the required form. The comparison result now follows immedi
ately by applying r to the long exact Mayer-Vietoris sequence, as in 
§IV.3.8. 0 

Proolol Theorem 4.1. Using 4.3 and 4.4, we can now straightfor
wardly prove that the degree of a map is a smooth integer. Let M 
be a compact, connected oriented, q-dimensional manifold. From 
the corresponding clasical results and the comparison theorem, we 
obtain 

(1) Hq(sM) ~ R 
(2) Hq(sMj Z) ~ Z. 

Now reason in the topas Z, and let I E S(M)8(M) (at an arbitrary 
stage tA). Recall the definition of degree: let 0' be a generator of 
Hq(sM) (the area form, say). Then from (1), 

(3) r(O')=)'·O'+dr 

for a unique). E R. This)' is by definition the degree of f, ). = 
deg(f). Now let 'Y be the generator of Hq(sMj Z). Then from (3) 
we obtain by Stokes' theorem (IV.1.1) 

(4) deg(f) 1"/ 0' = 1,.(-.,) 0'. 

But 1.(1) = n'Y + 8fJ for a unique nEZ, so deg(f) 1"/0' = nI"/O', 
hence deg(f) = n E Z. 

This proves theorem 4.1. 0 

4.5 Remark. We should point out that there is an alternative proof 
of theorem 4.1, using the results on cohomology in 9 from chapter IV, 
without proving similar results about Z first, as we did above, but 
instead transferring the given map IE S(M)8(M) to the topas 9. 

This argument seems less natural than the one given above, but 
it may be slightly quicker. One argues along the following lines: 
suppose we are given a map I E S(M)8(M) in Z, at stage tA say, 
where A = COO (m.n)j I. Thus I is a map tA x s(M) - s(M) in lL, 
and since s(M) is the dual of a finitely presented COO-ring, I can be 
extended to a map 

10: tAo x s(M) - s(M), 
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where Ao = coo(~n)/ 10 for a finitely generated subideal 10 c I. lAo 
is an object of the site lL for Z as well as of the site G for 9, so 10 can 
be regarded as a map sCM) -+ sCM) at stage lAo in 9. Now compute 
the degree of 10 in 9. This will be an integer n E ~ = ~(~) at stage 
lAo in 9 (by an argument in 9 similar to the proof of 4.1), and the 
assertion that n = deg(fo) is just an equation involving flo, as in 
(4) above. So lAoli-n = deg(fo) in 9 if and only if lAoIi-n = deg(fo) 
in Z. But n E ~(~)(lAo), where ~ = ~g:Sets -+ 9, hence n 
corresponds to a map lAo -+ ~g(~) = s(~) in G (or equivalently, in 
lL), and this is precisely a smooth integer in Z at stage lAo. Thus 
the degree of I in Z is a smooth integer. 

This is actually an example of a more general result relating va
lidity in 9 to validity in Z. We will discuss this in more detail in 
section VilA. 

4.6 Regular Values. Classically, a way of interpreting the degree 
of I is by counting the inverse image I-l(p) of a regular value p. 
Regular values are dense, by Sard's theorem, so such p can always be 
found (see Guillemin & Pollack (1974), §I.7). A similar explanation 
can be given in the toposes 9 and Z, since the existence of regular 
values is valid in these toposes. For 9, this is really just the stability 
of transversality: if I E s(M),(M)(lA), fA E G, I is represented by a 

smooth map U x M --!..... M, where U is an open neighbourhood of a 
zeroset Z(Io) of some finitely generated subideal 10 c I. If p E Mis 
a regular value of F (xo, -) for some Xo E U, then p is also a regular 
value of F(x, -) for all x in a neighbourhood Wzo of Xo (by stability, 
and compactness of M). These neighbourhoods Wzo , all Xo E Z(lo), 
give a cover in G, showing that lAIi-3p E sM (p is a regular value of 
n in 9· The Wzo , Xo E Z(lo), don't form a cover of lA in lL, however, 
and for the case of Z one has to do a little more work: Let lA E lL, 

I E s(M),(Ml(lA) represented by U x sCM) ...!-+ sCM) as above, with 
A = coo(~n)/ I and again U :::> Z(Io) for a finitely generated 10 c I. 
Arguing as we just did for 9, we can find a neighbourhood finite 
cover {Wn}n of U and Pn E M such that for all n, Pn is a regular 
value of each F(x, -): M -+ M, x E Wn. Let ").I be a refinement of the 
form ").I = ").II u .•. u").ld (Ostrand's theorem 2.13), where ").Ii = {V~}n 
is a family of disjoint open sets, with V~ c Wn. Let Vi = U ").Ii. The 
Vi (i = 1, ... ,d) give a cover of lA in lL, by lAi = s(Vi) nlA. At each 
lAi we have a point pi of sCM), i.e. a map pi:lAi -+ sCM), induced 
by the function pi(x): Vi -+ M, pi (x) = Pn iff x E V~, and lAili-(pi is 
a regular value of n in Z. Leaving further details to the reader"we 
conclude that Z 1= 'r/ I E s(M),(M)3p E sCM) (p is a regular value 
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of f). 

5 Forcing the Existence of Invertible Infinitesimals 

Despite the fact that we have plenty of invertible infinitesimals in Z, 
this topos is not really adequate to perform "internal" arguments 
using invertible infinitesimals, since in the logic of Z the existence is 
only expressed in a rather weak form, 

Z F ..,..,3x x E H. 

The aim of this section will be to modify the topos Z slightly, so as 
to obtain a topos in which invertible infinitesimals do exist, in the 
sense that 3x x E n is valid. In all other respects, this topos will be 
very similar to Z, and we will only briefly indicate to which extent 
the proofs of the preceding sections have to be modified for this new 
topos. In the next chapter, we will illustrate how the existence of 
invertible infinitesimals can be exploited, for example in the theory 
of distributions and the Dirac function. 

Let fA E IL be a non-trivial locus, i.e. I ¢ I where A = COO (lRn)j I. 
In the topos Z, fA (or more precisely, its image Y(fA) under the 
Yoneda embedding) can be described as a zeroset 

fA = {x E Rnlf(x) = 0, for all f E I}. 

To say that Z F 3x E R"(x E fA) is equivalent to saying that there 
is a cover {fBi - I }f=l in IL on which fA has a point, i.e. there are 
maps fBi - fA. Since I has only trivial covers in IL, this comes down 
to saying that there is a map I-fA, i.e. Z{I) C IW.n is non-empty. 

If we want 3x E R"(x E fA) to be valid, the most economical way 
(in a precise sense, see Appendix 2) is to add {fA - I} as a singleton 
covering family, for each non-trivial fA. Of course, this can only be 
done if the generated Grothendieck topology is still consistent. And 
in fact we want more: for example, the category of manifolds, as 
well as some extensions of it containing the important infinitesimal 
spaces, should still be fully and faithfully embedded in the resulting 
topos. 

5.1 Definition. Let IBl be the site with underlying category IL (now 
also referred to as IBl), but with a finer Grothendieck topology, namely 
the Grothendieck topology generated by the covers of IL as in 1.1, 1.2, 
together with all projections along non-trivial loci, i.e. all singleton 
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families of the form 
fAxfB-+fA 

where fB =1= 0 (if fA =1= 0). Let B be the topos of sheaves on lllL B is 
called the Basel topos. 

Note that the generating covering families as specified for lIE do not 
yet form a Grothendieck topology. They are stable under pullback 
(for the finite open covers of lL this was proved in lemma 1.1; for 
the projections this is obvious), but they are not stable under com
position. For the definition of sheal on lIE, however, we only need a 
pullback-stable generating system of covers (Appendix 1), so 5.1 is 
sufficiently explicit to prove the following lemma. 

5.2 Lemma. The Grothendieck topology on lIE is subcanonical. So 
• LOP( BOP) the Yonedaembeddmg lL '-+ Sets = lIE '-+ Sets factors through 

B C SetsBoP • In particular, there is a full and faithful embedding of 
manifolds M ~ B which preserves transversal pullbacks. 

Prool. We have to show that for any fO E lL, the functor lL( -, fO) = 
lIE ( -, fO) is a sheaf on lIE. By Appendix 1, it suffices to consider the 
covers in the pullback stable system consisting of the open covers 
as for Z, and the projections, as in 5.1. For open covers, this is 
lemma 1.3. So we only need to consider the case of a projection, say 
fAx fB .2'".!... fA. So suppose I: fA x fB -+ to gives a compatible 
family for this singleton cover, i.e. I 0 11"2 = I 0 11"3 in the diagram 

fAxfBxfB ___ .... ~ fAxfB fA 

to 

we have to show that there is a unique g: fA -+ fO with g1l"1 = I. 
Write A = OOO(~R)/ I, B = coo(~m)/ J, and denote elements of JRl.R 
by x, elements of JRl.m by y. 

Now note that it suffices to show the case fO = R. The gen
eral case fO = fCOO (JRl.Ic) / L follows, since fO C Ric, and a k-tuple 
(It, ... , IIc): fAx fB -+ Ric factors through fC iff ho (It, ... , 'Ic) = 0 
as a map fAx fB -+ R, for each hE L. So suppose fC = R, and 

let I be represented by a smooth function JRl.R X JRl.m ~ JRI.. Since 
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f 011"2 = f 0 11"3, we can write 

q r 

+ L tPi(X, Yl. Y2).8i(Yt} + L Xk(X, Yl. Y2hk(Y2), 
i=1 k=1 

where ai(x) E I and .8i(Y)' Ik(Y) E J. Let p E lItm be a common zero 
of .8i(y)(j = 1, ... , q) and Ik(y)(k = 1, ... , r), and let g: lItn -+ lIt be 

the function g(x) = f(x,p). Then 9 induces a map lA ~ R, and 
this is the unique one with go ""I = f: lA x lB -+ R. Indeed, by (1) 
we have 

f(x,y) - g(x) = 2:~i(X, y,p)ai(x) + 2:tPi(x, Y,P).8i(Y) E (1(x), J(y)) 

so f = 9 0 ""Ion lA x lB, the dual of coo(lItn x ~m)/(1(x), J(y)). 
For uniqueness, we have to show that if g(x), h(x): ~n -+ ~ are 

two functions such that g(x) - h(x) E (1(x), J(y)) C coo(~n x ~m), 
then g(x) - h(x) E l(x). This is proved in the same way: write 
g(x)-h(x) = 2:~i(x,y)~(x)+2:tPi(x,y).8i(Y) where ~ E 1,.8i E J, 
and take a common zero of the .8;'s, etc. 0 

5.3 The Grothendieck Topology on llll. Although a pullback sta
ble system of covering families as in 5.1 is sufficient to decide whether 
or not a given presheaf is a sheaf, it is not quite adequate when one 
considers forcing, since 

lAI1-3x~(x) 

means that there is a cover {lBi -+ lAli such that lBill-~(ai) for 
~ E F(lBd for a given sheaf F, and there is no reason why this 
family {lBi -+ lA h can be chosen to belong to a given pullback 
stable system of covering families which generates the Grothendieck 
topology. For the purpose of forcing, one needs stability under com
position, at least in the weaker form that states that the composition 
of two covers in the given generating system has a refinement in the 
system (Appendix 1). Such a system is easily described for the case 
of llll. For a given locus lA, we define the covering families of lA to 
be the finite families 

{lBi -'~ lA}?=1 

of the following form: there is a non-trivial locus lB such that each 
fi can be written as a composite fi = ""I 0 gi 
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fBi - lAxlB 

~l 
lA 

and {lBi .-!i... lA X lB}f=l is an open cover of lA x lB in the sense 
of IL (as defined above lemma 1.1, or as described in lemma 1.2). 

Let us fix the terminology a little more explicitly: by a cover, or 
a covering family (in lffi) we will always mean a family of this form. 
By an open cover, or IL-cover, we will mean a cover as defined for the 
site IL in section 1. So the covers of lA in lffi are the open covers of 
lA x lB, where lB varies over all nontrivial loci. 

Analogous to lemma 1.2, we have that for A = OOO(U)/ I, with 
U an open subset of lltn, the cover {lBi -+ lA}f=l are (isomorphic 

to ones) of the form {l(OOO(Wi)/(IIWi, JIWi)) .!i... l(OOO(U)/I)}f=l' 
where J c OOO(V) is any proper ideal, V is an open subset of lltm, 

and {WI, ... , Wn} is a cover of Z(Io) x Z(Jo) by open subsets Wi C 

U X V c lltn X lltm for finitely generated subideals 10 C I, Jo c J, 
while the fi are just induced by the projections Wi ~ U. 

The system of covers {lBi ~ lA} of the form described above 
is clearly stable under pullback (using the corresponding fact for IL, 
see lemma 1.1). It is also stable under composition in the weaker 
sense of requiring the existence of a refinement. To see this, suppose 
we are given a cover {lBi -+ lA}f=l in lffi, and for each i a cover 

{lOi; g;j, lBdi~l in lffi. So there are open covers (IL-covers) {lBi <-.....t 

lA X lB}f=l and lOi; <-.....t lBi X lOi} ;~l such that Ii is the composite 

lBi <-.....t lA X lB ~ lA, and gi; is the composite lOi; <-.....t lBi X lq ~ 
lBi. Since the IL-covers are stable under pullback and composition, 
we have an open cover 

{lOi; "-+ lA X lB X lOi} ;~l 

for each i,i = 1, ... , n. Let lO:; = lOl x ... X lOi-l X lOi; X lOHl X 

..• X lOn; then {lC:; "-+ lA X lB X lOl X ..• X lOnk; is an open 
cover, so composing with the projection on lA, we obtain a cover in 
lffi, 

{ ' hij } lOi; -- lA i,;, 

which refines the family of composites {lOi; -+ lBi -+ lAh,; of the 
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two given covers, since for each i = 1, ... , n,j = 1, ... , ni we have a 
commutative diagram 

Let us quickly leaf through the description of the basic properties 
of Z given in sections 1 and 2, and see what changes have to be 
made for the case of B. We have the usual adjoints 

r 
B +====t Sets, 6 -1 r, 

fj. 

but r does not have a right adjoint for B! (r does not preserve 
epimorphisms: for example, if fA is any non-trivial locus without 
points, fA -. 1 is an epimorphism in B since it is a cover in lHl, but 
rfA -. rl is not, since rfA = 0.) 

The natural numbers object N = 68 (N) can be described exactly 
as for Z, since the sheaf 6z(I~) on IL described in 1.6 is actually a 
sheaf on lHl, as is easy to see. 

R = lHl( -, R), which is a sheaf by lemma 5.2, is an ordered local 
ring in B, with properties just as in Z (see 1.7). The same holds 
for the infinitesimal spaces as discussed for Z in 1.8, except that 
invertible infinitesimals exist in B. Explicitly, 

5.4 Proposition. Let fA be a non-trivial locus, fA C 

fA is inhabited in B, i.e. B 1= 3x E R"x E fA. In 
B 1= 3x E R x E TI. 

Note that 1.7(3) is now trivial. 

R". Then 
particular , 

o 

The (generalized) Kock-Lawvere axiom and the integration axiom 
hold in B. The proofs are just as for Z (see 1.9, 1.10). 

The representable object lHl( -, sN) = s(N) = N is a sheaf on lHl, and 
gives the object of smooth natural numbers in B. As for Z, we can 
replace N by N consistently, to get the notions of s-finite, s-compact 
space, s-group, etc. in lHl. The arithmetic of N is the same for B 
and Zj for example, we have recursion in B (theorem 2.8), by which 
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R becomes an s-Archimedean s-local (see 1.12) s-ring in B. (And 
similarly s: M <-+ B maps Lie groups to s-groups in B.) Note, by the 
way, that "infinitely big", or "non-standard" numbers exist in B, 
similar to the existence of invertible infinitesimals: proposition 5.4 
immediately gives 

B 1= 3n E N \/m E N m < n. 

In section 3, we considered topological properties of objects sCM) E 
Z, while some special cases (for R, for [0,1]) had already been dis
cussed in section 2 (see 2.3-7). All these results can be proved for B, 
with practically identical proofs. To start with, the internal topol
ogy is described for B just as for the case of Zj see 3.1. The proof 
of 3.2 is also valid for B, so s: M <-+ B "preserves" (countable) open 
covers in the sense of 3.2. As in 3.4, s: M <-+ B maps manifolds to 
s-topological spaces. This functor preserves compactness, as in 3.5 
(cf. also 2.3, 2.5 (ii». Let us state this explicitly. 

5.5 Theorem. Let ME M be a compact manifold. Then in B it is 
valid that every open cover has an s-finite refinement, and (hence) 
a Lebesgue number. 

Proof. (sketch) The proof is almost literally the same as that of 
3.5. Suppose U is a cover of sCM) at stage fA E lIE, and assume 
U consists of basic opens. Then fAx s(M)11-3U E U 11"2 E U, so we 
find a non-trivialfB E 1L and an open cover of fB x fAx sCM), say 
{fBi <-+ fB x fAx s(M)}f=l' such that at fBi there is a Ui with 

fBill-1I"2 E Ui E U. 

We then proceed exactly as in the proof of 3.5, but with fA replaced 
by fAx fB. So at the end, we find an open cover {fAr}, not of fA 
but of fAx fB, satisfying (1) and (2) of the proof of 3.5. But since 
the maps fAr <-+ fAx fB -+ fA form a cover in lIE, we conclude that 
fll- "U has an s-finite refinement" . 0 

The proofs of 3.6 and 3.7 are already valid for B, and no mod
ification is necessary. The proofs of 3.8-3.12 need to be modified 
slightly, just as for 3.5 as indicated above, in the proof of 5.5. For 
easy reference, we state some results explicitly. 

5.6 Theorem. The embedding s: M <-+ B has the following proper
ties: 
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(1) In 8, all functions sCM) -+ seN) are continuous (as in 3.6). 
(2) s preserves partitions of unity (as in 3.7), and in 8 s-partitions 

of unity exist subordinate to any given open cover (as in 3.8). 
(3) s maps connected manifolds to s-chain-connected (as in 3.10) 

and connected (as in 3.11) manifolds in 8. 
(4) In 8 it holds that every s-countable cover of sCM) has an open 

refinement (as in 3.12). 

Finally, let us take a look at cohomology and degrees. Again, we 
will only consider manifolds of finite type. Recall that to prove the 
internal De Rham theorem and the comparison theorems for Z, one 
proceeds as follows: 

(i) Hq(sM, R) is a free R-module on a constant finite basis, i.e. is 
of the form K' for some n EN (cf. IV.3A). 

(ii) The map J: Hq (sM) -+ Hq (sM, R)* is an isomorphism, i.e. 
the De Rham theorem holds in Z (as in IV.3.6). 

(iii) r preserves De Rham cohomology, i.e. r Hq(sM) ~ Hq(M), 
since r preserves the De Rham complex 

... -+ Aq(sM) ~ Aq+1(sM) -+ .•• , 

and r is exact. 
(iv) The comparison theorem for De Rham cohomology: Hq (sM) ~ 

Rn in Z iff Hq(M) ~ ~n in Sets; this follows immediately from (i) 
and (iii), as in the proof ofIV.3.9. 

(v) The comparison theorem for singular homology Hq(sM; R) 
follows from (ii), (iv), and thedassical De Rham theorem in Sets. 

The proofs of (i) and (ii) also work for 8, but (iii) is not immediate, 
since r is no longer exact (it doesn't have a right adjoint B anymore). 
That r preserves Fq (sM) is proved just as in chapter IV. To conclude 
that rHq(sM) = Hq(M) for the case of 8, i.e. that 

(1) r(Fq(sM)/ El(sM» ~ r Fq(sM)/r El(sM). 
(2) r El(sM) ~ El(M) 

it suffices to show that if A E r Fq(sM) ~ rq(M) is a global n + 1-
form in 8, 

A:MD"+l -+ R 

and 111-3w E An(sM) dw = A, then there is a global n-form w E 

rAn(sM) ~ An(M) such that dw = A. So suppose 11f-3w E 
An(sM)dw = A. Then there is a non-trivial locus lA, A = coo(~n)/ I 
say, and an w E An(sM)(lA) with lAIf-dw = A: MD"+l -+ R. Since 
MD"+l is representable, it follows that there is a finitely generated 
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subideallo C 1 such that lAoIl-dwo = A, where Ao = coo(~n)/ 10 and 
Wo is an extension of w to lAo. If P is any point of Z(lo) , 1 Y-t Ao, 
then by taking restrictions along P we get Ill-d(wolp) = A, i.e. wolp 
is a global n-form with d(wolp) = A E rAn+1(sM). This shows (1) 
and (2). The proofs of (iv) and (v) present no extra problems for 8. 

Exactness of r was also used in the proof for the topos Z of the 
comparison theorem for singular homology with coefficients in the 
smooth integers Z (cf. theorem 4.4). Although for the case of 8, 
r is not exact, it still preserves exact sequences of s-groups of the 
form s(G), G a finitely generated abelian group in Sets: i.e. groups 
in 8 of the form Z EEl ••• EEl Z EEl Zml EEl ••• EEl Zmk' This follows from 
the following lemma, which generalizes the argument we just gave 
to show that r preserves De Rham cohomology. 

5.7 Lemma. Let lA, lB, lC, lD be objects of 1Ill, with lA finitely 
presented, and let F: lAlB -t lCLD be a map in 8. If 8 F= F is a 
surjection, then r F is a surjection. 

Proof. Take 9 E r(lCLD ), i.e. a map g: lD -t lC in 1Ill. Since F is 
a surjection, there exists a non-trivial COO-ring E = coo(~n)/ I and 
an f E lAlB(lE) such that lEII-F(f) = g. So f:lE X lB -t lA, 
and since lA is finitely presented, we may assume f is the restric
tion of a map fo: lEo X lB -t lA, where Eo = coo(~n)/ 10 for 
a finitely generated subideal 10 c I. Taking transposed maps, 
lEII-F(f) = 9 E lCLD can be written as lE X lDII-F(f) = 9 E lC. 
So by choosing 10 big enough, we m assume that lEo X lDII- F(fo) = 
9 E lC. Let 1 ~ lEo be a point of lEo, and let fp = folp. Then 
1 X lD11- F(fp) = 9 E lC, so 111- F(fp) = 9 E lCLD , i.e. r F(fp) = g. 
This shows r F is a surjection. 0 

As a consequence of all this, the degree of a map is a smooth 
integer in 8, i.e. theorem 4.1 is valid for 8. 



Chapter VII 

Smooth Infinitesimal Analysis 

In previous chapters, notably in Chapters IV and V, we have used 
"synthetic arguments" at an informal level, trusting that the context 
would provide a meaning for the term "synthetic", and would make 
the arguments themselves plausible. The aim of this final chapter is 
to make the notion of "synthetic reasoning" explicit, by setting up 
an axiomatic system which is adequate to formalize the arguments 
from earlier chapters, as well as some others which we will present 
below. 

There are several reasons to set up formal systems for synthetic 
analysis and differential geometry. Of course, the most important 
one is to build a rigorous framework to develop the synthetic theory; 
not only because of the interest this has in itself, but also because 
it is usually much easier to work synthetically than to work directly 
with the models and the corresponding notions of forcing. Moreover, 
having a formal system enables one to compare the synthetic the
ory with related approaches. These include versions of non-standard 
analysis and intuitionistic analysis, but also weakenings or strength
enings of the system itself. (The transfer principle that we will prove 
in Section 4 is related to this.) Finally, we mention the possibility 
of studying independence and consistency results. 

The system that will be described allows the existence of invertible 
infinitesimals and infinitely large ("smooth") integers, as present in 
the toposes of Chapter VI, but absent in the Archimedean models 
of Chapter III. As was clear from the discussion of the models in the 
preceding chapter, the possibility of having invertible infinitesimals 
besides the usual nilpotent ones forces one to weaken not only the 
logic (intuitionistic logic has to be used), but also the arithmetic. 
This seems to be a new feature of our system, and it should be kept 
in mind to understand its motivation. 

Accordingly, in the first section we will present a system based on 
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the "real line" R and the "natural numbers" N. AB suggested by the 
work done in Chapter VI, we take N (there called the set of smooth 
natural numbers) as primitive, and the basic mathematical notions 
refer to N, rather than to the set of "standard natural numbers" 
N. Our presentation will be rather informal, and to some extent 
ad hoc. We have tried to state the axioms in a way that seems most 
comprehensible in relation to what we have done before, and that 
suffices for our specific purposes. In particular, we have not aimed 
at a "minimal" list of axioms. 

In the second section, we will develop some elementary mathemat
ics on the basis of this system. Here is may seem to the reader that 
we have gone into too much detail at some places. Nonetheless, this 
seems to be justified, since the lack of a general induction principle, 
and (related to this) the absence of an axiom of finite choice, make 
our system in some respects a rather unusual one to work in. 

As an application of the presence of invertible infinitesimals, we 
will show in Section 3 how "improper functions" , such as the 6 func
tion of Dirac, can be dealt with in our context. Although several 
mathematical alternatives which avoid improper functions are avail
able (the theory of distributions, operator calculus, etc.), it seems 
fair to say that physicists have kept on thinking of the 6 function 
of Dirac as a "real" function, with infinitesimal support and an in
finitely large value at 0, and with the property that the total area 
under this "curve" is 1. Our approach captures this intuition as be
ing literally true, and from this point of view it can thus be compared 
to the approach of non-standard analysis. However, it will become 
apparent that there are some obvious differences. 

The last section is devoted to a useful transfer principle between 
the toposes B and 9. Although B is much harder to work with than 
9, this principle tells us that for a rather large class of statements, 
validity in B is equivalent to validity in 9. 

1 A n Axiomatic System Jor Smooth Infinitesimal 
Analysis 

In this section we will set up an axiomatic system which allows the 
existence of invertible infinitesimals and infinitely large natural num
bers. The reader should think of the Basel topas B as the natural 
model of this system. Our presentation will be rather informal. It 
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will be convenient to work in a "theory of variable types" as de
scribed below. The non-logically minded reader is advised to pass 
to 1.2 immediately, and refer to paragraph 1.1 only if necessary. 

1.1 Theories of Variables Types. (after Feferman (1985». The 
main features of such a theory, as opposed to the usual theories of 
types, are the following: (i) the types are variable, so that state
ments of a generality of the form "for every microlinear space ... " 
can be expressed directly; (ii) equations between terms of arbitrary 
types are admittedj and (iii) besides the usual rules for product and 
exponentiation, separation can be applied to form sub-types from 
given types-for example, D = {x E Rlx2 = O} is a subtype of R. 
Still, every individual term is syntactically of a unique type. 

Such a theory allows us to express directly statements of the form 
Vn E N 3/ E R{mlm<n} ( ... ), for example. This cannot be done in 
usual type theories, since {mlm < n} is not a type. Furthermore, by 
(ii) we can write statements like Vh E D 3x E R(x = hA ... ). Again, 
this is not possible if we consider D as a type in a usual type theory. 

The language is specified by generating simultaneously the follow
ing three syntactic classes, together with the relation "t is of type 
T": 

(1) individual terms s, t ... 
(2) type terms S, T, .. . 
(3) formulas 'P, t/J, . . . 

in the expected way. For example, 

(1) (a) with each type term T we have an infinite list of variables 
of type Tj (b) if s is of type S and t is of type T, then (s, t) is 
of type S x Tj (c) if s is of type S and t is of type (S -+ T) 
then t(s), or ts, is of type Tj etc. 

(2) (a) variables X, Y are type terms; (b) if S and T are type 
terms, then so are S x T and S -+ T. Furthermore, if 'P is a 
formula, {x E SI'P} is a type term. 

(3) formulas are built up from equations tl = t2 in the usual way. 

Moreover, one may specify some individual constants (of given 
types) and type constants in advance. We take 1, N, R and 0 as 
type constants, and 0,1, +,', <,:5 as individual constants, of types 
R, R, R x R -+ R, R x R -+ R, R x R -+ 0, R x R -+ 0, respectively. 
Furthermore, T and ..L are individual constants of type O. The 
intended interpretations of the type constants are "the singleton", 
"the natural numbers" (possibly with infinitely large elements), "the 
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real line" , and "the truth values" . 
As usual, we will often write T S for (8 - T), and P(8) for Os. 

With these preliminaries out of the way, we continue to write 
our statements in the usual, informal way, as we did in previous 
chapters, just trusting that everything can be formulated in variable 
type theory. 

We now list the axioms that will be used in the sequel. As em
phasized in the introduction to this chapter, we aim at a workable 
list, rather than a minimal one. 

1.2 Algebraic Properties of R. We postulate the algebraic struc
ture of R as expressed by axioms (Al)-(AS). 

(AI) (R, +, .,0,1) is a commutative ring with unit. 
(A2) R is local, i.e. 

{ 0=1-..L 
3y x . y = 1 V 3y( 1 - x) . y = 1. 

(A3) (R, <) is a real Euclidean ordered local ring; i.e. < is a tran
sitive relation which is compatible with the ring structure, 
in the sense that 

(a) 0 < 1, (0 < x" 0 < y- 0 < x + y" 0 < X· y), 
(b) 3y(x. y = 1) +-+ (0 < x V x < 0), 
(c) 0 < x _ 3y(x = y2) (Euclidean property). 

(Classically, the axiom (A3) expresses that the residue field of the 
local ring is a real Euclidean totally ordered field.) 

(A4) ~ is a preorder relation, compatible with the ring structure 
of Ri i.e. ~ is transitive and reflexive, and 

(a) 0 ~ 1, (0 ~ x" 0 ~ y - 0 ~ x + y" 0 ~ x . y), 0 ~ x2, 
(b) x nilpotent - 0 ~ x. 

(AS) < and ~ are compatible in the following sense: 

(a) x < y - x ~ y 
(b) x < y" y ~ x - ..L. 

1.3 Maps on Infinitesimal Spaces. Here we have just one ax
iom: 

(A6) (Generalized Kock-Lawvere Axiom) Let k,n,t EN. H 8 = 
{x E DJr:(n)\p.(x) = 0, i = 1, ... , t} is the zero-set of finitely 
many polynomials Ph'" ,Pt E R[xt, ... ,xn }, each of total 
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degree :5 k and with zero constant term, then every function 
S -. R is the restriction of a polynomial in R[Xl' ... ' xn ] 

of total degree :5 k, and this polynomial is unique modulo 
the ideal (PI, ... ,Pt) C R[Xl, ... ,xn ]. (Recall that DA;(n) = 
{x E RnlxCl = 0, all multi-indices a with 101 = k + 1}.) 

A particular case of (A6) is the simple form of the Kock-Lawvere 
axiom, which is used constantly. 

(A6') Vf E RD 3!(a,h) E R X R Vh E D(J(h) = a + hh), where D 
is the type term defined by D = {x E Rlx2 = O} = Dl(1). 

1.4: Integration Axioms. These are the axioms allowing a passage 
"from infinitesimal to local": 

(A7) Vf E Rlo.113!g E Rlo.l1(g(0) = 0 A Vx E [0,1]g'(x) = f(x», 
where [0,1] is the type defined by [0,1] = {x E RIO :5 xAx :5 
1}, and g'(x) is the unique h with g(x + h) = g(x) + hg'(h) 
for all hE D, cf. (A6'). The 9 in (A7) is of course written 
as g(x) = J; f(t)dt. 

(AS) (Compatibility of J and <) 

Vx E [0,1]J(x) > 0 -. 101 f(x)dx > 0 

(AS') (Compatibility of J and :5) 

Vx E [0, 1]J(x) ~ 0 -. 101 f(x)dx ~ O. 

(A9) (Inverse Function Theorem) Vf E RRVx E R(J'(x) invert
ible -. 3 open U 3 x, V 3 f(x) (J restricts to a bijection 
U ~V». 

1.5 Arithmetical Axioms. Before describing this group of axioms, 
we introduce some definitions. A finitely presented type term is a 
type term of the form 

{x E Rnlfi(x) = O,i = 1, ... ,kHk, n EM), 

where the fi are terms of type Rn -. R, without free variables (but 
see the remark in 1.7). A coherent formula is a formula whose free 
variables are all of a type of the form (T -. S), with S and T finitely 
presented type terms, and which is obtained from atomic formulas 
t = t' (where t,t' have finitely presented types) by using A, V, T,.l, 
and 3 over variables of finitely presented type. 

We now list the axioms: 
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(A10) N is a subtype of R, i.e. Vz E N 3, E R(z = ,). 
(All) R is Archimedean for N,i.e.Vz E R 3n EN z < n. 
(AI2) (Peano axioms) 

OEN 
Vz E R(z E N -+ z + 1 E N) 
Vz E R(z E N A z + 1 = 0 -+ 1.) 

(AI3) Coherent induction scheme: for every coherent formula~, 

~(O) 1\ Vz E N(~(z) -+ ~(z + 1» -+ Vz E N~(z). 

(A14) Finitely presented type recursion: for all type-terms S and 
T, with S finitely presented, 

VI E SSxTVa E ST3!g E SNxTVz E T(g(O,z) = 
a(z) 1\ Vn E N g(n + 1, z) = I(g(n,z»). 

(AIS) Axiom of bounded search: 

VP E peN x N)(Vn E N 3m E N P(n,m) -+ Vno E 
N 3me E N Vn ~ no 3m ~ me P(n,m». 

(This axiom provides a substitute for the axiom of finite choice (cf. 
remark VI.2.6, which is not valid in B and Z, although it is valid in 
1 and 9. Some examples of the use of the axiom of bounded search 
will be given below; see 2.7, 2.10.) 

1.6 Topological Axioms. The topology OCR) of R is the type 
term denoting the order-topology of R, defined using the order rela
tion <. SO OCR) is a subtype of P(R). 0([0,1]) is the corresponding 
relative topology on [0,1). (O(R) is indeed a topology; see 2.7!). The 
aXlOms are 

(AI6) [0,1) is compact, in the sense that for every open cover U 
of [0,1] there exists an n E N and a V: {m E Nlm < n}-+ 
0([0,1]) refining U, i.e. Vm < n 3U E U V", C U, such that 
Vz E [0,1] 3m < n(z E V",). 

(AI7) [0,1] has the open refinement property; i.e. 

VF E P([O, I])N(Vz E R 3n EN z E Fn -+ Vz E R 3U E 
0([0, 1])3n EN z E U C Fn). 

1.7 Special Functions. We postulate the existence of the follow
ing functions. First of all, we need a bump-function. To this end, 
we add an individual constant 6 of type RR, whose properties are 
given by the following axiom 
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(AIS) 6 is an increasing function with % :$; 0 - 6(%) = 0 and 
% ~ 1 - 6(%) = 1. 

o 

Furthermore, we add constants sin, cos, and exp of type RR, 80 

as to have the trigonometric functions and the exponential function 
available, and a constant of type RR to make N a finitely presented 
type, together with the following axiom: 

(AI9) sinO = O,cosO = 1,expO = 1, (sin%)' = COS%, (cos x)' = 
- sin%, (exp%)' = exp% and '7(x) = 0 +-+ x EN. 

(Let us remark that all the smooth functions JR - JR in SetB are 
available as maps R - R in the models, and we could add more 
constants to the language to denote these functions, whenever this 
is convenient. Note that this also extends the finitely presented types 
that are available; cf. 1.5. Also, we could replace the axiom for '7 by 
the axiom sin ,,"x = 0 " x ~ 0 +-+ x EN, where "" is defined as in 3.7 
below.) 

1.8 Existence of Invertible In1initeslmaIs. To state this last 
group of axioms, we first need to define the Btandard or acceBBible 
natural numbers N as the following subtype of N, 

N = {n E NlvS E P(N)(O E S AVn E N(m E S --+ m + 1 E S) --+ n E S). 

Clearly, N satisfies the luil induction axiom 

'tiP E P(N)(O E p" 'tin E N(n E P - n + 1 E P) - P = N). 

We may now postulate the existence of invertible infinitesimals as in 
the following axiom: 

(A20) 3x E R (x invertible "'tin E N (-n!l < % < n!l)' 
By Archimedeanness for N (All), we can equivalently formulate 

this axiom as 3n E N'tIm E N(m < n). 
As we have seen in Chapters VI and III, axiom (A20) holds in S, 

but it doesn't hold in 1, g, and Z. In Z, the weaker 
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(A20') ..,..,3x E R(x invertible "'In E N (- n!i < x < n!i) 
is true, and this suffices for some purposes. Even better, in Z we 
have 

(A2O") 'Ix E B(Vy E n X1/ = 0 -+ x = 0), 

where n = {x E Blx is invertible "'In E N (- n!i < x < n!i)}' 
which is another way of saying that invertible infinitesimals are some
how present. 

Furthermore, we have the following axiom: 

(A2l) 'In E N(Ve E n(en < 1) -+ n EN). 

This is actually an arithmetical axiom, since it can be written as 

(A2l') 'In E N(Vx EN - N (x > n) -+ n EN), 

i.e. "a natural number which is smaller than all non-standard natural 
numbers must be standard" . 

The axiom (A20) plays a rather special role, since it does not hold 
in all the models discussed in Chapters III and VI, and we will state 
explicitly when it is used. Note that (A2l) holds vacuously if N = N. 
But if N does not coincide with N, (A2l) or (A2l') says that there 
are a lot of non-standard numbers, in some sense. 

1.9 Validity of the Axioms in the Models. Most ofthe axioms 
have been extensively discussed in earlier chapters, notably Chap
ters III and VI. Thus, (Al)-(A9) hold in all the models 1, g, Z, and 
B. (For (A6), see V.7.2 (A8) and (A9) have not been mentioned ex
plicitly, but they can be proved straightforwardly; for (A9), one may 
use the external inverse function theorem with an extra parameter, 
much as Lemma 1.3.23). 

(A10)-(A14) also hold in all four models. One should note that 
N coincides with N in 1 and g, so we have classical (first-order) 
arithmetic and full (higher-order) induction in these toposes (cf. Ap
pendix 1). For Z and B, (A14) was discussed in VI.2.8, while (A13) 
will be .proved below, in 4.6. (A16), (A17) have been dealt with 
in 111.3.3, 111.3.12, and VI.2.S, VI.3.S, VI.3.l2, VI.S.S, VI.S.6, and 
(A18), (A19) are obvious. (A20), (A20'), (A20") all fail in 1 and g, 
again since N = N in these toposes. (A20') and (A20") have been 
seen to hold in Z (VI.1.8), while (A20) holds in B (VI.S.4). 

Thus, disregarding the postponed proof of (A13) for Z and B, 
the only axioms that have not been discussed before are (A1S) and 
(A2l). (A1S) can be proved by induction in 1 and g, since we have 
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full induction in these cases. (A21) holds vacuously in F and 9. So 
it remains to prove the following proposition. 

1.10 Proposition. Axioms (A15) "nd (AI1), or equi1J"lentl,l (AI1'), 
hold in Z "nd B. 

Proof. The case of (A21'), Vn E N(Vm E N - N (n < m) --+ n E 
N), is easy. First, recall that the generic n E N - N is given by 
the inclusion fCOO(N)/T c..-. lCOO(N) = N, where T is the ideal of 
eventually vanishing functions. Now let p be a (smooth) natural 
number at stage tA, where A = COO (JRR )/ I. So p is given by a map 
tA --+ N. Suppose tAU-Vn E N - N (p < n). Then in particular 
tA x f(Coo{N)/T»U-p < ""2, so there are finitely generated subideals 
10 eland To c T such that f{Coo{JRR x N)/{Io, To»lt-p < ""2. Let 
mo be so big that Vf E To Vm ~ mof{m) = o. Then it follows 
that Vx E Z(lo)Vm ~ mo p{x) < m. So p can be represented by a 
bounded function Z{lo) --+ N, and is therefore in N (cf. VI.I.S). 

Validity of (A1S) is a little more difficult. We do the case of Z. 
For the case of B, one simply adapts the argument as indicated in 
VI.S.S, VI.S.S. Take fA E IL,A = Coo(JRtJ)/I, and PeN x N at 
stage fA such that 

(1) fAIt-Vn 3mP(n,m) (n,m ranging over N). 

We have to show that 

(2) fAIt-Vno 3mo Vn ~ no 3m ~ mo pen, m). 

(1) implies in particular that fAx NIt-3m E N P(,,"2, m), so there are 
a cover of Z (10) x N by opens UI , ••• , U" of JRtJ x N (for some finitely 
generated 10 C I), and continuous functions Pi: Ui --+ N such that 

(3) (fAx N) n 8(Ui)It-P(,,"2,Pi). 

By partitions of unity, we find a cover {VI, ... , V,,} refining the cover 
{UI' ... ,U,,} with V = Ut=1 Vi ;;2 Z(Io) x N, and a COO-function 
V ~ lR such that 

(4) V(x,n) E Vi Pi(x,n) < a(x,n) 

(c!. the sublemma in VI.2.4). Let b: V --+ JR be the smooth function 
defined by 

(S) b(x, n) = EmSR a(x, m). 

b represents an element of R at stage fAx N, and we claim that 

(S) fAx Nlf-Vn ~ ""2 3m ~ b pen, m). 
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To prove (b), take the generic n S "'2, i.e. let 

tB = tA x N x N n 8({(Z, n, m)lz E Jid,m S n}), 

so that we need to show 

(7) lBI1-3m S b P("'s, m). 

Let Vi; = {(z,n,m)lm S n,(z,n) E Ui,(z,m) E U;}. Then {Vi;} 
covers Z(Io) X {(n, m) EN X Nln ~ m}, so it suffices to show 

(8) lB n s(Vi;)11-3m S b P("'s, m). 

But lA x N n s(U;)II-P("'2,P;) by (3), so by restricting along tB n 
s(Vi;) lI'13. (tA x N) n 8(U;) we conclude that 

(9) tB n s(V;)II-P(",s,p; 0 "'18). 

Moreover, if (z, n, m) E Vi;, then p;(z, m) S a(z, m) S b(z, n), so 
(8) follows from (9). We conclude that 

(10) lAII-Vno 3b E R Vn S no 3m S b pen, m). 

Since R is Archimedean (for N), (2) follows. o 

2 Some Elementary Mathematical Consequences 

We shall indicate how to develop some elementary calculus and topol
ogy on the basis of the axioms listed in the preceding section. From 
this it will be clear that the material presented in earlier chapters 
(notably IV.l, V.I-6) in a "synthetic way", which at that stage 
didn't mean much more than that the model was left unspecified, 
can actually be developed in the axiomatic system of Section 1. 

The presentation will be independent of the existence of invertible 
infinitesimals. So on the one hand, the axioms (A20) and (A21) will 
not be used (unless explicitly stated otherwise), while on the other 
hand we will allow for the possibility that N does not coincide with 
N, and accordingly use a very weak system of arithmetic, with typical 
axioms (AI3)-(A15). 

2.1 Local Ring Structure of R. As a first illustration of the use 
of coherent induction, we note that one can now prove from the 
axioms that R is what we called an "8-local" ring in VI.2.12, as 
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follows. Using recursion (AI4), we can define a map 

RN X N -+ R, (z,n) 1-+ 2:zt 
i<n 

satisfying the recursion equations 

2: Zi = 0, 2: Zi = (2: Zi) + Zn, 
i<O i<n+l i<n 

as well as a map 

~ x N -+ R (z,n) -+ I1t<nZi 
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satisfying the corresponding equations for the product. 

Proposition. R is an ordered local ring in the eztended sense that 
lor all z ERN, 

"'In E N(LZ; > 0 -+ 3i < n(z; > 0)). 
;<n 

Prool. The formula stated in the proposition is not coherent, but the 
formula 

~(n,k,z) == ?=z; < i v3i < n(z; > 0) 
I<n 

(where n and k have type N, Z type R) is, so we may apply in
duction on n to show that from the axioms in 1.2 it follows that 
Vn,k Vz~(n,k,z). So if Ei<nZi > 0, we can pick k > (Ei<nZ.)-l 

by Archimedeanness (All), and conclude that 3i < n(zt > 0). 0 

2.2 Derivatives. The axioms in 1.3 contain implicitly the develop
ment of differential calculus, as the following shows. (For ease of 
notation, we will consider the case of functions of one variable only.) 
First of all, the Kock-Lawvere axiom (A6') obviously implies 

(1) VI E RRVz E R 3!tI E RVh ED I(z + h) = I(z) + htl. 

This unique tI is denoted by I'(z), the deritJatitJe 011 at z. So (1) 
can be rewritten as Ta,lor'slormula 

(2) V I E RRVz E RVh E D I(z + h) = I(z) + hl'(z). 

From the uniqueness of I'(z) in (2), the usual rules follow by trivial 
calculations: for all I, g E RR and z, r E R, 
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(f + g)'(x) = /'(x) + g'(x) 
(r. /)'(x) = r· /'(x) 

(3) (f. g)'(x) = /(x)g'(x) + g(x)/'(x) 
(f 0 g)' (x) = /'(g(x» • g'(x). 

(Note that the rules also hold for /,g E Ii', where U c R has the 
property that U + D cU.) Taylor formulas for functions of more 
variables, and of arbitrary order, follow equally easily (see Kock 
(1981». 

2.3 The Fermat Axiom. There is an alternative approach to dif
ferential calculus via the so-called Fermat aziom: 

(1) 'II/ E RR3!g E RRXRVx, y E R lex) - fey) = (x - y)g(x, y). 

(1) is provable in our system. For existence, see "Hadamard's lemma" 
below, in 2.4. For uniqueness, we show 

2.3.1 Lemma. 'II/ E RR(Vx E R x/ex) = 0 -+ Vx E R lex) = 0). 

Proof. Assume the hypothesis, and let A E R. We wish to show that 
/P) = o. Let ~~(x) = X/(AX). Then ~l(X) = x/ex) = 0, and 
1P1(lx) = /(AX) + AX/(AX) = 1z~~(X)j 80 Iz~~(x) = 0 for all x. By 
the integration axiom, 1P~(x) = ~~(O) = 0 for all x. In particular, 
1P~(I) = /(A) = o. 0 

On the basis of (1), we can define /'(x) = g(x, x), and derive the 
usual properties of the derivative. Furthermore, we can prove higher 
order generalizations of (1), and a form ofl'Hopital's rule: 

(2) 'II/ E RR3!gl: E RRxRVx, Y E R 
fey) - lex) = ~d(Y - xli l(i~l(z) + (y - x)l:gl:(Y, x), 

f(";,(z) and gl:(x, x) = . 
(3) H /,g E R, and /(;)(0) = g(;) (0) = 0 for i = 0, ... , k -1, while 

/(I:)(x) is invertible, then 3!h E RRVx E R hex) . g(x) = lex). 
Furthermore h(O)gCA:) (0) = /(1:) (0). 

etc., etc. 
Note that this axiom (1) is available even in cases where there are 

no infinitesimals, as in the topos e (see Appendix 2). 0 

2.4 Integration. To develop integral calculus, one first proves the 
fundamental theorem of calculus in the version of Hadamard. 
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2.4.1 Hadamard'. Lemma. Va, be R VIE R[G,"IVx, y E [a, b]: 

I(y) -/(x) = (11- x) 101 I'(x + t(1I- x))dt, 

where [a,b] = {x E Ria ~ x ~ b}. 
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Proof. First note that the integral makes sense, by convexity of 
[a, b]. For x, y E [a, b] given, we let ~: [0, 1] -+ [a, b] be the map 
~(t) = x+t(1I-x), and compute: 1(11) -/(x) = 1{~(1)) - f(~(0)) = 
I~(fo~)'(t)dt = 1~(1I-x)(/'o~)(t)dt = (1I- x)10 I'(x+t(y-x))dt, 
using the chain rule. 0 

Let I E R[a,"I, and let Xo E [a, b]. We may define a function 
x 1-+ 1:0 I(t)dt on [a, b], 

r I(t)dt = (x - xo) (1 I(xo + t(x - xo))dt. 1zo 10 
Note that by convexity of [a, b], 1:0 I(t)dt is defined for all x E [a, b]. 
The use of the I -sign as thus defined is compatible with earlier usage, 
and one can prove the integration axiom for arbitrary intervals. (We 
do not require a ~ b): 

(1) Va,b E RVI E R[a,"l (I:o I(t)dt)' = I(x). 
(2) Va, b E R V I E R[a,61 31g E R[a,6l(g(a) = 0 A "Ix E [a, b]g'(x) = 

I(x)). 

Indeed, (1) follows from the integration axiom and the properties of 
differentiation, and existence in (2) follows from (1). For unique
ness in (2), suppose g(a) = 0 and g' == 0 on [a, b]. We show 
"Ix E [a, b]g(x) = g(b). Let x E [a, b], and define g: [0, 1] -+ R by 
h(t) = g(x + t(b - x)). Then h' == 0, 80 h is constant by the integra
tion axiom. Thus g(x) = h(O) = h(l) = g(b). 

By uniqueness in (2) and linearity of differentiation (2.2(3)), we 
have 

(3) I! I(x)dx is linear in I. 

Equally easy, one shows for example 

(4) I! I(x)dx + I: I(x)dx = I: I(x)dx, 
(5) f, I! I(y,x)dx = I! :,/(y,x)dx, 
(6) I! led I(x, y)dydx = led I! I(x, 1I)dxd1l (Fubini), 
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(7) led I(t)dt = I: I(~(x»~'(x)dx, where~: [a, b) -. [e, d] satisfies 
~(a) = e,~(b) = d. 

Notice that (3) implies additivity in the following more general 
sense: 

(8) Let IE (R[II,6J)N, 1= (Ji)iEN. Then 

'tin E N (16 ~ Ii (x)dx = ~ 16 li(X)dx) . 
II I<n I<n II 

Proolol (8). Ei<n Ii is defined by recursion (A14) via (Ei<O Is) (x) = 
0, (Ei<n+1Ji) (x) = (Ei<l/i) (x) + In(x). The functions ~(n) = 
I: Ei<n Ji(x)dx and .p(n) = Ei<n I! Ji(x)dx satisfy the same recur
sion equations by (3), 80 ~ = .p by uniqueness in (A14). 0 

2.5 Natural Numbers. We will not develop primitive recursive 
arithmetic systematically. The interested reader is referred to the 
standard references in logic (see the comments at the end). But let 
us note a few useful consequences of our arithmetical axioms. 

Recall that a property P on a set X is decidable if'tlx E X(Px V 

-. Px). A subset U c X is decidable if "z E U" is a decidable 
property. For example, 

(1) N has decidable equality, i.e. 'tIx, V E N(x = V V x =F V). 

To prove (1), it is enough (by taking x - II) to show that 'tIx E N(x = 
o V x> 0). But this is a coherent formula, 80 we can use induction. 
Similarly, 

(2) (N is linearly ordered) 'tIx, Vex < V V x = V V x > V) 

follows from the axioms. 
Another useful consequence of the ~oherent induction axiom is 

(3) (Decidable induction) 'tiP E P(N)(Vn E N(P(n)V-.(P(n»-. 
(P(O) A 'tin E N(P(n) -. Pen + 1» -. 'tin E N P(n». 

To prove (3), it suffices to note that a decidable P E peN) has a 
characteristic function Ip: N -. N, Ip(n) = 0 if n E P, Ip(n) = 1 if 
n ¢ P. So (3) reduces to 

(4) 1(0) = 0" 'tin E N(f(n) = 0 -. I(n + 1) = 0) -. 'tin E 
NI(n) = 0, 

which is an instance of coherent induction, with a parameter of type 
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NN. 
In applying (3), it is useful to note 

(5) H P E peN) is decidable, then so are {nl'v'k < nP(k)} and 
{nl3k < nP(k)}, 

as follows from the proposition in 2.1 by taking characteristic func
tions. 

From (3) it follows that 

(6) N c N is decidable iff N = N, 

so it is hard to find out whether a natural number is standard or 
not. One may use (A21'), or 

(7) N is an end-extension of N, i.e. 

'v'x E N'v'n E N{x < n -+ x EN). 

(7) follows by ordinary induction (on n EN) for the formula ~(n) == 
'v'x E N(x < n -+ x EN) (which is not coherent). 

2.6 Finite Sets and Finite Cardinals. A finite cardinal is a set 
of the form 

[n] := {m E N\m < n}, 

where n E N. A set X is finite if there exists a surjection [n] -+ X 
for some n E N, i.e. if X is a quotient of a finite cardinal. A set X 
is inhabited if 3x(x EX). 

Proposition. (i) A set X is isomorphic to a finite cardinal [m] iff 
X is finite and has decidable equality ('v'x, y E X(x = Y V x :f:. y», 
and in this case m is unique. 

(ii) Let n EN, and let R be a strict linear order on an inhabited 
decidable subset A C [nJ (so in particular 'v'x, y E A(xRy V x = 
y V yRx). Then there is a unique mEN and a unique order
isomorphism 

~:[m]~A 

(i.e. 'Vi, j < m( i < j +-+ ~(i) R~(j»). 
(iii) Any finite strict linear order (X,R) is order-isomorphic to 

([m], <), for a unique mEN, and by a unique order isomorphism. 

Before we prove the proposition, first a lemma. 

Lemma. Let R be a strict linear order on an inhabited decidable 
subset A C [n]. Then A has an R-smallest element. 
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Prool. Define by recursion a function JJA: N - [n + I] c N, via 

{ n if O¢A 
JJA(O) = 0 if 0 E A, 

(. + 1) _ { i + 1 if i + 1 E A and (JJA(i) ¢ A or (i + l)RJJA(i» 
IJA • - JJA(i) otherwise 

Since all the properties used in the definition of I'A are decidable, 
JJA can indeed by defined by (A14). One then shows by induction 
(A13) that 

(1) j 5: k and j E A - I'A(k) E A. 
(2) Vj 5: k(j E A - (j = I'A(k) V I'A(k)Rj». 

(2) makes sense by (1). Since A is inhabited, (1) implies that 
JJA(n - 1) EA. By (2), JJA(n - 1) is the smallest. 0 

Prool 01 Proposition. (iii) follows from (i) and (ii). We prove (i): ~ 
is clear. For <=, suppose [n] .!. X is given. Define by recursion a 
function I: N - [n + I], via 1(0) = 0, and 

{
the smallest j < n with p(j) ¢ {p(O), ... ,p(i)}, 

I(i + 1) = if there is such a jj 
n, otherwise. 

I is well-defined by the lemma, since everything involved in decidable 
(using (2.5(5»). Then I(n) = n, 80 again by the lemma, there is a 
smallest m with I(m) = n. Then clearly, pol defines a bijection 
[m]~A. 

To show uniqueness of m in (i), we need to show 

(1) if I(): In] .-:::.. [m], then n = m. 

We first prove 

(2)i if I(): [iI >-+ [m] and Vk E im(I(){O, ... ,k} C im(I(), then 
im(l() C [II, 

where im(l() is the image of I(). (2)i is decidable (by 2.5(5), etc.), 
and therefore we can apply coherent induction to prove (2). i = 1 is 
clear. Suppose (2)i holds, and let I(): [i + 1] - [m] be a 1-1 function 
with Vk E im(I(){O, ... , k} C im(I(). Let I()(i) = jo, and define 
rp: [il >-+ [m] by rp(k) = I()(k) if I()(k) < jo,rp(k) = I()(k) -1 if I()(k) > 
jo. Then rp satisfies the hypotheses of (2)i, 80 im(rp) C {O, ... , i-I}. 
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Thus im(~) C [i + 1], and (2)i+1 is proved. 
Applying (2)n to the ~ in (1), we conclude m $ n. By symmetry 

m $ n. This proves (i). 
For (ii), it suffices by (i) to show that for a linear order R on 

[n], there is a unique ~: [n1 ..... [n] with i < j * ~(i)R~(j). Define 
t/J: N ..... N by recursion, using the lemma above: 

t/J(O) = the R-smallest element in [n] 

{
the R-smallest element in [n] - {t/J(O), ... ,t/J(i)}, 

t/J(i + 1) = if this set is inhabited; 
i + n, otherwise. 

t/J is well-defined, 1-1, and order-preserving. It remains to show that 
t/J restricts to a bijection [n] ..... In]. But by (i), there cannot be a 
surjection [i] ..... [nJ for i < n - 1,80 t/J(i + 1) must be defined by the 
first clause, i.e. t/J(i + 1) < n. For the same reason, t/J(i + 1) ~ n if 
i ~ n -1, i.e. [n] - {t/J(O), ... ,t/J(n - 1)} is empty. 

This proves the proposition. 0 

We now turn to some consequences of the topological axioms. As 
will be clear from the sequel, it is here that the lack of axioms of 
finite choice and (full) induction causes most problems. 

First of all, we should point out that the interval topology on R 
is well-defined. 

2.7 Proposition. The formula U E OCR) +-+ "Ix E U 3e > O(x
e, x + e) C U defines a topology on R. 

Proof. The union of open sets is clearly open. For finite intersec
tions, we have to be careful not to use finite choice! Take opens 
Uo, ... , Un-len EN), and let x E f1m<n Um. So by Archimedeanness 

(All), 3m < n Vk EN - {a} (x - l,x + l) cUm. By the axiom of 
bounded search (A15), we find an upperbound ko for the k's needed, 

so "1m < n (x -lo'x + t) cUm, i.e. (x - t,x+ t) c r1m<n Um. 
o 

2.8 Metric Spaces. In the sequel, we will limit our attention to 
metric spaces, and concentrate on the spaces we have used so far to 
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do some analysis 

R" 
1" = {(Z1,'" ,zn) E RnlO ~ Zi ~ I} 
8 n- 1 = {(Z1,'" ,zn) E R"I Ezl = I} 
Bn = {(Z1,'" ,zn) E R"I Ezl ~ I} 
6"n = {(zt, ... ,zn) E Rnleachzi ~ O,and EZi ~ I}. 

Notice that, strictly speaking, R is not a metric space in the models, 
since the absolute value d(z, tI) = Iz - til cannot be defined. We 
should reinterpret the distance as a relation 

d(z, tI) < r 

rather than as a function R2 -+ R (or generally, X x X -+ R). This 
enables us to talk about open balls B(z,r), which is the only thing 
needed. 

2.9 The Open Refinement Property. Here, as in the sequel, X, 
Y, ... denote metric spaces with a given distance (as a relation, see 
2.8), and B(z,r) := bld(z,tI) < r} for a given space with distance 
relation d. These open balls B(z, r) form the basis for a topology, 
as in 2.7. 

A space X is said to have the open refinement properttl if every 
countable cover of X has an open refinement, i.e. 

VF E p(X)N(Vz 3n z E Fn -+ Vz 3U E o (X) 3n z E U C Fn). 

Axiom (AI7) states that I has the open refinement property. We 
will show that most of the spaces we are interested in have the open 
refinement property. 

2.9.1 Lemma. 

(i) H X and Y have the open refinement property, then so does 
XxY. 

(ii) H X = Ute! Int(F.), and each F. has the open refinement 
property, then so does X. 

Proof. (i) Let {An}n be a cover of X x Y. For tI E Y, write 

Br(An) = {z E XI(z,tI) E An}. 

Then VtI E Y(X = UneN Br(An», so by the open refinement prop
erty for X, 

(1) VtI E Y Vz E X 3k, n E N B(z,2-1:) C Br(An). 
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Now let for x E X and k, n E N 

B: I: = {YIB(x,2-1:) x {y} cAn}. , 

Then (1) says that for each x, {B:,I:I(n,k) E N x N} is a countable 
cover of Y. So by the open refinement property for Y, 

(2) Vx EX V!I E Y 3l,n,k EN B(!I, 2-l ) C B:I:. , 

Since B(!I,2-l ) c B:,I: means that B(x,2-1:) x B(!I,2-') C An, this 
proves (i). 

(ii) is obvious. 0 

2.9.2 Corollary. AU manifolds have the open refinement property 
(manifolds with corners can be included). In particular, the spaces 
In, R", l:!,.n, sn, B n listed in f.8 all have the open refinement property. 

Proof. By (i) of the lemma, r has the open refinement property. 
Hence so do all spaces that can be covered by interiors of isomorphic 
copies of In. These include all the spaces mentioned in the corol
lary. (We adopt the usual definition of manifold in this "synthetic" 
context.) 0 

2.9.3 Remark. Clearly, if X has the open refinement property then 
all functions X -+ R are continuous. In particular from 2.9.2 

(1) all functions R" -+ R are continuous. 

It may be worth noting that we do not need topological axioms to 
prove this: 

Proof of (1) from Integration Axioms. Given f(~): Rn -+ R, we may 
write, by Hadamard's lemma (2.4.1) 

n 

f(~ +!) - f(~) = L !li9i(~'!)' ! = (!lb···, !In). 
i=l 

So for given ., it suffices to show that each gi (.*, -) is bounded on 
a neighbourhood of Q. But every function [o,ljn ....!..... R is bounded: 
we need only write 

g(.) - g(Q) f;1 ... f;n ~(*)dxl ... dXn 

1 1 -(8n )2 < fo ··· fo [1 + 7:(.) jdXl ... dXn 

where a~ = aXl ... aXn and the last inequality follows from mono-
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tonicity (AS) and a < 1 + a2• 

Notice that this really shows that every function satisfies the Lip-
schitz condition. 0 

2.10 Compactness. Recall that by definition, a space X is com
pact if for every open cover U of X, there exists a finite open re
finement, i.e. open sets Vo, ... , Vn-1 with X = u,n<n Vm and Vm < 
n 3U E U V C U (It does not follow that there also exists an open 
,ubcotler, if we don't have finite choice.) 

2.10.1 Proposition. 

(i) If X is compact, then etler" open cotler ha, a Lebe'gue number. 
(ii) If X is compact and ha, the open refinement propert", then X 

,atisfie, the principle CMP, i.e. 

VA c X x R{Vx EX 3e: > 0 {x} X (-e:,e:) C A - 36 > 
o X x (-6,6) C A). 

Proof. (i) Although it may seem that one needs finite choice, the 
axiom of bounded search (AlS) suffices: let U be an open cover of 
X, and let U' = {B(x,e:)lx E X,e: > 0, and 3U E UB(x,2e:) c U}. 
Then U' covers X. Let Vo, .. . ,Vn -1 be a finite refinement of U'. SO 
Vi < n 3x E X 3e: > 0 Vi c B(x,e:) E U'. By Archimedeanness and 
bounded search, 3koVi < n 3e: > 2-A:03x E X Vi c B(x,e:) E U'. 
Since the Vi cover X, it follows that 2-A:0-1 is a Lebesgue number 
for U, i.e. Vx E X 3U E U B(x,2-A:o-1) cU. 

(ii) Let A c X x R, with Vx E X 3e: {x} x (-e:,e:) C A. By 
Archimedeanness and the open refinement property, there is an open 
cover U of X such that 

VU E U 3n EN U x (_2-n ,2-n ) cA. 

Let Vo, ... , Vm-1 be a finite open refinement of U. Then Vk < 
m3n E NVA: x (_2-n, 2-n) C A. By bounded search, we conclude 
3n E NVk < m VA: X (_2-n, 2-n) C A, i.e. X x (_2-n, 2-n) C A. 0 

2.10.2 Proposition. 

(i) If X and Yare compact, '0 is X x Y. 

(li) If X L Y is a continuous ,urjection, X is compact, and Y 
h" the open refinement propert", then Y is also compact. 

(iii) If X = Ui<n IntYi, and each Yi is compact, then so is X. 
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Proof. (ii) and (iii) are obvious (but see Remark 2.10.3), (i) is a little 
tedious, since one has to avoid finite choice. Let U be an open cover 
of X x Y. For y E Y, write 

A: = {z E XI36 > 0 3U E U B(z,6) x B(y,£) c U}. 

Then for a given 1/ E Y, {Af 1£ > O} covers X, 80 by compactness of X, 
there is a refinement {Vo, ... , Vn-1} which still covers X. Applying 
bounded search and quantifying y, we get 

(1) V1/ E Y 3£ > 0 3Vo, ... ,Vn - 1 covering X Vi < n3U E U Vi x 
B(y,£) C U. 

Applying the existence of Lebesgue numbers (2.10.1(i» to X and Y 
separately, (1) implies 

(2) 3£ > 0 Vy E Y 36 > 0 Vz E X 3U E U B(z,6) x B(y,£) c U. 

Take £ > 0 as in (2), and let Wo, ... , W",-1 be a finite refinement 
of {B(y,e)ly E Y}. Although we cannot pick a point from Wi (they 
may be empty), we have Vi < m 31/ Wi c B(y,£), and this suffices 
for 

(3) Vi < m 36 > 0 Vz E X 3U E U B(z,6) X Wi cU. 

Again using bounded search, (3) gives 

(4) 36> 0 Vi < m Vz EX 3U E U B(z, 6) X Wi c U. 

Take a 6 as in (4), and let 0 1, ••• ,On-1 be a refinement of {B( z, 6) Iz E 
X}. Then (4) implies that {OJ xWilj < n,i < m} is a cover of XxY 
refining U. 0 

2.10.3 Remark. The proof of (i) may seem unnecessarily long, but 
one has to be extremely careful not to use finite choice. (i) could 
be proved more quickly if we took compactness in the stronger sense 
that for every open cover of X, there is a finite refinement of the 
form {B(Zi,~)Ii < n}, or {B(zi,6)li < n}. This, however, doesn't 
follow from compactness as defined above, without finite choice. (For 
particular spaces like [R, however, this stronger sense does follow, as 
one easily checks.) 

Finite choice also seems needed for the more usual versions of (ii) 
and (iii), obtained by deleting the requirement that Y has the open 
refinement property, and by replacing X = u Int(Yi) by X = u Yi, 
respectively. 
2.10.4: Corollary. l::. n, Bn, 8 n, [R are all compact. 0 
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In proving the corollary, one should remember that the "usual" 
map ""n: 1" -+ 6 n , ,,"n(Xl, ••• , Xn) = (Xt, Xl· X2, ••• , Xl· •..• xn) that 
we used in IV.2 (taking 6 n as {(Xl, ••• ,xn)IO ~ Xl ~ •.• ~ Xn ~ I}) 
is not surjective, intuitionisticallyl However, 6 n can be covered by 
finitely many interiors of images of 1". 

In connection to Remark 2.10.3, it may be of interest to point out 
that preservation properties as in 2.10.2 are proved much easier if 
we take CMP instead of compactness (cf. 2.10.1(ii»: 

2.10.5 Proposition. 

(i) If X and Y satisfy CMP, so does X X Y. 

(ii) If X J...... Y is surjective and X satisfies CMP, so does Y. 

Proof. (i) Suppose X X Y X {O} cAe X X Y X R is such that 
Vx,y 3e: > O{(x,y)} X (-e:,e:) C A. By CMP for Y, we get Vx E 

X 3e: > O{x} X Y X (-e:,e:) C A. So using CMP for X, applied to 
the set B = {(x,e:) E X X R>ol{x} X Y X (-e:,e:) C A}, we conclude 
36> OX X (-e:,e:) C Bj so X X Y X (-i6,i6) cA. 

(ii) IT A c Y x R is such that Vy E Y 3e: > 0 {y} X (-e:,e:) C A, 
then we can apply CMP for X to A' = (f x l)-l(A) c X x R to 
conclude 36 > 0 X X (-6,6) c A. So Y X (-6,6) c A since f is 
surjective. (Notice that we did not use continuity of f.) 0 

2.11 Chain ConnectedneBB. Recall that a space X is called chain
connected if for ever open cover U of X and any two points %0, Xl E 

Xl there exists a chain Vo, • .• , Vn from Xo to Xl refining Uj i.e. Vi ~ 
n 3U E U Vi C U and %0 E Vo, Xl E Vn , Vi < n 3z E X Z E Vi n Vi+1. 
X is called path-connected if for any two points Xo, Xl E X there 
is a map I ...!!... X with Q(O) = Xo, Q(I) = Xl. Since all the spaces 
listed in 2.8 are obviously path-connected, we restrict ourselves to 
the following. 

Proposition. Every path-connected space is chain-connected. 

Proof. Let U be an open cover of a given path-connected space X, 

and let %O,Xl E X. Let I J...... X be a path from Xo to Xl. So 
Vt E [0,1]36 > 0 3U E U BV(t),6) c U. By CMP (2.10.1(ii)), 
3k > 0 Vt E [0,1]3U E U B V(t),f) c U. Also by compactness 

and the open refinement property of I, 3t > 0 Vt E [0, l]/(B(t, i» c 
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B(f(t),l) for any given k > O. In particular, taking a k as above, 
we conclude that (B(f(i), l):i = 0, ... ,i) is a chain from Zo to Zl. 

o 

2.12 Indecomposabllity. One often needs connectedness only in 
the form of indecomp08ability. Recall that X is indecompo8able if 
VA,BE O(X) (X=AUBI\AnB=;-+X=AVX= B). 

PropositioD. 

(i) 1 is indecompo8a6le. 
(ii) 1/ X and Yare indecompo8able, 80 i8 X X Y. 

(iii) 1/ X L Y is a 8urjection, and X is indecompo8able, 80 is 
Y. 

(iv) 1/ X = Un Fn, and Vn 3z E X(z E Fn n Fn+1), then X is 
indecomp08able i/ all the Fn are. 

Proof. (i) follows from compactness and the open refinement prop
erty: by these and 2.10.1 (i), there is an n > 0 with Vz E l((z -
~, z +~) c A V (z - ~, z +~) c B). Also by decidable induction on 
m (2.5(3)), Vm > O(Vi ~ 2m 2!n E A V Vi ~ 2m 2!n E B). (i) follows 
by taking m = n. (ii)-(iv) are obvious (for (iv), again use decidable 
induction). 0 

Remark. (i) also follows from the uniqueness in the integration 
axiom (A7), provided that for 1 = Au B with An B = ; we show 
A + DcA. This follows from the Kock-Lawvere axiom: the function 
I ~ R, cp(z) = 1 if z 3 A and cp(z) = 0 if z E B, is well-defined. 
So if a E A and dE D, cp(a+d) = cp(a)+dcp'(a) = l+dcp'(a) cannot 
be equal to OJ so a + d E A. 

This concludes our discussion of topological properties. We men
tion the following application. 

2.13 Transversal Intermediate Value Theorem. Let/ E R[O.l], 

and 8upp08e 0 is a regular value, in the 8en8e that Vz E [0, 1J(/(z) E 
U(R) V /'(z) E U(R)). 1/ moreover /(0), /(1) E U(R), then /-1(0) 
is a 8trictl,llinearl,l ordered finite 8ub8et 0/ [0, 1], i. e. /-1 (0) is order
i8omorphic to [n] lor 80me n EN. In particular, if/CO) < 0 < /(1) 
there i8 a 8malle8t z E R with fez) = o. 

Proof. Let us first note the following. IT R .!.... R is a function with 
g'(z) > 0 for all z, then by Hadamard's lemma (2.4.1) and positivity 
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of the integral (AS), we clearly have that 9 preserves and reftects the 
order 

(1) "Ix,,, E R(x < " +-+ g(x) < g(,,)). 

Let x E R. It follows that from (1) that if we choose U :3 x and 
V :3 g(x) such that g: U ....:::.. V by (A9), then there are B,t E R with 
x E (B,t) C U, g(x) E (g(s),g(t» C V, such that for all 8',t' with 
B < 8' < t' < t,g restricts to an order-isomorphism 

(2) g: (i,t') ....:::.. (g(8'),g(t'». 

As a second preliminary remark, we claim that if I E RIO,I) is a 
function with "Ix E [0, 1J(f(x) E U(R) V I'(x) E U(R)), then for any 
sequence of points a: N - (0,1), a = (an)n, and any e > 0, 

(3) "In EN 38> 0(0 < 8 < £ /\ Yk < n I(al: + 8) E U(R)). 

(Of course, (3) would be obvious if we had finite choice.) Since 
38 ( ... ) as in (3) is coherent (write Yk < n I(al: + 8) E U(R) 
as I11:<nl(al: + 8) E U(R», we may use induction on n. (3) is then 
easily proved, using the observation above ((1), (2), or the symmetric 
case on intervals where I' < 0), and the fact that R is local. 

We now prove the theorem. Take [O,lJ -.!..... R satisfying the hy
potheses, and let £ > 0 be a Lebesgue number for the open cover 
consisting of {xl/(x) E U(R)} and the intervals (8, t), 8 < t, such 
that either I' > 0 on [8, tJ and I: (8, t) ....:::.. (f(8), I(t)) is an order
isomorphism, or I' < 0 on [8,tJ and I: (8,t) ~ (f(t),/(8)) is an 
order-reversing isomorphism. (This is indeed a cover by (A9), and 
(2) above.) Let n E N be so big that! < e. So for each k < n - 1 
we have 

(4) (i) I [~,~] c U(R)j or 

(ii) 3s, t, 8 < ~ < I:t2 < t, such that either I' > 0 on (s, t) 
and I: «s, t), <) ....:::.. «(f(s), I(t)) , <), or I' < 0 on (8, t) 
and I: «s,t), <) ....:::.. «(f(t), I(s», ». 

Now we apply (2) to the sequence of points !, 0 < k < n, to find 
points ° = ao < al < ... < CIn-2, an-l = 1 with I(tli) E U(R) and 
each [tli,tli+lJ is contained in some [~, I:t2]. 

Fix an i < n - 1, and suppose I' > 0 on (s, t) with s < tli < 
tli+l < t, and I: (s, t) ~ (f(s),/(t)). Since I(tli) < I(tli+l), either 
I(tli) < 0 < l(aHd in which case 3x E (tli,tli+l)/(x) = 0 since I 
is an order-isomorphism on (ai, tli+l); or 0 < I(tli) or I(tli+l) < 0, 
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in which cases I[as, asH] c U(R), again since I is order-preserving. 
So for this fixed i, 

(5) I[as, asH] c U(R) V 0 E I[as, asH]' 

A similar argument will show that (5) holds in case I is order
reversing on [as, asH] C some [!,!j!] as in the second possibility 

of (4) (ii). In case [as,asH] c [!, A:!2] as in 4 (i), (5) clearly holds. 
So we have proved (5) for every i < n - 1. 

Let A = {i < n - 11/[as,asH] c U(R)} , B = {i < n - 110 E 
l[al,asH]}' Clearly AnB = t;, and AuB = [n-1] by (5). So B is 
a decidable subset of [n]. Moreover by considering a characteristic 
function for A, 2.1 implies that B = t; or B is inhabited. By 2.6, 
we conclude that B is order-isomorphic to [m], for a unique m ~ O. 
Since for i E B, [as, asH] contains a unique z with I(z) = 0, and 
in fact z E (lJi,asH) since each I(a;) E U(R), B is clearly order
isomorphic to 1-1(0). 

H 1(0) < 0 < 1(1), then B = t; (i.e. /[0,1] c U(R» contradicts 
connectedness of [0,1]. So B is inhabited in this case. In particular, 
it has a smallest element. 0 

2.14 Remark. In our system, one cannot hope to prove the inter
mediate value theorem in the form 

(1) VI E R[a'·)(f(a) < 0 < I(b) -+ 3/(z) = 0), where a < b. 

In fact, (1) fails in all the models, even for polynomial functions. For 
example, consider 

]R2 x]R ..i:.]R, F(z,tI,t) = tS + zt + tI. 
In the models, F is interpreted as a polynomial R -+ R at stage 
R2 = lCoo (]R2). But R2 )l-3t F(t) = 0, since there is no continuous 
function t(z, tI) such that 

t(z, tI)S + t(z, tI) + tI = 0 

in a neighbourhood of z = 0, tI = O. This is most easily seen by 
looking at the catastrophe map X ("the cusp") 

X: {(z, tI, t) E ]RsltS + zt + tI = O} -+ ]R2, x(z, tI, t) = (z, tI). 
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Jcx ~x 
y 

It is obvious that X has no continuous sections in any neighbour
hood of x = 0 = 1/ (just go around a circle with centre (0,0) in the 
(x,1/)-plane). 

We end this section with some elementary properties of infinitesi
mals. Again, we will keep the presentation independent from whether 
invertible infinitesimals exist or not. 

2.15 Types or Inflnitesimals. The space of infinitesimals is de
fined by 

A = {x E RI\ln E N - n ~ 1 < x < n ~ I} . 

Two important subspaces of A are 

II = {x E Alx is invertible}, 
l':i = {x E Rlx is not invertible}. 

We also define the ring of accessible reals 

Baa: = {x E RI3n E N(-n < x < n)}j 

Finally, we introduce a relation U on R: 

xUY iff 3n E Nix - 1/1 > ~, 

(where I-I is used as an obvious abbreviation). Note that conversely 
N is definable in terms ofU as N = {x E NI Z!lUO}. 

The following properties are obvious. 

2.15.1 Proposition. 

(i) D c l':i c Ai 
(ii) A is an ideal in Ri 
(iii) l':i is an ideal in Racc j 
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6. {x E RI'In E N ( - n!i < X < n!l) ; 
(iv) ][ _ {x E AI3n E N (x < n!i V X > ni-1i) , 

A - {x E RI...,(x#O)}. 

o 

2.15.2 Remark. In the models, it also holds that 6. = {xl...,...,x = 
O}, but this doesn't follow from the axioms. One could add an axiom 
of the form 'Ix E R(x ::f:. 0 -+ x is invertible), or an axiom stating 
that R is a field in the sense of m.1.9 and VI.l.7(6). These axioms, 
however, are rather different in nature than the algebraic axioms 
from 1.2 above, and we do not discuss them here. 

2.15.3 Non-Existence of Invertible Infinitesimals By applying 
Hadamard's lemma (2.4.1), every / E RR in "b.-continuous" in the 
sense that 

(1) x - y E 6. ~ /(x) - /(y) E b.. 

The analogous property for A need not hold. In fact, by considering 
functions of the form x 1-+ x/e, where e E][, one easily shows 

(2) f'r// E RR'Ix, y(x - tI E A -+ /(x) -/(tI) E A)l {:}][ = ,p. 
Note that, obviously, 

(3) 6. = A {:} ][ = ,p {:} Raa. = R {:} N = N. 

2.15.4: Proposition. Let / E RR, and write U(R) = {x E Rlx i8 
invertible}. 

(i) 'Ix E U(R) /(x) E 6. :} 'Ix E R /(x) E 6. 
(ii) 'Ix E R x ./(x) E 6. :} 'Ix E R /(x) E 6. 

(iii) 'Ix E R /(x) E 6. :} 'Ix E R /'(x) E 6.. 

Proof. (i) Choose Xo E R, and suppose /(xo) E U(R), while 'Ix E 
U(R)/(x) E 6.. Then Xo E 6.. Moreover, since R is local, 'Ix E 
R(f(x) - /(xo) E U(R) V /(x) E U(R». So by Hadamard's lemma, 
'Ix E R(x - Xo E U(R) V /(x) E U(R». Since /(x) E U(R) -+ x E 6. 
by hypothesis, and Xo E 6., we conclude R = U(R)ub., contradicting 
indecomposablity (cf. 2.12). 

(ii) clear from (i). 
(iii) Suppose 'Ix E R /(x) E b., and take Xo E R. By Hadamard, 

we can write /(xo + tI) - /(xo) = y g(xo, Xo + tI) E 6.. So by (ii) 
applied to y 1-+ g(xo,xo + y), we have'ly E R g(xo,xo + tI) E 6.. In 
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particular, I'(xo) = g(xo, xo) E 6.. o 

Unlike (ii) ad (iii), (i) of the preceding proposition still holds if one 
replaces 6. by /l!A.. In fact, this follows from the following continuity 
property: 

2.15.5 Proposition. For All I ERR, \Ie E n l(e)U/(O) implies 
IT = q,. 
Prool. Suppose \IE E n/(E)U/(O), and assume 1(0) = 0 (replace I 
by the function I(x)-/(O». Let S E IT. We will show that R = 
U(R) U 6., contradicting indecomp08ability of R. First of all, since 
R is local, \Ix E R (-S < x < S V x < -IS V x> IS), so certainly 
R = Il!A. U U(R). In particular \Ix E R(f(x) E U(R) V I(x) E /l!A.). 
But this implies \Ix E R(x E U(R) V x E 6.) by assumption on I. 0 

2.15.6 Corollary. Let I ERR. H \Ix E U(R)/(x) E 1l!A., then also 
\Ix E R I(x) E /l!A.. 

Prool. Assume the hypothesis, and suppose to the contrary that 
l(to)UO for some to E R. Then necessarily to E 6.. So if we 
write get) = I(to - t), we have g(O)UO and \Ix E U(R) g(x) E /l!A.. 
So \Ie E n(g(e)Ug(O», and hence by 2.15.5, n = q" or equivalently, 
6. = 1l!A.. But then \Ix E R I(x) E 6. by 2.15.2 (i)i in particular 
I(to) E 6., contradicting l(to)UO. 0 

9 Invertible Infinitesimals and Distributions 

In this section, invertible infinitesimals and infinitely large integers 
will be used to "represent" certain functionals, such as the Dirac 
functional S defined by S(I) = 1(0), by functions, in a sense to be 
made precise. Once again, it is not our purpose to develop the theory 
systematically, but rather to give some representative examples of 
what can be done in the system described in the first section of 
this chapter, and how this relates to the classical theory via the 
models of Chapter VI. In this process, we touch upon several topics, 
such 88- Fourier series, improper integrals, etc. These notions can be 
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handled straightforwardly in a context where invertible infinitesimals 
are available. 

This section consists of two parts. In the first half, we will work 
purely axiomatically, on the basis of the system described in Sec
tion 1 (including the axioms (A20), (A21), now). In the second 
part, we will consider distributions in the models B and Z, and the 
relation to classical distributions. 

3.1 Some NotatloD. Recall that 

Rae.= {s e R13. e N(-. < s <.}} 
A = {s e RIV. eN (-;h < s < ;h)} 
[ = An.U(R) 
~ ={seRlv.eN(-;h<s<;h)} 

(acc:eeaible reaJa) 
(inflnlteeimaJa ) 
(invertible infinite8imaJa) 
(non-invenible infinite8imaJa) 

Furthermore, we shall sometimes write 

z > 00 for 3£ E [ £z > 1 
z~1IfOrZ-1IE~ 

(z is infinitely large) 
(z and 11 are infinitely close). 

3.2 Accessible FunctioDB. A function I ERR" is accessible if for 
every multi-index 0 and every z E R.ec, DOt I(z) E R.ec. Here are 
some elementary properties. 

Prop08itioD. (i) III(z, t) = I(zt, .. . , Zn-t, t) is accessible, then so 
is f~ I(z, t)dt. 

(ii) III is acce88ible, then so are the ·Fermat fuotients- Ii, where 
n 

I(z + 11) - I(z) = L 1Iili(Z, 11) 
.=1 

(this determines the Ii unifuel" see I.S, 1.-1). 
(iii) III is accessible, then it maps acce88ible intervals to accessible 

intervals, i.e. Va,h E R.cc3c,d E R.cc/([a,h]n) c [c,d]. 
(iv) Ever, accessible lunction I is ~-continuous in the sense that 

lor ever, multi-indez 0, 

DOt I(z + £) ~ DOt I(z), lor all z E R::C,£ E ~n. 

Prool. (i) follows from (AS) and (A21'): if n E N - N, then Vz E 
~IVt E [0,1]( -n < I(z, t) < n). So by (AS), -n < f~ I(z, t)dt < 
n. Since n is arbitrary, f~ I(z, t)dt E R.ec by (A21'). A similar 
argument applies to the o-th derivatives, by 2.4(5). (ii) follows from 
(i) and the formula li(Z, 11) = f~ H;(z + t1l)dt. 
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(iii) It suffices to take [a, hJ = [O,lJ. Then for all x E [0, 1Jn, 

r 1 r" ani r r (ani )2 
I(x) -/(0) = 10 ... 10 ax (x)dx < 10 ... 10 (1+ ax (x) )dx 

by (A8), and the fact that a < 1 + a2 (here ax = aXl ... aXn and 
dx = dXl •• ' dxn). 

(iv) For a = 0, write I(x + e) -/(x) = E ei9i(x, e), and use (ii). 
For arbitrary a, a similar argument applies. 0 

3.3 Test Functions aDd Predistributions. A te8t lunction I E 
RRn is an accessible function with accessible support, i.e. 

3m E Ii \Ix E Rn(x E [-m,mJn V I(x) = 0). 

Fn denotes the space of test-functions. 
A function rp: R"ac:c -+ R defines an R-linear functional 

.6.~: Fn -+ R 

.6.~(f) = {rp, I) = f rpl = fA '" fA rp(x)/(x)dxl'" dxn, 
-A -A 

where A E Race is so big that \Ix E Rn(f(x) = 0 V x E [-A, A]n). 
Such a function rp: R:Cc -+ R is called a predistribution if .6.~ is IA
continuous in the following sense: for alII E Fn such that DQ I(x) ~ 
o for all a E N" and all x E R:cc (or equivalently, all x E R"), also 
~~(f) ~ o. 
Remark. We note that we could equivalently take predistributions 
to be function Rn ~ R, on the basis of the following extension 
principle 

(1) every function R:Cc -+ R can be extended to a function R" -+ 

R, 

which is true in the models (see 3.13 below), although it doesn't 
follow from the axioms. Since we use these predistributions rp only 
to integrate functions of the form rp ,1, I E Fn , however, only rpl R:CC 
is relevant. 

The following properties are obvious. 

Proposition. The predistributionslorm a class which i8 clo8ed un
der addition, multiplication by elements 01 Fn , derivation, integra
tion, and ten80r product (defined by rp ® .p(x, y) = rp(x).p(y»). 
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3.4 Distributions. Let (RRn)G be the set of functions with acces
sible support 

(RRn)G = {I: R" -+ RI3m EN \lz E R"(I(z) = 0 V z E (-m, m)")}. 

A distribution on R" is an R-linear map 

(~n)G ~ R, 

which is ~-continuous in the sense that 

\lz E R" \10 DOI/(z) ~ 0 => iJ(f) ~ o. 
H I depends on more variables, say 1= I(z, y): R" x Rm -+ R, one 
writes iJz (I): R"'" -+ R for the function y t-+ iJ(I ( - , y». 

Proposition. Let iJ be a distribution, and I(z, y) E (RRnXR"')G. 

(i) "kiJz(l(z,y» = iJz (;t(z,y») 
(ii) (Fubini) f iJz/(z, y)dy = iJz f I(z, y)dy 
(iii) 1111 is another distribution, with accessible support, i.e. 

\l1(f1[-A,A]" == 0 -+ 11(1) = 0) lor some A E Racc, then the convo
lution II * iJ given by 

II * iJ = liz (iJlI (f(z + y»)) 

is well-defined, and again a distribution. 

Proal. (ii) is clear from (i) and uniqueness in the integration axiom. 
For (i), take n = 1 for ease of notation, and write by linearity of iJz, 

iJz(l(z, y + d» = iJz(l(z, y» + diJz (:yl(Z, y») , all dE D. 

Also \ld E D iJz(l(z, Y + d» = iJz(l(z, y)) + d~iJz(l(z, y)) by defi
nition, and (i) follows. 

For (iii), note first that y t-+ I(z, y) has accessible support for 
z E R:Cc ; so g(z) = iJlI(I(Z + y)) is defined as a function R:cc -+ R. 
By (1) of 3.3, we can find a function 9 with accessible support, such 
that g == 9 on [-A, A]". Then 11(9) is defined, and does not depend on 
the choice of g. By abuse of notation, we write lI(g) = IIz(iJlI(I(z+y» 
for lI(g). It is immediate from (i) that II * iJ is ~-continuous. 0 

3.5 The Dirac Distribution. This is the distribution 

We will show that 6 is, "up to an infinitesimal bit", given by a 
predistribution. For notational convenience, we take n = 1. By 
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(A18), we can construct a bump-function 6(x): R -+ R 

-1 o 

with support contained in (-1,1), and with 

11 6(x)dx = 1 
-1 

(and we can assume that 6 is even and positive, when necessary). 
For E > 0 let 6e : R -+ R be the function 

6e (x) = ;6 (;) . 
Then supp(6e ) C (-E, E), and J 6. = f~e 6e = 1. We claim that 

(1) "IE E 1I,E > 0 VI E Fl 6(1) ~ J l(x)6e(x)dx. 

Proolol (1). Since I is accessible, "In E W "Ix E (-E, E)( -~ < I(x)-
1(0) < ~). So if we take 6e ~ 0, we have ~ $ 6e l - 6./(0) $ ~ for 
all n E No So by (A 8'), 

lee -6~(x) dx $ lee 6.(x)/(x)dx -I·e 6e(x)/(0)ck $ lee 6e~X) dx. 

Since J 6e = 1, we get 1(0) - ~ $ J~e 6.1 $ I{O) + ~, for all n E No 
So f 6e l = J~e 6./ ~ 1(0). 

The case of (1) for n variables is similar, using a bump function 
6e : R" -+ R. By integration by parts it follows that for all I E F", 
all a E W", and all x E R::ce 

(2) D:I(x) ~ J D:I(y)6e(x - y)dy. o 

We will come back to the properties of 6 in 3.9 and 3.11. 

3.6 Main Theorem. (tltevery distribution is an integral") For every 
distribution ~ on R" there exists a ,redistribution JJo: R::ce -+ R such 
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that lor aliI E F", 

~(f) ~ l1/So (f) := ! I(x)~o(x)dx. 
The lunction JJo i8 8aid to repre8ent the di8tribution JJ. 

Prool. Define JJo(y) = JJz(c5.(x - y». If I E F", then by 3.5(2) and 
Fubini (3.4(ii», 

JJ(f) ~ JJz! l(y)c5.(x-y)dy = ! l(y)JJz(c5.(x-y»dy = l1/So (f). 0 

3.7 Polynomial Representation. We will now show that 
JJo: R"ace -+ R in Theorem 3.6 can in fact be taken to be (the restric
tion of) a polynomial function R" -+ R. AB a first step, we prove 
the following representation for c5. (Here j is defined to be the first 
zero of cos:z: which is ~ OJ this makes sense by 2.13.) 

3.7.1 Theorem. (Fourier integral repre8entation 01 the Dirac lunc
tional). For every n > 00 and every I E Fl 

! sinnx I(x)dx ~ 1(0). 
11" X 

Prool. First of all, we prove that 

(1) foR 1-;rVdy ~ j, for all n > 00. 

Since the function cos y is accessible, iterated application of propo
sition 3.2 (ii) gives f~ 1-;rVdy E Race. So, writing cp(y) = 1-;rV, 

-1 < foR cp = fol cp+ 1" cp < fol cp+ (1-~) E Race, 

I.e. 

(2) f; l-;rVdy E Racc, Vn EN. 

The following formula is easily checked by taking derivatives on 
both sides with respect to A: 

(3) rA -az b d _ e-.. A (-ac08bA+b sinbA) + a 
JO e cos X X - a2+b2 a2+b2 • 

If a b> 0 then -acosbA+hinbA < aH < aH 80 (3) gives 
" a2+b2 ~ 7' 

a _ !:};}e-aA < fcAe-azcosbxdx 
(4) a'H' a 0 

< a2~b'2 + a2~b'2e-aA (a,b > 0). 

Integrating twice with respect to b, between 0 and b, we obtain 
("up to an infinitesimal", since (4) only holds for b > 0:) 
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(5) barctan ~ - j 10g(1 + (~)2) - i (6: + ~) e-GA 

< It" e-GZ 1-~1bdz 

< barctan ~ - jlog(l + (~)2) + i (6: +~) e-aA, 

and change of variables (t/ = bz) will give 

(6) arctan ~ - i IOC(lG~!)2) - i (~ + 1 (~) 2) e-GA 

< I~A e-t' l-;r'dt/ 

< arctan 1 _ 1Iog(i+!)2 + 1 (1 + 1 (1) 2) e-aA 
G J (!) J G ! G • 

Now let b E ll,b > 0, and let a > 0 be so small that ~ > 00, 

and A so large that bA > 00 and (~+ 1 (~)2) e-GA ~ o. Then, 

writing a = i, and m > 00 with am > e E ll, the general inequality 
1- z < e-z < 1 (z > 0) gives 

(7) 1 - e < 1 - at/ < e-a , < 1. 

Multiplying by l-;r' and integrating, we get 

(8) (1- e) I;' l-;r'dt/ < I;'e-a,l-;r'dt/ < I;' l-;r'dt/. 

Since I;' l-;r'dt/ E Race (cf. (2», (8) gives 

(9) 10m l-;r'dt/ ~ I;' e-a, l-;r'dt/, 

and since clearly 10m e-a, l-;r' dt/ ~ I~A e-a, l-;r' dt/, we conclude 
that 

(1) I; l-;r'dt/ ~ I;' l-;r'dt/ ~ j. 

Next, we note that it follows from (1) that 

(10) for all n > 00 I~n si:zdz ~ I~n (li:z)2 dz ~ "'. 

Indeed, the case of li:z follow by integration by parts, since li:z is 
even. For the other case, one uses 1- cosz = 2sin2 (j). 

Finally, we complete the proof of the theorem. Let I E Fl, with 
supp(f) c (-A,A) say, where A E Race, and write I(z) = 1(0) + 
zg(z) by Hadamard's lemma. Then by (10), 

(11) I~A ai~iz I (O)dz = 1(0) I~A I":,"dt/ ~ 1(0) (n > 00), 

since nA > 00 if A E Race. Moreover, since 9 is an accessible rune-
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tion, f~A sin nx g(x)ch is infinitely close to both f~~; sin nx g(x)dx 

and f~.H!:. sin nx g(x)ch (n > 00), so 
n 

(12) 2 f~A lin nz g(z)dz ~ f~;f lin nz g(z)dz + f~A+!:. lin nz g(z)dz . .. 
Substituting x+ ~ for x in the first summand, we can rewrite this sum 

as f~~; (g(x) - g(x + ~» sin nx ch, which is in I&. by I&.-continuity 
of 9 (3.2(iv». 

Putting (11) and (12)~ 0 together, we conclude that for n> 00 

f A sin nx fA sin nx fA 
--f(x)dx = --f(O)dx + sin nx g(x) ~ f(O). 

-A x -A x -A 
For the next corollary, we assume the extension principle (1) men-

tioned in the remark in 3.3 (cf. also 3.13). 0 

3.7.2 Corollary. (improvement of 9.6) For any distribution J.' on 
R" there is a polynomial function R" ~ R such that 

Yf E Fn J.'(f) ~ Ap(/) = f pf· 

Proof. Again, we only do the case n = 1. The usual Taylor develop
ment of 8inznz gives for any n, mEN, E > 0, and K E R>o a kEN 
such that 

ID(i)8i~:z - D(i)Pk(x)1 < E for all x E [-K,K], all i < m, 

where 
k n2;+1 

Pk(X) = I:( -1); (2' 1),x2;. 
;=0 J + . 

In particular, choosing n, m > 00 and E E II we obtain a kEN 
with D( i) 8i~:z ~ D( i) Pk (x) for all x E Race and all i EN; and more 
generally, 

(1) D(i)8i:nz~;' ~ D(i)Pk(x - y), for x,y E Racc,i E N. 

Now let p(y) be the polynomial 

p(y) = i: Pk(X - y)jjo(x)dx, 

where J.'o: Race -+ R, J.'o(x) = J.',(6.(x - y» as in 3.5, and Po is any 
extension R -+ R of Po, while n is some infinite integer (for example 
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the same n as in (1». Then if f E Fb with supp(J) c (-a,a) say, 
we have 

(Fubini) 
(3.7.1) 
(3.5) 

3.8 Equivalence of Predistrlbutions. For a predistribution 

o 

cP: R"acc - R, we are interested in the functional6.'P: Fn - R, rather 
than in the function cp itself. Thus, it is natural to introduce an 
equivalence relation - on predistributions: 

cp - t/J iff 6.'P = 6.-/1, i.e. iff "If E Fn(cp, f) = (t/J, f). 

Proposition. - is an equivalence relation, compatible with addi
tion, multiplication by elements of Fn, derivation, integration, tensor 
product, and convolution. 

Proof. For tensor product, let cp: R"acc - R and v: R~c - R be 
predistributions, and assume cp - o. Choose f(x,,,) E Fn+m , and 
let hey) = (6.'P)z(J) = f cp(x)f(x, y)dx. Then DQh(y) = f cp(x) 
D: f(x, y)dx ':::! 0 for all a and all y E R'", so by A-continuity of 6.v, 

O':::! 6.v(h) = 6.'P®v(J). 

For convolution, it suffices to note that by Fubini (for integrals) 
~'P*V(J(x» = 6.'P®v(J(x+y» (where we now take m = n of course). 

o 

Notation. When no confusion is likely to occur, we just write 

cp = t/J for cp - t/J, 
as is done in physics textbooks. 

3.9 Elementary Properties of Dirac's 8-Function. AB a first ex
ample, we show that the usual properties of the 8-function hold in 
our framework (cf. Schiff (1968». Below,8 stands for a predistribu
tion corresponding to the Dirac functional 8(J) = f(O) (d. 3.5), and 
= is used for -. The following "equations" holds: 

(i) 8(x) = 8(-x) 
(ii) 8'(x) = -8'( -x) 
(iii) x8(x) = 0 
(iv) x8'(x) = -8(x) 
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(v) c5(az) = a-1c5(z), for a> O,aIO 
(vi) c5(z2 - a2) = (2a)-1(c5(z - a) + c5(z + a», for a as in (v) 

(vii) f 15 (a - z)c5(z - ~)dz = c5(a - ~) 
(viii) l(z)c5(z - a) = l(a)c5(z - a), for alII E F. 
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Prool. Choose a representation c5.(e E n,e > 0) for 6 as in 3.5, 
with 15. even. Then (i)-(viii) reduces to trivial calculations. As 
an example, we do (vii). Interpret both sides as functions of y, 
with a parameter a. If I(y) is a test function, then by Fubini, 
f I(~) f c5(a - z)c5(z - ~)dzd~ = f 6(a - z)(I 1(~)c5(z - ~)d~)dz = 
f c5(a-z)f(z)dz = f c5(a-~)f(~)d~. 80 c5(a-z)c5(z-~) ..... c5(a-y).o 

3.10 Sochozki's Formula. This formula is usually written as 

(1) z~o; = ,..c5(z) + iP (~). 

Here P (~) is the principal value, or finite part functional, defined 
by 

(2) P (~) (f) = f~A g(z)dz 

where 9 is given by I(z) = 1(0) + Z9(Z), and supp(f) C (-A,A). 
(Classically, one usually defines 

P (.!.) (f) = lim (1-· I(z) dz + (00 I(z) dZ) , 
z .-+0 -00 z 1. z 

but it is clear that these definitions are equivalent (or rather, in
finitesimally close).) We now interpret (1) as 

(3) z~n ..... ,..c5(z) + iP (~), for all e E n,e: > o. 

To prove (3), write z~n = ,.. .. (zl+.:J) + z:J~.:J. It suffices to show 

that z:J~.:J is a presentation of P (~), and .. (zl+.:J) one of 6(z). For 
the first, take a test function I, with supp(f) c (-A, A), and write 
I(z) = 1(0) + zg(z); then 

P (~) (f) .- f~A.9(Z)dz ~ f~A. :;~:~dz 
= fA. z/(zld fA. z/(O~ d 

-A.~;f:t;i Z - -A. z +. z 
f A. z z d - -A. z +. z, 

since clearly f~A. z:J~.!J dz = o. 
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To see that 1r(zl+.:2) represents 5, take I, 9 as above, and write 

f A ./(z) d 1 fA ./(O)d 1 fA ua(z)d 
-A 1r(z~+e') X ;r -A ~ x +;r -A Z4';t x 

= :f(0)2arctan (~) + iP (~) (g) 
~ 1(0), 

since for E E II, E > 0, arctan (~) ~ i"" and iP (~) (g) ~ O. 

3.11 The Square Root of 5. As a last example, we show how the 
"square root of 5" may be justified in our context. To this end, 
we need to assume some extra properties of the bump-function 5. 
representing 6. We assume there is a predistribution 5.,6. even, 
6. ~ 0, with 

supp(6,) C (-E, E) 
f~. 6,(x)dx = 1 

f~. 6:xdx = 6.(0) 

(In the models, such a 6, can always be found; cf. 3.14). The "square 
root of 6" can now be defined as 

,,! ( ) _ 6, (x) v, X - VSlOJ" 
We have the following properties: 

1 1 

(i) 6,2 .6} ,.., 6. ("-IS. -IS = 6") 
1 1 1 1 6 

(ii) 6} ® 6} = [(x,y) t-+ 6,2 (x)6}(y)J ,.., [(x,y) t-+ 6.(x - Yh:~~~J. 

The proofs of (i) and (ii) follow immediately from the fact that ~:f~/ 
is another representation of the distribution 6, and the "equality" 

1 

It should be noted that 61 is not a classical distribution. Accord-
ingly, this notion of "square root of 5" can not be dealt with directly 
in the theory of distributions. 

3.12 Riemann Sums (Digression). In non-standard analysis, the 
main tool in the theory of integration and distribution is the fact that 
every integral "is" a Riemann sum. Although our integration axiom 
makes this representation by Riemann sums unnecessary (at least 
for the purposes of this chapter), it may be of interest to point out 
that a similar "equality" holds in our context. 

Theorem. Let l(x,t):R" X [O,lJ -+ R, and let K C R" be compaCt. 
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Then there is an mo E N such that lor all a E N" 

(1) Vx E K Vm > mo D~ fg I(x,t)dt ~ D~ E~o1 !/(x, !). 
Prool. We first prove a simple special case: let g: [0, 1] -+ R. We 
claim that 

(2) 3n E NVm > nfgg(t)dt ~ Ei<m !I (!). 
To prove (2), note first that for any mEN - {O}, 

fg g(t)dt - Ei<m f;/~/m g(t)dt 

(3) - Ei<m fi'/~/m g(ifm)dt 

+ Ei<mf;'/~/m(g(t) - g(ifm»dt 

(by linearity of f and the recursion axiom A14). Now choose e E 
1I, e > o. By uniform continuity of g, there is an n E N such that 

1 Is - tl < - * Ig(s) - g(t)1 < e. 
n 

So if m > n, the last summand in (3) is dominated by Ei<m f;i~/m edt 
2e E 1I, and hence (2) follows from (3). 

To prove (1), note first that by (2), 

(4) Vk E N Vx E R" 3mo E N Vm > mo Va, lal < k : D~ 
Ig I(x, t)dt ~ D: Ei<m !/(x, !). 

Now fix kEN - N. Then (1) follows from (4) by the following 
lemma. 0 

Lemma. Let K c R" be a compact space, let ~(x, n) be a lormula 
in x and suppose Vx E R" 3n Vm > n ~(x, m). Then 3n E N Vx E 

K Vm > n ~(x,m). 

Proof. This follows easily from the open refinement property (2.9.2) 
and bounded search (A1S). 0 

We now turn to the models S and Z. First of all, we verify the two 
new "axioms" used in this section, namely the extension principle 
(cf. 3.3) and the existence of a function De with the properties as in 
3.11. 
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3.13 The Extension Principle in 8 and Z. It has to be shown 
that the natural restriction map 

is a surjection in 8 and Z. In fact, the following argument shows 
that it is already a surjection in Set.L op. For ease of notation, we 
only do n = 1. Let LA E L,A = COO (R")/I, and assume we are given 
an F E RRac:c (tA). So for each n EN, F restricts to a map 

F. tA x .(-n,n) -..!4 R. 

Let F,,(x, t): R" x (-n, n) -+ R represent F". Then since all the F" 
are restrictions of F, we have for n < m 

F",IR" x (-n, n) - F" E (I(x)) C COO(R" x (-n, n)). 

Let (p"(t»,, be a partition of unity of R with supp(p,,) C (-n, n), 
for n > 0, and let G: R" x R -+ R be the function 

co 

G(x, t) = L Pi(t)Fi(X, t). 
i=l 

G represents a map LA x R -+ R, and we claim that G extends F, 
i.e. that the following diagram commutes in SetsL op 

F 
LA x Rac:c- R 

I/o 
LAxR 

To prove this, it suffices to show for each n that 

(1) F" - G(x,t)IR" x (-n,n) E (I(x)) C CCO(R" x (-n,n)). 

But if m is 80 big that Pi(t) vanishes on (-n,n) for i > m, then on 
R" x (-n, n), 

'" F,,(x,t) - G(x,t) = L Pi (t)(F,,(x, t) - Ji(x,t)). 
i=l 

Since SUpp(Pi(t» C (-i,i) and F,,(x,t)IR" x (-i,i) - Fi(X,t) E 
(1(:.:)) C CCO(R" x (-i, i)), it is clear that (1) holds. 
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Next, we verify the existence in S of a function 6.: R -+ R as in 
3.11. 

3.14: Existence of a 6-Function in S. It suffices to show that there 
is a function 

6:JR-+JR 

with 6 ~ 0, 6 even, supp(6) C (-1,1), and 

[11 6(x)dx = 1, [: 6(x)2dx = 6(0). 

For, given such a function, we can define 

6.(x) = ;8(6) (;) 

in S, where E E TI,E > 0, and 8(6): R -+ R is the map in S corre
sponding to 6. 

To see that such a function 6 exists, take two functions 60 and 61 

(both even, ~ 0, with value 1 at 0, and support in (-1,1», such 
that f~1 6J(x)dx < f~1 6o(x)dx and f~l 61(x)dx > f~l 61 (x)dx, and 
assume moreover that both 60 and 61 are constant in a neighbour
hood of O. 

Let 6,(x) = (1 - t)80(x) + t61(X). Then by the mean-value theorem 
there exists a to E [0,1] with 

f~16,2o(x)dx = f~16'o(x)dx = A, say. 

Now let 
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Then f~l S(%)d% = 1, and f~l S2(%)d% = i = S(O). 

3.15 Embedding of Distributions in B and Z. We aim to show 
a correspondence between external distributions on JRn, and global 
sections of the sheaf of internal distributions (with or without com
pact support). 

It follows from 11.3.6 that there is a bijective correspondence 

RB"...!.... R 

coo(JRn) ~ JR 
(1) 

between R-linear maps RB" -+ R in B and continuous JR-linear func
tionals coo(JRn) -+ JR, i.e. distribution on JRn with compact support, 
in Sets. Recall that the correspondence was defined as follows. Given 
RB" ...!.... R in B, one simply puts p. = r". Conversely, given p., one 
defines a natural transformation " by components 

"u: RB"(lA) -+ R(tA), 

"u(F(%, SI)) = p.,(F(%, SI)), 

where for A = COO (JRd)/I, JRd X JRn F(z,,) JR represents an element F 
in RB"(lA). Given an external distribution p., we will write 8(P.) for 
this unique R-linear map II: RBn -+ R in B with r" = p.. 

3.15.1 Lemma. Let coo(JRn) ~ JR be a distribution with com
pact 8upport on JRn (i.e. p. is continuou8 and linear), and let 8(P.) 
be the corre8ponding R-linear map RBn -+ R in B. Then 8(P.) is 
.&-continuou8 (in the 8en8e 0/9.4). 

Proof. Again, we just do the case n = 1. Let A = COO(JRd)/I, and let 

lAx R -.L... R be a function at stage lA, represent by F(%, t): JRdxJR -+ 

JR. Suppose 

(1) lAII-Vt E R 'In E N D(n) let) E .&. 

We need to show that lA11-8 (p.)(I) E .&, i.e. that for each n E N-{O}, 
tAIl- - ~ < 8(P.)(I) < ~. Since '1% E R (n!l < % V % < ~) is valid 
in B (R is an ordered local ring), it suffices to show that for a given 
no EN, no > 0, lAII--.(I8(P.)(f)I > ;J. 

Suppose lAII-I8(p.)(f)I > .:. Then there is a finitely generated 
• 0 

subldeal 10 C 1 such that 

(2) '1% E Z(Io)(Ip.,(F(%, t))1 > ':J. 
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On the other hand, continuity of JJ gives a neighbourhood 

V = {g:lR -+ lRlVi < 1: Vz E K Ig(;)(z)1 < 6}, 
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where 1: EN, 6 > 0, K c lR compact, such that JJ(V) C (- ;0 ' ;0) . 
By (1), we have 

(3) tAI~Vi < 1: Vt E RID(;) l(t)1 < 6, 

and from this it follows that there is a finitely generated II C I such 
that (3) holds with tA replaced by tAl, Al = COO (ReI)/ II; in other 
words, such that 

(4) Vz E Z(II)Vt E R ID~i) F(z, t)1 < 6. 

(4) implies Vz E Z(II) 1",,(F(z, t»1 < ;0 by choice of V, contradict
ing (2). Thus tA IIfls(",)(I)1 > ;0 (provided A is non-trivial). 

Exactly the same argument will show that for any B ~ A, (B 
non-trivial) tB 1~/s(",)(lIQ)/ > ;0' So tAI~--.(ls(",)(f)1 > ~), as 
was to be shown. 0 

Let c:O(Rn ) denote the set of smooth functions with compact 
support. There is a correspondence 

" Fn --+ R 

cgo(lRn) ~ lR 
(2) 

between distributions", in Sets and R-linear maps Fn --!.... R in S. 
This is proved just as the correspondence (1), using the following 
lemma. 

3.15.2 Lemma. (i) III E c:O(lRn), then s(/): Rn -+ R is in Fn. 
(ii) III E Fn(tA), where A = COO (R)/ I, then I can be represented 

by a lunction I (z, fI): lReI X Rn -+ R such that lor all z ERel, I (z, -) E 
cgo(Rn) (in lact 3N EN Vz E Rei supp I(z, -) c [-N, N]n}. 

Proof. (i) It is clear that s(/) has accessible support. To see that 
s(l) is A-continuous, use uniform continuity of I to find a function 
N -.!... N with 

1 1 
Vz, fI E lRn(lz - fli < ( ) 1 -+ /I(z) -/(fI)1 < --1)' 

fPm + m+ 
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Then clearly 8( tp): N -+ N has the same property in B, i.e. 

B 1= '<1m E N '<Ix,,, E Rn(lx - "I < -tp(,!,)+1 -+ 

18(/)(x) - 8(/)(,,)1 < "'~1)' 

Reasoning in B, we note that since 8(tp) maps WeN into W, is is 
clear that for e E IA and mEW, I/(x+e) -/(x)1 < "'~i' This being 
true for all mEW, we have I(x + e) -/(x) E IA. 

The corresponding fact for DOl (/) follows, since DOl commutes 
with 8: M C-..-.+ B (i.e. external derivatives coincide with internal ones). 

(ii) We just do n = 1. Suppose I: LA x R -+ R is an element 
of Fn(tA), represented by I(x, ,,): JRd x JR -+ JR, say. So tAU-3n E 
Nsupp(/) C (-n,n), i.e. there is a finite cover {fBi -+ fA}~=l 
and numbers ni E N with fBill-supp(/) c (-~,~). Let n 
m&Xi9(~)' Then fAll-supp(f) C (-n,n), so fAx RII-/(1I"2) -
o V (-n < 11"2 < n). Thus fAx 8( b: 1,,1 > n})11-/(1I"2) = 0, i.e. 

I(x, ,,)IJRd x b: 1,,1 > n} E (l(x», 

so on JRd X b: 1,,1 > n} we can write 

(1) I(x, ,,) = Ef=l ~(x, ,,)tpi(X) 

with tpi E 1. Let pC,,): JR -+ JR be a function with pC,,) = 1 on (-n -
1, n + 1), pC,,) = 0 on JR - [-n - 2, n + 2]. Let g(x, ,,) = p(,,)/(x, ,,). 
Then (1) implies that g(x,,,) -/(x,,,) E (l(x)) c OOO(JRd x JR), so 
g: JRd X JR -+ JR also represents I E RR(tA). Clearly 9 satisfies the 
requirements in the lemma. 0 

Just as in Lemma 3.15.1, one proves that the correspondence 
(2) yields in fact a correspondence between external distributions 
C~(JRn) ~ JR and lA-continuous R-linear maps Fn ~ R. There
fore, we may conclude the following theorem. 

3.15.3 Theorem. The global sectionslunctor r: B -+ Sets induces 
a bijection between distributions Fn ~ R in B and external dis
tributions rll:O~(JRn) -+ JR, and between distributions with compact 
support, i.e. R-linear maps RRn ~ R and external distributions 

with compact support 0 00 (JRn) ~ JR. 
A similar correspondence holds lor Z. 0 

3.16 Example: Functional Derivatives in B. The following is 
taken verbatim from Feynman-Hibbs (1965), p. 176. "The functional 
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F[z(t)] gives a number for each function z(t) that we may choose. We 
may ask: How much does this number change if we make a very small 
change in the argument function? Thus, for small '1(t), how much is 
F[z(t) + '1(t)] - F[z(t)]? The effect to first order in '1 (assuming it 
exists, etc.) is some linear expansion in '1, say J K(8)'1(8)dz. Then 
K (B) is called the functional derivative of F with respect to variation 
of the function z(t) at 8. It is written 6F /6Z(8). That is, to first 
order, 

/ 
6F 

F[z + '1] = F[z] + 6Z(B) '1(8)dz + ... 

This 6F/6z(B) depends on the function z(t), of course, and also on 
the value of z. Thus it is a functional of z(t), and a function of time 
8". 

We show that functional derivatives can be defined in a mathe
matically rigorous way in the topos B. The reader will notice that 
we use both types of infinitesimals: nilpotent and invertible ones. 

Let F: RR -+ R and Z = z(t): R -+ R be morphisms of B. Now 
we reason in B. For a "small function" '1, we take '1(t) = hV(t), with 
v: R -+ R and hE D (i.e. h2 = 0). So by the Kock-Lawvere axiom, 

F[z + h· V] - F[z] = hl'[z, V] 

for a unique functional 1', which is R-linear in V (since it is R
homogeneous in fI, cf.V.1.5). In other words, I'[z, -] is a distribution 
of compact support. So by theorem 3.6, 

l'[z,1I] ~ / K(Z,8)tI(8)d8, 

where K(Z,B) = l'[z,-],(6.(t - 8)). In particular, taking '1 = h· tI 
for V, we obtain the formula from the quotation above ("up to an 
infinitesimal") : 

F[z + '1] = F[z] + I'[z, n] ~ F[z] + f K(z, B)" (B)dz. 

4. A Transfer Principle Between the Models Band 

9 
It will be clear from the preceding chapters that it is much easier to 
work with 9 than with B (or Z), both from an external and from 
an internal, logical, point of view. Externally, because the covers of 
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G reflect the topological sense of "local" properties in a direct way, 
while in Z and B one has finite covers only, and one constantly has 
to use Ostrand's theorem to transform "local" data into data "on 
a finite cover in the site". And internally, because we can apply 
induction to arbitrary properties of natural numbers in 9. 

In this final section, we state and prove a principle that allows us 
to reduce validity in B to validity in 9, for a rather large class of 
statements. AB a consequence, we obtain validity of the axiom of 
coherent induction (A13) in B. (The case of Z is similar.) 

4.1 The Language and its Interpretation. AB in VII.1, we shall 
consider a language of variable types, but as special functions (indi
vidual constants) R!' - R we now take all COO-functions Rn - R. 
As basic types we take the finitely presented types, or in terms of the 
models, all finitely presented loci L(coo(Rn)/(/t, ... ,1m». In par
ticular, 1, D and R are basic types. For the purposes of this section, 
however, we only consider formulas whose free variables have either 
a finitely presented type, or (more generally) a type of the form ST 
with S and T finitely presented. The only atomic formulas are those 
of the form tl = t2, where the type of ti is finitely presented. For 
example, if the type of I is ST, the type of x is T and that of y is 
S, then I(x) = y is an atomic formula, but I = I is not. 

Recall that the coherent lormulas are those obtained from atomic 
ones by using the logical connectives V,..1, /I., T and the quantifier 3x, 
where x is of finitely presented type. (So no existential quantification 
over function types.) 

The general notion of forcing allows us to define an interpretation 
in B and 9 (in fact in each of the toposes discussed so far) for any 
formula of this language, starting oft' by interpreting the function 
symbols Rn _ R and the finitely presented types (loci) by "them
selves" in the obvious way, as we have been doing all the time. In this 
way, we specify the conditions under which a formula, say ~(f, x, y), 
is lorced at stage LA E IL in the topos B, for given values F, b, c of 
the parameters I, x, y defined at that stage: maps 

(1) LA ~ LBtC, LA ~ LB, LA ~ LC 

in B, where LB and LC are the finitely presented loci corresponding 
to the types of x and y, and I is of type lCLB, say. AB usual, but 
with B explicitly appearing in notation, we write 

(2) lAII-B~(f,x,y)[F,b,cJ. 

Similarly, if lA E G, and F,b,c as in (1) are maps in 9, we have the 
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analogous notion 

(3) tAIf-B~(f, z, y)[F, b,z] 

of forcing in B. We aim to compare these two notions of forcing (2) 
and (3). Of course this only makes sense if tA belongs to both lL and 
Gj in particular, if tA is finitely presented locus. 

4.2 Finite Extensions of Loci. Let tA E lL be a locus. A locus 
tB is a finite eztension of tA if tA is a closed sublocus of tB (11.1.3), 
and tB is finitely presented. So up to isomorphism, we can write 

(1) A = OOO(JRn)/I, B = OC1O(JRn)/Io, 

where 10 c I is a finitely generated subideal. In (1), the representa
tion 0 00 (JRn)/ I of A depends on the one chosen for B of course, and 
it is not true that for a given representation 0 00 (JRn )/ I of A, every 
finite extension of A is of the form t(OOO(JRn)/Io) for some finitely 
generated subideal 10 of I. 

On the other hand, if 0 00 (JRn)j I is a given representation of A, 
any finite extension tA >--. tB corresponds to a map of the form 

B ~ Ooo(JRn+m)/Jo ~ OOO(JRn)/I, 

where S is the 0 00 -homomorphism induced by composition with 
the "slice" 8: JRn ~ JRn+m, 8(Z) = (z,O). (To see this, write B 88 a 
quotient of a free ring with an appropriate set of generators.) So if we 
let 10 = (It(z,O), ... ,fJ:(z,O)), where It(z,y), ... ,fJ:(z,y) generate 
Jo, then we have a commutative diagram of finite extensions 

tA· • tB 

,,/ 
tAo 

where Ao = 0 00 (JRn)/ 10. In other words, for a given representation 
OOO(JRn)/I of A, the finite eztension8 of the form 

t(OOO(JRn)jI) >--. t(OOO(JRn)/Io) 

sre cofins' smong sll finite eztension8. From this, the following 
lemma is obvious. 

Lemma. The finite eztensions of tA sre directed, in the following 
sense: if tA >--. tB snd tA >--. to sre two finite eztensions, there 
emu s third finite eztension tD of tA snd a commutative diagram 
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LB 

tA' LD 

La 

and in fact LD can be taken to be a cl08ed 8ubiocUB of LB and La 
by the map8 LD -+ LB and LD -+ te, 80 that all the map8 in the 
diagram are finite extension8. 0 

4.3 B-Finite, 9-Finite Formulas. Let cp(Xl, ... , xn , h,···, fm} = 
cp(x, f) be a formula of the language, with free variables Xi and 
I; whose types correspond to LBi and te;Wj respectively, with 
LBi,LO;,LD; finitely presented loci. cp is said to be B-finite if for 

6· 
every LA E ll.., and any values of the parameters LA ~ LBi and 

LA Fjl LO;Wj, we have (writing b = (b., ... ,bn},F = (Fl, ... ,Fn}} 

LAII-scp(x, f)[b, F] {:} there exist a finite extension LA >--+ LA' and , , 
6. F j w. 

extensions LA' ~ LBi , LA --+ La; 1 of bi and F; such that 
LA'II-cp(x, f)[b', F']. 

We remark that it is clear from the definition of morphism in ll.. 
that the values of the parameters can always be extended to some 

finitely presented locus; i.e. for any map LA ...!...LB (or LA ..E...LOW) 
in B, with LB (or La and LD) finitely presented, there exists a finite 

i c' G' W extension LA >--+ LA' and a map LA' --+ LB (or LA' --+ La ) with 
c' 0 i = c (or G' 0 i = G). If we combine this observation with the 
lemma in 4.2, we obtain 

4.3.1 Lemma. A formula cp(x, f) a8 above i8 B -finite iff for every 
6· F· W 

LA E ll.. and value8LA ~ LB, LA ~ La; j of Xi and I; a8 above, 
LAll-cp(x, f)[b, F] iff for every finite extension LA >--+ LA' and any 
given extension b', F' of the parameter value8 to LA', there exist8 
an "intermediate II finite exten8ion LA >--+ LA" >--+ LA' 8uch that 
LA"II-cp(x, f)lb", F"], where b", F" are the re8trictions ofb', F' to LA". 
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4.3.2 Proposition. 

(i) Every coherent lormula is S -finite. 
(ii) II fP and t/J are S-finite, then so are fP" t/J, fP V t/J, T,.L 

(iii) II fP is S -finite, then so are 3zfP and'VzfP, provided that the 
type 01 x is finitely presented. 

(iv) II fP is coherent and t/J is S -finite I then fP -+ t/J is S -finite. 

Prool. (i) follows from (ii) and (iii), since atomic formulas are ob
viously S-finite: take for example the case I(x) = y, with x, y, I 
of types lB, W, wt.B respectively, these all being finitely presented 

loci. Assume that lAII-/(x) = y[F,b,c] for given fA ~ lCt.B, 
lA -!..lB, lA ~ lC. Write A = COO {JR")/I, B = COO(JRW!.)/J,C = 

I: .(z) c:(z) I: • 
COO(JR )/ L, and let JR" --+ JRw!', JR" --+ JR represent band c, while 

JR" x JRw!' F(z,y) JRI: represents the transposed map lA x lB -+ lC of F. 
Let I' = (,,"10 (F(x,b{x» - c(z», ... , ""I: 0 (F(x,b{x» - c(x»). Then 
I' c I since tAlI-/(x) = y[F,b,c], and clearly lA'II-/{x) = y[F', b', c'], 
where A' = COO(JR")/I', and F',b',c' are the extensions of F,b,c 
which are also represented by F(x, y), b{x), c(y). 

(ii) and (iii) are straightforward, using generic elements for 'VXfP. 
To prove (iv), we notice that V7=13zifPi -+ t/J is equivalent to 

A~=l 'VZi(fPi -+ t/J). Since every coherent formula is equivalent to one 
of the form V7=13xifPi with fPi == fPil " ... "fPil: a conjunction of 
atomic formulas, and (fPil " ... " fPil:) -+ '" is equivalent to fPil -+ 

( ..• -+ (fPil: -+ t/J» ... ), it suffices to prove (iv) for the case where fP 
is atomic. Take for example fP == (f(x) = y), and assume 

lAIH/(x) = y -+ t/J(f,x,y»[F,b,c] 

with F, b, c the values of I, x, y, just as in the proof of (i). Using 
representations as in the proof of (i), let E = A/('/(I 0 (F(x, b(x» -
c(x», .. . ,'/(I: 0 (F(x,b(x» - c(x»). Then lEII-/(x) = y[Fo,bo,co] 
where Fo, bo, co are the obvious restrictions of F, b, c to lE c LA. 
So there exists a finite extension lE >-+ IN of lE such that lNII
t/J(f,x,y)[F~,b~,c~], for some extensions F~,b~,c~ of Fo,bo,co. By 
4.2 and 4.3, we may without loss assume that N = COO (JR")/(f , ""I 0 

(F(x, b(x»- c(x», . .. , ""l:o(F(z,b(x» -c(x») and that F(x,y), b(x), 
c(x) also represent F~, b~, c~. But then clearly 

lA'II-/(x) = y -+ t/J(f,x,y)[F',b',c'], 

F', b', c' being the extensions of F~, b~, c~ which are also represented 
by F(x,y),b(x),c(x). 0 
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4.3.3 B-F1n1te Formulas Using G and B rather than lL and B, we 
can define B-finite formulas in the same way. Proposition 4.3.2 is 
also true for B-finite formulas, by the same proof. 

4.4 The Transfer Theorem. Let T 6e tAe clu8 0110rmula8 
rp(X1I . .. , Xn , h, ... , I",) with the propert" that lor an" finitel" pre-

•. p. w· 
8ented lA E lL and an" tJalue8 lA -4 lB and LA -4 to; 11 we 
AatJe 

LAI1-9rp(X, 1)[6, F) ~ LAII-srp(x, 1)[6, F) 

(wAere we UBe tAe 8ame notation a8 in -I.S). TAen T Aa8 the lollowing 
propertie8: 

(i) T contain8 all tAe coAerent lormulu. 
(ii) II rp and t/J E T I tAen rp " t/J, T, rp V t/J,.l. E T. 
(iii) II rp E T tAen V lirp E T i il rp iB moreotJer B -finitel also 

3/irp E T. 
(iv) II rp,t/J E T and rp ill B-finite a8 well u B-finitel tAen rp-t 

t/JET. 

Prool. AB in 4.3.2, (i) follows from (ii) and (iii), using the obvious 
fact that atomic formulas belong to T. 

(ii) is obvious. 
For (iii), take a formula V I rp(l), where I is a variable of type lOI.B 

for finitely presented loci lB, to. For ease of notation, we suppre88 
all other parameters. ABsume lAI1-9V/rp(f), with lA finitely pre-

sented, and consider a diagram in B of the form LA ..!.... lD ~ tol.B. 
Clearly there exists a finite extension lD' :::) lD and a commutative 
diagram 

h 
lD • lA 

" ~, 
F lD' 

/F' 

tol.B 

and from lAI1-9V/rp(f) it follows that lD'11-9rp(F') (where all other 
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parameters in I() are restricted along h', of course). So by hypothesis, 
also lD'If-sl()(F'), and hence lDIf-SI()(F). Thus lAIf-sVfl()(f). The 
other direction for the V-clause is proved in the same way. 

For the 3-clause, take a formula 3fl()(J), with I() B-finite, and f 
is a variable of type tolB , 88 above. Assume LAIf-,93fl()(f), where 
lA is finitely presented. So there is an open cover {Ua}a of ~n, 
which we may without loss assume to be locally finite, and a family 
{LA x S(Ua) Fa, tOlB}a of morphisms in 9 (or equivalently, in B) 
such that 

tA n s(Ua)If-,9I()[Fa], for all Q. 

By Ostrand's theorem (VI.2.13), we can find a cover WI U ... U 
WnH = ~n such that for each i ~ n + 1, Wi can be written 88 a 
disjoint union 

Wi = Ua Wi .. , with Wi .. C Ua . 

Defining tAn S(Wi) Fi, lOlB by glueing the Fia = FalLAn S(Wi,.) 
together in 9, we conclude that 

lA n s(Wi )If-,9I()[Fi ], 

since If- is local and {S(Wi,.) -+ s(Wi)}a is a cover in G. Since I() E i 
by hypothesis, and lA n S(Wi) is finitely presented, it follows that 
tA n S(Wi) If-s I() [fi] for i = 1, ... , n + 1; 80 LAIf-s3fl(). 

Conversely, suppose lAIf-s3fl()(f). From the description of the 
covers in llB (see VI.5.3) there is a non-trivial locus lE and a finite 
open cover 

{l& <-+ lA x lE}~=1 

of lA x lE, such that for each i there is a map lEi J.!.. lOlB with 
lEilf-sl()[FiJ. Since I() is B-finite by hypothesis, it follows from 4.2 
that we may without loss take lE, and hence the lEi, to be finitely 
presented. So from the assumption that I() E i, it follows that 
lEi lf-,9I()[Fi ]. Hence lA x tEIf-,93fl(), and since lA x lE -+ lA splits, 
also lAIf-,93/1(). 

Finally, we prove (iv). Assume tAIf-,91() -+ .p, and let lD -+ lA 
be a map in B with lDIf-s I(). Since I() is B-finite and LA is finite, it 
follows from 4.2, 4.3 that there exists a finite extension lD' and a 
commutative diagram 
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lD fA 

\/ 
lD' 

with lD'I~slP. So by hypothesis lD'I~91P, and hence lD'I~9.p. Since 
.p E T, also lD'II-s.p, whence lDI~s.p. Thus fAl~slP --. .p. 

The converse is proved similarly. 0 

4.5 Transfer BetweeD 9 and Z. Theorem 4.4 remains true if we 
replace B by Z throughout. The proof is simpler. In fact we get a 
slightly better result, since we don't need the assumption that IP is 
Z-finite in the case 3/i1P of 4.4 (iii), as will be clear from inspection 
of the proof. 

4.6 Corollary. (Ooherent induction in Band Z). For any coher
ent lormula lP(n, x, f) with Iree f)aria6le8 n 01 type N, and x = 
(X1, ... ,XI;), 1= (h,···,lm) 88 in 4.9, the 8entence 

VzV/(IP(o,z,/}" Vn E N(IP(n,z,/) -+ IP(n + l,z.!» -+ Vn E NIP(n,z,/» 

is f)alid in Band Z. 

Prool. This sentence is valid in 9, since in 9 we have full induction. 
Moreover, the sentence is in the class T, by 4.3.2 and the closure 
conditions in 4.4 (resp. 4.5). 0 



Appendix 1: Sheaves and Forcing 

This appendix is not meant as a systematic exposition of the the
ory, but rather as a concise compilation of the basic notions. For 
more detailed information and different perspectives, the reader may 
wish to consult such references as Boileau and Joyal (1981), John
stone (1977), Lambek and Scott (1986), Makkai and Reyes (1977), 
Osius (1975). 

1 Sites 

Let C be a category. We will assume throughout that C has finite 
limits (this condition isn't strictly necessary, but it is satisfied by all 
the examples in this book). 

1.1 Grothendieck topologies. (a) A sieve on an object C E C is a 
collection R of morphisms in C with codomain C, with the property 

that if D -L C E R then E !::.!.. C E R for any morphism E ~ D 
(D, E any objects). 

(b) A Grothendieck topology ("first version") on C is a function J 
which assigns to each object C E C a collection J (C) of sieves on C, 
such that 

(i) the maximal sieve {II codomain (J) = C} is in J(C). 

(ii) (stability) if R E J(C) and D -L C is any morphism in C, 
then r(R) =deC {E ~ DII 0 g E R} E J(D). 

(iii) (transitivity) if R E J(C) and 8 is a sieve on C such that for 

every D -L C E R, r(8) E J(D), then 8 E J(C). 

IT R E J(C), we say that R is a J-covering sieve (or just covering 
sieve or cover). 

(c) Let J be a Grothendieck topology on C. If {Ca ~ C}a is 
just any collection of morphisms with codomain C, then we say that 

{Ca ~ C} is a (J)-cover if the sieve generated by {Ca ~ C}a, 

namely R = {D ~ CI3a 9 factors through la} is in J(C). 
(d) There is another way of defining a Grothendieck topology on 

C, which gives rise to exactly the same sheaves (see 2.4(c) below): A 
Grothendieck topology ("second version") on C is a function K which 
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assigns to each GEe a collection offamilies {Ga -+ G}a (0: running 
over some variable index set), called (K -J covering families, or (K-J 
covers, such that 

(i') G ~ G E K(G) 

(ii') (stability) if {Ga la, G}a E K(G) and D ...!.... G is any mor
phism, then {Ga Xc D 'a, D}a E K(D), where ga denotes 
the pullback of fa along g. 

(iii') (transitivity) if {Ga la, G}a E K(G) and for every 0: we 

have a family {Ga " '0I~, Ga }" E K(Ga ), then the family of 

composites {Ga" I~~ G}a,,8 E K(G). 

The elements of K(G) are again called covering families, or covers 
ofG. 

(e) Any Grothendieck topology K as in (d) gives rise to a Grothen
dieck topology J as in (b) by setting for a sieve R on G: 

(*) R E J(C) {:} 38 c R 8 E K(G). 

Conversely, note that if J is a Grothendieck topology, the covering 
families in the sense of (c) satisfy (i')-(iii') of (d). 

(f) One may weaken condition (iii') to (iii"), and still conclude 
that (*) in (e) defines a Grothendieck topology 

(iii") if {Ca ~ G} E K(G) and for every 0: we have a fam

ily {GaP !.':!!. Ca}" E K(Ga), then some refinement of 

{Ga" l~fI C}a,,8 is in K(G) (a family {D'T !:!... Gh is 

a refinement of a family {Ga la, G}a if for every; there is 
an 0: and an h: D'T -+ Ga with fa 0 h = g'T). 

If a function K as in (d) satisfies (i'), (ii') and (iii"), we still say 
that K is a Grothendieck topology. 

1.2 Generating Systems. (a) If {Ji liE! is a family of Grothendieck 
topologies as in 1.1(b), then the intersection r\ Ji defined by 

(n Ji)(C) = n Ji(C) 
i i 

is again one. Consequently, if we specify a family of "covering sieves" 
Re (Re a sieve on Ge, say), there is always a smallest Grothendieck 
topology J such that Re E J(Ge) (each e). This is the Grothendieck 
topology generated by the system {Re} e. 
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(b) A function B which assigns to each object C E e a family of 
covers B( C) such that 

(i') C ~ C E B(C) 

(ii') if {Ca la, C}a E B(C) then for every D ~ C, 

{Ca Xc D -+ D}a E B(D) 

is called a (stable) basis for a Grothendieck topology J (as in 1.1(b» 
if J is the smallest Grothendieck topology such that for every sieve 
R on an object C, 

R 2 S E B(C) ~ R E J(C) 

(So for example K is a basis for J in the situation of 1.I(e». B is 
called a basis for a Grothendieck topology K as in 1.I(d) if B c K 
and B is a basis for the Grothendieck topology J defined from K as 
in (*) of 1.I(e). 

If B is a basis for K or J, we also say that B generates K or J. 
The families in B(C) are called basic covers of C. 

1.3 Definition. A site is a category e equipped with a Grothendieck 
topology (as in 1.1(b) or (d». So strictly speaking this is a pair 
(e, K) (or (C, J», but we will often suppress the Grothendieck topol
ogy, and speak of "a site C". 

2 Sheaves 

Throughout, C is a category with finite limits. 

2.1 Presheaves. (a) A preshea/ on C is a functor Cop ~ Sets. So 
F is a collection of sets F(O)(C E C) together with "restriction" 

functions F(D) F(J} F(O) for each C L D in Co We often write 
xl/ for F(/)(x) (where x E F(D». So 

xlid = % 

(%ll)lg = %1(/0 g) 

A morphism of presheaves is just a natural transformation. SetsCOP 

denotes the category of presheaves on Co 
(b) A subpreshea/ of a presheaf F is a subfunctor G C Fj i.e., 

for each 0 E C we have G(O) C F(O), and the restrictions of G 

are the same as those of F: for % E G(O) c F(O) and D L 0, 
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G(f)(x) = F(f)(x). 
(c) A representable preshea! is a presheaf of the form 

C(-,C):Cop -+ Sets 

for some C E C (C(-,C)(D) =def C(D,C), and I is just composition 
in this case). The assignment 

C 1-+ C(-,C) 

defines a full embedding C ~ Sets cop , the ~called Yoneda embed
ding. The Yoneda lemma states that for any presheaf X there is a 
bijection between morphisms C( -, C) ~ X and elements a E X( C) 
given by a = rc(idc), resp. rD(f) = X(f)(a). 

2.2 Definition. Some constructions of presheaves. 
(a) Limits and colimits of presheaves are constructed "pointwise": 

if (Fi)i is a diagram of preshseaves, then 

(lim Fi)(C) ~ lim Fi(C) 
(fu}; Fi)(C) ~ iini Fi(C) 
+-- +--

(so on the left, lim and lim in SetsCOP , on the right in Sets). 
---+ +--

(b) Exponentials: if F and G are two presheaves on C, the expo
nential GF is the presheaf defined by 

GF (C) = the set of natural transformations C( -, C) x F -+ G 

So an element <p of GF (C) is a function which assigns to each D L 
a and x E F(D) an element <PD(f,x)-or just <p(f,x)-of G(D), 
such that 

<p(f 0 g, xlg) = <p(f, x) Ig· 
If a' ~ C and <p E GF(C), then GF(u)(<p) = <plu E GF(C') is 
defined by setting for D ~ C' and x E F(D), 

(<plu)D(g,x) = <PD(uog,X). 

Thus defined, (_)F is right-adjoint to F X (-), i.e., for any third 
presheaf H, there is a bijective correspondence between morphisms 
H ~ GF and morphisms F X H ~ G : 

H~GF 

Fx H~G' 
and this correspondence is natural in G and H. Given u, one defines 
r by 
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Te(X, Z) = O'e(z)e (ide , a), for x E F(C), z E H(C), 

while conversely, given T, one defines 0' by 

O'e(z):C(-,C) X F -+ G 
O'e(Z)D(I, x) = TD(zl/, x). 

349 

(c) Power pre,heal1e,: If F is a presheaf, the "presheaf of sub
presheaves of F", P(F), is the presheaf defined by 

P(F)(C) = the set of sub pres heaves ofC(-,C) x F. 

So an element S of P(F)(C) assigns to each D a set S(D) C C(D,C)x 
F(D), such that for any E ~ D, 

(I, x) E S(D) => (10 g,xlg) E SeE). 

If C' ~ C and S E P(F)(C), then Siu is defined by setting for 
D ~ C' and x E F(D), 

(g,x) E (S/u)(D) {:} (ug, x) E S(D). 

For any presheaf H, there is a bijective correspondence between sub
presheaves S C G x F and morphisms G ~ P(F): 

ScGxF 
G~P(F)· 

Given S, 0' is defined by 

O'e:G(C) -+ P(F)(C) 
(I, x) E O'e(fI)D {:} (fill, x) E S(D), 

for any D ~ C, x E F(D), fI E G(C); and given T, S is defined by 

(fI,X) E S(C) {:} (ide, x) E O'e(fI)(C) 

for any fI E G(C),x E F(C). 
(d) Con,tant pre,heal1u: For any set I, there is a "constant 

presheaf" 6(1), defined by 6(I)(C) = I for all C E C, and 6(1)(1) 
is the identity on I for all morphisms I of C. 6 is left-adjoint to the 
global sections functor r: SetsCOP -+ Sets, defined by reF) = F(l) 
(1 is the terminal object of C). In other words, there is a natural bi. 
jective correspondence between morphisms 6(1) -+ F and functions 
1-+ reF), 

6(1) -+ F 
1-+ reF) 
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2.3 Proposition. Ever, presheal is canonicall, isomorphic to a col· 
imit 01 representable presheaves. 

Prool. Given a presheaf F, we first construct a category D(F), the 
diagram of F. Objects of D(F) are pairs (x,C) with x E F(C), 

and morphisms (x, C) -+ (tI, D) are morphisms C -L D in e with 
!III = x. The functor 

D(F) 61', SetsCOP 

assigns to (x, C) the representable presheaf e( -, C), and acts on 
morphisms by composition, in the obvious way. A simple calcula
tion (cf. 2.3(a» shows that lim6F ~ F. 0 

--+ 

2.4: Sheaves. (a) Let e be a site, with Grothendieck topology J as 
in l.1(b). A sheal on e is a presheaf F on e satisfying the following 
condition: For every R E J(C) and for every family of elements 
{x/II E R}, x/ E F (domain (I» such that x/o, = x/Ig, there is a 
unique x E F(C) with the property that xiI = x/ for alII E R. 

(b) In terms of a Grothendieck topology K on e as in l.l(d), the 
definition of "sheaf on e" is as follows. Let F be a presheaf on e, 
and let {Ca ~ C}a be a cover of C, i.e., {Ca /0, C}a E K(C). 
A family {xa E F(Ca)}a is called compatible (for this cover) if for 
every two indices a and a', Xa Ip = Xa' 1,1, where p and p' are the 
projections in the pullback 

la 
Ca • C 

F is called a sheal iff or every cover {Ca /0, C}a E R, and for every 
compatible family {xa E F(Ca)}a, there is a unique x E F(C) with 
xl/a = Xa (all a). 

(c) Remark: If J is obtained from K as in (*) of l.l(e), then a 
presheaf F is a sheaf on (e, J) as in (a) iff it is a sheaf on (e, K) as 
in (b). Moreover, if B is a basis for K, then F is a sheaf on (e, K) iff 
it satisfies the condition in (b) for basic covers {Ca -+ C}a E B(C). 

So as for as sheaves are concerned, we can define a site equivalently 
as in l.l(b), in l.l(d), or even just as a category with a basis B 
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satisfying (i'), (ii") as in 1.2(b). (In the next section, however, we 
will see that forcing cannot be formulated directly in terms of just 
a basis.) 

(d) The category of ,heave, on IC is the full subcategory of Set,COP 

whose objects are the sheaves. This category is denoted by Sh(IC) 
(or if necessary, more explicitly by Sh(IC,J),Sh(IC,K». 

2.5 The associated sheaf functor. Let IC be a category with a 
Grothendieck topology as in 2.5. The inclusion functor Sh(IC) ~ 
Set,COP has a left-adjoint 

a: SetsCOP -+ Sh(IC), 

the so-called 4880ciated ,heaf functor, or ,heajijication functor. In 
terms of a topology K as in l.l(d), a is defined as follows. For 
a presheaf F, first construct a presheaf F+: F+ (0) is the set of 
equivalence classes of compatible families {Za}a, Za E F(Oa), for 

some cover {Oa ~ O}a E K(O); two such families {za}a for 

{Oa 101. O}a and {y~}" for {D~ !!..... D}" are equivalent if for each 
a and p, zalPa~ = !I"lqa~, where Pa~ and qa~ are the projections, 

O PafJ 0 D fall D 
a +-'- a Xc ~ ---+ ". 

The restrictions in F+ are defined on equivalence classes by 

({za}a)lg = {zaIPa}a 

where {za E F(OaHa is a compatible family for the cover {Oa 10. 
O}a and 

OaxC D --- D 

fa 
o 

is a pullback; so {Za IPa} a is a compatible family for the cover { Oa Xc 
D Po. D}a. This is well-defined on equivalence classes. 

F+ is in general not a sheaf, but if we repeat this +-construction 
once more, we obtain a sheaf, and this is the associated sheaf we are 
looking for: 
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We leave further details to the reader (they can also be found in any 
of the references cited above). 

Notice that if F is a sheaf, then o(F) ~ F. 

2.6 Yoneda embedding: subcanonlcal topologies. (a) The rep
resentable presheaves C( -, C) need not be sheaves. But there still 
is a functor 

C -.!.... Sh(C) 

which sends 0 to the associated sheaf o(C(-,O». (However, e need 
no longer be full and faithfu!l, so we get a "distorted" picture of C 
inside Sh(C).) 

Since 0 is left-adjoint to the inclusion, the Yoneda lemma still 
holds: morphisms e(O) - F are in 1-1 correspondence with ele
ments of F( 0), for any sheaf F. 

(b) A Grothendieck topology on C is called Bubcanonical if all 
representable presheaves are sheaves. So in this case C -.!.... Sh(C) 
is simply the functor 0 ~ C( -,0) of 2.1(c). C -.!.... Sh(C) is again 
called the Yoneda embedding, and is a full and faithful functor, when 
the topology on C is subcanonical. In this case, it is common to 
identify 0 with the sheaf e(O), and omit the e from notation. 

2.1 Constructions of sheaves. (a) Since the inclusion Sh(C) '-+ 

SetBCOP has a left-adjoint, limits of sheaves can be calculated as 
limits of presheaves, Le., "pointwise" (cf. 2.2(a», 

(lim Fi)(O) = lim Fi(O) - -
For colimitB, we first compute the colimit in the category of 
presheaves, and then take the associated sheaf. 

(b) Since 0 preserves colimits, we conclude from 2.3 that any sheaf 
is a colimit of sheaves of the form e(O) (cf. 2.6). In particular, if 
the Grothendieck topology is subcanonical, every Bheaf is a colimit 
of repreBentable (pre-) BheaveB. 

(c) If G is a sheaf, then so is the presheaf GF defined in 2.2(b), 
as one easily checks. So exponentials in the category of sheaves are 
constructed just like exponentials of presheaves. And as before, we 
have for three sheaves F,G, and H a natural 1-1 correspondence of 
morphisms of sheaves 

H --+GF 

FxH-G 

(d) For powerBheaveB this is not quite the same. A BubBheaf S 
of a sheaf F is a subpresheaf S C F which is itself also a sheaf. 
Equivalently, S satisfies the following condition: for every cover 
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{Oa Ja. O}a and every z E F(O), 

zl/a E 8(001) for all Q => z E 8(0). 

The powersheaf P (F) of F is now defined by 

P(F)(O) = the set of subsheaves of a(C(-,O» X F. 

Even if the Grothendieck topology is not subcanical, we can equiva
lently describe P (F) as follows: P (F)( 0) is the set of subpresheafJes 
8 c C( -,0) x F which satisfy the following condition for every cover 

{DOl Ja. D}a, and every D -.!... 0 and z E F(D): 

(g 0 la, zl/a) E 8(Da) for all Q => (g, z) E SeD). 

We leave it to the reader to check that P(F) is a sheaf . 
.AB for presheaves, there is a naturall-l correspondence between 

subsheafJes 8 c G x F and morphisms G ~ P(F) for any two 
sheaves G and F: 

G .-!.... P(F) 
ScGxF 

The explicit description of this correspondence is exactly as for 
presheaves. 

(e) Oonstant sheafJes: The restriction to sheaves of the global 
sections functor, 

Sh(C) ~ Sets, reF) = F(l), 

has a left-adjoint ~: for a set I, ~(I) now is the aBBociated sheal of 
the constant presheal defined in 2.2(d). A sheaf of the form ~(I) 
is called a con8tant 8heaf. (Notice that if we write ~p(I) for the 
constant presheaf defined in 2.2(d), ~p(I)+ is already a sheaf, so 

~(I) = a(~p(I» = ~p(I)+, 
and we don't need to apply (-)+ once more.) 

9 Forcing 

We will now explain how we can regard sheaves as sets, and interpret 
set-theoretic language in the context of sheaves. Throughout this 
section, C is a category with finite limits, equipped with a fixed 
Grothendieck topology J as in l.l(b). Intuitively, the sheaves X on 
IC are regarded as 8et8, and element8 of X are the elements of X( 0) 
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for 0 E e; we say that x E X(O) is an element of X at stage O. 

3.1 Basic definitions. Recall that for each sh~af X on e, we can 
form the powersheaf P(X) which plays the role of the power-set, for 
n sheaves Xl, . .. , Xn we can form the product Xl X ••• X Xn which 
plays the role of the cartesian product, and for two sheaves X and 
Y we can form the exponential Y x, which plays the role of the set 
of functions from X to Y. 

To build up the language, we need to select some basic properties, 
functions and elements. A basic n-place property P of type Xl X ••. X 

Xn is just a subsheafof XIX ... xXn; a basic function f ofn variables 

from Xl x ... X Xn to Y is just a morphism Xl X ••• X Xn L Yin 

Sh(e); and a basic element b of X is a morphism 1 ~ X, i.e., an 
element bE reX). 

(Some typical examples in this book, cf. chapters II and III, use 
the basic properties < and :$ which are subsheaves of R X R, the 
basic functions +, X : R X R - R, and the basic elements 0 and 1 of 
R.) 

From these basic properties, functions and elements, we can build 
formulas and terms (= names for elements) in the usual way. We 
assume that for each sheaf X we are given a stock of free variables 
X,!I,Z,Xt,X2, ••. ranging over X. 

Each term t(xt, ... ,xn) with free variables among Xl, ••• ,Xn, rang
ing over the sheaves Xl, ... ,Xn respectively, will be interpreted as a 
morphism from Xl X ••• X Xn to the appropriate codomain. We spec
ify this morphism by giving the components, denoted by tc(O E e). 
So if al E Xl(O), ... , an E Xn(O) are elements of the appropriate 
sheaves, we define 

(1) tc(al, ... ,an) inductively. 

Moreover, for each formula cp(xt, ... ,xn) with free variables as 
above, we will specify for each n-tuple al E Xl(O), ... , an E Xn(O) 
whether cp holds for al, ... ,an, We will write 

to denote that the formula cp(Xl'" ., xn) holds for the elements ai 
at stage O. 

There is a standard way of going from formulas to terms in a set-
theoretic context: if lP(xl, ... , Xn,!lt, ... , !1m) is a formula with free 
variables ranging over the 'sheaves Xl, ... ,Xn, Yl, ... , Ym, then 
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(3) {(X}, ... , xn)I~(xt, ... , Xn,!lt,···, !1m)} 
is a term, which is of course meant to be interpreted as a morphism 

Yl x ... X Ym -+ P(Xt, ... ,Xn ). 

Supposing we have specified the interpretation of ~ in the form (2), 
this morphism interpreting the term in (3), which we abbreviate as 
h.l~}, is defined by the components 

{~I~}e:Yl(C) x ... , xYm(C) -+ P(XI X ••• x 
(4) Xn)( C)(/, alJ ... ,an) E {~I~ }e(bl , ... ,bm) ifT 

DIf-~(alJ ... ,an, bill, ... , bmlf) 
for bi E ¥i(C), a; E X;(b), and D.L. C). 

See also 3.2, where it is noted that this is indeed well-defined. 
Let us now give the inductive clauses for the interpretation of the 

terms and formulas, needed in addition to (4). Let I(xl, ... , xn) be a 
term whose free variables are among Xt, . .. ,Xn. The corresponding 

morphism Xl x ... x Xn .L. Y (for the appropriate Y) is defined 
inductively as follows: 

(5) for t = Xi (some 1,1 :5 I :5 n), we just take the projection 
Xl x ... x Xn -+ Xi, i.e., (Xi)e = ,,"i:Xl(C) x ... , xXn(C) -+ Xi(C). 

(6) for t = b, some basic element of some Y, the corresponding 

morphism Xl X ••• x Xn ~ Y is given by 

be (at, ... , an) = 61(C -+ 1). 

for all OJ E Xi (C), and C E C (here C -+ 1 denotes the unique 
morphism from C to the terminal object 1). 

(7) for t = I(tl, ... ,tn), where I and the ti are terms with free 
variables among Xl, ... ,xn , whose interpretations are already defined 
as morphisms with components 

(ti)e: Xl (C) x ... x Xn(C) -+ ¥iCC) 
le:Xl(C) x ... x Xn(C) -+ Z(Y1X ... XY",>(C), 

then 
te: XI(C) x ... x Xn(C) -+ Z(C) 

is defined by 

tc(alJ···, an) = Ie (ide , (tl)c(al, ... ,an), ... , (tm)c(at, ... ,an». 
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The interpretation of a formula cp(Xl, ... ,xn} (d. (2) above) is 
defined inductively as follows: 

(8) if cp(XI, ... ,xn} is t = t' for two terms t and', then 

GII-cp(al, ... ,an} iff te(al, ... ,an} = td(al, ... ,an}. 

(9) ift and 8 are terms with free variables among Xl, ... ,xn, which 
are interpreted as morphisms Xl x ... X Xn ~ Y and Xl x ... X 

Xn ~ p (Y), the interpretation of the formula t E 8 is specified by 

GIH(al, ... , an} E 8(al, ... , an} iff (ide, tc(al, ... ,an» E 8(G}. 

(10) if P is a basic property corresponding to a subsheaf P of 
Xl x ... X Xn, then P(XI, ... , xn} is a formula, and for ai E Xi we 
have 

GII-P(al, ... ,an} iff (al, ... ,an) E P(G}. 

(One can of course specify Pc Xl X ••• X Xn by giving a defini
tion of GII-P(al, ... ,an) right-away, and taking this equivalence as 
a definition of P as a subsheaf.} 

These clauses take care of the "atomic" formulas. For the logical 
connectives, we have the following classes: 

(12) Gll-cpVt/J(al, ... ,an} iff3R E J(C} such that for each D L 
G E R, either Dll-cp(allf, ... , ani!) or DII-t/J(allf,···, ani!), 

(13) GII---,cp(at, ... , an) iff for every D L c, if 
Dll-cp(allf, ... , ani!) then 0 E J(D}, 

(14) Cll-cp -+ t/J(al, ... ,an) iff for every D L C, if 
Dll-cp(allf,···, ani!) then DII-t/J(allf,···, ani!), 

(15) CII-Vy E Y cp(y, aI, ... , an} iff for every D L C and every 
bE Y(D}, DII-cp(b, aI, If,··., ani!) 

(16) GI1-3y E Y cp(y, aI, ... , an) iff 3R E J(C) such that for every 

D L G E R there is abE Y(D) with Dll-cp(b,allf, ... ,ani!). 

This completes the description of the interpretation of terms and 
formulas. 
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3.2 Functoriallty, local character. To see that (4) is well-defined, 
i.e., that {xl~}c is indeed a subsheaf of SI(O) x Xl X ••• x X,,, we 
need the following two basic properties of II-, which can be proved 
by induction on ~ (following the classes (8)-(16». 

Functorialit,: if Oll-~( ai, ... , an) and D L 0, then 
DII-~(all/,···, ani!) 

Local character: if R E J(O) and if lJi E Xi(O) are such that for 

each D L 0 E R, DII-~(all/, ... , ani!), then 
Oll-~(al' ... ,an). 

3.3 Other versions of Grothendieck topology. If K is a Gro
thendieck topology on C in the sense of 1.1(c), then we can define 
OII-~(al, ... ,an) inductively as in 3.1, by referring to the Grothendi
eck topology J (in the sense of 1.1(b» defined from K as in 1.1(e): 

R E J(O) iff 38 c R 8 E K(O) 

Using 3.2, one then easily checks that i/ K satisfies (i'), (ii') and 
(iii') or the weaker (iii"), then 

(12') OIl-~vt/J(alJ ... ,an) iff3{Oa /0, Ola E K(O) such that for 
all a, Oall-~(all/a, ... ,ani/a), or Oall-t/J(all/a, ... , ani/a) 

(13') Oll-""~( ai, ... , an) iff for any D L 0, if 
DII-~(all/, ... , ani!) then 0 E K(D). 

(16') 01l-3S1 E Y~(SI,al, ... ,an) iff3{Oa la, O}a E K(O) such 
that for all a there is a ba E Y(Oa) with 
Oall-~(ba, all/a, ... , ani/a). 

In other words, we can define Oll-~(al' ... , an) by induction, di
rectly in terms of K, using the clauses (8)-(16) as in 3.1 but with 
(12'), (13'), (16') instead of (12), (13), (16). 

3.4 Validity. A formula ~(Xl' ... ,xn) is called valid in Sh(C) if 

111-Vxl E Xl ... 'Ix" E Xn~(Xl, ... ,xn), 

(where the free variables of ~ are among the Xi, Xi ranging over the 
sheaf Xi; 1 is the terminal object of C). IT ~(Xl' ... ,xn) is valid in 
Sh(C), we write 

So we have 

Sh(C) F ~(Xl' ... ,xn) iff for all 0 E C and all 
lJi E Xi(O)(i = 1, ... , n) OII-~(al, ... , an). 
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3.5 Basic principle of valldity for lntultionlstic logic. With 
the notion of forcing as defined in 3.1 (or 3.4), all the provable for
mulas of intuitionistic logic (in the appropriate language) are valid. 
Without going into the details of setting up an appropriate axiom
atization, we can express this informally by stating that all argu
ments about and constructions of sets which do not make use of 
the excluded middle (i.e., the axiom V' V ""V') or the axiom of choice 
(Vx E X 31/ E Y~(x,1/) -+ 3/ E yX Vx E X V'(x,/x» i.e., all argu
ments and constructions which are constructive and explicit, can be 
correctly performed in the context of sheAves on a site C. 

For example, a typical principle of intuitionistic set theory is the 
comprehension schemA; in fact there are two, one for sets and one 
for functions: for any formula ~(x, II), 

Sh(C) F V1/ E Y 3!z E P(X) Vx E X(x E Z +-+ V'(x,1/» 
Sh(C) F Vx E X 3!1/ E Y V'(x,lI) -+ 31/ E yX Vx E X VII E Y 

(f(x) = II +-+ ~(x, II» 

(recall that 31z E Z.p(z) is regarded as an abbreviation of 3z E 
Z(.p(z) " Vz' E Z .p(z') -+ z = z'). 

For some precise formulations of this basic principle ("soundness 
theorems for intuitionistic logic and set theory"), see the references 
given in the beginning of this Appendix. 

3.6 The natural numbers object. This is the constant sheaf ~(N). 
The zero-element 0 E N is also a basic element of the sheaf ~(N), 
clearly, since 

N c r6(N) 

(this is an inclusion, except when the site is trivial in the sense that 
'" E J(l», and the successor function 8: N -+ N gives a morphism 
6(8): ~(N) -+ 6(N). Similarly, + and . give morphisms 6(N) x 
6(N) -+ 6(N). In other words, the lAngUAge 0/ Arithmetic is part of 
the set-theoretic language of the top08 Sh(C), which we can interpret 
as in 3.1. Under this interpretation all axioms of Peano arithmetic 
are valid. 

We will usually just write N for 6(N), so N stands for both the 
set of natural numbers and the corresponding constant sheaf. With 
this notational convention, the validity of the induction principle, for 
example, is formulated as 

(1) Sh(C) F "Ix E P(N)[O Ex" VII E N(II Ex -+ 811 EX) -+ VII E 
NilE x]. 
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AI!, said, (1) is just part of the fact that all axioms of Peano arithmetic 
are valid. One should keep in mind, however, that only intuition
istically correct arguments are valid in Sh(C). So in general, we 
conclude that all provable formulas of intuitionistic ("higher order") 
arithmetic are valid in Sh(C). 

For formulas ~(Xl" .. , xn) of first- order arithmetic (usual classi
cal Peano arithmetic, i.e., formulas that do not make use of pow
ersheaves and exponentials, one can easily show by induction on ~ 
that for every 0 E C with t/> ¢ J(O): 

Olf-~(nl"" ,n~) iff ~(nl"" ,n~) is true, 

where on the left, the numbers nt EN are regarded as elements of 
6(N)(0), in the obvious way. So for first-order formulas of arith
metic, one doesn't only get the intuitionistically provable, but all 
the classically provable (even: classically true) formulas as valid in 
Sh(C). 

3.1 Finite, decidable, non-empty, and inhabited sheaves. 
(a) A sheaf X is called finite if 

Sh(C) 1= 3n EN 31 E X{o ..... n-l}(Yx E X 3i < n X = I(i» 

(perhaps it would be better to say "locally finite"). More generally, 
the property "to be finite" is defined for elements of P(Y), Y any 
sheaf, by setting for each 5 E P(Y)(O), 0 an object of C, 

01f-(5 is finite) iff 
01l-3n E N 31 E Y{O •...• n-l}Ys E 53i < n s = I(i). 

(b) A sheaf X is called decidable if 

Sh(C) 1= Yx, y E X(x = Y V "'x = y) 

For example, N is a decidable sheaf; in fact any constant sheaf 
is decidable. (And as in (a), we can define more generally for 5 E 
P(Y)(O),OIf- "5 is decidable" if Oll-Ys,t E 5(8 = tv 8 i= t).) 

(c) Intuitonistically, non-empty is not the same thing as having 
an element: for S E P(Y)(O), 

" . " iff 01f-..,5 = t/> 
Olf- 5 IS non-empty iff Olf-..,Yy E y..,y E 5 

A set which has an element is called inhabited: 

Olf- "S is inhabited" iff 01f-3y E Y y E 5. 
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So "8 is non-empty +-+ -,-, (8 is inhabited)" is valid in Sh(C). If we 
regard a sheaf X as an element of P(X)(I), we get as special cases 
that 

Sh(C) 1= "X is non-empty" iffVO E C 3 morphism D L 0 with 
4> ¢ J(D) and X(D) # 4>, 

Sh(C) 1= "X is inhabited" if 3R E J(I)VD -+ 1 E R X(D) # 4>. 

3.8 Generic elements. Let 0 E C, and let £(0) be the correspond
ing sheaf (£(0) = a(C(-,O)), see 2.6). If ~(Z,Xl' ... ,xn) is a for
mula with z ranging over £(0) and Xi over a sheaf Xi, then we have 
for any DEC and a; E X,(D): 

(1) DII-Vy~(y, al, ... , an) iff D X 011-~(""2' all""!'···, anl""d, 

where ""1 is the projection D x 0 -+ D, and ""2 denotes the element 
of £(O)(D x 0) corresponding to the projection D x 0 -+ 0 in C. 

Proolol (1). We will only prove this in the case where the Grothen
dieck topology is subcanonical (cf. 2.6). =? is clear from the definition 

(take I = ""1: D x 0 -+ Din (15) of 3.1). For -<=, take E L Din 
C, and an element 9 E £(O)(E) = C(E,O). According to (15) of 3.1, 
we have to show that 

(2) EII-~(g, aliI, ... , ani!). 

But by assumption, D X 011-~(""2,all""I' ... ,anl""t), and hence by 

functoriality (3.2) applied to E (foil D x 0, 

EII-~(""2IU,g), (all""I)IU,g),···, (anl:lrI)I(f,g))· 

Since ""2 0 (f,g) = 9 and (a;I""t)I(f,g) = a;1/, this simply means that 
(2) holds. 

The element ""2 E £(O)(D x 0) occurring on the right-hand side 
of (1) is called the generic element 010 at D (recall that we usually 
omit the "£" if the topology is subcanonical). 

3.9 Generating elements. Let X be a sheaf on C, and let G be 
a function assigning to each object 0 a (possibly empty) subset 
G(O) C X(O). G is said to generate X if the smallest subsheaf 
Y :::> X with G(O) c Y(O) (for all objects 0 E C) is X itself. In 
other words, G generate8 X iff for all 0 E C and all X E X(O), there 

is a cover {Oa fa. O}a and for each Q a map Oa ~ Da such that 
3y E G(Da)Ylga = xl/a. In other words every x E X is locally the 
re8triction of something in G. 
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If G generates X and ~(z, !/1, ... , !/n) is a formula with z ranging 
over X, !Ii over Yi, then it is an easy consequence of 3.2 that for any 
C E C and bi E Yi(C), 

CII-Vz~(z, b1 , ••• , bn ) iff for all pairs of morphisms E I- D 1.. C 
and all a E G(E), DII-~(alg, bIll, ... ,bnlf) 

CI1-3z E X~(Z,bl"" ,bn) iff there are a cover {COl la, C}a and 
morphisms COl ~ DOl, such that for each a there is an 

aa E G(Da) with Call-~(aalga, bIlla,' .. ,bnl/a). 

In particular, if X = .6.(1) for a set I, there is for every u E I a 
corresponding element ii E .6.(I)(C), and 3.2 gives 

CII-Vz E .6.(1)~(z, bb' .. , bn) iff for all u E I CII-~(ii, bl , ... ,bn) 

CI1-3z E .6.(I)~(z, bI, ... , bn) iff there are a cover {Col !:!.. C}a and 
for each a a U a E I such that Call-~(ii, bIlla, ... , bn II a), 

as follows from the fact that the elements of the form ii generate 
.6.(1) (i.e., if G(C) = {iilu E I} c .6.(1)(C), G generates I). 

3.10 Notational convention. We will often just write b for bl/, if 
there is no possible misunderstanding. For example, (1) of 3.8 can 
be written as 

DII-V!/~(!/,al, ... ,an) iff Dx CII-~('I"2,al, ... ,an), 

since the right-hand side only makes sense if Oi stands for ailg for 
some morphism D x C -L. D, and without any further data, the 
only 9 there is is the projection '1"1. 
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It would perhaps be useful to give a list of the toposes discussed 
in this book, and other models occurring in the literature which we 
have only mentioned in passing, or not at all. All these models will 
be presented as sheaves on a site whose underlying category is a 
full subcategory of the category 1L of loci. Recall that the objects of 
1L are duals l(COO(R")/I) of COO-rings COO(R")/I. The morphisms 
l( Coo (R") / I) - l( Coo (Rm) / J) of 1L are equivalence classes of smooth 
maps R" ~ Rm with the property that 9 E J - glP E I (two such 
lP and lP' being equivalent if 1r; 0 lP - 1r; 0 lP' E I(i = 1, ... , m». 

The other categories are described by taking only those objects 
l( Coo (R") / I) where I satisfies a specific condition, according to the 
following list: 

IE - I E I iff IIZ(I) == 0 (i.e., I = m~(I) 
IF - I is closed (1.4.1-2) 
G - I is germ-determined (1.4.1-2) 
lLrp - I is finitely generated 
V - I is Coo-radical, i.e., I E I iff 3g E IZ(f) = Z(g) 
Vw - I is Coo-radical, and countably generated as a Coo-radical 

ideal, in the sense that there are g"(n EM) such that I E I 
iff 3"Z(g") C Z(f). 

C - COO (R")/ I is of the form COO(M) ®oo W, where M is a 
manifold and W ~ COO(R"-")/J is a Weil algebra (1.3.13) 

W - COO(R")/I is of the form A ®oo W, where leA) E V and W 
is a Weil algebra 

Ww - as W, but with Vw instead of V. 

Remarks. In each case, we identify the category above with the 
equivalent category whose objects are lL-objects isomorphic to ones 
of the type specified in the list. IE is just the category of closed sub
spaces of R"(n ~ 0) and smooth maps, or since each open U C R" is 
diffeomorphic to a closed fj C R"+ 1, IE "is" also the category of lo
cally closed subspaces of R"(n ~ 0), cf.I.l.S. COO-radical ideals were 
considered in Moerdijk-Reyes (1986), Moerdijk-Que-Reyes (1987). 
It is possible to give more intrinsic descriptions of categories like C 
and W (or at least of the associated toposes), but we will not go into 
this here. 

Notice that there are inclusion functors as in the diagram below. 
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The inclusions marked with x do not admit a right adjoint; all others 
do, and so does the composite V <-+ ll... 

JE • • lP • • G 

~ tx tx~ 
Voo' 

X X 
• V C • • L fp ' 

• L 

+ ~x 
Woo' 

X 
• W 

Some of these right adjoints have been discussed in §II.1. Here, we 
will use r to denote any of them. 

Each of these categories can be made into a site by equipping it 
with one of five Grothendieck topologies, the covers for which are 

(i) isomorphisms (indiscrete or "chaotic" topology) 
(ii) finite open covers 

(iii) finite open covers and projections 
(iv) open covers 
(v) open covers and projections, 

respectively. Open covers are of the form 

where r reflects back into the category in question when necessary, 
and the Ui form an open cover of ]in. Projections are singleton covers 
of the form 

{leA) x l(B) -+ leA)} 

where B is not the trivial ring (i.e., 0 =f:. 1 in B). 
The following table gives the toposes corresponding to the sites 

that we consider. Not all combinations occur, since we restrict our 
attention to subcanonical topologies (so e.g., ll.. with open covers 
is excluded). Furthermore, open = open with projections, for all 
subcanonical sites considered. 
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(v) I (iv) I (iii) I (li) I (i) 

lL 8 <-+ Z <-+ Se,.Lop 

1F r !:!! r <-+ r6a !:!! rSa <-+ Sd,Fop 

G 9 !:!! 9 <-+ 9Sa !:!! 9Sa <-+ Sd,6°P 

lL,p .epocArC""]!:!! .e[locArC""] ..... .e[locC""]!:!! .epocC""] ..... .e[C""] 

C C !:!! C ..... CSa !:!! CSa <-+ Sd,CoP 

V lISapr <-+ liSa <-+ Sd,VoP 

Vi 'WSapr <-+ 'We.. <-+ Se"Wop 

lE e !:!! e <-+ ee.. !:!! eSa <-+ Sd,EoP 

(The lines for Vw, Ww are 88 for V, W). The horizontal arrows 
indicate the obvious inclusions (or equivalences) of toposes. There 
are also many vertical geometric morphisms, by the following result. 

Lemma. Let A and lHl be sites, and let A .-!.... lHl be a functor which 
has the covering lifting property {i.e., for every cover {B. ~ eAl. 

in lHl there is a cover {Aj Ii I A}; in A such that each e(fj) factors 
through some g.) 

e(Aj) B. 

e(A) 

Then e induces a geometric morphism 

,,: SheA) -+ Sh(lHl) 

given by 
,,·(Y) = a(Y 0 e) 

for a sheafY on lIB (a is the associated sheaf functor), 

".(X)(B) = SetsAoP(lHl(e-, B),X) 
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lor CI shea/ X on A ('1.(X) is indeed CI sheCl/ on lIB, 6y the covering 
lifting property). 

One may check that each of the inclusions in the diagram (1) 
above has the covering lifting property, hence giving corresponding 
geometric morphislDS in the columns of the table. For instance, for 
the topology given by fnite open covers and projections, we get 

'fin 1fln ---.1 Bfln 

I Cfln 
/ 

'" I 
'Vfin pr I Wfln pr B 

There are more vertical geometric morphislDS then just those of 
the type given by the lemma, due to the existence of a right adjoint 
r. For instance, we have geometric morphislDS 

B;;b , 
p 

with Pi = id, i* -l i. = p. -l p. (similarly for 1 ~ ',Bfln ~ 'fln, 
etc.). For details, the reader may consult Moerdijk-Reyes (1984). 

In the fourth line of the table, we have used the notation for 
classifying toposes. Recall that a Coo -ring A in a topos T is a functor 
COO ~ T which preserves products, where Coo is the category of 
smooth maps between the spaces JR", n ~ O. A(JR) is a ring object of 
T, for which we also write A (as in chapter I). By the use of sheaf 
semantics (Appendix 1), we can give an interpretation in T to the 
statements" A is a COO-ring", "A is a local COO-ring", "A is a local 
Archimedean COO -ring". Without proof, we can then state 

Proposition. 5 [COO], 5 [locCOO] , 5 [locArCOO] are the classifying 
toposes/or the theories 0/ Coo -rings, o/local Coo -rings and o/local 
.A rchimedean COO -rings, respectively. 

What this means is the following (say for 5 [locCoo)). The un
derlying set functor R E 5[locCoo] is a local COO-ring, and in fact 
that generic local COO-ring, in the sense that a local Coo-ring A in 
a topos T is classified by a geometric morphislDS T ~ 5 ~occool 
with p*(R) = A 
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T 

More precisely, R induces an equivalence of categories between the 
category of geometric morphisms T ~ S ~ocCOO] and the category 
of local COO-rings in T (by sending p to p*(lR». (For more informa.
tion about classifying toposes, see Johnstone (1977), Makkai-Reyes 
(1977).) 

The toposes based on V contain invertible infinitesimals but no 
nilpotent ones, and are thus more like models for constructive non
standard analysis. The tapas C is sometimes called the "Calliers 
tapas", see Dubuc (1979), Kock (1981). The models based on Vi 

and Vi", are in some sense the simplest which contain both nilpotent 
and invertible infinitesimals. 

The list of models given here is not exhaustive. What one would 
like is 8ubcanonical topologies which have as many covers as possible, 
but are still manageable and explicitly definable. For instance, one 
can add the map 

as a cover of lL, in addition to the finite open covers and the pro
jections (cf. also Appendix 3, theorem 4). The resulting tapas is 
discussed in Moerdijk-Que-Reyes (to appear). 
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We now turn to the verification of the integration axiom 

(IA) V IE R[O.lJ3!g E R[O.lJ(g(O) = 01\ g' == I). 

We shall only sketch the argument, since details can be found in 
Moerdijk, Que, Reyes (to appear), to which we will refer in this 
appendix as [MQR]. 

The idea is to establish first the "synthetic" lemma 1 below, which 
essentially reduces that verification to the density of squares in R?o, 
in the sense of part (iii) of lemma 1. (iii) in turn is a consequence of 
Whitney's lemma on even functions (lemma 2) and a result on flat 
functions (lemma 3). This proof of the integration axiom applies 
uniformly to all the models listed in the previous section, whereas 
the argument given in II.2 (based directly on theorem 1.4.12) does 
not apply to models for which [0,1] is not representable. 

Consider the following statements 

(i) Vx E R(x2 ~ 0), Vx E R(x > 0 -+ 3y x = y2) 
(ii) VI E RR(f(x) == I(-x) -+ 3F E RR I(x) == F(x2)) 

(iii) V IE RR?'°(f(x2) == 0 -+ I(x) == 0) 
(iv) VI E RR3!g E RR(g(O) = 01\ g' == I) 

Lemma 1. Assume that R is a commutative local ring with unit, 
satislying the Kock-Lawvere axiom R X R ~ RD, and equipped with 
order relations < and :s; which are compatible with each other and 
with the ring structure 01 R (as in Al-5 01 chapter VII). II (i)-(iv) 
hold lor R, then the integration axiom holds. 

Prool. (sketch) By extending a given I E RR?O to some F E RR (by 
(i)-(iii)), we use (iv) to find a primitive G of F whose restriction to 
R>o gives a primitive 9 E RR?:.o of I. To obtain the conclusion for 
f-E R[O.lJ, one uses isomorphisms [0, 1) ~ R?o, [0, 1) ~ (0,1]. 
Uniqueness of 9 follows from (iii) and (iv). 

Lemma 2. (Whitney's lemma on even functions) Let f(x,t):IR" X 

IR -+ IR be a smooth function such that f(x,t) == f(x, -t). Then there 
is a smooth g(x, t): 1R" X IR -+ IR such that I(x, t) == g(x, t 2). 

Proof. See Martinet (1982) or [MQR]. 
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Lemma 3. Let M be a smooth manilold, and let I,g E eOO(M). 
Then I(z) E (g(z) - t 2) ~ eOO(M x R) iff lor some P E eOO(R) which 
vanishes on R~o, I(z) E (p(g(z») ~ eOO(M). 

Prool. See [MQR]. 

From the last two lemmas, we obtain the following result. 

Theorem 4. The map R --+ R~o in lL which is induced by R ~ lll~o 
is a stable effective epimorphism. 

Prool. Let LA -.!.... R~o be any map in lL, with A = eOO(RR)/ I. So 
9 is represented by a function g(Z):RR --+ R such that po gEl 
whenever p E m~~o. Consider the pullback 

9 
LA---• R~o 

I t 2 

""' lB--- R 

where B = eOO(Iw.R x R)/(I(z),g(z) - t 2 ). 

We have to show that for any LB -1.....Le which coequalizes Pl,P2, 
there is a unique h making the following diagram commute. 

PI "'z 
t.B Xu t.B = t.B - t.A 

~ If~ 
t.e 

It suffices to consider the case t.O = R. So I is represented by a 
smooth function I(z, t): RR X R --+ R. 

The existence of such an h now becomes a statement about ideals, 
namely: if I(z,t)-/(z,s) E (l(z),g(z)-t2,t2 -s2), then there is an 
h such that I(z, t) - h(z) E (1(z),g(z) _t2). The uniqueness of h, on 
the other hand, is simply the statement: if k(z) E (l(z),g(z) - t 2), 

then k(z) E 1. 
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To prove existence, write 

1 1 
f(x, t) = "2 (f(x, t) + f(x, -t) + "2 (f(x, t) - f(x, -t» 

and use lemma 2 to obtain an i such that 

- 2 1 f(x, t ) = "2 (f(x, t) + f(x, -t». 

Then f(x, t)- j(x, t2) E (I(x), g(x)-t2), and we let hex) = i(x,g(x». 
For uniqueness, write 

k(x) = L~(X,t)'Pi(X) + B(x,t)(g(x) - t2), 

where 'Pi E I. By lemma 2 again, find At, B with 

k(x) = L At(x, t2)'Pi(X) + B(x, t2 )(g(x) - t2 ) 

Since Ai(X,9(X» - At(x,t2) E (g(x) - t2), we may write 

k(x) = L At(x,9(X»'Pi(X) + C(x, t2)(g(x) - t2 ). 

By lemma 3, there is apE m~~o such that 

k(x) - L At(x, 9 (x» 'Pi (x) E (pg(x» 

Since pg(x) E I, we conclude that k E I. 

Corollary 5. The map R ~ R?o is also a stable effective epimor
phism in IF,G, V, W(VIII' Will). 

Proof. For IF and G, see [MQR]. The cases of V, W, VIII' Will are all 
the same, so we only consider Where. 

From the description of pullbacks in W, it follows that we only 
need to prove the following two statements, which represent existence 
and uniqueness, respectively (as in the proof of theorem 4), for a 
Coo-radical ideal I: 

f(x,t) - f(x,s) E V(i(x),g(x) - t2 ,t2 - 82) => 

3h(x) f(x, t) - hex) E V(I(x),g(x) - t2) 

k(x) E v(I(x),g(x) - t2) => k E I, 

where for an ideal J, VJ = {fl3g E J Z(f) = Z(g)} denotes the 
Coo-radical of J. 

The first is proved just as for IL, but the second is much simpler. 
Indeed, let p E m~~o be any function with Z(p) = ~?o. Since 
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Z(k(x)) = Z(E ai(X, t)'Pi(X) + b(x, t)(g(x) - t2» where 'Pi E I, and 
pg(x) E I, we have Z(k(x)) 2 Z(E 'Pi 2 (x) + pg(x», so k E ...r I = I. 

Corollary 6. The integration axiom holds in each of the following 
models: 1, 1fin, 9, 9fin, S, Z, C, Cfin, W, Wfin Wpr, Wprftn, (and similarly 
for the corresponding toposes with Ww instead of W), S [locArCoo], 

S[locCOO ]. 

Proof. We have to check the hypotheses of lemma 1. Only two of 
them present problems: the compatibility of ~ with > and with 
the ringstructure of R, and (iii). For the sites big enough for R?o 
to be representable, (iii) follows from corollary 5. These include 
" 1fin, 9, 9 fin, B, Z, W, Wprftn (and idem with W w as underlying site). 
Compatibility of ~ follows from 1.4.12 (as in 11.2) for the first six of 
these, and is obvious for the toposes based on W (or Ww). 

For the others, whose sites are too small to contain R?o, we prove 
that R?o acts "as a representable" in the sense that a natural trans
formation 

A(-,fA) X lL(i(-),R?o) ...!... A(-,R) 

(where A ~ IL is the inclusion of the site in question) is induced by 
a morphism fAx R?o -+ R in IL. (So this applies to the sites with 
underlying categories C, W, ILrp). This would reduce the problem to 
checking both assertions for IL, and thus completes the proof. 

Apply T to the pair (1I"LA, t 2 ) at stage fAx REA, and let 9 = 
TtAxR(1I"LA, t 2 ): LA x R -+ R. Consider the diagram 

11"12 
lA x t 2 

lA XR>O R ====:: lA x R---
- 11"13 

lA x R?o 

R 

where 11"12,11"13 is the kernel pair of LA x t2• We notice that R X R>o R 
is an object of A (even if R?o is not), in the cases where the -un
derlying category is ViI or ILrp • In these cases, g1l"12 = g1l"13 by nat
urality of T, and this implies, by theorem 4, that there is a unique 
f in IL as indicated in the diagram, which makes the triangle com
mute. A further application of this theorem shows that T comes 
from composing with f. The case where the underlying category 
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of A is C actually follows by the same argument, since although 
R XR>o R = l(000(li2)/(z2 - ,,2» is not in C, it still follows that 
g'}l"12 ,; g'}l"13, because lA x R XR>o R E 1F, so it is enough to check 

that g'}l"12U = g'}l"13U for allM L lA x R XR~O R, with W a Weil 
algebra. 

Corollary T. The integration mom also holds in the lollowing 
topo8e8: SetsFOP , Set860P , SetsL op , SetsCOP , Setsw':.P, S [000 ]. 

Prool. Obvious from the previous results, since all the topologies are 
subcanonical. 

To conclude this appendix, two further remarks: 

(1) An appropriate reformulation of the integration axiom which 
doesn't make use of the existence of nilpotent infinitesimals 
(to define the derivative) is valid in the toposes based on lE 
and V. 

(2) For the toposes whose sites are big enough to represent [0,1], 
a much simpler proof of the integration axiom is available. As 
an example, let us consider the case Set8L op • 

The idea is to reformulate the integration axom as the existence 
of a constant J~ of sort R(R10,l!) satisfying the following conditions: 

(i) J01(1 + g)dt = J~ / dt + J~ 9 dt 
(ii) J~ al dt = a J; I dt (a E R) 

(iii) J; I'dt = 1(1) -/{O). 

In terms of this constant, we can obtain the usual integration axiom 
by defining 

16 I dt = (6 - a) 101 I(a + t(6 - a»dt. 

The verification of the existence of such an operation J~: R[O,I) ~ R 

in the models presents no difficulties: let I: lA x [0, 1] ~ R be a 
function at stage LA, i.e., an equivalence class of some F(z, t): lin X 

Ii ~ R modulo (I{z), m~,I)(t)), where A = ooo(Rn)j I. Define 

101 I dt = 101 F(z, t)dt mod I, 

which clearly satisfies (i)-(iii), provided it is well defined. By linear
ity of J~, well-definedness comes down to showing that if F(z, t) E 
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(1(x), m[O,l) (t)), then Ii F(x, t)dt E I(x). But if F(x, t) = E ot(X,t)~i(X)+ 
Ebi(x,t)Pi(t) with ~i Eland Pi E m~.I)' then Ii F(x,t)dt = 

E ~i(X) 101 ot(x, t)dt E I. 
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Let C be a site, as in appendix 1. (We assume that the topology 
on C is subcanonical, and that C has finite lim.) An object A E C 

+--
defines a functor 

(- )A: Sh(C) -+ Sh(C), X ...... XA 

by exponentiation, which preserves limits. When does (_)A have a 
right adjoint, i.e., a functor (-)A such that there is a natural 1-1 
correspondence 

(1) 
XA-+y 

X-+YA 

Obviously, this can only be the case if (_)A preserves colimits (any 
functor having a right adjoint must preserve colimits). This is also 
enough, for in this case we can define 

(2) 

Then YA is indeed a sheaf, for if {COl i2.... O}a is a covering sieve in C 
and {a: ~ Y} is a compatible family of elements of YA(Oa), then 

there is a unique OA ~ Y with go I: = ga, since ° = limOa in 
Sh (C) and hence OA = lim 0:. The correspondence (1) nO; holds 
if X is representable, bydefinition (2). The general case follows, 
again since (_)A preserves colimits, because every sheaf is a colimit 
of representables (cf. 2.7(b) of Appendix 1). 

Lemma. (- )A: Sh(C) -+ Sh(C) preserves colimits iff every cover 

{ gOt }. h { hllxid DOl --+ ° x A a an C has a refinement 01 t e lorm Op x A --+ 

° x A}p lor some cover Cp .!!.... O}p (i.e., every hp x id lactors 
through some ga). 

Prool. In the examples, we will only make use of <=, and we will leave 
the proof of => as an exercise to the reader. For <=, let X = limXj 
be a colimit of sheaves. To show that XA = lim XjA, it is enough to 
show that there is a natural 1-1 corresponderu;e 

C-+XA 
(1) 

0-+ limX·A 
---+ I 
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where C E C. But given the assumption, (1) is a simple conse
quence of the way colimits of sheaves are computed (2.7 (b) of Ap-

pendix 1): indeed, a map C ...L. (limXi)A naturally corresponds 

to a map C x A L limXi, and sud: a map is (as an equivalence 

class) represented by :;ompatible family of maps DOl /a l Xia , for 
some cover {DOl 'a l C x A}a; by assumption, then, it can also be 

represented as a compatible family of maps CfJ x A /(J I Xi(J for 
h(Jxid • 

some finer cover {CfJ x A "-+ C x A}fJ. The correspondmg maps 

{ C fJ I (J I Xf} fJ represent an element C L lim Xi A . It is straightfor-
- ---+ 

ward to check that I 1-+ I defines a 1-1 correspondence as required 
in (1). 

Examples. Let A = Coo(Ji")jI be a COO-ring, and suppose x E Ji" 
is such that lA C lCoo(U) for every open neighbourhood U C Ji" of 
x (i.e., 31 E I 1-1(0) C U, cf. 1.1.7). Then the functor 

X 1-+ XtA 

has a right adjoint, in each of the toposes discussed in this book 
(for 9 and 1, we assume that I is germ-determined, resp. closed, of 
course). 

To see this, suppose iB = i(Coo(Jim)jJ) is another locus, and 
{lCa -+ lB x lA}a is a cover in the site of one of these toposes. 
Then tea is of the form l(B ®oo A) n s(Va) for some open cover 
{Va}a of Jim X Ji". Let Ua = hi E Jim I (x, tI) E Vol}, and let iDa = 
iBns(Ua). Then the iDOl form a cover of lB, and for each a we have 
s(Ua) x iA C sVa, hence also lCa x lA c iDa, and the condition of 
the lemma is satisfied. 

Consequently, if Z is any of the infinitesimal spaces with a point, 

like D, DJ:(n), W (W any Weil algebra), IA = n">oiCoo (-~,~), or 

any germ iC;o(M) = i(Coo(M)jm:), then (_)Z has a right adjoint. 
(Notice, however, that the argument does not apply to the space n 
of invertible infinitesimals, cr. 11.1.10). 

An exception to these general observations is the topos defined 

by adding the map R ..f.. R~o as a cover (which we mentioned at 
the end of appendix 2), as is pointed out in Moerdijk-Que..Reyes (to 
appear). 



Appendix 5: Comments, References and Fur
ther Developments 

The aim of this appendix is to help the reader by making com
ments on the significance of some results, by pointing out further 
developments, and by directing him or her to the literature for fur
ther information or alternative viewpoints. We do not desire, nor 
are we able, to give detailed attribution of credits and priorities for 
the various results in this book, and whenever possible we shall just 
refer to a main reference where the reader can satisfy his curiosity. 
When such a reference is not available, we try to give what we be
lieve to be the source of the result in question. As far as terminology 
is concerned, we have tried to avoid descriptions of the type "the 
Moerdijk envelop of the Reyes top os" , in favour of more informative 
ones. (Some exceptions occur, however, when this goes against long 
established tradition, such as in the case of Weil algebras.) 

The notion of COO-ring was introduced by Lawvere in 1967 (see 
Lawvere (1979», and studied by several people as a tool to construct 
models for Synthetic Differential Geometry (henceforth SDG); see 
Kock (1981). Although this general notion of COO-ring does not 
occur as such in classical analysis and differential geometry, the main 
examples of Coo -rings occupy a central position in singularity theory 
and related subjects, as will be clear from such books as Malgrange 
(1966), Martinet (1982), and Tougeron (1972). For instance, the 
local algebras of Malgrange (1966), originally defined as quotients of 
rings of germs of smooth functions, are precisely the pointed local 
finitely generated COO-rings (cf. proposition 1.3.9). Other examples 
of local COO-rings are the formal algebras, Le., the quotients of rings 
of formal power series. A particular kind of formal algebras, the 
Weil algebras, were introduced by A. Weil (1953) in order to deal 
with nilpotent infinitesimals in differential geometry. In this paper, 
Weil used these algebras to define tangent bundles, Ehresmann's 
jet bundles (Ehresmann (1953», and more general prolongations of 
manifolds in a purely intrinsic way. 

Ideals of smooth functions have been extensively studied in the 
classical literature (see the books by Malgrange, Tougeron, Mar
tinet). The closed ideals in particular playa major role, due to 
important results like Whitney's spectral theorem (1.4.4), or the re
sult stating that (h, ... , h,) c coo(IRm) is closed if h, ... , /" are 
analytic functions on IRm (Malgrange (1966); Lojasiewicz (1959) for 
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the case m = 1). 
Given the role of these examples of COO-rings in the classical liter

ature, it is not surprising that although the statements of several of 
the results in this chapter seem new, most of their proofs are either 
known or easily derivable from known ones. 

Much of the material of 1.2 and 1.3 appears in Dubuc (1981), be 
it with somewhat different proofs. Proposition 1.2 (which is a sim
ple consequence of the fundamental theorem of calculus) explains in 
some sense the role of ideals of differentiable functions in the classical 
literature. Proposition 1.6 (which is essentially the implicit function 
theorem) may be paraphrased as "open in the Euclidean topology 
= open in the Zariski topology" , thus illustrating the analogy with 
algebraic geometry mentioned in the introduction, and below. The 
appendix of 1.3 is taken from Moerdijk & Reyes (1986). 

Near-point determined ideals were explicitly defined in Reyes 
(1981), in order to formulate the Spectral Theorem of Whitney as 
"closed = near-point determined" (proposition 4.6). Germ deter
mined ideals, on the other hand, were explicitly defined in Dubuc 
(1981) in order to reformulate classical results about partitions of 
unity. Corollary 4.9 appears in Kock (1981). Theorem 4.11 is due 
to Que and Reyes (1982), and generalizes an unpublished result of 
A.P. Calderon (corollary 4.18). The refinement of 4.13 used in the 
proof of 11.2.4 (vii) is due to O. Bruno (1986). These results are the 
key to verifying the axioms of integration and preorder (~) in many 
of the models. 

In connection with the material of Chapter I, we would like to 
emphasize that Coo -rings in general, and local Coo -rings in particu
lar, have hardly been studied in their own right, independently from 
the construction of models of Synthetic Differential Geometry. As to 
local COO-rings, some steps are taken in Moerdijk, Reyes (1986), and 
Moerdijk, Reyes, Que (1987), where localizations of COO-rings are 
studied and the notion of spectrum of a Coo -ring is analyzed. Given 
such a notion of spectrum, one can then define a Coo -scheme in the 
obvious way, as something built up from spectra of COO-rings. It 
would be very interesting to see in which respects this deviates from 
the standard theory of schemes in algebraic geometry, and how it ties 
in with the classical theory of manifolds, which stand to COO-schemes 
as varieties stand to schemes: 

manifolds : Coo -schemes = varieties : schemes 

We should point out here that another notion of "spectrum of a C oo_ 
ring" is considered in Dubuc (1981). His notion, however, is more 
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restricted than ours, and is suitable for germ-determined COO-rings 
only . 

.AJJ far as the general theory of Coo -rings is concerned, some in
teresting work has been done by Michor, Kriegl, and others; see e.g. 
Kainz, Kriegl, Michor (1987). 

We just mentioned the possibility of pursuing the analogy with the 
theory of spectra and schemes in algebraic geometry. In our book, 
it is from a slightly different angle that the analogy with algebraic 
geometry is brought about, namely via the "functorial approach" 
to algebraic geometry as exposed in Demazure and Gabriel (1970). 
Thus, we regard the duals of COO-rings, or loci, as our basic geometric 
objects; in fact, passing to this dual category IL of loci, one obtains 
a cotJariant embedding of the category of manifolds M into 1L. 

Most of section 11.1 is just a restatement of results from chap
ter I, obtained by formally dualizing. 11.2 is expository and tries to 
motivate the semantics of sheaves for the particular case of SetsL op • 

.AJJ will be apparent, sheaf semantics plays a central role in this 
monograph; a general exposition of this semantics, due mainly to 
A. Joyal, appears in Appendix 1. Theorem 11.2.4 is due essentially 
to Lawvere and Kock (cf. Kock's book (1981», with the exception 
of the clauses for integration and preorder: 2.4(iv) for ~, and (v) are 
proved in Que, Reyes (1982), while 2.4(vii) is due to O. Bruno. The 
property eMP of section 11.3 was introduced by MacLarty (1983); 
theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are taken from Moerdijk, Reyes (1987); and 
proposition 3.6, which shows how distributions with compact sup
port can be dealt with in our framework, appears in Que, Reyes 
(1982). The notion of path-smoothness is taken from Boman (1967) . 

.AJJ we have said, the topos SetsL op discussed in chapter II really 
only served as an introduction to the models of chapter III and VI. 
The first model for the Kock-Lawvere axiom (111.1.10) as well as the 
algebraic axioms for R (111.1.7(i),(iii),(iv» was actually constructed 
by F. W. Lawvere, as far back as 1967. This model was the topos of 
sheaves on the category ILrp of duals of finitely presented Coo -rings, 
equipped with the largest (finest) subcanonical Grothendieck topol
ogy, the so-called canonical topology. For many purposes, however, 
this model was rather unmanageable, since a good description of the 
canonical topology was, and still is, lacking. (A workable descrip
tion of this topology seems to depend on hard problems of analysis, 
cf. Moerdijk, Que, Reyes (to appear).) 

The topos B was introduced by Dubuc (1981), whereas the topos 
1 was first described in Belair (1981). Nevertheless, it was not clear 
how much analysis and geometry could be developed on the basis 
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of the axioms that hold in these models. In fact, the first paper by 
Dubuc limits itself to the verification of the Kock-Lawvere axiom and 
the axioms expressing that R is an archimedean ordered local ring. 
Besides these axioms, the paper of Belair also tackles the integration 
axiom (111.2.10(i», and the compatibility of ~ with the ring structure 
of R (111.2.7). Compactness of [0, 11, connectedness of R, existence of 
partitions of unity, etc., which are needed to develop some analysis 
and geometry, and play such an important role in our book, were 
not discussed at all in these references. 

Let us observe that these topological properties are not discussed 
in Kock's book (1981) either, perhaps because the emphasis of Kock 
is rather on the algebraic approach to infinitesimal structures. 

Many of the topological properties discussed in section 111.3 were 
first proved for the topos 9 in Moerdijk, Reyes (1984a), although 
the same arguments apply to the topos 1. However, there we only 
considered spaces like R and [0, 1J, and the treatment in section 111.3 
is more general and much more systematic. Results of the form of 
111.3.5,111.3.11 and their corollaries should be familiar to readers with 
some background in intuitionistic analysis. Chain-connectedness 
(111.3.8) seems to be the right notion of connectedness in the con
text of constructive topology. (It was introduced in the more general 
context of toposes and locales in the appendix of Moerdijk (1986) 
where a general form of proposition 3.9 appears.) 

Chapter IV essentially follows Moerdijk, Reyes (1983), (1984b). 
The approach to differential forms as maps on the space of infinitesi
mal n-cubes is quite standard in the works of geometers like Cartan, 
Lie, etc. In the context of Synthetic Differential Geometry it was ex
plicitly described in Kock, Reyes, Veit (1980); see also Kock (1981). 
An apology to the reader is due for section 2 on singular homology: 
we gave rather detailed proofs in order to check that this theory is 
really constructively valid (many classical sources make free, but un
necessary, use of the excluded middle). With all these preliminaries 
out of the way, our proof of De Rham's theorem for 9 in section 3 is 
a quite standard Mayer-Vietoris sequence argument (c!. for instance 
Greub et al. (1972,1973)). Corollaries 4.5 and 4.8, obtained here 
as consequences of De Rham's theorem in the topos 9 (or 1), are 
originally due to van Est (1958), who proved them by the method 
of "carapaces" of H. Cartan. Corollary 4.5 was also independently 
proved by J. Glass (1983), who, like us, was unaware of van Est's 
paper. A final remark about chapter IV: in formulating De Rham's 
theorem for the topos 9, we used the dual of singular homology 
(which, by the way, is the original formulation of De Rham (1960)), 
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rather than singular cohomology as is often done nowadays. We 
don't know whether such a De Rham theorem in terms of singular 
cohomology holds in 1 or 9 (the trouble with cohomology is that 
one seems to need the axiom of choice at some place or other). 

The notion of microlinear space discussed in chapter V is due to 
F. Bergeron (1980), and is stronger than Demazure's condition (E) 
(see Demazure (1970», which had been used in Synthetic Differen
tial Geometry under the name of "infinitesimally linear spaces" (see 
Kock (1981», a term long to write and hard to pronounce, especially 
in French, as was shown conclusively in some seminars in Montreal. 

One of the main results of this chapter is our version (V.2.S) of 
the Ambrose-Palais-Singer theorem, which is proved here for all mi
crolinear spaces. This theorem was originally proved for finite di
mensional manifolds in Ambrose et al. (1960). Earlier "synthetic" 
versions of this result were given by Bunge and Sawyer (1983), Kock 
(1983) and Kock, Lavendhomme (1984). In all of these references, 
however, additional conditions are imposed on the microlinear space 
M. In the last paper, for instance, the theorem is proved for those 
microlinear spaces M which satisfy the condition Tz(M) ~ R!' for all 
z E M. When this theorem is interpreted in either lor g, we essen
tially obtain the classical Ambrose-Palais-Singer theorem for smooth 
manifolds of finite dimension. However, it turns out that the con
dition TzM ~ R!' is redundant, and consequently one can obtain a 
version of this theorem which includes e.g. function spaces, mani
folds with singularities, and algebraic schemes, when interpreted in 
suitable toposes. Details of these applications can be found in Mo
erdijk and Reyes (to appear 2). 

Proposition 1.4 appears in Lavendhomme (1981). Theorem 1.6 
was proved by Reyes, Wraith (1978), and independently by Lavend
homme (1981). Our presentation closely follows Lavendhomme's. 
The notion of spray used in this chapter is credited to S. Smale 
by P. Libermann. Much of section V.3 on vectorbundles over mi
crolinear spaces can already be found in Kock and Reyes (1979). 
The idea of proving the Gauss-Bonnet theorem in dimension 2 by 
adding infinitesimal angles occurs in Belair and Reyes (1985), but 
as it stands, the proof given there is not correct. Curiously enough, 
we have not been able to find our proof in Cartan (1928), where a 
different argument using invertible infinitesimals is given. (We don't 
know how to justify Cartan's argument in our context.) Translation 
spaces and strong difference, as used in this chapter, are taken froQl 
Kock, Lavendhomme (1984). In a classical context, they appear in 
Kolal (1977); see also White (1982). 
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The topas Z of chapter VI first makes its appearance in Que 
and Reyes (1982), where it is pointed out that the proofs of the 
integration axiom and of the compatiblity of the pr~order :$ given 
for SeuL op also apply to Z. The first serious study of the topas Z as 
a model for analysis, however, was carried out in Moerdijk and Reyes 
(1987). In order to force the existence of invertible infinitesimals, 
which are only "partially" present in Z, Moerdijk (1987) introduced 
the topas 8. These two papers constitute the basis of chapter VI. 

At first sight, the models Z and 8 look rather unmanageable, 
since the embedding M .!.. Z (or 8) seems to preserve finite open 
covers only (rather than countable ones, as in the case of 1 and 
9), thus making the relation with the theory of manifolds harder to 
spell out. Alternatively, one may say that the consideration of finite 
open covers only in the site for Z, say, forces a very strong sense 
of existence upon us, at odds with the usual interpretation as local 
existence in classical analysis which is captured in 1 and 9 by the 
more relaxed notion of countable open cover in the sites. However, 
this is only superficially so, since countable open covers tire preserved 
by the embedding 8, provided preservation is correctly formulated! 
The point is that a family of open subsets of a manifold M, indexed 
by N, gives rise in a canonical way to an internal family of subobjects 
of 8(M) indexed by the space N of 8mooth ntlturtll number8, and 
the internal family is an internal cover if the original family covers 
M. (Dubuc (1981) calls a model "well-adapted" if, among other 
things, the embedding 8 preserves countable covers. Unfortunately, he 
interprets this preservation as requiring that the family {8(UnnnEN 

indexed by the ezterntll N should cover 8(M) whenever {Un}nEN is 
an open cover of M. But when the preservation is stated correctly, 
both Z and 8 turn out to be well-adapted.) 

Once this is realized, it is clear that we can only have an adequate 
model for analysis if we systematically replace the natural number 
object N by the object of smooth natural numbers N, and rephrase 
notions like archimedeanness, finiteness, compactness, etc., accord
ingly. With these changes, we can transfer the main results for 1 
and 9 to this new context. An unexpected new ingredient in the 
proofs of these results (such as the preservation of countable open 
covers by 8) is the use of dimension theory in the form of Ostrand's 
theorem (see Ostrand (1972), or Engelking (1978)). Ostrand's th~ 
orem is used in all the results of section VI.3, which are taken from 
Moerdijk (1987), and also lies at the basis of the transfer principle 
between Z and 9 discussed in section VII.4. 
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The axiomatic system for smooth Infinitesimal Analysis (SIA) pre
sented in chapter VII appears in print here for the first time, and a 
few words may be in order to explain some of its peculiarities. Essen
tially, we have tried to axiomatize (a part of) the theory of the topos 
B i.e., the set of sentences which are true in B. The general set-up as 
a type theory with variable types roughly follows Feferman (1985). 
The most peculiar axioms of SIA seem to be the arithmetical ones 
(1.5), which are supposed to describe the smooth natural numbers 
N = s(N). Besides limited induction (A13) and recursion (A14), we 
also have the axiom of bounded search (A15), introduced in Moerdijk 
(1987). This axiom is a substitute for the axiom of choice for finite 
sets, (i.e., "Ix E [n] 3y E [m]~(x, y) -+ 31 E [m]!n] "Ix E In] ~(x, Ix), 
where In] = {x E NIO ~ x ~ n-1}) which is not valid in B or Z. It 
is surprising how much mathematics can be developed on the basis of 
this very weak arithmetical theory of N, provided one reformulates 
topological notions very carefully to avoid the need of the axiom of 
finite choice. (For instance, compactness should be defined in terms 
of finite refinements, rather than subcovers.) We tried to illustrate 
this in section 2. It should be noticed that although several proofs 
here are rather delicate (e.g., 2.5), they should be familiar to readers 
with some experience in Primitive Recursive Arithmetic. 

Section 3 on distributions follows the main ideas of Non-Standard 
Analysis, although there are some important differences: in our con
text, all functions are smooth, and there are nilpotent infinitesi
mals besides invertible ones; moreover, global R-linear functionals 
in our models are automatically continuous. These features simplify 
some proofs considerably (e.g., proposition 3.4, or the argument from 
Feynman and Hibbs (1965) discussed in VII.3.16). The proof of the
orem 3.7.1 is adapted from De la Vallee-Poussin (1949). This result 
allows us to give a mathematical proof of corollary 3.7.2, proved 
by metamathematical means in the context of NSA (cf. Robinson 
(1966». Paragraph 3.11 on the square root of S arose as a solution 
to a question of A. Royer, which was motivated in turn by his work 
on foundations of Quantum Mechanics. 

The results of section 4 are new. 
We shall now mention a few problems and briefly discuss some 

developments which are closely connected with our subject, but not 
dealt with in this book. 

First of all, there are some straightforward questions that the 
reader may have asked herself or himself in a number of places. To 
mention a few: Are there some better, stronger versions of the axiom 
of integration? In this connection, Kock (1982) has formulated an 
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axiom of integration for Lie groups, and proved its validity in several 
models. Of course, this matter is tied up with axioms for the ex
istence of solutions for differential equations. MacLarty (1983) and 
Bunge, Dubuc (1987) make some proposals in this direction. 

In the area of differential forms, the reader has probably asked 
himself whether it is possible to define the wedge product of forms 
in a direct, synthetic manner, so that the usual properties of this 
product can be derived. This is indeed the case, and essentially 
comes down to an infinitesimal version of the usual cap product 
for (cubical) singular cohomology as M. del C. Minguez (1985) has 
shown. 

To mention another question in this direction, it would be interest
ing to extend our proof of Gauss-Bonnet (§V.5) to higher dimensions, 
and see how it relates to a "synthetic" approach to characteristic 
classes. 

Apart from specific questions such as these, there are problems of a 
more general, programmatic nature, originating from the functorial 
approach to analysis and differential geometry. As we mentioned 
already, it would be desirable to develop the theory of COO-rings and 
COO-schemes in its own right (following Moerdijk, Reyes (1986) and 
Moerdijk, Que, Reyes (1987», and pursue the analogy 

rmgs COO - rings 
-=---:----.,........;;..-:----
algebraic schemes COO - schemes 

An elegant combinatorial approach to differential forms, connec
tions, and the like, which unfortunately hasn't been discussed in our 
book, has been developed in Kock (1984), (1986). To give some idea 
of this approach, we recall that a 2-form, say, on a space M is an 
R-valued map on the space MDxD of 2-cubes. In the combinato
rial version, 2-forms are R-valued functions defined on the space of 
triples (xt, X2, X3) of points of M which are such that any two of 
these three points are "infinitely close". (A closely connected notion 
had already been considered in Algebraic Geometry; the forms there 
were defined in terms of the "first neighbourhood of the diagonal"). 
Compared to the approach discussed in our book, the combinato
rial approach has the advantage that it can easily be generalized 
to include G-valued forms, for any group G. On the other hand, 
however, the relation of two points being "infinitely close" cannot 
be defined for arbitrary microlinear spaces, and it is not clear how 
much of the material of chapters IV and V, say, can be developed in 
the combinatorial context. 

Still another approach to differential forms and related concepts 
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has been suggested by Lawvere (1980), and is based on the existence 
of the "amazing right adjoint" to the functor (_)D of exponentiation 
by D (d. Appendix 4) 

(_)D -1 (-)D. 

Using this adjunction, one may regard a 1-form MD -+ R, for ex
ample, as an ordinary function on M, but with values in a "non
standard" ring RD. This highly non-classical idea seems promising, 
but it has not really been pursued yet, as far as we know. 

Another entirely non-classical approach was initiated by Penon 
(1985), to deal with topological and infinitesimal notions. Penon has 
shown how, by purely logical means, a topology can be defined on all 
the objects of a topas, which agrees with the topology of manifolds 
(i.e., objects of the form sCM)) that was discussed in sections 111.3 
and V1.3. 

In recent years, several alternative solutions to the problem of 
generalizing manifolds to include function spaces and spaces with 
singularities have been proposed in the literature. A particularly 
appealing one is the theory of convenient vector spaces, cf. Kriegl 
(1982), Frolicher et. al. (1983). These structures are in a way sim
pler than the sheaves considered in this book, but one should notice 
that the theory of convenient vector spaces does not include an at
tempt to develop an appropriate framework for infinitesimal struc
tures, which is one of the main motivations of our approach, as we 
emphasized in the Introduction. In this context, it is of interest to 
compare the category of convenient vector spaces with our models. 
A first major step was taken by Kock (1986), who showed that there 
is a full embedding of the category of convenient vector spaces into 
the Cahier-topos (d. Appendix 2), with good properties (see also 
Kock-Reyes (1987)). This result of Kock allows one, for example, to 
transfer the Ambrose-Palais-Singer theorem of section V.2 immedi
ately to manifolds modelled on convenient vector spaces. 

Finally, we would like to draw attention to problems of a more 
logical nature, connected to our system SIA. 

For instance, what is the logical relationship of (version of) SIA to 
other theories for analysis, such as variants of non-standard analysis 
and intuitionistic analysis; What is the proof-theoretic strength of 
SIA? All these questions still seem to be open, in spite of some 
irresponsible claims to the contrary. 
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